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clearly readable printouts
clearly remarkable price

•

The $625* Heathkit H14 Printer. You'll pay hundreds
more for a printer with its features

Where else can you buy a microprocessor-
based printer with the H14's features and
copy quality for under a thousand dollars?

The Heathkit H14 prints up to 165 charac-
ters per second, one full line every two
seconds.

5 x 7 dot matrix and finest quality impact
printhead give you clear, easy-to-read
images.

All functions are microprocessor-con-
trolled for reliable performance and more
efficient use of your computer.

You get:
• Standard 96-character ASCII set- UPPER

and lower case.
• Operator or software selectable line
width: 132, 96 and 80 characters per
line.

• Compatibility with any computer having
RS-232C or 20 MA current loop serial
interface with handshaking.

• Sprocket paper feed, with adjustable
spacing, keeps paper moving smoothly.

• "Paper out" and "paper jammed" sig-
nals prevent loss of data.

• Selectable baud rates from 110 to 4800.
• Convenience of standard fan-fold paper,

2.5 to 9.5 inches wide.
• Chrome wire rack keeps paper neat.

Price includes connecting cables, paper
rack and ribbon. Just add paper and you're
ready to run. And service on the H14 is
close by at any of 55 Heathkit Electronic
Centers throughout the U.S.
Complete details on the remarkable H14
are in the newest, free Heathkit Catalog.
Send for yours today or pick one up at your
Heathkit Electronic Center.
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FREECATALOG See th.e complete line of
Heathkit Computer Products,

including printers, video terminals, floppy disk sys-
tems and software, in the new, 104-page Heathkit Cat-
alog. It describes nearly 400 exciting kits for your

home, work or pleasure - all at build-it-yourself sav-
ings. Send for yours today or pick one up at your
Heathkit Electronic Centert where Heathkit Products
are displayed, sold and serviced. See your white pages
for center nearest you.

"In kit form, F.O.B. Benton Harbor, MI. Also available completely assembled at $895 F.O.B. Benton Harbor, MI. Prices are subject to change without notice.
tun its of Veri technology Electronics Corporation

Heathkit®
Heath Company, Dept. 335-644, Benton Harbor, MI 49022 CP-180
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. hi .this ne,¥ Model Z·2H yQU get
notonty a large.stPrageWinchester
hard disk drive but also two floppy
disk drives. In the hard disk drive you
get unprecedented storage capacitv
at this price-11 megabytes unfor-
matted.

You get speed-both in the 4 MHz
Z80A microprocessor and in the fast
64K RAM which has a chip access
time of only 150 nanoseconds.You
get speed in the computer minimum
instruction execution time of 1 micro-
second. You get speed in the hard
disk transfer rate of 5.6 megabits/sec.

EXPAN DAB ILlTY
You get expandability, too. The

..high-speed RAM canbeexpandedto
512 kilobytes if you wish.

And the computer hasa full 12-510t
card cage you can use for additional
RAMand interface cards.

BROADEST SOFTWARE SUPPORT
With the Z-2H you also get the

broadest software support in the

Extended BASJC-
• .FOftTRANIV
• RATFOR (RATional' FORtran)
• COBOL
• Z80 Macro Assembler
• Word Processing System
• Data Base Management

with more coming an the time.

SMALL, RUGGED, RELIABLE
With all its featuresthe new Z-2H,

including its hard disk drive, is still
housed in Justone compact cabinet.

Hard disk drive at lower left can be inter-
changed just by sliding out and disconnecting

plug. Seven free card slots are available.
Z-2H includes printer interface card.

In'lCIUUeCi fA
Cromemcoruggednessand reliability, .
Cromerncowls ttme-proved, Ou}"
equipment is a survey -winner for
reliability. Of course,.•there'S Cro-
memco's all-metal cabinet; .Rugged,
solid. And, there'S the heavy-duty
power supply (30A @ 8V, 15A @
+18 V, and 15A @ --18V) for cir-
cuitry you'll sooner or later want to
plug into those free card slots.

SEE IT NOW
last summer we told you this new

Z-2H would be a smash. And it is.
So see it at your dealer's now. Have
him put you in touch with a user-
there are lots of them because
Cromemco has been delivering for
months. Seefor yourself how pleased
our usersare.

PRESENT CROMEMCO USERS
We've kept you in mind, too. Ask
about the new Model HOD Disk
Drive which can combine with your
present Cromemco computer to give
you up to 22 megabytes of disk
storage.

[3cronaemeo
incorporated
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (41li) 964·7400
Tomorrow's computers today
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Even at 5:12 aID., its hard to quit
playing Personal Software" strategy gatnes.
A quick game before turning in can become an all-night
session when you load any of the Personal Software '" strategy
games into your Apple: PET* or TRS-80~ They'll challenge,
teach and entertain you. And now there are two new games-
Gammon Gambler '" and Checker King '"-joining Bridge
Partner," Time Trek '" and the best-selling Microchess"

Gammon Gambler is a sure bet. With ten levels of skill,
you can begin a novice and become
an expert. Whichever level you play,
the computer moves so quickly
you don't have to wait. The
program follows U'.S.
tournament rules, and in-
cludes the doubling
cube to spice up the
game. Written for
the Apple and

Gammon Gambler PET by Willy
Chaplin. $19.95.

Checker King-you probably forgot
how much fun it is! If you move and
change your mind, take it back and move
again-without a peep from the computer.
Play eight skill levels. Add and remove
pieces. Save three board positions for later
play. And solve three challenging checker
puzzles. Written by Michael Marks for
the Apple, PET and TRS-BO.$19.95.

Microchess, the most widely used
personal computer chess program, is a
nearly perfect chess opponent for the total
novice or the advanced enthusiast. Written
by Peter Jennings for the Apple, PET and
TRS-80. $19.95.

Bridge Partner. You against the computer in over 10 million
different hands of contract bridge. You can even specify the
hands' high card points. Written by George Duisman for the Ap-
ple, PET and Level II TRS-BO.$19.95.

Time Trek is easy to learn, dif-
ficult to master and impossible to
forget. Take command of a starship
in real-time action to make the gal-
axy safe again. PET version by Brad

Templeton. TRS-80 program
by Joshua Lavinsky. $19.95.

Personal Software, Inc.,
also produces the VisiCalc '"
program (the software that's Checker King

revolutionizing personal
computing), CCA Data Management Sys-
tem, the Vitafacts series and other exciting
software for the Apple, PET and TRS-80.

Now that you've readaboutthe Per-
sonal Software programs, go see a
demonstration. For the name of your
nearest Personal Software dealer, call
(408) 745-7841 or write to Personal
Software, Inc., 592 Weddell Drive.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

....~soNl'!-
i'':~~f\=t~SO;::n -

•Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.: PET is a
trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.; TRS-80 is
a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp.
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111T~isIssue~.....•... -
articles Iapplicatiolls - qames

96 Eliminating the TRS-80 Power Cord Mess
..................................... Hinrichs

98 Stan and the Two-Horse Team Winkless
The Sport of kings and a computer

104 Ten to the Thirty-Eighth.................... Bradford
Time to place your bets

111 Yorn Gerrold

Reading, Language & Computers

36 R~adlng COl11prehentj",n for tht $01:-20 ••,., ..Heuer
pmdl.lce yOlilrown feadlng drills

Ancient Literature With eomputers .Nicolopoulos
Inter:view Di~ PbiUfll?fdE\S

Testing for Readabllity Goodman & Schwab
Syllable-col:fllting by computer

:unlenee Construeflon ...•••.......•••....... Williams
Techniques of natlJrallanguage construction

ReadJng Level DlfficUlty •.•...... , •......••.. ~,'CarlJJon
D~term,inIng approximate readlng level

The First "B.,'..................................... Rogers
The TRS-80 Voice SyM.f'lesizer

Tbe Word Board ..........................•...• eeren on
language feaehlng and learning

10

departmellts
6 St Cetera............................................. Et AI

8 Input/Output .!- Readers
SWTPC 6809 again, AI, When to castle

12 Random Ramblings Craig
Heuristics, Inc., Corvus, Parasitic Maxi Disk

17 Effective Writing Ahl
Quotations and Quotation Marks

114 Intelligent Computer Games Levy
Alpha-Beta algorithm and big trees

122 Apple Cart. .......................•............. carpenter
File building, videotapes, Super Invader

130 .TRS-SOStrings Gray
Variations on RND, Microtyping, more

136 Compleat Computer Catalogue Staples
New computers, peripherals and software

144 Book Reviews Gray
Some goodies and some to avoid

150 Index to Advertisers .

82 Computer Chess Championship.............. Ehara
David Levy beats slate plus Chess 4.9

88 Interview with Gordon Bell Ahl
About research, language translation and more

90 Complexity Theory and Elementary Math
............................. Sipser & Sipser

Equation-solving and the Bridge of Koenigsberg

fictioll 6 foolisl1lless
Giant 73-page April Fool's
Parody of 13 Computer Magazines

Pages 00-49
(hexadecimal)

151 Retail Roster .

e"aluatiolls 6 profiles
18 Heath WH-89 ..............•......................... Heuer

A professional "all-in-one" computer

22 Atari in Perspective Lindsay
Atari 800 vs Pet

32 Chatsworth Mark Sense Card Reader Schlarb
Solution for overloaded computers in schools

80, Bilingual Original Adventure Staples
Enjoyable way to learn French

The cover was executed in ink and wash
by James S. D'Angelo of Glen Rock, NJ.
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TIS-'O
UTILITIES.

If you thought your TRS-80™ microcomputer
was just a toy, think again. Enhance your system with these

powerful TBS-80 system utilities.
TERMINAL CONTROL by F Barry Mulligan is a machine

language utility that enables you to use all the potentials of RS-232
tele-communications without hassle. Requiring 16K or more, it can
interface to any Level II BASIC or assembly language program, or
may be used as a stand-alone system to send and receive entire
programs or data. The beauty of this program is that it turns your

computer into a truly smart terminal. All RS-232 features can be set
from the keyboard and the current values can be displayed or
changed at any time. Basic programs can be sent in Level II

compressed format for high-speed exchange. Whether you want to
send or receive data from a BASIC program, or talk with the

computer networks and bulletin boards or with any other terminal or
computer or try any of the PQssibilities that computer communica-

tions has opened up, TERMINAL CONTROL is your answer.
Only biiefly described here, this remarkable program sells

. for only $19.80 on tape and $29.80 on disk.
SYSTEM DOCTOR does a thorough diagnostic check of your
entire computer system. It lets you know if something is wrong

before you spend time programming or entering data. The program BASIC TOOLKIT by F Barry Mulligan is a basic programmer's
checks the ROM to ensure that every bit is functional and checks dream come true. Requiring 16K or more, this program has the follow-

the RAM six different ways. The disk drives are tested in a variety of ing features. Variables Map-Gives an alphabetical listing of each
ways to ensure reliability The cassette recorder is also tested variable used, a list of the lines the variables appear on, and shows

for speed, volume and distortion with the help of a calibration tape the number of times the variable appears on the line. Goto X Ref-Lists
provided with the program. The video memory and display are also in numerical sequence the destination of each GOTOand GOSUB

checked as well as the line printer. SYSTEM DOCTOR also does a statement and the line number that it appears on. Recall-Allows
12-hour check of the entire system and records the results on tape, you to recall a program after you have flit reset, accidentally typed

disk or the.screen. As a bonus, this program also includes the DISK NEW or have booted back to DOS. Merge-Enables you to merge tape
DRIVE HEAD CLEANER. The card insert that cleans the head or disk programs. Test Memory-Does a thorough check of memory

can be obtained free by mailing in the coupon provided. For to be sure every location is operable. Search Memory-Search for
$28.50, SYSTEM DOCTOR is the first complete diagnostic every occurrence of a two-byte combination and list the location

program for the TRSc80. A disk version is available for $38.50. where it occurs. BASIC TOOLKIT is resident in memory while pro-
LINE PRINTER by Dosse Segbeaya is a machine language gramming and is accessed by hitting shift/break. A must for basic

program that accelerates printing on Centronics printers by making programmers, this utility sells for $19.80 on tape, $29.80 on disk.
it a background task. Requiring 32K and a disk driVe, this program TBS has other incredible software for Tandy's microcomputer.
enables the user to set aside up to'16K of memory as buffer which Intent on making it a powerful tool, we have large scale business

when filled is sent to the line printer while your Basic program accounting systems, general accounting systems, data
continues to run. Any Basic program that uses LPRINT's will run processing systems and the Library 100. Wehave the only
significantly faster with this program. Also included is the ability DISK HEAD CLEANER (for APPLE too!) and GRAN MASTER
to set the number of characters per line, the number of lines per DISKETTES, the best on the market.

page, the spaces between lines, and the left, top and bottom mar- TBS is YOUR COMPANY, and we build systems, not just
gins. Page numbers can be placed anywhere on the firs(line starting software. The above products are available now, nationwide. Visit
at any given number. Printouts of anything that is on the screen can your local Computer Dealer or Associate Radio Shack Store and
also be made by hitting shift/break, If you do programming and you demand the best, demand TBS. For more information contact us
use multistatement lines, LINE PRINTER enables you to LLiST through the numbers below

your program with single statement lines. This rather amazing pro- t.••TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation
gram is resioent in high memory as it interfaces with almost any

Basic program. It seilS on disk for $24.50.
APRIL 1980
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et: cet:era let cetera I
Math & Technology Program Computer Camp

The National Institute of Education
(NIE) and the National Science Founda-
tion are initiating a [olnt program of
development and research to improve the
teaching and learning of school mathe-
matics through the use of modern infor-
mation-handling technology.

Primary emphasis on the program is
on the development of prototypes of
educationally relevant software, instruc-
tional courseware, and methods for
assessing students' progress. These
should respond to pedagogical needs
and opportunities, be developed with the
involvement of students and teachers
and appropriately modified on the basis
of experience. Associated research aim-
ed at improving our. knowledge of
mathematics teaching and learning pro-
cesses is an essential element in the
program.

Two concerns inform the develop-
ment and operation of this program. First
is a need to devise ways of using new
information-handling technology to re-
duce existing inequalities in educational
performance. Secondly, the development
of prototypes must proceed from the
outset with a concern for assuring the
successful adaptation of new technology
in classrooms.
Mailing of announcements will be hast-
ened if requests are accompanied by two
self-addressed adhesive labels.

Science Education Directorate
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C. 20550
(Telephone: 202282-7910)

Plansfor the fourth annual Camp Retupmoc
have been announced by Rose-Hulman Insti-
tute of Technology. The program provides an
intensive six-day computer workshop intended
for college-bound males who have completed
their junior year of high school.

Instruction in Basic will be provided along
with lectures from computer experts and
SCientists, some from business and industry,
on computer applications. No previous com-
puter experience is necessary for .any of the
first five sessions to be held June 8-13, June
15-21, June 22-27, July 6-11, and July 13-18.
The last camp, to be held July 20-25, is for
students with previous experience in pro-
gramming, and will concentrate on APL.
Contact Dr. John Kinney, Director of Camp

Retupmoc, Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech-
nology, 5500 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, IN
47803.

RF Modulator Tip
PersonalComputer owners who plan to use

their computer with a TV set should be aware
of the following: If the tuning of the set is
quartz frequency controlled with no user fine
tuning, as is the latest trend, the Sup-R-Mod II
by M&REnterprises, and other RF modulators
with no provision for tuning, may not work.
Use a modulator which has frequency tun-
ability such as the one available from ATV
Research, 13th and Broadway, Dakota City,
NE 68731.
Thanks to Donald J. Stoner of Cudahy, WI

for this information.

Real Estate Correction
For those of you experiencing problems

with line 250 of the listing for Real Estate
Analysis (p.66, Feb. '80Creative),Mr. Liebman
writes that it should read:
K=1.+R2(J):L= K •••MO(J):N= M(J)*R2(J)*L
In addition, he points out a problem wrtn

line 1150 which should read as follows:
IF JFLAG(>2THEN GOTO1180.

Language Symposium
TheV$iSsarCollegeCognitiveScienceGroup

will hold a two-day symposium, April 25 and
26, 1980at the Vasser campus in Poughkeep-
sie, New York. The symposium will be
devoted to an exploration of the role which
context plays in perception and interpretation
of language. Context will be considered from
the points of view of social, perceptual,
intentional, linguistic, and computational
analysis and the wa.ys in which they are
related.

Participation in the conference will be
limited to the first 150 people who pre-
register.

Please contact: Cognitive Science Sym-
posium, VassarCollege, Box 525, Poughkeep-
sie, NY 12601USA, (914)452-7000,ext. 2407.

8-100 Magazine

5-100 Microsystems is a new publication
directed at users of 5-100 microcomputer
systems. It will be a forum on 5-100 topics
such as interfacing, CP/M, Pascal, Assem-
bler, Fortran and Basic software.
Sol Libes, a pioneer in the field of personal

computer systems will edit the publication.
He is the founder and past president of the
Amateur Computer Group of New Jersey.

S-100 MICROSYSTEMS will be pub-
lished 6 times a year and sample copy is
$2. Charter subscription is $7.50 (I yr.),
$14 (2 yr.) or $21.50 (3 yr.), prepaid USA.
Canada is $9/yr. and F.oreign $20/yr.

. (add $12 for Air Mail). This charter
subscription offer expires April 30th,
1980.
For more information contact: Sol Libes,
201-277-2063, S-100 MICROSYSTEMS,
Box 1192, Mountainside, NJ 07092.

Conversation enriches the under-
standing, but solitude is the school of
genius.-Edward Gibbon

Pet Correction
Greg Yob has sent a correction for the

March PET column. On page 161, the first
example under "The PET Is Logical" should
be:

AND: 1100If both bits are one, the
0101 result is a one. If they
0100don't, it gives zero.
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The easiest, least expensive way to generate
spectacular multi-color graphics, sharp two-color alphanumerics:
Your computer, a color tv set and the Percom Electric Crayon TM.

Add the Electric Cravon'" to your
system and your keyboard be-
comes a palette, the tv screen
your medium.

You dab and stroke using one-
key commands to create dazzling
full-color drawings, eye-catching
charts and diagrams.

Or you run any of innumerable
programs. Your own BASIC lan-
guage programs that' generate
dynamic pyrotechnic images,
laugh-provoking animations.

From a combined alphanu-
merics-semigraphics mode to a
high resolution 256- by 192-
element full graphics mode, the
microprocessor-controlled Electric
Cravori'" is capable of generating
10 distinctly different display
modes.

Colors are brilliant and true, and
up to eight are available depend-
ing on the mode.

As shipped, the Electric
Crayon™ interfaces a TRS-80*
computer. It may be easily

[LlEfUlIlM I
PERCOM DATA COMPANY. INC.
211 N. KIRBY GARLAND. TEXAS 75042

(2141272·3421

APRIL 1980

adapted for interfacing to any
computer or to an ordinary parallel
ASCII keyboard.

But that's not all
The Electric Crayon is not just a
color graphics generator/control-
ler.

It is also a complete self-
contained control computer. With
built-in provision for 1K-byte of
on -b o ar d prog ram RAM, an
EPROM chip for extending EGOSTM,
its on-board ROM graphics OS,
and a dual bidirectional eight-bit
port - over and above the com-
puter/keyboard port - for
peripherals. The applications are
endless.
Shipped with. EGOSTM, 1K-byte of
display memory and a com-
prehensive user's manual that in-
cludes an assembly language list-
ing of EGOSTM and listings of
BASIC demo programs, the Elec-
tric Crayon ™ costs only $249.95.

Options include:
• LEVEL II BASIC color
graphics programs on
minidiskette: $17.95.
• A 34-conductor ribbon
cable to interconnect the Elec-
tric Crayorr'" to a TRS-80*:
$24.95.
• RAM chips for adding re-
fresh memory for higher den-
sity graphics modes: $29.95
per K-byte.
• Electric Crayon™
Sketchpad, a sketching grid
of proportioned' picture ele-
ments (pixels) in a tv aspect
ratio. For 128 x 192 or 256 x
192 graphics modes. 11-inch
by 17-inch, 25-sheet pads:
$3.95 per pad.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: the video cir-
cuitry of the Electric Crayon™ provides di-
rect drive input to a video monitor or mod-
ified tv set. An internal up-modulator for rf
antenna input may be constructed by add-
ing inexpensive components to the existing
video circuitry.
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

™ = trademark of Percom Oata Company. Inc.
•= trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no relationship to Percom Data Company.

Get into computer color graphics the easy, low-cost way with a Per-
com Electric Crayon TM.Available at Percom dealers nationwide. Call
toll-free, 1-800-527-1592, for the address of your nearest dealer,
or to order direct if there is no Percom dealer in your area.
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memory mapping hardware. He complained that there was
"no documentation on how to use it or how it works."
Apparently he is overlooking pages 10 through 15 of the
Computer Manual (copies enclosed) where the subject is
discussed at length. Worstell apparently refuses to
understand that the 64K of memory address in the computer
he purchased. our Model /09 (56K). is directly addressable
and. as the documentation explaines, the Dynamic Address
Translator is an integral part of a system designed for
multi-tasking and multiple user environments (typically
these functions will be implemented on our Model S/09
(128K and larger). Worstell is not correct in saying that he
has paid for circuitry which he cannot use. simply because he
has opted for a system which does not utilize that part of the
standard design and for which he has paid nothing extra.

Regarding the 6809 OP codes. Worstell admits they are
available from the chip manufacturer. Motorola. They are
included in its extensive programming manual for the 6809
for sale to the public. We cannot accept his criticism that this
company does not duplicate the expense of stocking and
distributing Motorola's specialized literature. We know of no
computer manufacturer who distributes the chip manufac-
turer's manuals to the end user.

Finally we categorically reject Worstell's parting shot
that he had •••...been taken since they have our money ..."
Early on in our contacts with Worstell. when it became
apparent that he was more interested in conflict and
controversy than he was in conciliation. we invited him to
return his system to us for a full refund of his purchase price.
This he has not done.

I would apologize for the length of this letter. Mr. Ahl,
but Worstell s letter. unrebutted, cannot fail to. accomplish
his obvious attempt to damage this company. The spirit of
his attacks are damaging to this industry as well.

Daniel E. Meyer. President
Southwest Technical Products Corp .

219W. Rhapsody
San Antonio. TX 78216

Praise for Creative'S Super Invader
Dear Editor:

I would like to heap a few words of praise on the author
of Apple Super Invader. A true masterpiece of program
ming! No. that's not good enough! I look at all my dusty
tapes and endless disk catalog listings of software. now
mediocre at best. and sigh. What a waste of hard-earned
money. Finally. my machine has truly come alive! For my'
investment. I could now have purchased the arcade machine
itself. (which I've read that some individuals are actually
doing). But then. what a waste that would be. as I wanted a
versatile. fun and educational machine when I bought a
computer. M. Hata, wherever you are. thank you!

I think your magazine is the best published for personal
computing. I especially enjoyed Chuck Carpenter s Apple
Cart in recent issues.

L.E.Thomas
61 John E. Smith Drive
Tewksbury. MA 01876
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Appause for the SWTP 6809
Dear Editor:

This is in reply to Mr. Glen Worstell's letter (Feb.'80)
regarding the SWTP 6809 system and his problems with
it.We have ordered and received two SWTP 6809 systems
here at NYU. One is the 6809-S with 128K of memory and
the other is the 6809-A with 56K of memory. Both systems
simply plugged together. plugged in and worked perfectly
the first time. There have been no problems with the
ROM SBUG-E monitor. the double-sided. double-density
disks work perfectly and the CT-82 smart terminal is a
delight. We have found the ROM documentation complete
and useful and the information on the dynamic address
translator to be perfectly adequate. Whenever we have
called SWTP. their response has been very knowledge-
able. helpful. and downright friendly! This goes for the
president and includes all the staff in engineering and
service.

One must realize that the 6809 is a very complex and
sophisticated piece of hardware with a set of instruction
modes as rich as the DEC PDP-ll/34. The DAT resembles
the PDP-ll memory management unit. and the orthagon-
ality of registers is similar. The sequence of stack
manipulations is different between the 6800 and the 6809.
which can lead to much confusion to the programmer new
to the 6809.

I can only assume that Mr . Worstell as president of
Parsec Systems has a rusty axe to grind. or that he and
his staff lack the technical sophistication to properly
implement and appreciate the SWTP 6809.

Ted Wolff
NYU Medical Center

400 E. 34th Street
New York. NY 10016

•••••••• 'V". •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• v •••••••••••••••.•••••••••v.w

SWliP Responds
Dear Editor:

Regarding the "unhappy" letter (Feb.'80. pag.13). I
would like to respond to Worstell's inaccurate and
intemperate statements and innuendos about the SWTP
6809 computer.

First. his complaint concerning the "non-existence" of
documentation for the ROMmonitor is nonsense. Enclosed is
a copy of the User's Guide for the SBUG- E which is supplied
to every purchaser of our computer including the
complainant. Worstell's demands upon our company related
to the proprietary design information for the monitor which
is not provided with the computer. but which. in no way.
limits the usability of the computer for the purpose for which
it is sold.

Worstell's statement concerning "several bugs" in the
monitor cannot be substantiated. and though we asked him
for specifics. he would not. or could not. provide details. If
such a problem were to exist. though none of our many other
users have reported a problem. common sense tells you we
would want to know the details and correct the problem, at
once. for all of our users.

Worstell's second complaint concerned what he called the



North Star Horizon-

COMPUTER WITH CLASS
The North Star Horizon computer can be found everywhere
computers are used: business, engineering, home - even the
classroom. Low cost, performance, reliability and software
availability are the obvious reasons for Horizon's popularity.
But, when a college bookstore orders our BASIC manuals,
we know we have done the job from A to Z.
Don't take our word for it. Read what these instructors have to
say about the North Star Horizon:

"We bought a Horizon not only for its reliability record,
but also because the North Star diskette format is the industry
standard for software exchange. The Horizon is the first computer
we have bought that came on-line as soon as we plugged it in,
and it has been running ever since!"

- Melvin Davidson, Western Washington University,
Bellingham, Washington

"After I gave a V2 hour demonstration of the Horizon
to our students, the sign-ups for next term's class in BASIC
jumped from 18 to 72."

- Harold Nay, Pleasant Hill HS, Pleasant Hill, California

"With our Horizon we brought 130 kids from knowing
nothing about computers to the point of writing their own Pascal
programs. I also use it to keep track of over 900 student files,
including a weekly updated report card and attendance figures."

- Armando Picciotto, Kennedy HS, Richmond, California
"The Horizon is the best computer I could find for my class.

It has an almost unlimited amount of software to choose from.
And the dual diskette drives mean that we don't have to waste
valuable classroom time loading programs, as with computers
using cassette drives."

- Gary Montante, Ygnacio Valley HS, Walnut Creek, Calif.
See the Horizon at your local North Star dealer.

e'ReLE '" ON READERSERVN;;rthSltlr¥--
North Star Computers
1440 Fourth Street
Berkeley, Co 94710
(415) 527-6950 TWX/TELEX 910-366-7001



More on MicroComposer

Dear Editor:
Referring to the Micro Composer review (Feb.'80), I

cannot accept credit for writing the Micro Composer
software. The vast majority was written by David Williams
of Micro Music, Inc. completely independent of Micro
Technology or myself. I did supply the sound generation
routine which is only a few hundred bytes of an otherwise
huge program. The design of the music entry and editing
program was done solely by Micro Music and. in my opinion,
IS clearly oriented towards teaching music rather than
streamlined entry of music.

One thing the article failed to bring out is that the Micro
Music system utilizes software sound synthesis with via
digital-to-analog conversion. The music board supplied with
the system is, in fact, an 8 bit digital-to-analog converter
optimized for audio output applications. What this means is
that software alone determines the type of sound produced
by the system; With proper programming (not necessarily
available yet), the Micro Music board could produce more
than 4 musical voices, reasonably accurate musical
instrument simulations, or even speech. .

Another feature is the ability to create original tone
colors with the system. The user can specify the harmonic
makeup of each voice or optionally use the predefined ones.

One final point concerns the availability of stereo output.
Two Micro Music boards can be used to produce stereo but
the number of musical voices remains at four.

Hal Chamberlin
Vice Pres. of Engineering

Micro Technology Unlimited
P.O.Box 4596

Manchester, NH 03108

Now you can really expand your horizons with the tiny-c
structured programming language. The tiny-c owner's manual
(including 8080 and PDP-11 source code and tiny-c in C) is
still just $40. And we've added these new formats to really
egg you on TRS-80 Level II SYSTEM Format Cassette; CP/M
Diskettes with 8080 Source; PDP- 11 Diskette; North Star 5"
Diskette; KIM and SYM cassettes. And there's more, plus lots to
come. Order your tiny-c owner's manual today and get the
whole story. Call or write: tiny c associates, PO. Box 269,
Holmdel, N.J 07733. (201) 671-2296. . _

You'll quickly discover tiny-c is all '(71
if s cracked up to be. .

New Jersey residents include 5% sales tax. Visa I
and MasterCharge accepted. Include charge
plate number with order. I

When to Castle
Dear Editor:

Concerning the February, 1980 Input/Output Chess
comments by Stephen Kimmel:

Mister Kimmel is the recipient of some rotten input from
Human 1400 when concerning the legitimacy of castling
through check.

According to the Official Rules of Chess (US Chess
Federation, Article 6.1:)

"Castling is prevented for the time being-
(a) if the king's original square or the square which

the king must cross or that which it is to occupy
is attacked by an enemy piece ...."

Robert A Fowkes
(Human 1800)

3 Reeback Drive
Ossining, NY 10562

"Turning Over" The Clock
Dear Editor:

I enjoyed your October, 1979 issue, and the article
"Graphics Digital Clock" pp. 110-113. However, the program
contains a serious flaw as it was printed.

The problem arises when the clock attempts to "turn
over." That is, when the clock tries to go from 12:59:59 to
1:00:00, (or from 23:59:59 to 00:00:00 in 24-hour format) the
computer finds a "for-next" error and execution stops.

Fortunately, there is a simple solution. Insert these lines:
25 On error goto 1000
1000 If Z=24 then H=O:M=O:S=O:Resume 120
1010 If Z=12 then H=1:M=0:S=0:Resume 120 .
Now, when the time comes for "turn over," TRS-80 will

pause for just a split second, then resume timekeeping
correctly.

Otherwise, Mr. Hinrichs is to be commended on his fine
application of the TRS-80's amazing Level II high speed
graphics features.

Michael Sullivan
Box 90

DeKalb, Ill.
60115

SorcererAs a Terminal
Dear Editor:

The Sorcerer's serial data cable (Exidy part number
DP4005) is not enough to connect an accoustic coupler to
the Sorcerer computer. It has no RS (request to send) line
which is essential to the communication between a
terminal and a Host computer.

There is a +12 volts pin (#9) on the Sorcerer's serial
interface, so I conntected it to the 1#4 pin (RS) pin of an
acoustic coupler with wire and 1K.c.(V4 W) resister. By
this modification I succeeded in using the Sorcerer as a
computer terminal. .

Also, the Sorcerer dumb terminal program (supplied on
cassette) has two defects. First, it doesn't select parity,
the number of stop bits and the number of bits per
character. Second, when the number of received charac-
ters per line from a host computer exceeds 64, the rest of
the line is not printed on the CRT screen. But one can
easily correct these defects by inserting some machine
instructions.

Kazuo Nakamura
5-2-1-1402Oji Kita-ku,

Tokyo, Japan 114
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• SAFE INSERTER
KIT INCLUDES • MOS-2428 24-28 CMOS SAFE INSERTER

• MOS-40 36-40 CMOS SAFE INSERTER

~

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION ~
3455 CONNER ST., 6RONX, N.Y. 10475 U.S.A.

PHONE 1212) 994 6600 TELEX NO 125091

PA1NTE;P IN U.S,A.

MOS-2428

WK-7 COMPLETE IC INSERTER/EXTRACTOR KIT $29.95

INDIVI DUAL COMPONENTS ~

MOS-1416 14-16 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
MOS-2428 24-28 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
MOS-40 36-40 PIN Mos CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
EX-1 14-16 PIN EXTRACTOR TOOL $ 1.49
EX-2 24..:-40PIN CMOS SAFE EXTRACTOR TOOL $ 7.95

MINIMUM BILLING $25.00. ADD SHiPPING CHARGE $2.00. NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD APPLICABLE TAX.

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION 3455 CONNER ST., BRONX, N.Y. 10475 (212) 994-6600/TELEX 125091

APRIL 1980
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ings
John Craig· .

Revisiting
the Bay Area

On a recent trip to the Silicon
Valley we stopped in to visit several
companies that are doing some excit-
ing things. We think you'll find them as
interesting as we did.

Tom Tisch, the President of Heuristics, is shown
hOlding .the H-2000 Apple Speechlink while an
associate demonstrates the system.

Does Your Computer Hear You?

When is the last ti me you sat down
and talked to your computer? Un-
doubtedly there are times when we all
have choice things to say to the little
monsters, but now we can also make
them listen. Heuristics, Inc., has been
making a speech recognition board for
S-100 systems for several years now
and they've recently announced a new
set of boards for the Apple II. (They
also make a voice recognition unit
which is sold in the retail stores of a
major manufacturer of personal com-
puters.)

Before this decade is out we're
going to be seeing and hearing a great
deal from this technology of speech
recognition and speech output. The
idea of a totally speech-controlled
system is not out of the realm of
possibility even with today's tech-
nology. Can you imagine an operating
system which, upon powering up,
waits for a voice command? The
operator says, "Load Accounts Receiv-
able." The computer then responds, by
synthesized voice, with, "Can't load.
Please insert program disk in Drive A
and data disk in Drive B." The operator
corrects the oversight by inserting the
correct disks. The computer then
responds with, "Thank you," and

proceeds to load the program. It then
asks, "Please specify function -
Create Record, Update, Billing, Totals,
Merge to General Ledger or List." (We
have a very talkative computer.)
Perhaps the most fascinating applica-
tion would be in word processing
where someone actually dictates text
to the computer, such as a business
letter or a book. I can see it now, by the
year 2030 we'll have a hard time finding
typists in this country!

There are times when we I
all have choice things to I
say to the little mons~ers..

Another area which holds great
potential is speech therapy. Heuristics
has a program, Voiceplot, which
displays an instantaneous graph of
.speech patterns (3 frequency bands
and amplitude). The program is avail-
able for the Apple, TRS-80 and North
Star and could be very useful in
training small children to overcome
speech problems. The. child would
speak a certain word into the micro-
phone and the graph would be dis-
played on the screen immediately. The
instructor, or speech therapist, could
then take a grease pencil and draw the
graph on the CRT as it should be and
ask the child to try again, this time
trying to match up with the grease
pencil mark. It would be fascinating fo
watch the speech improve as a result of
that feedback. This technique could
also be used to teach correct accents
in foreign languages.

The latest version of the S-100 Speechlab board.

Many of Heuristic's Speech lab
(S-100) and Speechlink (Apple)
boards find their way into industrial
applications. They offer a lightweight
headset boom microphone for voice
input while an operator is busy per-
forming some chore with his or her
hands. They've also developed a new
standalone voice control unit, the
Model 1600 Controller, which can
control up to 12 devices.

The H-2000 Speechlink for the
Apple has a suggested retail price of

12 CREATIVE COMPUTING



INTROL/X-IO.
COMPUTERIZE YOUR HOME.
The Introl/X-1O peripheral system for your Apple*
Computer allows you to remotely control lights and
electrical appliances in your home.

YOU'RE ALREADY WIRED.
Introl/X-10 operates by utilizing your computer's intelli-
gence to command the BSR System X-10 to send signals
over regular 110 volt household wiring. That means you
can control any electrical device in your home without
additional wiring.

READY TO USE.
Introl/X-10 comes with complete software to control
devices on pre-determined schedules, and features:
•Control devices at a specific time. •Select a daily or
weekly schedule .• Specify a day of the week, or an exact
date for a particular event. •Specify an interval of time for
an event. • Rate device wattages for a running account
of power consumption during your schedule for energy
management. •Used with our Apple Clock" your sched-
ules may run in "background" while other programs
may run at the same time in "foreground."

EVERYTHING YOU NEED.
The Introl Controller board plugs into a peripheral slot
of your Apple. With an ultrasonic transducer it trans-
mits control signals to the BSR/X-10 Command Console
which may be plugged into any convenient AC outlet near
your coinputer. On command, signals are sent to remote
modules located at the devices you wish to contro/. Up
to 16 remote module addresses may be controlled from
your Apple.

AVAILABLE NOW.
The Introl/X-10 System consists of the Introl Controller
board with timer and ultrasonic transducer, the X-1O
Command Console and three remote modules. $279.
Complete and tested. If you already have a BSR System
X-10, the I~~rolController board is available separately for
$189. Additional remote modules are available at $15. See
your computer dealer for a demonstration. Or, return the
coupon below for complete information. .

Available through computer dealers worldwide
•Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
BSR/System X-10 is a trademark of BSR, Ltd.

r--~-------------------------------,
~ Mountain Hardware, InC.
~. LEADERSHIP iN COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

300 Harvey West Blvd., Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(408) 429-8600

Sounds great.
o Home control from my Apple? .

That sounds like a great system. Send me all the details.
Name _

Address _

City State Zip __

Phone _----------------------------------~
APRIL 1980
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Ramblings, con't ...

The Corvus 10 megabyte hard disk system
allowing itself to be photographed next to the
relatively "puny" mini-floppy of the TRS-aO.

$259. It can be used with the Model 70
controller Which has four relay con-
tact-closure outputs for controlling
external/devices with the Apple. The
S-100 Speech labs have a suggested
retail of $399 and $599, respectively,
for 64 and 255 word vocabulary
models. For further information, con-
tact your local computer store or
Heuristics, Inc., 1285 Harnrnerwood
Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Newsflash! Solution to the
Hard Disk Backup Problem

Several Winchester technology
hard disk systems have been an-
nounced recently. They have un-
doubtedly opened up new business
markets because of their relatively low
cost and high capacity. However, there
has been the nagging problem of how
to effectively back up one of these little
giants. It's possible to assign a person
the task of spending several hours to
back up a 10 megabyte drive with 8"
floppy diskettes (and I wouldn't even
consider it with the small 5" diskettes).
There have also beeh a couple of 3M
cassette drive systems which cost from
$1900 to $3000 and can back up a 10
megabyte disk in a matter of minutes.
Or, you could buy a second hard disk
for backup and spend 3 or 4 thousand
extra dollars in the process.

Corvus Systems, Inc., has come
up with a unique, practical and low-
cost solution to the problem. They've
developed additional hardware and
firmware, which sells for approxi-
mately $790 and works in conjunction
with their controller so that a video
tape recorder (VTR) can be interfaced
to the hard disk. The entire 10 mega-
byte hard disk can be dumped to the
VTR in 10minutes. So there you have a
fast, and presumably reliable, backup
system which consists of $790 worth of
hardware and a $700 VTR for a total
cost of about $1500.

Corvus has been running ads for
some time whiCh depict their 10

megabyte IMI-7710 Winchester hard
disk sitting next to an Apple. As a
result, I was left with the impression
their drive was for the Apple and
missed the point that it was also
available for the TRS-80, S-100 (CP/M)
and LSI-11 systems. Therefore, we
took a photo of the drive sitting next to
a TRS-80 to help make that point in
case you missed it too. The system
sells for $5350 (with an add-on drive for
$2990) and runs under the operating
system of the host computer. Corvus
Systems, Inc., 900 S. Winchester Blvd.,
San Jose, CA 95128.

More Than Just A TRS-80?

Without a doubt, there's a lot of
software floating around for the Radio
Shack TRS-80. However, I don't feel
there is a significant amount of
sophisticated business software for
the TRS-80 compared to that available
for CP/M systems. Structured Systems
Group, Graham-Dorian and Peachtree
Software are just a few of the com-
panies that have developed some very
good business packages that I
wouldn't be afraid to implement in a
business of my own. And, that's not
intended as a disparagement toward
the people who have put together

The installation of the
boards is as easy as
changing a tube in a TV.
However, that statement
can be misleading.
business packages for the TRS-80. It's
just that those programs have been
designed to work within the con-
straints of the system. Even Radio
Shack realized the shortcomings of the
Model I for business applications and
that's the reason they came out with
the Model II with standard-sized
floppies.) Now, thanks to Parasitic
Engineering, serious TRS-80 based
business systems can be put together
with 8" drives and CP/M.

Howard Fullmer and Gene Nardi
started Parasitic Engineering way back

The Parasitic Engineering Maxi-Disks working in
a "mixed & match" configuration with the TRS-aO
minis ... running TRS-DOS or CP/M.

The Shuffleboard which makes it all possible.
Plugs right into the TRS-aO zao socket.

in the early MITS Altair days by
developing a clock-fix board for the
erratic Altair. They saw themselves as
"parasites" jumping on the S-100
"bandwagon" (they have a sense of
humor, too). They eventually went on
to develop several other products
including .the Equinox S-100 system
(which, lncidentally, is the heart of the
system bein3 used to write this article).
Their latest product is the Maxi-Disk
which, through some creative engi-
neering, is a standard-sized disk
system running CP/M.

The problem confronting Parasitic
in designing this adaption was that the
TRS-80 uses iower memory for several
things, such as the memory-mapped
video, and CP/M also operates in lower
memory. Quite simply, they designed a
board, called the "Shuffleboard,"
which plugs into the TRS-80's Z80
socket and causes the lower 16K to be
released for use as RAM. Another
"piggy-back" board contains a new
disk controller chip and plugs into the
disk controller socket in the expansion
interface. This allows for running mini-
drives, with TRS-DOS, along with
standard (Maxi) drives and CP/M, or
just one or the other. In both cases, the
installation of the boards is as easy as
changing a tube in a TV. However, that
statement can be misleading. A friend
of mine "simply" plugged the boards in
and has had some difficulty in getting
the system up. Parasitic has been
extremely helpful but there is only so
much that can be done over the phone.
At last word, my friend was getting
together with fellow TRS-80 owners
to do some swapping around to deter-
mine if the problem is in his expansion
interface, the boards or the TRS-80
itself. It is hoped the problem will turn
out to be something simple - it usually
is.

The Maxi-Disk drive sells for $995,
which includes a Siemens FD 100-8
drive, power supply, cabinet and
interface board. Additional drives are
$845 and the Shuffleboard with a copy
of CP/M on 8" diskette (and complete
documentation) sells for $249. Para-
sitic Engineering, 1201 10th St.,
Berkeley, CA 94710. 0
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The Paper Tiger strikes again. With a DotPlot'" graphics
option that lets you make the most of your Apple II, TRS 80, or
other personal computer.

With DotPlot and available software drivers,
you can print screen graphics, draw illustrations,
write block letters, plot charts. And DotPlot
includes an expanded, 2K-byte buffer.

That's not all. Every Paper Tiger gives you 8
software-selectable character sizes. 80 and
132 column formats. Multi-part business forms
handling. Forms control. Reliable stepper-
motor paper drive. Adjustable width tractor feed.
Continuous duty cycle operation. Plus lots more.

The Paper Tiger costs only $995, The DotPlot option only
$99 more. But don't let these low prices fool you. Because the

Paper Tiger is rugged enough to stand up to the
most demanding printer-plotter requirements.

For the name of the Paper Tiger dealer nearest
you, call toll-free 1-800-343-6412 (except Massa-
chusetts, Alaska, and Hawaii).

Integral Data Systems, 14 Tech Circle,
Natick, MA 01760. (617) 237-7610.

t)Integral Data Systems, Inc.
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Effective Writing David H.Ahl

Quotations and 'I;,
'Quotation'Marks

Quotations and 'Quotation Marks'

In writing directions for the use of
a program suppose you want to say:

For help, type "HELP".

Standard grammatical convention
would place the period inside the
quotation marks. However, the com-
mand you wish to be typed into the
computer is HELP without a period and
indeed the period could alter the
command. What to do? the obvious
solution is to depart from standard
convention and type it as in the
example above. Another solution is to
recast the sentence, for example:

Type "HELP" if you need help.

Another possibility, if the material is
going to be typeset, is to show input
and output to the computer in a
different typeface:

For help, type HELP.

Sometimes that approach isn't all that
helpful. For instance, can you easily
tell if the period is bold (and part of the
command) or not?

Furthermore, for showing com-
puter input and output together in a
sample program run, it is frequently
desirable to differentiate input from
output. THe easiest way to do this is
with an underline.
HI' I'~ ELIZA. UHAT'S YOUR PROBLE~?
? YOU
UEU'fRE DISCUSSING YOU-- HOT ~E.
7 BUT YOU ATR THE PROBLE~
OH, I ATR THE PROBLE~
? SO I MISSPELLED A UORD
SAY, DO YOU HAVE ANY PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLE~S?
? NO DO yOU
YOU'RE HOT REALLY TALKING ABOUT ME, ARE YOU?
'I ONLY BEHIND YOUR BACK
UHY ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT KY BACK
? BECAUSE I'M AFRAID TO CON FRONT YOU
DID YOU COME TO HE BECAUSE YOU ARE AfRAID TO

CON fRONT I
? YOU SPEAK UIERD ENGLISH
UE UERE DISCUSSING YOU-- NOT ~E.
, AK I GETTING THE BEST OF YOU
OH, I
'1 UHAT IS THAT SUPPOSED TO MEAN
UHY DO YOU ASK'I
?~

In this example perhaps the input was
clear enough without an underline
because it always followed a question
mark, however if GET statements had
been used or the input prompt had not
been printed, then an underline or
other differentiation would have been
vital.

Quotations

Indirect quotations and para-
phrases are treated no differently from
one's own thoughts and do not require
quotations marks. Of course, the other
source should be acknowledged.

Direct quotations, on the other
hand, call for special treatment. A
quotation of average length (fewer
than 50 words) is generally worked into
the reguiar text. It is included in a line
begun or ended by one's own words
and marked by quotation double
marks. If the excerpt is a sentence by
itself, the first word is capitalized and
separated from other text by a comma
or colon.

if the excerpt completes a sen-
tence, the capital and punctuation are
omitted. To omit a part of the quota-
tion, suspension points - also called
ellipsis points - mark the omission.
These are three consecutive spaced
periods and can mark the omission of
one word or several sentences. If the
omission is at the end of a sentence,
four' spaced points are used. For
example:

As noted in the Hart article, the
random number generator "starts a
new sequence ... and returns the
next random number in the se-
quence with a positive argument."

Quotations more than 50 words
long are generally set apart from the
regular text. T~e excerpt is preceded
and followed by a blank line and
quotation marks are not used. As an
example of this~ The New York Times
Manual of StYli and Usage states:

The period and comma should
be placed inside quotation marks ...
The colon and the semicolon are
placed outside: He defined "work-
week": the average number of hours
worked weekly by the men in his
factory. Question marks and excla-
mation marks may come before or
after the quotation marks, de-
pending on the meaning: The crowd
shouted, "Long live the king!" Just
imagine, he was afraid of "elephants
without trunks"! "Who are these
'economic royalists'?" he asked.
Have you read "Lord Jim"?

In continuous quoted matter
that is more than one paragraph
long, place a quotation mark at the
beginning of each of the paragraphs
and at the end of the last paragraph
only.

Other Uses of Quotation Marks

Quotation marks are also used to
denote words used in a special way
and slang when it is introduced into
formal writing. Two examples follow.
One of the PC boards was "decrudded"
with ammonia and rubber cement
solvent. "Quotes" is slang for quota-
tion marks.

Quotation marks are used to
enclose titles of short poems, short
stories, articles, lectures, chapters of
books (but not book titles), songs, and
radio and TV programs. "Don't Bother
Me, I'm' Learning" was an excellent
special recently aired on PBS.

Quotation marks may be ,used to
denote letters, numbers, words, and
phrases used apart from their mean-
ing. For example, loop the "9" more
distinctly, cross the "t," omit "very."

Lastly, quotation marks have
begun to be used to show disdain. This
use is not discussed in any style guide
as far as I know. Henry L. Trewhitt of
The Baltimore Sun calls these "cop-
out quotation marks" - when a writer
uses a bit of jargon or a colloquialism
and encloses it in quotes to show he
really knows better. A related use is to
put a "snear" connotation on a word.
Thus, the terrorists at the U,S. Em-
bassy in Iran are referred to as
"students." World Book Dictionary
editor Sol Steinmetz thinks that "dis-
believing quotation marks" first be-
came popular during the Nazi era, and
then were given a boost in the Vietnam
years, especially around the word
"advisors."

Last but not least, avoid cliches
like the plague; seek viable alternatives
and "avoid overuse of 'quotation
"marks."'" 0
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Heathkit has long been known as a
manufacturer of quality electronic kits.
Several years ago, Heath brought out
their first two computer kits. Frankly, I
found these initial machines somewhat
disappointing. Perhaps being familiar
with the innovative features intro-
duced by Heath in many of their other
electronic kits I expected too much
from their first computers.

I'm happy to report that Heath has
once again introduced an innovative
electronic component and this time it
is a computer. The WH-89 is a Z-80
based microcomputer in the same
class as TRS-80, 'Apple and PET with
the potential to give these systems a
run for the money.

Hardware

The WH-89 is nicknamed the
"All-in-One," since the keyboard,
video display and disk drive are all
contained in the same cabinet. The
unit is nicely styled and, after getting
used to multiple wires and cables
hanging out all over the place on other
computers, the single wire to the wall
socket was a refreshing change.

The unit is probably the
most professional look-
ing of any of the popular
microcomputers on the
market today.

Actually, it would be incorrect to
lead people to believe that all one has
to do is plug the unit in and start
programming. The WH-89 is the
assembled form of the computer, but.
the accessories (additional memory,
serial 1/0 board and cassette inter-
face) come in separate boxes and

Randy Heuer

Heathkit WH-89,
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(All-ln-Orie) Computer

except for some graphic characters
and lower case characters which
employ descenders and use a 5 x 9
matrix.

The disk drive is aWangco 82, 5%"
drive. It is mounted in the cabinet
adjacent to the monitor. Each diskette
holds 102K bytes of information on 40
tracks.

What makes the WH-89 different
from most other microcomputers is
that instead of having a single micro-
processor, the WH-89 has two. One
Z-80 functions as the main processor
would in any computer. The other Z-80
controls the terminal functions, thus
making it a "smart terminal." As a
result, the CPU is not burdened with
the task of handling screen functions.
The Z-80 in the terminal handles
cursor addressing, character insert
arid delete, graphics and video inverse.
Among many other special purpose
functions are two unique screen
functions, cursor memory and a 25th
line.

Cursor memory allows the termi-
nal to "remember" the position of the
cursor from a previous time. This
function is implemented by moving the
cursor to the desired location and then
entering an escape character via the
keyboard or the program. Then at a
later time, after the cursor has been
moved elsewhere any number of ti mes,
another escape character can be
entered to restore the cursor to the
memorized location.

The 25th line is another interesting
and unique feature. Normally only 24
lines of text are presented on the
screen. The bottom (25th) line is not
used. This bottom line can be activated
and printed on. However, unlike the
other 24 lines, this line does not scroll
but remains at the bottom of the
screen. Thus special instructions, help
statements, etc. can be written on this

require various degrees of assembly.
Additional memory is simply plugged
into the logic board and a few jumpers
are changed. On the other hand, the
cassette interface requires soldering
and assembly of cables. Although no
major construction is necessary to
install these accessories, some people
may feel put-out to have to do this
work.

The unit itself is probably the most
professional looking unit of any of the
popular microcomputers on the mar-
ket today. Housed in a heavy plastic
shell, the unit looks more like a
mainframe console terminal than a
home computer. The keyboard is of
professional quality, featuring a full,
standard typewriter keyboard and a
numeric keypad. Each time a key is
pressed, the speaker inside the cabinet
clicks providing a confirmation of each
entry.

The video monitor is one of the
finest available on any microcomputer
today. The screen is easy on the eyes
and the characters are very sharp. It
measures 12" diagonally and displays
25 rows of 80 characters. Each char-
acter is formed by a 5 x 7 dot matrix

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Heathkit, cont'd...
line and will remain at the same
position on the screen regardless of
what other screen formatting is done.
The 25th line can be erased by a
special escape character.

Hardware is only one part of a
computer system. The other important
component is the software. Since the
combination of these two parts deter-
mines the quality of the system as a
whole, let's take a good look at the
software presently available for the
WH-89.

Software

Another one of the differences
between the WH-89 and other popular
microcomputers is the amount and
usage of Read Only Memory (ROM).ln
the Apple, PET and TRS-80, as much
as 12K of the memory is ROM and
contains the higher level language,.
Basic. Not so in the WH-89. Only 6K of
memory is ROM and this is used for the
bootstrap program, system monitor
and other special functions. Thus all of
the higher level features must be
provided by the software as opposed to
the firmware in ROM.

Hardware is only one part
of a computer system.
The other important
component is the
software.

This arrangement has advantages
and disadvantages. The major advan-
tage is that the user is no longer
confined to doing most of his program-
ming- in the language provided, but
may use any language which can be
loaded into the computer RAM and
supported by the system. The major
disadvantages are that the operating
system and higher level languages
(Basic) take up a significant amount of
RAM and that you are very dependent
on the quality of this software. Since
most people don't have the ability to
write their own systems software, they
have to rely on software provided by
the manufacturer or other sources.

Heath provides system software
for the "Ail-in-One" in two forms. One
is for the Simpler, cassette-based
system. For $20 you can receive a
package containing Benton Harbor
Basic, Heath Assembly language, text
editor and console debugger. This
certainly seems adequate for getting
started on the "AII-in-One."

Most users of the "AII-in-One" will
probably prefer to use the disk-based
systems software. The "Ail-in-One"

The Heath Data Systems WH89 is a totally
integrated microcomputer system contained in
a compact, desk-top terminal that supplies all
of the computing power needed for most small
business or professional tasks. It is shown here
with cover removed. .

uses the Heath operating system
called HOOS. Oeveloped for the Heath
H-8 computer, this software has been
adapted for use in the WH-89, HOOS
bears a greater resemblance to the
CP/M operating system than the
operating systems of TRS-80 or Apple.

With the system disk, which costs
$100, you receive Benton Harbor
Basic, an assembler routine, text
editor, console debugger, a set of
utility programs, and manual. HOOS is
fairly complete and easy to use. The
first chapter of the manual leads the
user through the process of initializing
and SYSGENing new diskettes, using
the one drive copy utility, and writing
and saving programs. It's intended for
the first time user and should help the
novice understand how to get started
with the WH-89.
. Users will probably want a higher
level language than assembly lan-
guage for most programming tasks.
While Benton Harbor Basic may be
adequate in some cases, most people
will prefer the more popular and
powerful Microsoft Basic (MBasi,c).
This language is available on diskette
for an additional $100. This is the same
diskette sold for the H-8 system and
therein lies a deficiency with this
release. There's a lack of easy and
direct access to the smart terminal
functions and graphics from this
language. These special features can
be accessed only in a roundabout way
by use of ASCII codes and the CHR$
function. For example, to clear the

screen one must write a statement
such as PRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(69).
This is not as easy as the CLS or PRINT
AT features of the TRS-80.

In addition, there apparently exists
a memory allocation problem between
HOOS and MBasic such that memory
protection for machine language
subroutines cannot be guaranteed. As
a result, Heath recommends that the
USR function not be used with this
release of MBasic. Heath has promised
that all registered purchasers of this
version of MBasic will receive the
update that corrects this problem in
early 1980. So perhaps by the time this
article runs this problem will have been
solved.

It would be in Heath's best interest
to "tailor" their Basic to the "AII-in-
One." Most users of the WH-89 will not
be able to make maximum usage of
graphics and the terminal functions
with the present form of MBasic. If
Heath really wants to compete with the
machines popular with the home and
general user market (TRS-80, Apple,
etc.),they'd be very wise to update
MBasic to "fit" the WH-89. Users with
all levels of programming skills would
appreciate an easy method for inter-
acting with the special features of the
machine as those features are gen-
erally superior to other small com-
puters.

What Does It Cost?

Well, it depends on what you want
to buy. Basically there are three ways
to purchase the "AII-in-One." One is
the kit version without the floppy disk
system (H-88). A 16K machine with a
cassette interface sells for $1195. Of
course you'll need to invest an addi-
tional $20 for the system software and
probably will want an additional 16K of
memory for $150. Total $1365.

It would be in Heath's
best interest to "tailor"
their Basic to the
"AII-in-One."

If you want a disk-based system
and are willing to do a bit of assenibly,
a 16K kit with a Wangco disk drive
costs $1595. This kit (H-89) includes
the cassette interface. In addition,
you'll need the disk-based system
software ($100) and at least 16K
additional memory ($150). If you
intend to write large programs using
the optional Microsoft Basic ($100),
you"11need another 16K expansion kit
($150) as in a 32K machine only 6K of
memory remains after loading Basic
and HOOS. Total $1845 to $2095.
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Heathkit, cont'd...

Finally, the fully-assembled ver-
sion of the disk-based system (WH-89)
costs $2295. This version is an as-
sembled H-89 minus the cassette
interface. The additional costs for
software and memory expansion for
the WH-89 are the same as the H-89.
Total $2545 to $2795.

The only other accessory available
for the "Ail-in-One" is a two port serial
1/0 board for $85. An H-88 without a
disk drive can later be upgraded to a
disk-based system with the purchase
of a disk drive for $450 and the
appropriate software.

The best buy of this group is
probably the H-89. This system entails
a fair amount of assembly (although
the CPU is completely wired and
tested), but if you can take the time and
care to assemble a kit, the savings of
$700 (plus a cassette interface) cer~
tainly seem justified. If I were purchas-
ing the system, I would add 32K more
of memory ($300), the serial 110 board
($85), the HOOS systems software
($100) and Microsoft Basic ($100).
Thus the total price of the system is
$2190. This may seem like a lot of
money, but it compares favorably to a
TRS-80 or Apple with similar features.

Is The "AII-In-One" For You?

As with any computer system, the
answer depends upon what you want
in a computer. If you are looking for a
machine with a large amount of
software presently available and
geared mainly toward personal use,
then perhaps you'd do better to look
elsewhere. However, if you are inter-
ested in acquiring a computer with a
great potential for sophisticated appli-
cations, it would be worth your while to
take a good look at the "AII-in-One."

-If you are interested in
acquiring a computer
with a great potential for
sophisticated applica-
tions, it would be worth
your while to take a good
look at the "AII-in-One."

Based on a comparison with other
systems, the "Ail-in-One" is one of the
finest pieces of complete computer
hardware in the less than $3000 class
available today. This system combines
the ease of use of the home computer
with some of the features found in the
more complex, S-100 based systems.

However, there is very little provision
for expansion outside of the periph-
erals available now, so users wishing to
add accessories such as music boards
and color graphics should probably
consider another system. Basically the
"All-in-One" is intended to be a single
disk drive, 48K machine with pro-
visions for a printer and a cassette unit.
A large percentage of users and
potential users of a small computer
system will find this amount of hard-
ware adequate for their needs.

The "AIl-in'One" has an excellent
start toward becoming a major force in
the small computer market. Its sophis-
ticated hardware gives it an advantage
over most other small computers. The
key for making it a complete winner is
the development of equally sophis-
ticated software. The HOOS systems
software is good. The Microsoft Basic
available for the "All-in-One" is ade-
quate but needs to be specifically
tailored to the' "All-in-One" before
most users will be able to take full
advantage of the hardware. If Heath or
some other software source develops
another high level language (such as
Pascal) and perhaps a screen-oriented
word processing system (a la Electric
Pencil) for the "AII-in-One," this
computer can have a major impact on
the small computer market. 0

EXCITING MAIL ORDER DISCOUNTS
~applC!®computC!r II
~ 16K

~959
CASH PRICE

APPLE II 32K il050
APPLE II 48K'1100

-COLOR -GRAPHICS -SOUND
APPLE D ACCESSORIES

The SORCERER is a zao CPU bcseo meso-computer internally excenc-
able 10 A6K. 4K ROM resident monitor. 1;0 connector tor 5-' 00 ex-
pansion. Parallel and serial interface. Dual cassette 110. GraphiC
resolution of 240 x 512. 30 lines of 64 characters. 8)( 8 dot
matrix. Full ASCII set (upper and lowercase). plus standard
graphic symbols. User may define up to 128 Characters, "'ey-
board is 53-key data processing type, plus a 16 key numeric
inpvlpad.

MONITORS

LEEDEX VIDEO 100
12" BLACK & WHITE MONITOR

.VIDEO BANDWIDTH 12 MHz±3db

.COMPOSITE VIDEO INPUT

$~!~40 $1195 • SOROC I'Q120 $735
SANYO9" B/W Monitor $169· SANYO15" B/W Monitor $259· ZENITH13" ColorMonitor $399

"'.Nnu
AXIOM Ex-aD 1 ,
AXIOM EX·820
COMPAINT 91 2$.
COM PAINT 912P ..
TRENDCOMT·l00

49500

79500

.599°0

55900

349°0

MetaFloppy. DRIVIS

-315K Bytes storage per drive -COST EFFECTIVE STORAGE
'QUAD DENSITY DESIGN '4 TIMES STANDARD CAPACITY!

.
Phone orders invited, using credit cards. Or send cashiers
check or money order that draws on a U.S. bank. Please add
2% ($5.00 Minimum) for handling, shipping (air service) and
insurance, or equipment will be shipped freight collect.
California residents add 6% sales tax. All equipment is in
factory cartons with the manufacturers warranty. Equipment
is subject to price chang be and availability without notice.

OMPUTER SPECIA[JIES 6363 EL CAJON BLVD., SUITE 205,
SAN DIEGO, CA. 92115 • (714) 579.0330
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Atari & PET Compared

Atari In Perspective

Len Lindsay

Since I own and use both an old
and new style PET, and have just
acquired an Atari 800, a question I
often hear is "Which computer is the
best?" A good reply is "Best for what?"
Note that this article is not titled Atari
vs. PET, for this is not a contest, but a
comparison. It is up to you to pick out
the qualities you think are important
for your future uses. I used a 32K PET
2001 new ROM with large graphic
keyboard and a 24K Atari 800 for this
comparison.

Conflicting information here and
there prompted this comparison. I
hope others will compare other com-
puters, for it will help put a perspective
on home computers. (How about
Apple and Atari compared?) I will
describe some significant aspects of
each computer, and report results of
similar test programs run on each. At
times it may seem that I include a bit
more about the Atari or leave out some
PET qualities. This is because I wish to
focus on Atari using the PET as a
comparison (there is a lot already
printed about the PET, while the Atari
is a newcomer and not familiar to
many). Also, I am sure that many
differences and similarities are missed
due to lack of space to say it all. Your
comments are welcome.

The PET is one unit, designed as
an all-In-one package theme. The
original PET was complete in one unit,
while the newer style does require the
cassette to pi u'g into the back of the
main unit. The Atari is component
oriented, with the computer and
keyboard as one central unit. It plugs
into an ordinary wall socket (there is a
small power supply unit half way from
the computer to its plug). The cassette
player plugs into the wall socket and
into the computer. The central unit
must then be connected to a TV or
video monitor (an RFM adapter is
supplied that connects to the antenna
terminals of your TV). Thus, the Atari
has a few more cables and wires to
worry about.

Len Lindsay, 1929 Northport #6, Madison, WI
53704

The PET can address up to 32K of
RAM. There are built in connectors for
the IEEE bus, a parallel port, cassette
#2 and memory expansion. Commo-
dore does not supply memory expan-
sion boards but they are available from
independent companies.

The Atari can address up to 48K
RAM.There are built-in connectors for
joysticks and game paddles, video
monitor out, power in, peripheral
expansion, ROM cartridges and RAM

This is not a contest, it is
up to you to pick out the
qualities you think are
important for you'r future
uses.

modules. 8K and 16K memory expan-
sion modules are available from Atari
and there are 3 sockets available for
these memory modules. A 10K ROM
pak is plugged in frontofthese memory
modules. In front of these are two
smaller sockets for other ROM car-
tridges such as the Basic interpreter,
Educational System cartridge, and
other software in ROM cartridges.

A second tape unit can be added to
the PET using the second cassette
plug. The cassettes are digital and are
preset for optimal performance. IEEE
peripherals can be added Via the IEEE
port, including disk and printer. The
parallel port can support joysticks,
lightpens, printers, speakers, etc., but
these must be added by the user. The
memory expansion port can also be
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used to connect to a disk system.
Peripherals, including cassette,

printer and disk, plug into Atari's
peripheral expansion plug in a daisy
chain fashion. A video monitor and
standard TV can be used simultane-
ously si nce there are two separate
connections (ideal for a classroom -
you can face the class and see your
monitor, and have a large TV for the
class to see at the same time). The
cassette can be used for both digital
and audio recording with the volume
preset for best results (the audio
output comes through your TV
speaker and its volume can be adjusted
with the TV volume controls). You can
load a program as well as use verbal
instructions on the tape. The cassette
has a 3 digit counter.

The PET has a 74 key keyboard
including a numeric keypad. Special
keys include REVERSE ON/OFF,
SHIFT LOCK, RUN/STOP, HOME
CURSOR,CLEARSCREEN,CURSOR
UP, DOWN, LEFT & RIGHT, INSERT
and DELETE. The PET can operate in
either graphics or lower case mode.
Graphics are shifted letters and
numbers. When in lowercase mode the
alphabetic keys become upper and
lower with their corresponding
graphics unavailable.

The Atari has a 61 key keyboard.
Special keys include REVERSE
ON/OFF, ESCAPE, BREAK, CON-
TROL, TAB, TAB SET/CLEAR, CAPS
,LOCK, CURSOR UP, DOWN, RIGHT &
LEFT, CLEAR SCREEN, INSERT
CHARACTER/LINE, DELETE CHAR-

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Atari, cont'd...
ACTER/LINE and BACKSPACE. A
similar set of graphics is available
from the keyboard as with the PET.
However, other graphics are available
as well by plotting. Hold a key down for
a second and it begins a fast repeat
action, excellent for special key
functions such as cursor movements.
And like a typewriter, the unit will beep
when you are almost at the end of the
line.

Both the Atari and PET allow
special key functions to be written into
your program (i.e., your program can
move a cursor around, etc.). Both have
excellent screen editing. The PET
video output is only black and white,
while the Atari is in full color. It has 3
different text modes plus 6 graphic
modes, including high resolution with
many Basic commands for color
control and plotting and drawing lines ..
In text mode 0, text can be displayed
normally with 24 lines of 40 characters
each. Text mode 1 prints double width
characters (24 lines of 20 characters).
In text mode 2, the letters are double
height as well as double width (12 lines
of 20 characters). The text can be in
varying colors. A four line text window
is also available while in text modes 1 &
2 and all graphic modes. The several
graphic modes allow for varying
resolution. The higher the resolution,
the more memory is used by the
operating system to keep track of the
screen display. Highest resolution is
320 x 192 (and this mode requires your
Atari to have 16K RAM). Atari also has
a small beeper built in, and access to
sound, 4 voices, almost 5 full octaves,
plus tone control (including special
effect noises such as a buzzing sound).
Joystick and game paddle commands
are built into Atari Basic as well as
random access disk commands. •

There is a lot already
printed about the PET,
while the Atari is a new-
comer and not familiar to
.many.

PET Basic is by Microsoft, often
referred to as the industry standard.
Atari Basic is not by Microsoft, but is
Shepardson Basic, supposedly by
those who brought you Cromemco
Basic. Both are similar in many
aspects, and I will leave benchmark
timings to someone else. Both use the
question mark "?" as an abbreviation
for PRINT. Both allow you to OPEN
and CLOSE files to various devices.

Having a Basic interpreter done
by Microsoft is a real convenience
since most program listings in maga-

zines or books are most compatible
with it.

Variable Names

Now on to my comparative test
programs and their results. I will begin
by testing what names can be used for
variables. Here is the first program I
tried on both computers:

10 AZAZAZ=12
20 PRINT AZ
30 PRINT AZAZAZ

PET RESULTS : 12
12

AlARI RESULTS:0
12

The PET video output is
only black and white,
while the Atari is in full
color.

Both let one use a six character
variable name. The difference is that
only the first two characters are
significant to the PET, while every
character is significant to the Atari.

Next I tested numeric characters
as part of the variable name with this
program:

10 A1=10
20 A12=20
30 PRINT A1,A12

PET RESULTS :'20',,,.,,,'20
(the' denotes a space)

ATARI RESULTS:10""""20
(the' denotes a space)

Both accepted numeric characters,
and note that PET once again only
used the first two as significant. Also
note that they both have set tab points
used when printing items to the screen
separated with a comma. Then I tested
the & symbol within the variable name:

10 A&=12
Neither computer accepted this. The
PET accepted the line when entered,
but when a RUN was attempted gave
this message:

?SYNTAX ERROR IN 10
The Atari rejected it immediately after I
hit RETURN with this message:

10 ERROR- A&=12
(the & was in reverse field)

This points out a significant difference
between PET Basic and Atari Basic.
PET allows you to enter lines contain-
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ing anything you wish. It only rejects a
line as incorrect when it attempts to
execute it. The Atari checks each line
as it is entered and will immediately tell
you if it finds an error.

How about lower case characters
in the variable name? I tried this:

10 a=12
Neither accepted this. The Atari
rejected it immediately with an error
message. The PET gave its error
message when it was RUN. However,
the PET did accept AAa=12 with no
apparent problem, indicating that it
must have ignored the characters after
the first two significant ones.

Now to test another area of
conflict, can Basic keywords be used
within variable names? The PET
always gave a SYNTAX ERROR for the
following programs, but the Atari
varied in its response:

10 SCORE=20
20 PRINT SCORE
30 POltHS=12

ATARI RESULTS:20
30 ERROR- POltHS=12

It accepted SCORE as a variable and
printed its value of 20 fine. But when' I
added line 30 to the program it rejected
it with the error. Both of the next one
line programs resulted in an error
message:

1 END=12
and

1 LlST=12
The following program illustrates the
danger of using Basic keywords, even
if Atari Basic lets you:

10 B=0
20 NOTB=2
30 PRINT NOTB

The Atari printed 1as the answer. Thus
you see that the Atari accepts Basic
keywords sometimes! And then again,
other times it just might not. My advice
would be - never use Basic keywords
as part of a variable name (it's safer that
way).

From these tests we can say both.
allow more than one character to be
used, but the first character must be
upper case alphabetic and the rest
must be either numeric or upper case
alphabetic. Neither safely allows the use
of Basic keywords as part of a variable
name. The Atari accepts every char-
acter in your variable name as signifi-
cant, while the PET only uses the first
two characters as significant (and
ignores the following ones).

Subscripted Variables

I then compared the use of sub-
scripted variables. Both accepted
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Atari, cont'd ...
A(l )=12. The Atari accepted A(12)=24
while the PET gave a BAD SUBSCRIPT
ERROR (any subscript over 10 must
be DIMed first). The Atari accepted
A(12,12)=234 (PET once again gave
the error message). The PET accepted
A(1,1,1)=123 while the Atari gave the
message: ERROR A(1,1,1)=123 (with
the second comma in reverse field).
However, the PET· did not accept
A(1,1,1,1)=123 and gave an OUT OF
MEMORY error (I did a PRINT FRE(O)
and had 31706 free bytes).

Thus, I would conclude that the
PET will allow up to a triple subscript.
All must be DIMed if any of the
subscripts will be over 1O.The Atari will
allow up to a double subscript, and the
DIM question needs further investi-
gation.

Variables Cleared With A Run?

While we are looking at variables, I
tried this program on both computers:
10 DIM A(3,3), B(4)
15 DIM '$(4) : REM (this line needed for

. D the ATARI only)

20 PRINT A(3,3), B(4), C, D$
30 A~3,3)=5 : B(4)=5 C=6: D$="TEST"
The first time the program was run,
both computers gave the same results:

e 0 0

However, a second RUN, done imme-
diately after the first, gave these results
with the Atari:

5 6

Neither safely allows the
use of Basic keywords as
part of a variable name'.

PET still gave all zeros. This means that
when a program is RUN all variables
are cleared in the PET. Arrays are not
cleared in the Atari, however, and this
must be kept in mind.

Get One Character

Although both Atari and PET have
the GET command, there is a distinct
difference in its use. For example:

10 GET A

20 PRINT A
Atari gives an error, while the PET
prints 0 (it looks at the keyboard for a
blink of an eye, sees nothing, and thus
goes to line 20 and prints a 0, for it
hasn't assiqned a value yet). The
following program shows correct use
of GET for the Atari:

100PENII2,4,0,"K:"
20 GEl*2,A
30 PRINT A

When run on the Atari, it waits until you
hit a key, then prints the coded value of
the key hit. For example, I hit T and it
printed 84. I hit U and it printed 85.
This is very different from the PET
which looks only once at the keyboard
and, if a key was hit, it gets the
character itself rather than the coded
value of it.

Wait Till A Key Is Hit Program:
Both computers can be programmed
to wait till a key is hit and then
continue. A possible PET code is:

10 GET A$ : IF A$="" THEN 10
Possible Atari code is:

10 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 10

Keyboard Buffer: This brings up
the keyboard buffer. As a test I ran this
program:

10 FOR X=1 TO 9999 : NEXT X
Immediately after it was run I hit some
keys. As soon as the loop is done the
computer prints what is in the key-
board buffer. The PET could re-
member up to the last 9 keys I hit.
However, if I hit a 10th key it forgot all
of them, including the 10th key, and
began over again as if no keys were hit.
The Atari remembered only the last
one.

Numeric Representation

PET and Atari use different
methods of representing and printing
numbers on the screen. (Did you
notice the difference in output for the
previous test on numeric characters
within variable names?) I ran this
program:

10 A=1
20 B=2
30 C=-3
40 D=-4
50 PRINT A;B;C;Ii

The semicolons mean that the cursor
remains where it is after printing
rather than executing a carriage
return. Thus the values of A, B, C and D
will be printed one after another.

PET RESULTS :'1"2'-3'-4
(the' indicates a space)

ATARI RESULTS:12-3-4
The Atari appears to represent the
number as we would: 1, is 1, if a
negative sign is needed, it is included.
The PET, however, appears to have a
different strategy. It seems to repre-
sent a number thus: The first character
is the sign (a - is printed if negative, or
else a space is printed). Next, the
number is printed. Finally, a cursor
right is printed and the PET is done.

This would explain the difference
in the printed output. Change the semi-
colons in line 50 to commas and these
results are seen:
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PET RESULTS : 1 2 -4-3

ATARI RESULTS: 1 2 -4-3

Both acknowledge the comma to mean
skip to the next default tab position.

Next I tested how very large
numbers would be printed with this
program:

1(1A= 1234567$91
20 B=1234567899
~:0 c= 123456789123456789
40 PRItH A
50 PF~ltH B

6€1 PRItH C

PET RESULTS : 1.23456789E+09
1.2345679E+09
1.23456789E+17

ATARI RESULTS:1234567B90
1234567890
1.23456789E+17

Both computers use scientific notation
and have 9digit accuracy, with the PET
rounding the last significant digit, and
the Atari truncating it.

Looping - A Quick Look

I then tested how many nested
FOR ... NEXT loops each machine
could handle:

1 FOR A=1 TO 99
2 FOR B=1 TO 99
3 FOR C=1 TO 99
4 FOR Ii=1 TO 99
5 FOR E=1 TO 99
6 FOR F=1 TO 99
7 FOR G=1 TO 99
8 FOR H=I TO 99
9 FOR 1=1 TO 99
10 FOR J=I TO 99
II FOR K=I TO 99
12 FOR L=I TO 99
13 FOR ~1=1 TO 99
14 FOR N=1 TO 99
15 FOR 0=1 TO 99

16 FOR P=I TO 99
17 FOR 0=1 TO 99
18 FOR R=I TO 99
19 FOR S=I TO 99
20 PRINT 5 ..T

21
program would continue here with
NEXTs as needed, but are not neces-
sary for this test.
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Atari, cont'd...
PET RESULTS : ?OUT OF ~lEt'10RY ERROR IN 11

ATARI RESULTS:l 13
The PET appears to only allow 10
levels of nested loops, while the Atari
may be unlimited. Other tests showed
that the PET will. allow a simple NEXT
while the Atari will not,requiring NEXT
X (the loop variable must be specified).
PET also allows NEXT X,Y (a multiple
NEXT) while the Atari will not.

. I

Variable GOTO, GO.SUB and LIST

The Atari allows the use of vari-
ables for target lines in a GOTO,
GOSUB, or LIST statement as shown
with this program:

113 HERE=2ae

213 GOTO HERE

313 PRINT "t~OT HERE"

213(1 PRINT "HERE AT LHlE 2~3a"

2113 HERE."; 400 GOTO 2(1

41313 PRItH "HERE AT LIt·IE 413(1"

PET RESULTS : ?Ut·lDEF' D STATEt1EtH
ERROR IN 213

RTRRI I<:ERILTS: HERE RT LINE 21313

HEI<:E RT LI t·lE 41313

Slight modifications will show that
GOSUB responds likewise. Then I
tried:

LIST HERE

The Atari listed line 400, since after
running the program HERE contains
400. Not bad at all. This capability
should prove to be a lot of fun.

The Atari clears out any
program presently in
memory when it encoun-
ters the command
CLOAD, while the PET
does not.

Video Screen Line Lengths

Line lengths are similar on both
computers. The PET has 25 lines of 40
characters per line and allows two lines
to be used consecutively for an 80
character logical line.

The Atari has 24 lines with a
default of 38 characters per line and
allows three lines as a logical line.
However, it also allows the user to
change the line length. With two POKE
commands you can change your line
length to 40, or 36, or 38, for example.
Thus, the logical line would be 120,

108 and 99, respectively, with 114 as
default logical line length.

The PET requires the cursor to be
on one of the characters in the logical
line when RETURN is hit to take effect.
The Atari allowed me to hit return with
the cursor on the fourth line accepting
the previous three (one logical line),
but only if the cursor was on the fourth
line due to typing past the end of the
third line.

Atari allows the line lengths to vary
within a program. For example, I tried
this program:
113 PRHlT "mlE"

213 POKE 82, 5 :Ral SET LEFT t'lARGI N TO 5

313 PRUlT "n40"

40 pI<:nlT "THREE"
The results when RUN were:

mlE

T~40

THREE

READ'T'

ill
Note that the change in left margin did
not occur when the POKE was issued,
but rather after the next carriage return
was issued following printing TWO.

Cursor: In case you were wonder-
ing, a cursor is the marker that
indicates your present location on the
screen. The PET cursor is a blinking
white box. If a character is beneath the
cursor it alternates reverse field on and
off. The Atari cursor also is a white box,
although it does not bli nk. Any char-
acter beneath it is reverse field.

Loading and Saving Programs

Load: The PET loads a program
from tape in this manner: You type in
LOAD"PROGRAM NAME" (or simply
LOAD) and hit RETURN. The PETthen
checks if the PLAY (or REWI ND or
FASTFORWARD) button is depressed.
If not, it prompts you with PRESS PLA Y
ON TAPE #1. Once PLAY is pressed, it
replies OK and SEARCHING. When it
finds a program it prints FOUND'
FILENAME and checks if it is the one
you asked for. If not, it continues
searching. If it is correct, it prints
LOADING and loads the program.
When finished, the Basic pointers are
adjusted and it prints READY.

The Atari appears to load a
program like this: You type in CLOAD
and hit RETURN (no file name is
allowed). It beeps at you once and you
then press play on your tape recorder
and hit RETURN once again. It will
load the program and print READY
when done.

As you can see, the procedures are
very different. Another difference is
that the Atari clears out any program
presently in memory when it encoun-
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ters the command CLOAD, while the
PET does not. For example: You type
CLOAD (or LOAD) and hit RETURN.
The Atari beeps. The PET prints
PRESS PLAY ON TAPE #1. Now you
decide to use the program presently in
the computer instead, so hit BREAK( on
the Atari) or STOP (on the PET) and try
LIST. The PET will still list your old
program. The Atari shows no program
in memory.

Save a Program: PET saves a
program in this manner: Type SAVE
"PROGRAM" (or simply SAVE) and hit
RETURN. The PET replies PRESS
PLAY & RECORD ON TAPE#1 (unless
the buttons are already down). Press
them and it says OK WRITING PRO-
GRAM. When done it says READY.

The PET allows you to
VERIFY that a tape just
SAVED is correct, while
Atari apparently doesn't
have this feature.

The Atari saves a program like this:
Type CSAVE (no file name is allowed)
and hit RETURN. It beeps twice. You
must then press record and play on the
tape unit, hit RETURN again and the
Atari saves the program. It replies
READY when done.

The procedural differences are
agai n apparent here. Also note that the
PET allows you to VERIFY that a tape
just SAVED is correct, while Atari
apparently doesn't have this feature.

With the usual SAVE or CSAVE the
program is saved in its memory
efficient token form. YOlJ can save it in
its ASCII or untokenized form like this:

PET: t'~pe OPEH 1. 1. 1 Cl'1D1 LI ST

then PRItH#l CLOSE 1

RlRJ;:I: t'~pe LIST"C1:"

To load programs saved this way into
the PET, some trickery is involved. With
the Atari it is rather simple using the
Basic command . ENTER. When
through loading it is ready to RUN.

The difference in the two methods
is that the program is normally saved in
tokenized form (the first method). The
second method (LIST) saves the
programin its untokenized form.

Input

For the Atari, using the INPUT
command is limited only to the amount
that fits into one logical line (three
screen lines). Let's look closer at this
using this test program:

10 INPUT A

20 PRINT A

When it is RUN a question mark is
printed as your prompt. I just typed in

CREATIVE COMPUTING



New! 1980
Computer Salary Survey

-----------------------------------United States Louisiana North Carolina I
Arizona New Orleans 504/561-6000 Greensboro 919/294-6590
Phoenix 602/258-9333 Maryland Ohio I
California Baltimore 301/727-4050 Cincinnati 513/769-5080 I
San Francisco 415/434-2410 Massachusetts Cleveland 216/771-2070
Palo Alto 415/856-0600 Boston 617/482-7613 I
Los Angeles 213/386-5500 ' Wellesley 617/237-3120 Oregon I
Van Nuys 213/781-4800 Michigan Portland 503/223-6160
Torrance 213/540-7500 Detroit 313/963-0510 Pennsylvania I
Irvine 714/833-1730 Southfield 313/352-6520 Philadelphia 215/665-1717
San Diego 714/231-1900 Minnesota King of Prussia 215/265-7250 I

•

Colorado Minneapolis 612/544-3600 Pittsburgh 412/261-6540
- _ Denver 303/773-3700 St. Paul 612/771-0544 II

Englewood 303/571-4450 Texas
Missouri Dallas 214/387-1600

Connecticut St. Louis County 314/862-3800 Fort Worth 817/338-9300

..-;....-.• ~\'.:.' ~~?Of ~~j~~~:~g~g~~~Jl~i7ty~~~j~n:~~g~~~~~~g~:entral :~:~:::::~:: :
". v-- Columbia 202/446-5890 New Hampshire San Antonio 512/344-0217 I
• ., -- Florida Nashua 603/880-4047 V· . . I_____ M' , 305/62 3536 Irglma

iarru 4- New Jersey McLean 703/790-5610
Georgia Cherry Hill 609/482-2600 I
Atlanta Central 404/588-9350 Edison 201/494-2800 Washington I
Atlanta Paramus 201/845-3900 Seattle 206/454-6400
Suburban 404/325-8370 Union 201/687 -8700 Wisconsin I
Illinois New York Milwaukee 414/277 -0345
Chicago 312/782-0857 Midtown 212/736-7445 I
Northfield 312/446-8395 Wall Street Area 212/962-8000 Canada
Oak Brook 312/986-0422 Long Island 516/364-0900 Toronto 416/364-2919 I(Whenwriting,pleasebesureto

indicatehomeaddressandcurrent Rolling Meadows 312/392-0244 White Plains 914/683-9300 Don Mills 416/425-5730 I
positiontitle.) Indiana
I Indianapolis 317/631-2900 I-----------------------------------

Unprecedented demand and
inflation have combined to
cause salaries in the
computer field to rise sharply
in 1980. The new Source Edp -
1980 Computer Salary
Survey and Career
Planning Guide will let you
know if your compensation is
keeping pace with this
grow1h ... and the strategies
you can use if it's not.

This comprehensive free
report also provides you
expert advice on a variety of
important career topics
such as:
• When you should consider
a job change;
• How to make sure you are
getting the proper exposure;

: Free Report!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

For your free copy,
simply phone the
Source Edp office
nearest you.

Ifunabletocall,write:
SourceEdp,DepartmentCC1
721 Enterprise
OakBrook,Illinois60521

APRIL 1980

23 New Categories Reported!
Call for your FREE copy today-

Expanded, All New Position
Categories Surveyed

The 1980 Computer Salary Survey has been expanded
to provide specific data for twenty-three new categories.
These include positions.in data communications, mini-
micro programming, data base administration, technical
marketing support and EDP auditing in addition to our
traditional categories of programming, software, systems
design, management and computer marketing.

• What steps you must take
to break into management;
• How you can avoid career
stagnation ... and
much more.

The 1980 Computer Salary
Survey has been compiled
by Source Edp, North
America's largest recruiting
firm devoted exclusively to
the computer profession.

source~P
North America's largest recruiting
firm devoted exclusively to the
computer profession. Client
organizations assumeour charges.
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Atari, cont'd .
1234567890123456 etc. past the end
of the logical line. The PET and Atari
treated this differently. Suppose we
type a 7 at the end of the logical line
and continue on the next line with 89
and then hit RETURN?

The PET prints 89 as the answer,
ignoring the first logical line typed. The
Atari pri nts 1234567890123456 ...567 as
the answer. It accepts the first full
logical line and ignores everything
after that. This could use further
testing, and I welcome comments.

Both allow string manip-
ulation but in different
ways.

There is another significant differ-
ence with the INPUT statement. The
PET allows a "prompt" to be included
such as:

10 INPUT"ENTER NAI1E PLEASE".:N$
The Atari does not allow this. A PRINT
statement must first be used such as:

10 PR It-lT"ENTER NAME PLEASE";
20 HlPUT N$

Atari also does not allow you to INPUT
into an array (PET does). You must first
input into a dummy variable and then
set the array element equal to that
variable.

Restore

Both computers use the command
RESTORE to allow DATA statements
to be read again. Both start reading
DATA from the first DATA line after a
RESTORE. However, the Atari also lets
you restore DATA lines beginning at
whatever line you wish. For example:

10 DATA 10
20 DATA 20
30 DATA 30
40 READ A, B.. C
50 PRIt-lTA, B.. C
70 GOTO 40

The above program produces an error
on both computers since it can only
read DATA once, and runs out of
DATA when we GOTO 40. However, if
we add:

60 RESTORE
Both computers continue printing:

10
10
10

20 30
20 30

20 30
etc.

The Atar! will also allow you to
RESTORE DATA beginning with any
line, say line 30 in our example. I tried
this:

10 DATA 10
20 DATA 20
30 DATA 30
40 READ A, B, C
50 PRINT A, B, C
60 RESTORE 30
70 READ A
S0 PRIHT A

The Atari gave this result:
10
30

READY
Notice that after RESTORED to line 30;
it did not start with DATA in lines 10 or
20, but began at 30, as we instructed it.
The PET does not have this feature.

20 30

error number. You then must look up
that error number in the manual to see
what went wrong.

Error Trapping: The Atari allows
you to TRAP errors as they occur
during a RUN of your program if you
wish. For example:

100 TRAP 200
If an error occurs, control will be
transferred to line 200. This gives you
a chance to plan ahead with error
handling routines. Different traps can
'be set throughout the program. PET
doesn't have anything like this.

Conclusion

Both seem to be excellently de-
signed, the PET for its all- In- one
packaging, and the Atari for its
modular approach including ROM,
RAM, SOFTWARE and LANGUAGE
cartridge modules. Both unlts are.qood
looking and designed for ease of use.
For example, the Atari SYSTEM RE-
SET key is protected from accidental
depression by thin plastic walis on two
sides. I like that! The Atari has a
convenient POWER ON indicator light.
Since your TV screen can be ruined by
leaving the same image on it for too
long, the Atari keeps track of how long
the unit has not been accessed. If
several minutes go by it begins a color
change routine and every few seconds
all the color registers are changed.

Both computers seem to be very
flexible and expandable units, and I am
very happy with both. If high resolution
and color graphics are important to
you, then the Atari should catch your
eye. It also has sound control built into
its Basic. However, one voice sound
capability is easily added to the PET
with only two wires and an amplifier/
speaker.

If several minutes go by it
begins a color change
routine and every few
seconds all the color
registers are changed.

Over the last two years a lot has
been written about the PET, and a lot of
software is commercially available for
it. The Atari is a newcomer, but I am
sure it also will become quite popular.
Software is already popping up from
second sources and user groups are
forming. I hope this comparison was
useful and I welcome comments.
Remember that this article focused on
the Atari, and many excellent advan-
tages of the PET are not mentioned. It
is hoped that seeing the Atari com-
pared to a popular computer already
well known will help your understand-
ing of the new kid in town. 0
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And a Few More Differences

This is only supposed to be a
partial comparison, not a book (and I
need my time to write the books on
Atari and PET that I am doing) so I will
quickly mention a few more differ-
ences that may be significant.

Strings: One major difference is
how each Basic treats strings. Both
allow string manipulation, but in
different ways, and Atari is a bit more
complicated in my opinion. PET
dynamically allocates strings as they
are needed, and their lengths may vary
throughout a program. However, Atari
requires that all strings used be DIMed
first, defining the maximum number of
characters to be allowed in the string.
Atari also dciesn't allow string arrays,
while PET does.

Adding strings together
(concatenating) is very easy with a
standard Microsoft Basic. Thus, the
PET would allow you to add two
strings together to get a third in
this manner:

100 A$="TESTIHG"
110 B$="1234"120 C$=A$+B$
130 PRU-lT C$

The result is: TESTING1234
To do the same thing on the Atari

requires some tricky maneuvering
as follows:

i0 VIM C$(20), B$(20), A$(20)
100 A$="TESTHlG"
110 B$=" 1234"
120 C$=A$
130 C$(LEN(C$)+l)=B$
140 PRINT C$
The result is: TESTiNG1234
Most general Basic program list-

ings will use the A$+B$ method.
Error Messages: If either computer

hits an error, it will let you know (unless
it is locked out - then the PET must be
turned off and back on, while the Atari
lets you hit SYSTEM RESET to get
back, program intact). The PET prints
a message such as BAD SUBSCRIPT
ERROR, while the Atari only prints an
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The VIP hobby computer:
Start programming for only $99.

New! VP 111 . $99
Microcomputer. . . . •
Assembled* and tested.
Features:
• RCA 1802 Microprocessor.
• 1K Bytes static RAM.
Expandable on-board to 4K.
Expandable to 32 K Bytes total.
• 512 Byte ROM operating system.
• CHIP-8 interpretive language or
machine language programmable.
• Hexidecimal keypad.
• Audio tone generator.
• Single 5-volt operation.
• Video output to monitor or modulator.
• Cassette interface-100 Bytes/sec.
• Instruction Manual with 5 video game
listings, schematics, CHIP-8, much morel
Ideal for low-cost control applications.
Expandable to full VIP capability with
VP-114 Kit.
'User need only connect cables (included), a
S-volt power supply, and speaker.

New low price! $199
The original VIP. . •
Completely assembled
and tested.
All the features of the VP-111 plus:
• A total of 2K Bytes static RAM.
• Power supply.
• 8 Bit input port.
• 8 Bit output port.
• I/O port connector.
• System expansion connector.
• Built-in speaker.
• Plastic cover.
Three comprehensive manuals:
• VIP Instruction Manual-20 video
game listings, schematics, much more.
• VIP User's Guide-operating instruc-
tions and CHIP-8 for the beginner.
• RCA 1802 User's Manual (MPM-
201 B) ~complete 1802 reference guide.

Rell

COSMAC VIP lets you add
computer power a board
at a time.
With easy-to-buy options, the versatile
RCA COSMAC VIP means even more
excitement. More challenges in
graphics, games and control functions.
For everyone, from youngster to serious
hobbyist.
Built around an RCA COSMAC micro-
processor, the VIP is easy to program
and operate. Powerful CHIP-8 inter-
pretive language gets you into
programming the first evening.
Complete documentation provided.
Send the coupon now ...
Complete the coupon below and mail to:
RCA VIP Customer Service, New
Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17604 .
Or call toll free (800) 233-0094
to place your Master Charge or VISA
credit card order. In Pennsylvania,
call (717) 397 -7661, extension 3179.---------------------------Please send me the RCA COSMAC VIP items indicated.

o VP-111 New low cost Microcomputer
(See description above) $99

o VP-114 Expansion Kit for VP-111-lncludes
3K RAM. I/O Port and connectors... $ 76

o VP-711 VIP-The original VIP Microcomputer
(See description above) $199

o VP-44 RAM On-Board Expansion Kit-Four
2114 RAM lC's. Expands VP 711
memory to 4K bytes $ 36

o VP-590 VIP Color Board-Converts VIP to
color. Four background and eight
foreground colors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 69

o VP-595 VIP Simple Sound Board-Provides
256 programmable frequencies. For
simple music or sound eHects.
Includes speaker $ 30

o VP-550 VIP Super Sound Board- Turns your
VIP into a music syntbesizerl Two
independent sound channels. On-
board tempo control. Outputs to
audiosystem $ 49

o VP-551 4-Charmel Super Sound-Includes
VP-576 expander, demo cassette
and manual. Requires VP-550 and
4K RAM $ 74

o VP-570 VIP Memory Expansion Board-
Plug-in 4K RAM memory $ 95

o VP-580 VIP Auxiliary Keypad-Adds two-
player interactive capability. 16-key
keypad with cable. Connects to
sockets on VP-590 or VP-585 $ 20

o VP-585 VIP Keypad Interface Board-Inter-
faces two VP-580 Auxiliary
Keypads to VIP $ 15

o VP-560 VIP EPROM Board-Interfaces two
2716EPROMstoVIP $ 34

o VP-565 VIP EPROM Programmer Board-
Programs 2716 EPROMs.
With software. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 99

o VP-575 V,IPExpansion Board-Provides 4
buffered and one unbuffered
expansion sockets. .. .. .. .. $ 59

o VP-576 VIP Two-Board Expander-Allows
use of 2 Accessory Boards in either
I/O or Expansion Socket.. .. .. .. .. ... $ 20

o VP-601 ASCII Keyboard-128-character
ASCII Encoded alphanumeric
keyboard $ 65

o VP-611 ASCII/Numeric Keyboard-Same
as VP-601 plus 16 key numeric
keypad , $ 80

o VP-620 Cable: Connects ASCII keyboards
toVIP $ 20

o VP-700 VIP Tiny BASIC ROM Board-BASIC
code stored in 4K of ROM $ 39

o VP-710 VIP Game Manual-Listing for 16
exciting games $ 10

o VP-720 VIP Game Manual-II-More exciting
games (Available 2nd qtr. '80) : $ 10

o MPM- COP1802 User Manual-(Included
2018 withVP-711): " $ 5

o Please send more information. .. . -

Enclosed is $ for items checked plus shipping & handling charge of $3.00.
Add your state and local taxes $ Total enclosed $ _
I enclose 0 check or0 money order or, charge my0 VISA/Bank Americard
o Master Charge.
Credit card account No. _
Master Charge Interbank No. Expiration date: _

Signature (required for credit card orders): _
Name (please type or print): _
Street address: _
State & Zip: _

City _

Telephone: (

Make checks payable to RCA Corp. Prices and specifications are subject to change
without notice.
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Shown are the interface, card reader and
ACt DCadapter.

Educators, rejoice! Have you want-
ed to use a computer in your class-
room, but found data entry through a
single keyboard next to impossible?
You know the story; one student en-
tering data and 25 waiting in line.
I had the same dilemma, until I pur-
chased the Chatsworth Data MR-500
Mark Sense Card Reader. The card
reader has made it possible to handle
student programs from an entire class
with one microcomputer. A student
simply marks his line numbers and
Basic statements.on the programming
cards by shading in the appropriate
areas of the card. When finished, the
cards are fed through the reader and
the program is entered into the com-
puter. The program can then be
processed by cards appropriately
marked, "RUN," "LIST," etc. Time re-
quired to enter each student's pro-
gram is drastically cut, since cards
are read as fast as they can be placed
in the reader. Also, most students can
shade in the program cards as fast
as they are able to hen peck in their
program on the keyboard. A short
program, 10 to 15 lines, can be en-
tered and run in 30 seconds. An ad-
Keith Schlarb, 5617 Indianolia Ave., Worth-
ington, OH 43085.

Chatsvvorth Data
Mark Sense Card Reader

Keith Schlarb

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

& & & & & & &

- - - - - - -

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A A A
1 1 1 1 J 1 J 1 J 1

I I I

B r B r B r
2 2 2 2 K 2 J K 2 J K 2 J

S : I S : I S : I

C C C
3 '3 3 3 L 3 $ L 3 $ L 3 $

T # , T # , T # ,

0 < 0 < 0 <4 4 4 4 M 4 • M 4 • M 4 .
U @ % U @ % U @ %

E ( E ( E (5 5 5 5 N 5 ) N 5 ) N 5 )v -l. ~ v -l. ~ v -l. ~

F + F + F +6 6 6 6 0 6 ; 0 6 ; 0 6 ;
W = > W - > W - >- -
G I G I G I

7 7 7 7 P 7 t p 7 t p 7 tx /I ? X /I ? X /I ?

H IH IH I8 8 8 8 a 8 a 8 a 8
y • y • y •
I I I,

9 9 9 9 R 9 R 9 R 9
Z Z Z

Figure 1. Sample of the first 7 columns of a mark sense
programming card. The cards have a total of 40
columns.
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Build your own microcomputer
. as~u learn .

computer technology at home.
New from NRI! The Most Complete and Up-to-date Home Study Course Ever Offered

As the microprocessor revolutionizes the
computer world and microcomputers appear
almost everywhere, NRI brings you a new,
convenient, and effective way to keep up with
this expanding technology. It's NRI's Computer
Thchnology Course, created and designed exclu-
sively for learning at home in your spare time.

Featuring NRI's Exclusive
Dual Language Microcomputer

NRI goes beyond book learning to
give you practical, "hands-on" experience in
designing circuitry, interfacing components,
programming, and troubleshooting. As you
learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-for-
learning microcomputer, incorporating the latest
advances in the state of the art. It looks and
operates like the finest of its kind, actually does
more than many commercial units. But NRI
engineers have designed components and
planned assembly soit demonstrates important
principles, gives you working experience in detect-
ing and correcting problems. And it's yours to
keep, put to wotk in your own home or business.

You also build and keep your own test
instruments, including a transistorized volt-
ohm meter and CMOS digital frequency counter.
And NRI's Discovery Lab® broadens your
horizons with specialized experiments and
theory demonstrations.

The Proven Way
to Learn at Home

You don't have to worry with travel,
classes, or time lost from work when you learn
the NRI way. As they have for more than 60
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years of teaching technical subjects, NRI brings
the material to you. You study in your spare time,
at your convenience, using "bite-size" lessons
that program material into logical segments for
easier assimilation. You perform experiments
and build equipment using kits we supply. And
your personal NRI instructor is always available
for consultation should you have questions or
problems. Over a million students have already
shown the effectiveness of NRI training.

Choice of Courses
Several courses are available, depending

upon your needs and r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
background. NRI'sMaster I~NRISc:hools\l\l\" •••.~''ll' All• 'U .. III \'.\,'rllill\ ' career coursesCourse III Comp.uter McGraw-HI Continuing . approved under GI Bill.

hn 1 .th Education CenterThc 0 ogy starts WI ,. • 3939 Wisconsin Avenue . 0 Check for details.
the fundamentals, ex- r-~~ Washington, D.C. 20016 '. '-------'

plores basic electronics .'-' n II NO SALESMAN Will CAlL
and digital theory; the - Please check for one free catalog only.

total computer world, 0 Computer Electronics.Including
d th . Microcomputers .

an e microcomputer, 0 TV/Audio/VideoSystems Servicing
The Advanced Course, 0 Complete Communications Electronics
for students already with CB· FCCucenses> Aircraft,
versed in electronics 0 ~~~~~~~:OniCS
and general comput- 0 Amateur Radio « Basic and Advanced
ers, concentrates on the
microprocessor and mic-
rocomputer. In both
courses, you build all
instruments and your
own computer.

Send for Free Catalog •••
No Salesman Will Call

Get the details on these exciting new
courses in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. Shows
all kits and equipment, lesson outlines, and full
information, including facts on other electronics
courses. Mail the coupon today and we'll rush
your catalog. No salesman will ever call. Keep up
with the latest technology as you learn on your
own computer. If coupon has been removed,
write to NRI Schools, Computer Department,
3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20016.

o Digital Electronics. Electronic
'lechnology s Basic Electronics

o SmaU Engine Repair
o Electrical Appliance Servicing
o Automotive Mechanics
o AutoAir Conditioning
o Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, & Heating

Including Solar Thchnology

Name (Please Print)

Street

CiIy/SIaIe/Zlp

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council 175-040
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Chatsworth, cont'd ...
ditional advantage to educators is
using the card reader to grade mul-
tiple choice tests. A special test scor-
ing card is used which allows for 100
questions, each with 5 possible an-
swers. Students shade in the appro-
priate answer on the card as they take
the test. The cards are then fed
through the reader and are graded
by usinga test scoring program which
is furnished by Chatsworth Data on re-
quest, at time of purchase.

The Chatsworth Card Reader is
compact in size, 4.6"(width) x 4.3"
(height)x4.5" depth, and weighs only
4 pounds. It is composed of the main
reader housing, with motor to drive
the reader, an AC/DC converter and
an interface board and all are includ-
ed in the purchase of the reader.

It was a. simple task to get the
reader up and running with my Apple
Plus II. The interface board was
plugged into slot 4 of the Apple and
the other end of the interface cord
was attached to the reader. The AC/
DC adapter was plugged into an elec-
trical outlet and the reader was ready
for its' first performance. The comput-
er was ready to accept information
from the card reader after the "IN#4"
command was typed and the return
key hit. Returning to keyboard use
was accomplished by marking a card
with the "IN#O" command and feed-
ing it through the reader. The "IN#4"
and "IN#O" commands may also be
used within programs to enter data
from the reader.

Marking Programming Cards

Figure 1 shows a portion of a pro-
gramming card, drawn to an enlarged
size. When marking a program, col-
umns 1-4 are used for the line number.
Columns 5-40 are marked for the Bas-
ic statement. The cards are marked·
using the standard Hollerith Code and'
a #2 pencil. Figure 2 shows the card
symbols, symbol location within the
boxes and the appropriate marking for
the symbols. The following are a few

examples of the correct markings re-
quired to enter data by card: To enter
0-9 numbers simply shade in the ap-
propriate box of the number. Letters
A-I are marked by shading the (&) box
plus the box containing the letter. Ex-
amples are letter C marked by (&3),
and F by (&6). Letters J-R are marked
by the (-) box and the corresponding
letter. Letter K is (- 2) with Q being a
(- 8). Letters S-Z are marked in a sim-
ilar way, shown in Figure 2. The sym-
bols appearing at the bottom center
of the boxes, below the numbers, are
marked by a combination of (8) and

. the appropriate box. An equal sign,
for example, is a (6 8) mark combina-
tion. The symbols to the right of the
boxes are marked by combinations of
one of the following (& - 0) plus (8) and
the appropriate box containing the.de-
sired symbol. See Figure 2 for the ex-
act combinations.

Entering Data

Entering a program is a simple pro-
cedure. Using the "IN#4" command
the computer looks for information
from the reader. Input all the cards,
with the last being the "IN#O" com-
mand to return to the keyboard, and
the program is ready to run. If it is de-
sired to run the program by using the
reader, then do not use ·the "IN#O"
card and enter instead the "RUN"
statement.

Several methods are available for
entering variables into an existing
program. I have found the easiest
method to input a long list of variables
is through the use of data statements.
Mark the variables on a card, always
using the same program line, so as
not to accidentally destroy another
line of the program. Enter the data
statement before running the pro-
gram. This procedure can easily be
adapted for programs you already
have by changing "INPUT" state-
ments to "READ" statements through
the program.

A second method of using the read-
er to -Input variables is to use the
the "IN#4" and "IN#O" commands

SYMBOL LOCATION
Center of Box
Top Left of Box
Center Left of Box
Bottom Left of Box
Bottom Center of Box
Top Right of Box
Center Right of Box
Bottom Right of Box
Carriage Return & 5 8 9
Line feed 0 5 9

SYMBOLS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
ABCDEFGHI
J K L M N 0 P Q R
/STUVWXYZ
: # @ -"
[ . < ( + !
1 $ • ) ; t
/ ' % ~ . >.?

appropriate box
appropriate box plus (&)
appropriate box plus (-)
appropriate box plus (0)
appropriate box plus (8)
appropriate box plus (&) plus (8)
appropriate box plus (-) plus (8)
appropriate box plus (0) plus (8)

MARKING

Figure 2. Other ASC II characters can also be marked on the
cards. An entire list with the correct marking codes
are furnished with the reader instructions.

Shown Is the correct marking for the
statement 10 A = B + C.

within the program. The variables are
entered through the reader when re-
quested. If the program statement
"INPUT A.B.C.D.E" is used, then an
equal number of variables may be
entered on a single card. However,
each variable must be separated by
a comma.

A third method to input variables is
the use of a FOR-NEXT loop, again
with the "IN#4" and "IN#O" com-
mands within the program. See Fig-
ure 3 for a sample program using
the FOR-NEXT loop. Use.of the loop,
however, requires that only one vari-
able be marked on each card. This
could lead to using a large number of
cards.

4001N#4
410 FOR 1= 1 TO 10
420 PRINT "INPUT CARD"
430 INPUT A(I)
440 NEXT I
4501N#0

Figure 3.

The FOR-NEXT loop above can be used to
input variables Into a program. The IN#4
command allows the computer to accept data
from the reader and line 450 returns control to
the keyboard.

Cost

Chatsworth Data is presently ad-
vertising the card reader, AC/DC con-
verter and interface at $750. The cost
of programming cards is $15/1000.

Thus far I have had no problems
with the reader. It is a fantastic piece
of computer equipment. Obviously I
still use the keyboard to enter pro-
grams, but the card reader has made
it possible for one microcomputer to
handle programs from a full class-
room of students. So, unless your
school system can afford a dozen mi-
crocomputers, or you don't mind hav-
ing 25 students waiting in line, you
may want to join me as a rejoicing
owner of a Chatsworth Data MR-500
Mark Sense Card Reader. 0

Chatsworth Data Corporation
20710 Lassen Street
Chatsworth, California 91311
(213) 341-9200
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•Ie uote
Yourpersonal computer becomes

a window on Wall Street.

MicroNET, the personal computer service of
CompuServe, now offers MicroQuote, a compre-
hensive securities information system.

With MicroQuote you can gain information from
a data bank of over 32,000 stocks, bonds and op-
tionsfrom the New York, American, OTC and major
regional markets plus Chicago options. MicroQuote
contains price and volume data from January, 1974
with cumulative adjustment factors and dividend
jnforrnatlon from January, 1968.

You can determine indicated annual dividends,
earnings per share, shares outstanding, BETA fac-
tors, open interest on options and amount outstand-
ing on debt issues. MicroQuote can provide issue
histories on a daily, weekly or monthly basis and
even performs certain statistical analyses on the
data. It's a vital tool for any investor.

It's just part of the MicroNET service
MicroNET also allows error-free downloading of
software via the new software exchange and execu-
tive programs (now available for the TRS-80;e' Apple
II® and CP/M® systems). It also provides electronic
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ll\\\\\\

mail service and can be accessed with a 300 baud
modem via local phone calls in more than 175 U.S.
cities. Write for full details on how your microcom-
puter can control one of the nation's largest and
most sophisticated time-sharing computer centers
for about 8 cents a minute!

TR&SO is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation
Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

Regional distributors and local dealers wanted.
Inquire to Dept. R

Software authors: MicroNET seeks to license quality
programs for software exchange. Write to
Dept. S

::::'lIIIicrnNEr;==
Mail to: Dept: CCompuServe Personal Computing Division

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd:
Columbus, Ohio 43220
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Reading Comprehension For
TheSOL-20

When writing a software package
for use by those in the educational
community, the program author is
faced with three very real problems.
First, the program must appeal in
some way to the student. Without
this, the students may become bored
and spend more of his/her time trying
to defeat the purpose of the software
rather than devoting this time to
learning. Second, most educators
who must use the programs are rarely
familiar with computers and are often
quite afraid of them. Thus the soft-
ware must be written so these fears
can be overcome and. user. mistakes
will be forgiven. Finally, and perhaps
most difficult, the programmer must
try to solve these two problems within
the limitations of whatever computer
system is chosen (microcomputer or
otherwise). This problem may sev-
erely limit the extent to which the first
two problems can be solved.

These were the major obstacles I
foresaw when I undertook a reading
comprehension project for a school
district client of Creative Computing
Software. The objective was to
develop a student's reading compre-
hension through the use of a
computer (in this case a SOL-20 with
32K of memory). Cassette based files
were to be used so the teachers could
create their own data tapes and the
students could use them interchang-
ably.

Randy Heuer

Basic Concepts
The following approach was taken

toward developing basic reading
comprehension skills! The student is
presented with a brief short story
which may take as long as he wants to
read. After the student has finished
reading the story, the program pre-
sents the student with several mul-
tiple choice questions about the
story. At the teacher's option, the
student may be given a limited
amount of time to answer the ques-
tions.

I decided that the package would
consist of three BASIC programs.
Two of the programs would be used
by the instructors to create the data
tapes. The first, entitled TEXT, would
be used to create, edit and copy the
short story files. The second pro-
gram, called QUES, would be used to
create, edit and copy the question and
answer file. The final program, QUIZ,
would use the data tapes created with
the first two programs to present the
student with the exercise. (See Figure
1 to see how the three programs
interact.)

Type in~hort story
StOl'.,.

,jata tape

-: Provide~
~tudent with

exar-c ise

Read in pr-eviaus
~hort stOl'Y tape

Type in
quot9tio·ns

and answers
Ouestion~

and answers
data tape
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Figure 1

The long, hot summer was coming to an end. August
was a scorcher. There was no rain for almost three
weeks. The heat was unbearable. The grass had
turned from a bright green color to a light shade
of tan.

The circus was swinging around toward home now,
working back toward a good place to cross the river
into New Jersey. With the heat, the river was a
lot shallower than it usually was at this time of the
year. The circus caravan would have no trouble
crossing the river.

The wind blew across the travelers like a blast

Are you ready to go on?

Rea~ in previous
que5tion~ and
an~wers tape

I

Example from QUIZ program - the
first "page" of a story as presented
to the student. To turn the page,
the student presses the "Y" key.

I
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In 1975, Microsoft wrote the first BASIC
interpreter for the 8080. Today, hundreds
of thousands of microcomputers run with
Microsoft software. And tomorrow-a full
line of system software for the 8086 and
Z8000. With microcomputer software,
nobody does it better.

BASIC Compiler Microsoft's BASIC
compiler is the ideal software tool for the
development of BASIC applications pro-
grams for resale. Compiled object code for
any application may be distributed to your
customers on diskette or ROM, thus safe-
guarding the source program. And execu-
tion speeds with our compiled BASIC code
are faster than with any other BASIC. Highly
optimized, compact object code means
maximum efficiency in any application.
The BASIC Compiler supports all the lan-
guage features of our BASIC-80 Interpreter.
Comes with macro assembler and loader.
Runs with CPIM, ISIS-II, TRSDOS. $395.

BASIC Interpreters for SOSO,
Z80, S086, 6800, 6S09 Language
features above and beyond any other BASIC
have made Microsoft's BASIC the world's
most popular interpreter. And now three new
versions are available for the 8086,6800, and
6809. The latest releases of BASIC-80 and
BASIC-86 support the new WHILE condi-
tional, plus CHAINing of programs with
COMMON variables, dynamic string space
allocation and variable length records in ran-
dom files. Altversions have double precision
arithmetic, full PRINT USING, tracing,
renumbering, edit mode, and many other
features. BASIC-80 for CP1M, ISIS-II,
TEKDOS: $350. BASIC-86 standalone
on SBC 86/12: $600. BASIC-68 for FLEX:
$200. BASIC-69 for FLEX: $250.

COBOL·SO Compiler The best im-
plementation of the world's most widely used
programming language is COBOL-80 from
Microsoft. As small business applications be-
come not-so-small, COBOL-80 is ready with
powerful use of disk files, data manipulation
facilities, CHAIN, segmentation and inter-
active ACCEPT IDISPLAY. Plus three-
dimensional arrays, full COPY facility,
indexed and relative files and an optional
packed decimal format that saves on mass
storage by as much as 40%. Comes with
macro assembler and loader. Runs on
CPIM, ISIS-II, andTRSDOS. $750.

NEW! muSIMP/muMATH·79
At last, a sophisticated math package for
microcomputers. muMATH performs mathe-
matical operations efficiently and accu-
rately. Use it to solve equations and simplify
formulas; or perform exact arithmetic, sym-
bolic integration and differentiation, infinite
precision integer arithmetic and symbolic
matrix inversion. muMATH is an invaluable
tool for engineering and scientific applica-
tions involving lengthy, analytical computa-
tions. It is also an ingenious teaching method
for all levels of math from arithmetic to
calculus. muMATH is implemented in mu-
SIMP, a highly structured language for
complex symbolic manipulations. muSIMPI
muMATH Package, CPIM versions: $250.

NEW! muLlSP·79 LISP-the
lingua franca of the artificial intelligence
world-is now available in this efficient, low-
cost version for microcomputers. Features
include dynamic allocation of storage re-
sources; program control structures such
as an extended COND and a multiple exit
LOOP; user functions defined as CALL by
Value or CALL by Name; and 83 LISP func-
tions. muLlSP-79, CPIM version: $200.

NEW! XMACRO·S6 For the
development of 8086 programs, our new
XMACRO-86 cross assembler has just been
released. It supports the same features as
our MACRO-80 assembler. Develop 8086
programs now on your current CPIM, ISIS-II,
orTEKDOS system. $300.

NEW! Micro·SEEDDBMS If you
are developing applications software in-
house or bundling hardware and software for
resale, a database manager could be the
software tool you've been looking for. Micro-
SEED is the first CODASYL compatible
database management system to run with

. CP/M; and Microsoft's FORTRAN-80 has
been implemented as the host language.
When an application becomes limited by trad-
itional floppy disk file handling, but remains
overpowered by the cost and mainte-
nance of a minicomputer, the solution is
Micro-SEED. $900.

FORTRAN·SO Compiler Micro-
soft FORTRAN-80 is the most complete
microcomputer FORTRAN available. It
has all'of ANSI-66 FORTRAN (except
COMPLEX data), plus unique enhancements
for use in the microcomputer environment.
An extensive library of single and double

precision scientific functions, too. Comes
with macro assembler and loader. Versions
for CPIM, ISIS-Ii, TEKDOS. $500.

MACRO·SO Assembler The most
powerful microcomputer assembler on the
market today is Microsoft's MACRO-80. It IS
fast, and it supports Intel-standard macros,
relocation pseudo-ops, conditionals and list-
ing controls. MACRO-80 comes with a relo-
catable linking loader and runs with CP1M,
ISIS-II, and TEKDOS. $200.

EDIT·SO Text Editor Random
access to floppy disk files makes EDIT -80 the
fastest microcomputer text editor. It's the
essential tool for creating and maintaining all
files. EDIT-80 includes FILCOM, a file com-
pare utility. EDIT-80, CPIM version: $120.
. Prices quoted are USA domestic only.
OEMs should contact Microsoft for prices.
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MICROSEED •DBMS
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Comprehension, cont'd...

o SECONDS

Example from QUIZ program -
typical question as presented to
the student.

'When was the circus heading toward home?

1. In the spring
2. At the beginning of the summer
30 Near the end of the summer
4. In the winter

TIME REMAINING 2 MINUTES YOUR ANSWER?

The long, hot summer was coming to an end. August
was a scorcher. There was no rain for almost three
weeks. The heat was unbearable. The grass had
turne~ from a bright green color to a light shade
of tan.

The circus was swinging around toward home now,
working back toward a good place to cross the river
into New Jersey. With the heat, the river was a
lot shallower than it usually was at this time of the
year. The circus caravan would have no trouble

Do you want to continue Displaying?

TEXT program - using the display
mode, the first ten lines of the
story are displayed, If the user asks
to insert a line after line 3 the
computer will display ...

How The Software Works

Designing software to accomplish
the tasks outlined in Figure 1 is not
particularly difficult, however, re-
member that these programs are to be
used by people unfamiliar with com-
puters. Thus the programs must be
forgiving to incorrect input and self-
instructing. These are the features
that separate poor software from
people-oriented software.

As outlined earlier, the extent to
which these tasks can be accom-
plished is often dependent on the
computer system used. For this
project, a 32K SOL-20 was employed.
Processor Technology's Extended
Cassette BASIC requires approxi-
mately 15K of this memory. String
variables for the data files and editing
features occupy another 8K, leaving
about 9K to store code and other
variables.

With such stringent memory limi-
tations, it was decided that extensive
instructions would not be included in
the programs. Instead the bulk of this
free memory would be devoted to
'making the programs as user oriented
(or "idiot-proof") as possible. In this
way, users could press almost any
key on the keyboard during prompts
and the program would forgive any
incorrect input. In addition, if the user
wishes to make major changes to the
file, the program will visually verify
the changes requested and allow the
user to change his mind. This feature
keeps both experienced and inexperi-

enced users from making silly mis-
takes and damag ing their work.

The first program, TEXT, is used
'by the teacher to create, edit, and
copy the short story data tapes. The
short stories may be entered from the
keyboard or loaded from an existing
short story tape. When stories are
entered from the keyboard, they are
typed in just as they would be on a
normal typewriter. Any mix of upper
and lower case letters or numbers is
permitted.

After the story is entered, the pro-
gram proceeds to the editor routine.
This part of the program allows the
teacher to modify the story. The three
edit operations allowed are DELETE,
INSERT and CHANGE.

Regardless of which edit opera-
tion the teacher wishes to make, the
first step is to display a group of ten
lines. The story can be stepped
through ten lines at a time until the
teacher finds the line he wants to edit.
At this point, the program will request
the teacher to specify the type of edit
operation desired (INSERT, DELETE
or CHANGE), and ask which of the
displayed lines is to be altered. After
this information is entered, the pro-
gram removes the line to be deleted or
changed from the screen, or for the
insert mode, placing a blank line
where the teacher requested to insert
a new line. The program then asks,

IS THIS THE LINE?
If the teacher has mistakenly

chosen the wrong edit operation or

the wrong line, the program now
offers the user a way out without
modifying any of the story. This is
done by responding' 'NO' to this
inquiry. A 'YES' response will allow
the desired modification to be made.

After all desired editing is accom-
plished, the program branches to the
routine for saving the short story on
cassette tape. This routine allows the
user to make as many copies of the
short story as needed.

The second program, QUES, is
used by the teacher to create the
question and answer data tape.
Similar to the TEXT program, the
questions and answers can be en-
tered from the keyboard or from an
existing data tape. Questions are of
the multiple choice variety where
each may have up to four possible
answers. True-false questions are
also acceptable.

This program also features an
editor routine which allows the
teacher to change either the ques-
tions, any of the answers or the
number of the correct answers.
Similartothe TEXT program, any part
of the questions or answers the user
requests to change, is displayed prior
to the changes actually being made in
memory. This feature helps prevent
the user from accidently making
undesirable changes.

The teacher also specifies at this
time whether to place a time limita-
tion for the student to answer the
questions. If a time limit is chosen,
the student will be required to answer
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Comprehension, cont'd ...
all the questions within the specified
amount of time. Otherwise the stu-
dent will have an indefinite amount of
time to answer the questions.

After the teacher has completed
the short story data tape and the
question and answer data tape using
the TEXT and QUES programs, the
student can be presented the exercise
using the QUIZ program. After read-
ing both data files, the program first
presents the student with the short
story. The story is displayed twelve
lines at a time, much as if the student
was reading a book. The student
"turns the page" by pressing the 'V'
key. Unlike a book, the student
cannot turn back the page to review
what he has read. Thus the student is
required to try to comprehend what he
is reading.

After the student has completed
reading the story, he is presented
with the multiple choice questions.
The student is informed before he
starts if there is a time limit to answer.
Each question is displayed on the
screen with its four possible answers
and the time remaining. To answer
the question, the student presses the
key of the answer he thinks is correct.
The computer will inform the student
if he has chosen the correct answer.

If the student chooses the correct
answer, the computer will proceed to
the next question, otherwise the stu-
dent must keep attempting the same
question until he selects the correct

answer. When all of the questions are
answered, or if the student takes too
much time, the program provides a
numerical and descriptive evaluation
of the student's results.

Did I Accomplish What IWanted?

Now that the software is com-
pleted, did I solve the three problems I
outlined at the beginning of the pro-
ject? Let's look at them one at a time.

First, is the program enjoyable to
use by the student? To an extent, I
suppose this depends upon the indi-
vidual using the program. I haven't
attempted to make the subject of
reading comprehension a game. The
purpose of the program is a reading
comprehension exercise. Some stu-
dents will not find any exercise fun,
no matter how it is done, but I believe
most students will find the program
challenging and will try to do the best
they can. I'll have to wait for reports
from the educational community to
see If this is true.

The second problem was to make
the programs easy to use, particularly
for the teachers. In this area I feel the
programs accomplish all that can be
expected. Each of the programs has
been designed to accept any user
input and provide help when receiving
incorrect input. Major modifications
to the user's work are first verified by
features that display the changes the
user requested before permanent
changes are made. This helps elimi-
nate making undesired changes acci-

dentally.
The final problem to overcome

was to solve the previous two prob-
lems within the limitations of the
chosen computer system. Obviously,
this has been accomplished. Other
features such as disk based files and
more memory for larger data files
would be deslrable, but were not
included due to the limitations
imposed. However, within these
limitations this seems to be an
effective method of strengthening
reading comprehension skills.

The long, hot summer was coming to an end. August
was a scorcher. There was no rain for almost three
weeks. The heat was unbearable. The grass had
?
turned from a bright green color to a light shade
of tan.

The circus was swinging around toward home now,
working back toward a good place to cross the river
into New Jersey. With. the heat, the river was a
lot shallower than it usually was at this time of the
year. The circus caravan would have no trouble

HERE?

ANSWER # 1
In the spring

ANSWER # 2
At the beginning of the summer

ANSWER # 3
Near the end of the summer

ANSWER # 4
In the winter

Do you want to make any changes?
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... A blank line after the third line and an oppor-
tunity to back out of the insert mode. If the user
responds "No" to the Here? Prompt, no
changes will be made to the story. A "Yes"
response will allow the desired changes to be
made.

Example from aUES program - editing routine
allows the user to view the present answers
before making any changes.



Canned Programs are Only a Beginning. Pre-
programmed disks and cassettes are a terrific way
to get started in micros. But they're just a start.
The best thing about owning a computer is pro-
gramming it. Yourself.

University Software makes
it easy. Using compact,
easy-to-understand
Microsoft BASIC,
University Software has
selected the best work
of scores of different
authors to create this
spiral-bound, five-volume
set of the programs you
most want to have. All
you have to do is sit
down at the keyboard
and enter them.
Software for People.The
problem with BASICas a
language is that it was de-
veloped on timeshare and
other large capacity
computers. But Microsoft BASICwas specifically
designed to run on micros; it's fast, it's simple,
and memory requirements are minimal.
All the programs in the University Software set

were written on micros, for micros. If you own a
TRS-80, Apple, Texas Instruments, Atari, Com-
modore PET, Sorcerer, or Ohio Scientific micro,

University" Software gives you
these programs were designed to work right-
the first time - on your machine.
What's more, they're programs you can use.

The Small Business text contains programs to
help you look at interest rates every possible way, .
a materials inventory program, a touch typing
course and a small business accounting system.
But that's only the beginning. Among the Educa-
tion and Scientific programs, you'll find a speed
reading course, a President's quiz, a math educa-
tion program, and programs to help you learn
English and build your vocabulary. The two vol-

A University Software Sampler
Here is a small sample of the programs you'll get in each
of the five University Software volumes.
HOME & ECONOMICS -$24.95
Text Editor: Compose and correct
your notes, letters, invoices.
Utilities: Electric, water, phone, gas
and trash bills control.
Temperature Conversion: Lets you
convert different temperature units.
Eternal Calendar: Returns the day of
the week for a given date.
Recipes Book: Sets up recipes on cas-
sette tape.
Checking Account: Checkbook analysis.
. . . Plus 9 more!

FUN & GAMES volume 1-$14.95
Space Race: You command Federation
Trading Ships in the Asteroid Belt.
Mastermind: Players attempt to figure
out one another's combinations.
Combat: Battle game employing
numbered board on screen.
Biorhythm: Physical, emotional and
intellectual patterns.
Merchant of Venus: Make mon.ey in
outer space.
. .. Plus 10 more!

FUN & GAMES Volume II -$14.95
Blackjack: The famous card game.
World War III: War game.
Bridge: Deals four hands on screen.

Battlestar Calactica: You have to reach
Earth passing many Cylon stations.
... Plus 17 more!

EDUCATION & SCIENTIFIC-$34.95
Astronomical Computations: Compute
the positions of the planets; draw
orbits.
Pythagorean Theorem: Review geom-
etry theorems.
Word Search: Spelling puzzle.
Quantum Chemistry: Compute quan-
tum numbers of an atom .
Program Manager: Load and run mul-
tiple programs.
... Plus 21more!

SMALL BUSINESS -$49.95
Mortgage Analysis: Outputs loan
tables.
Distributions Mapping: Maintains li-
brary of distribution functions.
Billing System: Creates and manages
data base containing bills.
Investment Management: Analysis of
stocks, funds, debentures, real estate .
Small Business Accounting: Posts in-
come and expenses, prints trial bal-
ance; chart of accounts.
Tax: Federal Income and F.LC.A.
taxes .
. . . Plus 22 more!

Act now for your FREEBOOK
Youcan order each of these
volumes separately NOW
through Folio Books. But if you
Calltoday and order the entire
set, we'll include Microsoft
BASIC, a standard introductory
guide to the use of the language
by Ken Knecht absolutely FREE.

Offer expires June 30, 1980
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•
105 Microsoft programs. For less than a buck and a half apiece.
umes of Fun & Games programs offer a total of 35
games and graphics to challenge every level of
skill. Finally, the Home & Economics text con-
tains the programs you need to help you manage
your life more efficiently-an appointments
calendar, metric conversions, and programs to
help you balance your checking account and
budget the family income.
Do Your Pocketbook a Favor. It's this simple: if
you input your own programs, you save money.
Lots of money. Preprogrammed cassettes and
disks nowadays cost anywhere from $10 to up-
wards of $50. And if the program you want is not
available in a format for your computer, you're
just flat out of luck. I
If you buy the entire set of University Software

programs, on the other hand, you get 105 pro-
grams for $139.75-about $1.33each. Plus, there's
a conversion appendix in the back of each volume
to help you convert any Microsoft BASIC pro-
gram written on one computer to run on yours.

Do Yourself a Favo-r.Toreally master and under-
stand your computer, you can't be content to sit
back and let it do all the work. You've got to roll up
your sleeves and accept the challenge to your own
creativity. University Software programs will help
you run your life. And they'll help you grow.
You can order any of the University Software

volumes separately, but if you act now and order
the entire set, we'll include Ken Knecht's Mic-
rosoft BASIC, a complete introduction and tutorial
book on programming in Microsoft BASIC,
FREE! It's yours-a $10value-just for ordering
the whole University Software set at one time.

APRIL 1980

We'll jump right on your order. There's only one
place you can get the entire University Software set
shipped directly to you almost as soon as you call:
FolioBooks. Weare specialists in computer books
for micro and mini computers, and honestly be-
lieve that University Software is the finest set of
application Microsoft programs available to the
general public.
Call us today. Do it for yourself.

ORDERING INFORMATION: Call toll-free
(800)423-4864, M-F 9-5 p.m. Pacific Time. Mail
order: include name, address and telephone. M/C
and Visa customers include: your name as it ap-
pears on your card, card number, expiration date.
All orders add $1.00per volume for shipping and
handling. California residents add 6% sales tax.
We ship UPS or Parcel Post. Introductory offer:
order 3 or more volumes and receive a 10% dis-
count; order all 5 and we also pay shipping any-
where in U.S.A.

(800) 423-4864
In California call collect: (213) 795-5224
University Software is available from

Folio Books
P.O. Box 4100-H, Los Angeles, California 90041
Univers,ity Software Also Available at Leading Computer Stores Everywhere.
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Ancient Literature With Modern Computers
An Interview with Dia Philippides

By Mary Nicolopoulos

Dia Philippides, a doctoral student
at Princeton University, was among the
classical scholars attending the com-
puter colloquium at the 1976 annual
meeting of the American Philological
Association held in New York Decem-
ber 28-30. I asked Miss Philippides to
explain the link up between computers
and the classics.

Q. How do computers help classical
scholars in their work?

A. Computers can cut years off the
time it would take to complete cer-

tain projects. Once a text is put on
computer tape, computer programs can
be applied to the text and time-saving

, miracles are performed. The comput-
er can be programmed to analyze
metric verse as one would analyze mu-
sic for its structure and form. This is
the type of work I am involved with-
I am working on a project which will
provide a better understanding of the
meter used by the Greek tragedians in
their spoken dialogue. The computer
can also verify the authorship of a text
through stylistic analysis by checking
for a variety of factors such as the posi-
tion of the verb in the line or the type
and frequency of particles the author
uses. The compilation of concord-
ances, indices and dictionaries can be
tremendously facilitated by the use of
programs which instruct the computer
to scan a text for a particular word and
print it out along with the sentence or
line in which it occurs.
Q. Are classical texts readily available

on computer tape now?

A. Yes. The Thesaurus Linguae
Graecae Project, headed by Ted

Brunner of the University of California
at Irving, has undertaken to put all of
Greek literature on computer tape. So
far they have computerized 18.'5 mil- -,
lion words of text and their goal is 90
million words. The availability of the
computerized texts saves years of time
for a scholar who would otherwise
have to prepare and proofread his own
tapes before beginning his analysis. If
I were to sit down now and keypunch
the 33 tragedies which my work in-

volves, I would be here three years
from now still punching. At present
these tapes must be purchased rather
than rented or borrowed and they are
costly for an individual's budget. Even-
tually I foresee that certain universities
will have the complete collection of
Greek literature available in tape li-
braries.

Q. How long have classicists been us-
ing computers in their work?

A. I would say that the field is approx-
imately ten years old. A. Q. Mor-

ton is one of the first in the field. With
the help of monks in Scotland as volun-
teer keypunchers, he computerized
Homer to facilitate his research. Since
then other scholars have computerized
various other works. Stephen Waite at
Dartmouth College created a central-
ized repository for the American Philo-
logical Association to collect which-
ever Greek and Latin texts have been
computerized and make them available
to all interested scholars.

Miss Dia Phi/ippides with her computers.

Q. Where is the main work being done
in this field?

A. One of the leaders in this field in
the United States is David Packard

who is at the University of North Caro-
lina at Chapel Hill. I have already
mentioned Ted Brunner at Irving and
Stephen Waite at Dartmouth. Now
there are a couple of us in the New
York area who are starting and a few
in eastern Canada.

In Liege, Belgium, the Laboratory
for the Statistical Analysis of An-
cient Languages carries out much work
of this nature. Several distinguished
scholars are permanently in residence
there while others take part on a visit-
ing basis. The Laboratory has been
publishing a quarterly periodical for
ten years. The collaboration found at
Liege is something which we do not
have yet in the United States. The
great distances between Chapel Hill,
Irving, Dartmouth, etc., have caused
efforts up to now to be largely indi-
vidual ones.

Continued on page 45
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Historical wargaming may be the only intellectual
hobby which creates more intensely devoted fanatics
than home computing. When two wargamers spend
an evening refighting a famous battle, they'll spend
several hours happily setting up the gameboard,
firepower charts, unit strength tables and soforth, , ,all
before the first shotcan be fired! There are suchpaper
& pencil simulations of every famous battle from Shiloh
to El Alornem. It you've ever tried one, you already
know the excitement and challenge of trying to be a
better general than Rommel.

Home Computer
Now there's a true historical wargame for your

home computer, Computer Bismarck accurately simu-
lates the epic battle between the awesome German
battleship and the British Home Fleet. Best of alL the
computer program eliminates the drudgery ofpaper &
pencil wargames - remembering all the rules and
details while keeping track of the battle on a North
Atlantic map on your video display.

Play the Computer
It maneuvers the Bismarck and PrinzEugen sowell

that you'll have to command the Britishshipsbrilliantly
to avoid losing your vital merchant convoys,

Playa Human
The two of you plot your strategies in grease pencil

on an off-screenmapboard while thebattle isfought on
the video screen (monochrome or multi-color depend-
ing onyour display capabilities). Youdeploy battleships,
cruisers, carriers - each with unique and realistic
operating parameters. You must deal with all the
variables which challenge an actual battle com-
mander: firepower and damage; shadowing ability
(better in radar-equipped vessels); and visibility -
which depends on weather, which varies with geog-
raphy and time, It thegame isinterrupted, the computer
servesit on a minidisc for resumption later,

More like Chess than Pong
Computer Bismarck isa testof intellect and courage

rather than hand-eye coordination, Ityou can imagine
playing chesswith pieces like a knight who must return
to the stables periodically for a freshhorse or a queen
whose radius of action can be affected by battle
damage , , , all on a 360 square chessboard partially
obscured by fog. , , that's Computer Bismarck!

Cassette for Your TRS-80
We've just described the cassette version of Com-

puter Bismarck which isplayed on a 16KLevel II TRS-flO
system,For $49,95you get a programmed cassette,a
12-page rule book, 2 mapboard charts (for plotting
secret strategies in grease pencil between moves), 2
Shipdata charts, and a set-up instructions sheet.

Disc for your Apple
Thediscversion includes all of the cassettefeatures

plus actual submarine, destroyer, convoy, and aircraft
units that are moved by the players, Players must also
deal with fuel restrictionson both shipsand planes and
with the ever-changing weather of the North Atlantic,

It you've got an Apple II Plus (or an Apple II with
Applesott ROMCard) with 4BK memory and a 51/4" mini
floppy disc drive, you can be playing Computer
Bismarck in a few days, For $59,95you get the game
program disc, 2mapboard charts, 2 ship data charts, 2
system command cards, a loading instruction sheet,
and a rulebook - everything you need to play one of
the most exciting wargames ever designed!

Credit card holders call 800-648-5600 (toll tree)
and askOperator IBOto charge your order toyour VISA
or MASTEHCHARGE(Nevada only call BOO-992-57 10),
Or senda check to Strategic Simulations, Incorporated,
PO, Box 5161,Stanford, CA 94305(California residents
add 6,5%sales tax),

For complete details and an inside look at Computer Bismarck.
we'll mail you its rulebook. Justsend us a check lor $5along with your
name and address. Please indicate cassette or disc version rulebook,
The $5 will be credited to your purchase of Computer Bismarck.

COMPUTER BISMARCK:" There's never been anything like It.
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CP/M* VERSION 2 FOR TRS·SO* MODEL II NOW AVAILABLE

~?~./:7£~/'t:::.~
o CP/M FLOPPY DISKETTE OPERATING SYSTEM-
® Packages supplied on diskette complete with 8080

assembler, text editor, 8080 debugger and various
utilities plus full documentation. CP/M available con-
figured for most popular computer/disk systems in-
cluding: North Star Single, Double or Quad density,
Attetr 8" disks, Helios II, Exidy Sorcerer, Vector MZ,
Heath H17t or HaSt. lRS-BOt, iCOM 3712 and iCOM
Micro Disk plus many other configurations available
off the shelf. . $145/$25

o CP/M version 2 (not aurcrmats available immediately)
....... $170/$25

o MP/M" ...... $300/$50

"''''''''jwtth M.null
Mln •••• ~

Prices,ell.cldl".ibutio"on6Hslngl.densUydl,keltes.
II a lormatis requested Which requiresaddilional diskenes,
11surcharga of $8 per additional etekeue will be added

All Lifeboat programs require CP/M, unless otherwise stated.

EIDOS SYSTEMS
o KISS - Keyed Index Sequential Search. Offers com-
@ crete Multi-Keyed Index Sequential and Direct Ac-

cess Ii te management. Includes built-in utility func-
tions for 16 or 32 bit arithmetic, string/integerconver-
sion and string compare. Delivered as a reiocateete
linkable module in Microsoft format for use with
FORTRAN-SO or COBOL-SO, etc. ' ,$335/$23

o KBASIC - Mlcrosolt Disk Extended BASIC with all
@ KISS facilities, integrated by implementation of nine

additional commands in language, Package includes
KISS. REL as described above, and a sample mail
list program, ., ,' , $585/$45
To licensed users of Microsoft BASIC-80 (MBASIC)

.$435/$45

aLt //,;.,.-, .
~Vd:4~

MICRO PRO
o SUPER-SORT I - Sort, merge, extract utility as abso-
@ lute executable program or linkable module in Mlcro-

® fnof~:~~~~t.B~~~s ~:~~e~r ~~~~~~, reEc~~I;'it~~~:~
floating, fixed point, exponential. field justified, etc.
Even variable number of fields per record! . $225/$25

o SUPER-SORT" - Above available as absolute pro-
@@gram only $175/$25
o SUPER-SORT III - As It without SELECT/EXCLUDE

@®. .$125/$25
o WORD-STAR - Menu driven visual word processing
@ system for use with standard terminals, Text format-
® ting performed on screen. Facilities for text paginate,

page number, justify, center and underscore. User
can print one document while simultaneously editing
a second. Edit facilities include global search and
replace. Readf\Nrite to other text files, block move,
etc. Requires CRT terminal with addressable cursor
positioning . . . $445/$40

o WORD-STARIM.q.IL-MERGE - As above with option
<9 for production mailing of personalized documents
® with mail list from Datastar or NAD. . ... $575{$25

o WORD-STAR Cuslomization Noles - For sophisticated
users who do not have one of the many standard
terminal or printer configurations in the distribution
version of WORD-STAR. . . NAJ$95

D WORD-MASTER Text Editor-In one mode has super-
(£) set of CP/M's EO commands including global search-
@ 1ng and replacing, forwards and backwards in file In

video mode, provides full screen editor tor users with
serial addressable-cursor terminal. . . $125/$25

o OATASTAR - Professional forms control entry and
C9 display system for key-tc-dlsk data capture. Menu
® driven with built-in learning aids. Input field verifica-

tion by tength, mask, attribute [i.e. uppercase. lower-
case, numeric, auto dup., etc.). Built-in erttnmetrc
capabilities using keyed data, constants and derived
values .. Visual feedback for ease of forms design.
Files compatible with all CP/M-MP/M supported lan-
guages. Requires 32K CP/M. . . $350/$35

o CBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC - Non-interactive
® BASIC with pseudo-coda compiler and runtime in-

terpreter. Supports full ure control, chaining, integer
and extended precision variables, etc. . .. $109/$15

o PASCAL/M* - Compiler generates P code from ex-
<D tended language, implementation of standard PAS-

CAL. Supports overlay structure through additional
procedure calls and the SEGMENT procedure type.
Provides convenient string handling capability with
the added variable type STRING. Untyped files allow
memory image I/O. Requires 56K CP/M ... $350/$30

o PASCAL/Z - ZeD native code PASCAL compiler. Pro-
<D duces optiml::ed, ROMabie re-entrant code. All Inter-

faCing to CP/M is through the support library. The
package includes compiler, companion macro-as-
sembler and source for the library. Requires 56K
and Z80 CPU.
Version 2 includes all of Jensen/Wirth except variant
records . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... ,... . $275/$25
Version 3 with variant records and strings expected
3/SO . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $395/$25

D PASCALIMT - Subset of standard PASCAL. Gener-
® ates ROMabie 8080 machine code. Symbollc debug-
® ger included. Supports interrupt procedures. CP/M

~~iD' file I/O and assembly language interface. Real vert-

Utr ~~~~s ~:~d!:r:~~aii~~W~~~n!~O~~~~ignoi~t, j~~I~~~
AIe»1~.I;' Sots, Enumeration and Record data types. Manual
r~,.~;{IIY·explains BASIC to PASCAL converefcn. Source for

~ ::r ~~~e~~~t~cek;~i~e~~2~e~.~~.~ .{~~. ~~~;~O~~~~

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
o GENERAL LEDGER - Interactive and lIexible system
tt providing proof and report outputs. Customization of

COA created interactively. Multiple branch account-
ing centers. Extensive checking performed at data
entry for proof, COA correctness, etc. Journal entries
may be batched prior to posting. Closing procedure
automatically backs up input files. Now includes
Statement of Changes in Financial Position. Requires
CBASIC-2 . . $1250/$25

o ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - Open Item system with
tt output for internal aged reports and customer-ori-

ented statement and billing purposes. On-Line En-
quiry permits information for Customer Service and
Credit departments. Interface to General Ledger pro-
vided if both systems used. Requires CBASIC-2.

.$1250/$25
o ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - Provides aged statements
tt of accounts by vendor with check writing for selected

invoices. Can be used alone or with General Ledger
end/or with NAD. Requires CBASIC-2 .... $12501$25

o PAYROLL- Flexible peyrcn system handles weekly,
tt bi-weekly, semi-monthly and monthly payroll periods .

Tips, bonuses, re-imbursements, advances, sick pay,
vacation pay, and compensation time are all part of'
the payroll records. Prints government required peri-
odic reports and will post to multiple SSG. General
Ledger accounts. Requires C8ASIC-2 and 54K of
memory $1250/$25'

Software for most popular 8D8D/Z8D computer disk systems
including NORTH STAR, iCOM, MICRO POLIS, DYNABYTE DB8/2
& DB814, EXIDY SORCERER, SO SYSTEMS, ALTAIR,
VECTOR MZ, MECA, 8" IBM, HEATH H17 & H89, HELlOS,
IMSAI VDP42 & 44, REX, NYLAC, INTERTEC, VISTA V80 and V200,
TRS-80 MODEL I and MODEL II, ALTOS, OHIO SCIENTIFIC
DIG/-LOG, KONTRON PSI80 and IMS 5000 formats.

D tiny C - Interactive interpretive system for teaching
® structured programming techniques. Manual includes

full source listings $105/$40
o BDS C COMPILER - Supports most major features of
® language including Structures, Arrays, Pointers, re-

O GENERAL LEDGER - Records details of all financial <D cursive fun.ction evaluatiC?n, I.inking . loader and 11-
© transactions. Generates a balance sheet and an in- I b.lJ1 brary: ~I?a~lng. pcfnt funct!on library. Included. Lack.s
tt come statement. Flexible and adaptable design for~ ~ata initialization ~nd ~tatlc and"reglster class speer-

both small businesses i s performing client uere. Documentahon Includes THE C PROGRAM-
. /?f MING LANGUAGE" by Kernighan and Ritchie.

/ .. . $125/$15
o WHITESMITHS C COMPILER - The ultimate in sys-
© terns software tools. Produce.s. faster code than Pas-

® ~~I~ ;:;~rx·mS;~Si~~t~n~ir:n~au~~~~~·e;c~~~~m~y ~e;~~
ghan and Ritchie, and makes available over 75 func-
tions for performing I/O, string manipulation and
storage allocation. Linkable to Microsoft REL files.
Requires 60K CP/M... . $630/$30

D POLYVUE!80 - Full screen editor for any CRT with
@ XY cursor positioning. Includes vertical and horizon-

tal scrolling, interactive search and replace, auto-
matte text wrap around for word crccesetnc. opera-

~~~:iV~r7~~~~eUI~~~~a~I~~kS. ~~.t~x:, ..a.nd.$~~~rSf5

o POL YTEXT/80 - Text tormauer for word processing
® applications. Justifies and paginates source text files.

Will \1enerate form letters with custom fields and
conditional processing. Support for Daisy Wheel
printers includes variable pitch justification and mo-
tion optimization $85/$15

o ALGOL-60-Powerful block-structured language com-
piler featuring economical run time dynamic alloca-
tion of memory. Very compact (24K total RAM) sys-
tem Implementing almost en Algol 60 report features
plus many powerfut extenstons including Siring han-
dling direct disk address I/O etc. Requires leO·
CPU $199/$20

D Z80 DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE-Consists of: {1} disk
® file line editor. with global inter and intra-line facili-

ties; (2) Z80 relocating assembler, Zilog/Mostek mne-
monics, conditional assembly and cross reference
table capabilities; (3) linking loader producing abso-
lute Intel hex disk file. . $95/$20

o ZDT - Z80 Monitor Debugger to break and examine
® registers with standard Zilog/Mostek mnemonic dis-

assembly displays. $35 when ordered wilh l80 Devel-
opment Package. . . $501$10

D DISTEL - Disk based disassembler to !ntel 8080 or
TDUXitan l80 source code, listing and cross refer-
ence files, Intel or TDUXitan pseudo ops optional.
Runs on 8080 . . $65/$10

o DISILOG - As DISTEL to lilog/Mostek mnemonic
@ files. Runs on l80 only $65/$10
o XASM-68 - Non-macro cross-assembler with nested

conditionals and tull range of pseudo operations. As
sembles from standard Motorola MC6800 mnemonics
to Intel hex. . .... $200/$25

D XASM-65 - As XASM.e8 for MOS Technology MCS-
6500 series mnemonics .$200/$25

o TEXTWRITER III - Text fcrmatter to justify and pagl·
® nate letters and other documents. Special features

include insertion of text during execution from other
disk files or console, permitting recipe documents
to be created from linked fragments on other files.
Has facilities for sorted index, table 01 contents and
footnote insertions. Ideal lor contracts, manuals, etc.

GRAHAM·DORIAN SOFTWARE SYSTEMS Now compatible with Electric Pencil" prepared files.

o GENERAL LEDGER - An on-line system; no batch- 0 POSTMASTER _ A comprehensive paCkag~$~2r5::~
~ ~~c~~n~rn~i~~~ka~~t~i~~et~u~~~~Ii~~~H:~;~d~'(;:e~ @ list maintenance thai is completely menu driven.
tt establishes customized C.O.A. Provides transaction I/tPl Feature~ Include keyed record ext.'a~tlon and la?el

register, record of journal entries, trial balances and I~ ..A production. A form tetter program IS Included w~lch
monthly closings. Keeps 14 month history and pro- ¥::;r. provides neat letler~ on ~!ngle sheet or ccntmu-

~~~~i~:Smt:~~~~_~~ ~~~~~~a~~r s~~t~c~r~~~$~~Jt$a;5 1/' gB~d~~s .. ?O.~~~:I~~~ ~1~~. N.~~ .. "" ••~1~/~;~

S:~:J::::::I
o INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM - Performs controt
tt functions of adding and depleting stock items, add-

ing new Items and deleting old items. Tracks quantity
of items on hand, on order and back-ordered. Op-
tional hard copy audit trail is available. Reports in-
clude Master Item List, Stock Activity, Stock Valua-
tion and Ae-order List. Requires C8ASIC-2 $1250/$25

D ANALYST - Customized data entry and reporting sye-
tt tem. User specifies up to 75 data items per record.

Interactive data entry, retrieval, and update facility
makes information management easy. Sophisticated
report generator provides customized reports using
selected records with multiple level break-paints for
summarization. Requires CBASIC-2 . . .... $250/$15

o LETTERIGHT - Program to create, edit and type let-
ters or other documents. Has facilities to enter, dis-
play, delete and move text, with good video screen
presentation. Designed to integrate with NAD for
form letter mailings. Requires CBASIC-2 .. $200/$25

o NAD Name and Address selection system - interac-
tive mail list creation and maintenance program with
output as full reports with reference data or restricted
information for mail labels. Transfer system for ex-
traction and transfer of selected records to create
new files. Requires CBASIC-2 . . .$100($20

o OSORT - Fast sort/merge program for files with fix-ed
record length, variable field length information. Up to
five ascending or descending keys. Full back-up of
input files created........... . .. . .$100/$20

e·
part men! tncome statements. Interactive with other
PEACHTREE accounting packages. Supplied in
source code for Microsoft BASIC. . $990/$30

o ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - Tracks current and aged
©. reo
It

as follows: Open
Ie Ageing Report

and Cash Requirements. Provides input to PEACH-
TREE General Ledger. Supplied in source code for
Microsoft BASIC. . .. $990/$30

o ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - Generates invoice regis-
@ ter and complete monthly statements. Tracks current
tt and aged' ..

ing credit

ment Register and Customer Account Status Report.
Provides Input to PEACHTREE General Ledger. Sup-
plied in source code for Microsoft BASIC .. $990/$30

@ PAYROLL - Prepares payroll for hourly, sataried and

tit
I

and Unemployment Tax Report. Provides input to
PEACHTREE General Ledger. Supplied in source
code for Microsoft BASIC .. $990/$30

o INVENTORY - Maintains detailed information on
<D each inventory item including part number, eescnc-
tt tion, unit of measure, vendor d reorder data, item

. . on current item
as follows:
Price List,
Slatus Re-
-Date and

Year-te-Date reports. Supplied In source code for
Microsoft BASIC ... $1,190/$30

o MAILING ADDRESS - Keeps track of name and ad-
@ dress information and allows the selective printing of
tt this intcrmatlon in the form of mailing lists or ad-

dress labels. Allows the user to tailor the system to
his own p~rticular requlr

mailing list or
are included

rting of data uses indexed
file management routines which allow the name and
address Information to be sequentially retrieved and
printed without file sorting. Supplied in source code
for Microsoft BASIC . . . $790/$30

o ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - Maintains vendor list and
@ check register. Performs cash flow analysis. Flexible
IS> - writes checks to specific vendor for certain in-
tt voices or can make partial payments. Automatically

posts to GRAHAM-DORIAN General Ledger or runs as
stand alone system. Requires CBASIC-2. Supplied in
source $995/$35

D ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - Creates trial balance re-
@ ports, prepares statements, ages accounts and rec-
® ords invoices. Provides complete information eescrtb-
tt ing customer payment activity. Receipts can be

posted to different redcer accounts. Entries auto-
matically update GRAHAM-DORIAN General Ledger
or runs as stand alone system. Requires CBASIC-2.
Supplied In source. . $995/$35

Shopping List No.11
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o PAYROLL SYSTEM - Maintains employee master file.
© Computes payroll withholding for FICA, Federal and
@ State taxes. Prints payroll register, checks, quarterly
tt reports and W-2 forms. Can generate ad hoc reports

and employee form letters with mail labels. Requires
C8ASIC-2. Supplied in source $590/$35

o INVENTORY SYSTEM - Captures stock levels, costs,
<9 sources, sales, ages, turnover, markup, etc. Trans-
@ action information may be entered for reporting by
tt salesman, type of sale, date of sale, etc. Reports

aveuaere both for accounting and decision making.
Requires CBAStC-2. Supplied in source .. $590/$35

D JOB COSTING - Designed for general contractors .
<9 To be used interactively with other GRAHAM-DORIAN
® accounting packages for tracking and ana lysing ex-
tt penses. User establishes customized cost categories

and job phases. Permits comparison of actual versus
estimated costs. Automatically updates GRAHAM-
DORIAN General Ledger cr runs as stand alone sys-
tem. Requires CBASIC-2. Supplied in source $995/$35

o APARTMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - Financial
@ management system for receipts and security de-
@! posits of apartment projects. Captures data on va-
tt cancles, revenues, etc. for annual trend analysis.

Daily report shows late rents, vacancy notices, va-
cancies, income lost through vacancies, etc. Requires
CBASIC-2. Supplied in source $590/$35

o CASH REGISTER - Maintains files on daily sales.
(9 Files data by sales person and item. Tracks sales,
@) over-rings, refunds, payouts and total net deposits.
tt Requires CBASIC-2. Supplied in source .$590/$35

o WHATSIT?* Interactive data-base system using as-
sociative tags to retrieve information by subject.
Hashing and random access used for fast response.
Requires CBASIC-2 , $125/$25

TM
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MICROSOFT
o BASIC-SO - Disk Extended BASIC, ANSI compatible
<9 with long variable names, WHILEf\NEND, chaining,
@ variable length file records. . . . ..... $300/$25
o BASIC COMPILER - Language compatible with
@ BASIC-80 and 3-10 limes faster execution. Produces

® ~1~~~:r~A~~c~~~gf~I;~I~i~akt:~I': t~in:gRT~u!~~~o I~;
COBOL-,80 code modules' . . .$350/$25

o FORTRAN-SO - ANSI 66 (except for COMPLEX) plus
@ many extensions. Includes relocatable object com-
@ cuer. linking loader, library with manager. Also in-

cludes MACRO-80 (see below) .. $400/$25
o COBOL-80 - Level 1 ANSI '74 standard COBOL plus
@ most of Level 2. Full sequential, relative, and in-

® ~~:~~:~G~Ut'b%,p~~~,v~!a~~~J~i~~~~~' :I~~g:
CALL, COPY, SEARCH, a-ermenetcnar arrays, com-
pound and abbreviated conditions, nested IF. Power-
ful interactive screen-handling extensions. Includes
compatible assembler, linking loader, and relocat-
able library manager as described under MACRO-SO

..... $625/$25

o MACRO-80 - 8080/Z80· Macro Assembler. Intel and
@ 2i1og mnemonics supported. Relocatable linkable
® output. Loader. Library Manager and Cross Peter-

ence List utilities Inctuded $149/$15
Q XMACRO-86 - 8086 cross assembler. All Macro and
<9 utility features of MACRO-80 package. Mnemonics

slightly modified from Intel ASM86. Compatibility data
sheet available. .$275/$25

DEDIT -80 - Very fast random access text editor for text
@ with or without line numbers. Gtobal and intra-line

commands supported. File compare utility included.
.$89/$15

DIGITAL RESEARCH

o MAC - 8080 Macro Assembler. Full Intel macro defi-
nitions. Pseudo opstncruoe RPC, IRP, REPT, TITLE,
PAGE, and MACUB. Z80 library included. Produces
Intel absolute hex output plus symbols file lor use by
SID (see below) .. $1201$15

OSlO - 8080 symbolic debugger. Full trace, pass count
and break-point program testing system with back-
trace and histogram utilities. When used with MAC,
provides full symbolic display of memory labels and
equated values $105/$15

o ZSID - As above for Z80. Requires zeo CPU $130/$25
o TEX: - Text formatter to create paginated, page-num-

bered and justified copy from source text files, direct-
able to disk or printer . . ..... $105/$1 5

o OESPOOL- Program to permit simultaneous prinling
of data from disk while user executes another pro-
gram from the console. . .... $80/$5

MICRO FOCUS
o STANDARD CIS COBOL - ANSI '74 CO.BOL stand-
@ ard compiler fully validated by U.S. Navy tests to

ANSI rever 1. Supports many features to level 2 in-
ctuding dynamic loading of COBOL modules and a
full ISAM file facility. Also, program segmentation,
interactive debug and powerful interactive extensions
to support protected and unprotected CRT screen
formattIng from COBOL programs used with any
dumb terminal. . .. $850/$50

o FORMS 2 - CRT screen editor. Output is COBOL data
<9 descriptions for copying into CIS COBOL programs.

Automatically creates a query and update program of
indexed files usIng CRT protected and unprotected
screen formals. No programming experience needed.
Output program directly compiled by CIS COBOL
(standard) .... $200/$20

D HDBS - Hierarchical Data Base System. CODASYL
oriented with FtLEs, SETs, RECORDs and ITEMs
which are all user defined. ADD, DELETE, UPDATE,
SEARCH, and TRAVERSE commands supported. SET
ordering is sorted, FIFO, LIFO, next or prior. One to
many set relationship supported. Read/Write protec-
tion at the FILE level. Supports FILEs which extend
over multiple floppy or hard disk devices.

o MOBS - Micro Data Base System. Full network data
base with all features of HOSS plus multi-level Read/
Write protection for FILE, SET, RECORD and ITEM.
ExpliCit representation of one to one, one to many,
many to many, and many 10 One SET relationships.
Supports multiple owner and multiple record types
within SETs. HDBS files are fully compatible.

o MDBS-DRS - MOBS with Dynamic Restructuring Sys-
tem option which allows altering MOBS data bases
when new ITEMs. RECORDs, or SETs are needed
without changing existing data.
HDBS-Z80 version , $250/$35

I MOBS-zeD version ,........ . $750/$35
/~. MDBS-DRS·ZSO versren $850/$40
)\ \'l 8080 Version available at $75. extra.

. \?10 lOO version requires 20K RAM. 8080 veretcn requires
~ 24K RAM. (Memory requirements are additional to

I CPIM and appficaticn program.)
When ordering HOBS or MOBS please specify If the
version required is for 1) Microsoft L80 I.e. FOR-
TRAN·80, COBOL:80, BASIC COMPILER, 2) MBASIC
4. XX, or 3) BASIC-80 5.0.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Prices and spec lttcat ions subject to change without nett ce.
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with M.nuII

Manual Alaneo XYBASIC Interactive Process Control BASIC - Full
disk BASIC features plus unique commands to han-
dle bytes, rotate and shift, and to test and set bits.
Available in Integer, Extended and ROMabie versions.
Integer Disk or Integer ROMable $295/$25
Extended Disk or Extended ROMable. .$395f$25

o SMAL/80 Structured Macro Assembled Language-
Package of powerful general purpose text m~cro
processor and SMAL structured I~nguage compiler.
SMAl is an assembler language with IF-THEN-ELSE,
lOOP-REPEAT-WHILE, DO-END, BEGIN-END con-
structs . $75/$15

o SELECTOR III-C2 - Data Base Proces,sor to create
® and maintain multi Key data bases. Pr.mts lorm~t!ed
tt sorted reports with numerical sUf':lma.nes '" mall~ng

labels. Comes with sample applications, incfudlnq
.. ~ f Sales Activity, Inventory, Payables,. Receivables,VJ~i#, Check Register, and Client~Pati.ent Apporntments, etc.r? Requires CBASIC-2. Supplied rn source ... $295/$20
/' 0 GLECTOR - General Ledger option to SELECTOR

III-C2. Interactive system provides for customized
COA. Unique chart of transaction types insure proper
double entry bookkeeping. Generates balance sheets,
pal statements and journals. Two year record allows
for statement ot,changes in financial position report.
Supplied in source. Requires SELECTOR rrl-C2,
CBASIC-2 and 52K system $250/$25

o CPM/374X - Has full range of functions 10 create or
re-name an IBM 3741 volume, display directory infor-
mation and edit the data set contents. Provides full
file transfer facilities between 3741 volume data sets
and CP/M files $195/$10

o BASIC UTILITY DISK - Consists of: (1) CRUNCH-14
@ - Compacting utility to reduce the size and increase

the speed of programs in Microsoft BASIC and TRS-
80 BASIC. (2) DPFUN - Double precision sub~outin.es.
for computing nineteen transcendental funcllt~~nsm-
eluding square root, natural log, log base 10, Sl~, arc
sin, hyperbolic sin, hyperbolic arc sin,. etc. Furnished
in source on diskette and documentation .. $50/$35

[] STRING/aO - Character string handling plus routines
® nd other

library
hain to

IJ THE STRING BIT - FORTRAN character string han-
@ dJing. Routines to find, fill, pack, move, separate,

concatenate and compare character strings. This
package completely eliminates the problems asso-
ciated with character string handling in FORTRAN.
Supplied with source . . ... $45/$15

o BSTAM - Utility to link one computer to another also
@ equipped with BSTAM. Allows file transfers at full

data speed (no conversion to hex), with CRC block
control check for very reliable error detection and
automatic retry. We use it! It's great! Full "."ildc~rd
expansion to send * .COM, etc. 9600 baud wlth wire.
300 baud with phone connection. Both ends need
one. Standard and ® versions can talk to one another .

.......... .$150/$5

* ** ** ** *SUNDRIES
&NOTIONS

D HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE-Cleans the drive Readl
Write head in 30 seconds. Diskette absorbs loose
oxide particles, fingerprints, and other foreign pa~ti-
cres that might hinder the performance of the drrye
head. lasts at least 3 months with daily use. Specify
.5# or 8" . . ... $20 ea.l$45 lor 3

o FLIPPY DISK KIT - Template and instructions to
modify single sided SV4" diskettes for use of second
side in single sided drives ... $12.50

o FLOPPY SAVER Protection for c~nter hol~s of 51(4"
floppy disks. Only 1 needed per diskette -.Kit contal.ns
centering post, pressure tool, tough r-mu mylar rern-
forcing rings. Installation tools and rings for 25 disk-

~!:brd'e'r~' ~i~i~g~'O~IY' : . . : . : ~~;:::

o PASCAL USER MANUAL AND REPORT - By Jensen
and Wirth. The standard textbook on the language.
Recommended for use by Pascal/Z, Pascal/M and
Pascal/MT users . . $8

o THE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE - By Kernighan
and Ritchie. The standard textbook on the language.
Recommended for use by BDS C, tiny C, and White-
smiths C users $12

********'CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research.
Z80 is a trademark of Zllog, Inc.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
WHATSrT? is a trademark of Computer Headware.
Electric Pencil is a trademark of Michael Shrayer
Software.
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
PascallM is a trademark of Sorcim.

tCP/M for Heath and TRS-80 Model I are modified and
must use specially compiled versions of system and
applications software.

ttRecommended system configuration consists of 48K
CP/M, 2 full size disk drives, 24 x 80 CRT and 132
column printer.

®Modifjed Version available for use with CP/M as im-
plemented on Heath and TRS-BO Model I computers.

@User license agreement for this product must be
signed and returned to Lifeboat Associates before
shipment may be made.

CD ®This product Includes/eXcludes the language manual
recommended in Sundries and Notions.

Orders must specify disk
systems and rormets
e.g. North Star SIngle,
double or quad density.
IBM single or 20/256.
Altair, Helios II.
MicropoJis Mod I or U,
5V." soft sector (Micro
iCOM/So Systems
Dynabyte). ete

Manual COQt applioable
against price of
subsequent software
purchase.

The sale of each
proprietary software
package conveys a
license for use on one
svstem oruv.

been done on the meter of Aeschylus
and Sophocles. I would like to be able
to bring out elements which others can
use in the future in discussions of Eu-
ripides and of tragedy in general.

Q. Can you explain your research in
more detail?

A. The goal of the study is to examine
closely the differences in style

among the three tragedians and to in-
vestigate chronological progression and
possibly development from the early
works of an author to the late works.
This may provide additional data to be
considered in dating the plays.

To analyze the iambic trimeter used
by the Greek tragedians will be quite a
bit more complicated than the analyses
which have already been done on the
hexameter of Homer and of other
Greek and Latin works. For the he-
xameter each line represents one of 32
possible metrical patterns while for .the
iambic trimeter there are 240 possible
patterns. The computer will give ~e
precise data on the structure of the tn-
meter. It will be able to provide figures
on both 'outer' and 'inner' metric. In-
ner metric takes into consideration the
breaks in the line and the words and

A. I studied computer sci~nce as an their actual shapes.
undergraduate at Radcliffe. ~ ~a.ve In the total of tragedy, counting only

long been fascinated by the pOSSIbIlItythe trimeter and not the choruses, there
of putting my computer back~round t.o are 28,000 lines. So to do this by hand
wo~k in a new. and wort~whIle appli- might be the work of several ye~rs.
cation such as m the studies of Greek. The most rational method of working
The combination of the t~o fields re- it out is the computer. At times the
quire~ a solid backgroun~ m both. pe- computer will not be able to diag~ose
veloping the necessary skills t?ok tIm~. a syllable as either long or short smce
I had to study Greek and Latin for SIX the three ambiguous -vowels, alpha,
or seven years before I could come iota and upsilon, can be either long or
back the full circle to using a computer short. In such cases the computer will
in the study of Gre~k. Before t~e com- print a question mark and with the help
puter can be applied to an~thmg 0!le of a dictionary I will assign the proper
Il!ust have an i~ea of .what. IS permis- or the statistically more frequent. value
SIble and what IS feasible m order to which also fits an acceptable tnmeter
come up with valid results. pattern. One of the examples I have

I attended the 1972 meeting of the tried out is the word 60:KPU, "tear",
Thesaurus Linguae Graecae in Athens. which has two ambiguous syllables. I
The discussion there of the project to found that Euripides .does not always
put all of Greek li.terature on computer use the saI?e syllabic length. when he
tape kindled my mterest even further. employs this word. I w0l1:ldlike to ?e-

When I was faced with the decision termine whether there IS something
of choosing a thesis topic I flew down which moti~ates his use of the word ~n
to Chapel Hill to seek guidance from one length m 0!le context and. the~ m
David Packard. It seemed possible to another length m another. ThIS might
work with computer in classics but I be indicative of development.
~ad to determine. whihchaDfea.tdopwofkkQ. Would you like to try something
m. From the tOPICSt at . aVI ac - like this in Greece? Would it ap-
ard suggested, I chose to study. the peal to you?
meter of the three Greek tragedians.
He had advised me that although many A.
computer-assisted studies had been
made of the metrics of Homer, there
were few of the spoken dialogue of the
Greek tragedians. I have decided to
examine more closely the meter used
by Euripides since work has already Reprinted from GREEK WORLD

Q.I want to ask you about your own
research but first tell us something
about your Greek background
since you seem to be one of the very
few Greeks in this field.

A. My father is Greek, born in Athens.
My mother is American and a

classical archaeologist. She has a deep
love for Greece, too. I was born in
America but we moved to Greece when
I was eight. My parents still live in
Athens. I had the benefit of Greek
schooling in Athens. I attended three
different schools all of which were very
good. Not knowing any Greek at the
outset I managed, with the help of these
schools, to graduate with th~ full cre-
dentials of any other Greek high school
student. I am proud of the excellent
school preparation that I had in Athens.
The background that was given to me
by my teachers both in math and in
classics has enabled me to reach the
stage that I am at now. I really would
commend the Greek high school pro-
gram for the preparation it. g~ves one
on which to base further training.
Q. How did you become interested in

combining computers With classics?

It would be very exciting. Greece
would be a natural place to work

because it is Greek material that is be-
ing worked on, it is the Greek heritage
-and Greek scholars of necessity
would be most interested in it. •
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For educators and authors

Computerized Testing For
Readability

We got to the point where we had
to coax the paraprofessionals down
off the walls about once a week by
tossing them Valiums and promising
to give them severance pay if they
separated from their minds. It was a
bad situation, but we really couldn't
blame them since we had put them in
that situation in the first place. We
had all learned to tolerate a little
moderate hysteria in our Personalized
Achievement Lab, and even permitted
screams if they were in good taste.

The problem was Flesch. Not the
flesh that leads to corruption of the
soul, but the Flesch that leads to a
Readability Level. The road to hell
may be paved with good intentions,
but the road to insanity in a reading
lab is paved with syllables: syllables
that must be counted by the hun-
dreds.

The road to hell may be
paved with good inten-
tions, but the road to
insanity in a reading lab is
paved with syllables: syl-
lables that must be
counted by the hundreds.

For a number of years the instruc-
tors in the Muskegon Community
College Reading Lab had offered to
run readability checks on text books
which instructors in academic areas
were either currently assigning or
were considering adopting. However,
we didn't advertise the service very
widely because no one really wanted
to do it. We were using the Flesch
Readability Formula, an excellent

Donald Goodman, Sandra Schwab, Muskegon
Community College, Muskegon, M149442.

Donald Goodman
Sandra Schwab

Paraprofessional Kathy Schrader counting out
syllables using her fingers, just prior to uncon-
trolled outburst.

device for giving a fairly accurate
grade level on material which con-
tains at least a hundred running
words in each sample. But the
formula requires that someone count
the words in each sentence and count
the syllables in the hundred words.
Moreover, one passage is hardly an
adequate sample. We felt that at least
five or six were needed to accurately
measure the readability of each text
book. And damned if the instructors
were going to do it. We gave it to the
paraprofessionals.

Picture them: already harried
from a phone that rings incessantly,
earnestly trying to count.out syllables
in six samples of 100words each from
a stack of Nursing texts (how many
syllables in vasodilation?) while a
sad-eyed student is standing by con-
fessing, "I've turned the knob the
wrong way on the EDL machine and
jammed the film all in the gears."

No wonder they climbed the walls.
Obviously something had to be

done. That something sat cooly in the
Math Lab on a confident green table, a
placid, silent alternative to the mental
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storms erupting elsewhere. The
para's called it Wanda Wang. The
business office calls it a Wang 2200.
Wecall itacomputer.

The Training of Wanda
All we had to do was teach Wanda

to count sentences and count syl-
lables. She could then give us the
average number of words per sen-
tence and the total number of syl-
lables per 100 words. We would plot
that information on the Flesch chart,
draw a line between the two numbers,
and intersect the "grade level" mar-
kers telling the readability level. We
could probably use it for the Fry
Readability formula as well.

It was easy enough to teach
Wanda to count words: every space
indicates the end of a word.

She could easily note sentences:
Periods, question marks, or exclama-
tion marks indicate a sentence. We

"
Paraprofessional Kathy Schrader being told
she no longer has to count syllables.

could have included semi-colons but
we didn't. .

Counting syllables gave us the
greatest challenge. After all, there are
many not-very-good rules used to
teach people how to break words into
syllables: Noting certain prefixes and
suffixes; watching for vowel-con-

CREATIVE COMPUTING



BASIC Compiler. With TRS-80 BASIC muMATH Symbolic Math System
Compiler, your Level II BASICprograms will run at expands your TRS-80beyond the limits of numeri-
record speeds! Compiled programs execute an cal evaluation to a much higher level of math
average of 3-10 times faster than programs run sophistication.
under Level II. Make extensive use of integer Symbolic mathematics is muMATH'spower. For
operations, and get speeds 20-30 times faster the first time, algebra, trigonometry, calculus,
than the interpreter. integration, differentiation and more can be per-

Best of all, BASICCompiler does it with BASIC, formed on a system smaller than an IBM 370. And
the language you already know. By COmpiling in 'a fraction of the time you could do them
the same source code that your current BASIC manually. .
interprets, BASIC Compiler adds speed with a Yet for all its power, muMATHissimple to use.
minimum of effort. To perform a differentiation you could enter:

And you get more BASICfeatures to program ?DIF(A*X i 3 + SIN(Xi 2),X);
with, since features of Microsoft's Version 5.0 In almost no time, the computer would reply
BASIC Interpreter are included in the package. with: @2*X*COS(xt 2) + 3*A*X t 2.
Features like the WHILE.. .wEND statement, long Or to add fractions: ?1/3 + 5/6 + 2/5 + 317;
variable names, variable length records, and the The instantaneous answer: 419/210.
CALL statement make programming easier. An Or to perform a more difficult trigonometric
exclusive BASIC Compiler feature lets you call expansion you enter: SIN(2*Y)*(4*COS(X)t3-COS
FORTRANand machine language subroutines (3*X) + SINM*(COS(X+Y+#PI) - COS(X-Y));
much more easily than in Level II. Just a few seconds later, the computer replies:

Simply type ,in and debug your program as @4*SINM*COS(X)*COSM.
usual, using the BASIC interpreter. Then enter a ,muMATH has virtually infinite precision with full
command line telling the computer what, to accuracy up to 611digits.
compile and what options to use. Ifyou usemath, you'll find countless ways to save

Voila! Highly optimized, Z-80 machine code time and effort with muMATH. It's a professional
that your computer executes in a flash! Run it now tool for engineers and scientists. A learning tool
or save it for later. Your compiled program can be for students at any level from algebra to calculus.
saved on disk for direct execution every time. And if you want to expand your capabilities

Want to market your programs? Compiled ver- even beyond the standard muMATH,the option is
sions are ideal for dlstrlbutlon" You distribute only open. muSIMP, the programming language in
the object code, not the source, so your genius which muMATHiswritten, isincluded in the muMATH
stays fully protected. ~--:=--:: package. A superset of the lan-

BASIC Compiler runs on your guage LISP,muSIMP is designed
TRS-80Model I with 48K and disk especially for interactive symbolic
drive. The package includes mathematics end other artificial
BASIC Compiler, linking loader intelligence applications. ,
and BASIC library with complete muMATH and muSIMP were
documentation. $195,00. written by The Soft Warehouse,

Honolulu, Hawaii. Priced at $74.95,
the package includes muMATH,
muSIMPand a manual.
It requires a Model I with
32K and single disk. MATH
for the Apple II Com r will
be available later th

*Microsoft royalty information for
the sale of programs compiled
with BASICCompiler is available
from Microsoft. -~------------ .~ ~ ---

You can buy muMATHand BASICCompiler at computer stores across the country that carry Nllir'rl"\('l"\tt

products, If your local store doesn't have them, call us. 206-454-1315.Or write Microsoft
Products, 10800Northeast Eighth, Suite 507,Bellevue, WA98004.
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Testing, cont'd ...
sonant-vowel groupings, and vowel-
consonant - consonant - vowel pat-
terns. Keeping an eye peeled for
exceptions signaled by Ie, ck, ch, th,
sh, gh and phwas another technique.

We couldn't teach Wanda to break
words into syllables, obviously. She
could only count them. But count
what?

We were explaining to each other
one day why it couldn't be done when
the idea flashed upon us. A syllable is
avowel.

There are exceptions, but they are
fairly regular and we can control
them. There are exceptions to the
exceptions, but we had faith that our
beloved erratic English would sin as
much on one side as another.

We tried many pairing-patterns,
and made many arbitrary decisions,
some of which had to be changed
when we tested - and re-tested - the
program.

But now it works. It includes
words as well as abbreviations; it
works well on long or short words,
simple or difficult. A work-study stu-
dent or paraprofessional can sit down
at Wanda, load the program, type out
100 words, and wait for it all to
happen.

All we had to do was teach
Wanda to count sentences
and count syllables.

Rules of the Road
There are six simple rules for the

program: (The line numbers refer to
the program instructions fed to
Wanda)
1. Thevowelsare (Line Nos. 520-

AEIOUand Y 610)
except at the (Line 525& 600&
beginning of a 610)
word.

Each individual vowel is a syllable ex-
cept these combinations are one syl-
lable:
AA
AE
AI
AU
AY

EA
EE
EU
EY

01
00
OU
OY

IA
IE
II
IY
ION

UA
UE
UI
UU
UY

(Lines 520- 610)
This means, by default, that the
following combinations count as two
syllables:

OE AO
OA EO
10 IU
EI UO

3: When E is (Lines 575-578)
found at the
end of aword it is
not a syllable
except when it
follows Lor (Line 579)
when it is the
only vowel.

4. EDis not a syl- (Lines 580- 589)
lable unless it
is the only syl-
lable possible
(No other
counted vowel
appears in the
word)

"That something sat cooly In the Math Lab on a
confident green table."

5. ES, by default,
is a syllable.

6. Everyword has (Lines 500-517)
a syllable (This
gives THE. as
weliasTV,
PBB,1979and
similar abbrevi-
ationsand
numberclus-
ters one syl-
lable)

In addition we have the following
typing directions:
Type as Follows:

-
MEMoRY

f" U \..L
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ONLY type to the end of the view-
ing screen (width of 64 characters).
The cursor will automatically jump to
the next line if you type in the 64 posi-
tion. You must use the backspace key
to eraseany characters that appear on
the screen's next line. Press the
return (exec) key - the cursor will dis-
appear for a few seconds (it's count-
ing the number of words you have
entered); when it reappears a ques-
tion mark will appear on the screen.
Continue typing your information and
repeat until the computer tells you
that you have entered at least 100
words.

Whentyping lookforthefollowing:
1. commas - DO NOT enter any

commas that appear in your text.
2.. !? Must be entered to signify the

end of sentence. DO NOT use the
. period except at the end of the
sentence. All other punctuation
can be inserted or omitted at the
typist's discretion. (: ; / ())

3. Hyphens - If used, Wanda will
count the hyphenated word as one
word. If the hyphen is omitted and
replaced with a blank the separ-
ated words will becounted as two.

4. Apostrophes - Should not be used
when a letter has been omitted.
"Does not" when typed as
"doesn't" will be counted as one
word, two syllables. "Does not"
will be counted as two words,
three syllables.

5. Numbers and Abbreviations (with-
out vowels) will be counted as one
word and one syllable. DO NOT
use periods unless you are at the
end of the sentence. Abbreviations
with vowels will follow the rules
for the vowel-syllablecount.

Wewere explaining to each
other one day why it
couldn't be done when the
idea flashed upon us. A
syllable is avowel.

The Doubtful Pairs.
As we set up our paired-vowel

rules, we found ourselves making
tentative decisions, gambling that we
would end up with the table odds. In
some cases (calling ES a syllable but
EDnot a syllable) our decision was an
out-and-out swap). In most cases we
listed all the words we could think of
containing those vowel combinations
and made rational choices based on
the likelihood of one over the other.

For instance, should OE be one
syllable as in doe, foe, toe; or two as
in poet, coerce, coefficient? Should

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Lij Magazine- for o~ners of t.he
TRS-80* and VIdeo Ge ni e"

L1J microcomputers, Write:
0::: The Eighty, PO Box _68,

M ord, NH 03055.

MAY 1979

Dog Star Adventure
DECEMBER 1978

Santa Para via and Fiumaccio
NOVEMBER 1979

Isolate

•
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AUGUST 1979

Melt Down
JANUARY 1979

Round the Horn
FEBRUARY 1980

Deadstick
MARCH 1980

Broadway

00

SoftS.de: S-80* Edition .... 12issues, $18., Bulk Rate;
$39.50., 6 issues with cassette; $69.,6 issues with diskette.

SoftSide: Apple* Edition $15.,12 issues, Bulk Rate; $22.,12 issues, First Class;
$69. 6 issues with diskettes.

$25., 12 issues, First Class;

PROG/80 ... Everyother month, for serious program mers ...
Programming Methods, Utility Programs, Timesharinq Section, Reviews, Hardware
Projects, $15. 6 issues, Bulk Rate, $21. 6 issues, First Class.

USE YOUR MASTERCHARGE OR VISA AND CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-1790 (In NH call 873·5144)
SoftSide Publications, P.O. Box 68, Milford, NH 03055
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'PROOf/Tf/ GROUP
P.o. BOX 2464

FULLERTON, CA 92634
(714) 731-4850

«Send for Catalogue"

ATARI400 $493
ATARI 800 $846

ATARI ACCESSORIES
Joysticks, Paddles, Memory,
Disks, Printers, etc.

ATARI GAMES
Starship, Space War, Basket-
ball, Football, Combat, Air/
Sea Battle, Siotracer $18

Blockade, Blackjack, Lunar
Lander $8.00

LIFEBOAT SOFTWARE AT
DISCOUNT PRICES

NORTHSTAR SYSTEMS
START AT $5995

EZY-LEDGER $ 95.00
MAGIC WAND $300.00
MEDICAL/DENTAL $700.00
ADVENTURE $ 18.00

CIR9Li: 180ON READER SERVICE CARD

GET WITH OUR
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM
BEFORE THEIRS
GETS TO YOUI

APPLE & TAS-SOdiskette versions

* RENTAL INCOME PROGRAM
• Renter Infonnatlon Report

• Rental Income Tracking

• Late Rent Reporting

* RENTAL EXPENSE PROGRAM

• Expense ,Analysis By Building
• Comparative UtllHIes Reporting

• Yearly Totals For Tax Reporting

(All reports may be printed)
EITHER PROGRAM: $125

TOTAL SYSTEM: $225

Ask About Our
Realty Analysis Modules

At Computer Stores Everywhere
or call (213) 372-4919 for C.O.D.

A!§E~"Y
2045 Manhattan Ave.,

Hermosa Beach, CA 90245
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Testing, cont'd ...
OA be one syllable as in boat or
coach: or two as in coagulate and
coaxial? Should EI be one as in reign
and sleigh; or two as in reinstate and
reinvestigate?

In these cases we chose to con-
sider the CO and RE as likely candi-
dates for prefixes. In college-level
material prefixes and suffixes a-
bound. So, in all three cases we
picked two syllables over one.

The 10 combinations gave us
trouble. Should we choose one as in
notion, dominion, ration; or two as in
bibliography, biology, biorhythm?

In this case we could have our
cake and eat it, too. We called 10 two
syllables but ION one.

EO was interesting, since a word
like theory is given either one or two,
depending on which dictionary you
read. We gave it two.

things worked fairly well at all stages.
The combination vowels threw the
count off a little as we experimented,
but not as much as we had antici-
pated.

Like the amazing pedal-powered
airplane, people may not like the way
it looks or operates but the son-of-a-
gun flies ..

"A paraprotesatonat can sit down at Wanda,
load the program, type out 100 words, and walt
for it all to happen."

We urge the reader to feed the
program which follows into any com-
puterof the sophistication level of the
Wang 2200 and then compare the re-
sults with a "manual" or mental
count. The results will be surprisingly
close. We would also welcome re-
finements with open arms, and
criticism with civility.

It is truly gratifying to know that in
America today two people concerned
with finding a way to get out of work,
and armed with sincerity, dumb luck
and a small computer, can conquer
new worlds and keep the paraprofes-
sionals off the walls. D

t DIM T$(15)64
5 REM PRe'GRAM BY DONALD .J. GOODMAN ~( SANDRA SCHWAB
10 PRINT :PRINT HEX(03),TAB(16),"FLESCH READABILITY ':.CALE"
12 PR I NT "WHEN THE .., APPEARS ON THE LEFT OF THE SCREEN YOU MAY
TYPE IN THE100 WORD PASSAGE, WHEN YOU HAVE ENTERED AT LEAST 100
WORDS" ~
14 PRI NT" WAI T ~< THE COMPUTER WILL COUNT THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF S
ENTENCES WITHIN APPROXIMATELY :30 ,::ECONDS, AND THE SYLLABLES COU
~jT WITHIN ONE MINUTE" .
16 PRINT "DO NOT ,YPE- BEYOND ONE WIDTH OF THE ,3CREEN"
1:::: REM C ALLCW,:: UP ro 15 UNES OF TEXT TO BE ENTEF:ED, USIJALLY 10
o ;,IORD';:; WILL BE COUNTED BEFORE THE END OF THE 15 LINES
1.9 REM IF THE TEXT IS VERY DIFICIJLT INCREA':::E C--BE ~ARE (IF OVERF
LOW
20 FOR c= 1 TO 15
:2',' REM T$() IS USED FOR ',HORING EACH L.INE OF YOUR TEXT
30 INPUT T$(C)
:3q R'EM M IS ~:ET EQUAL TO. 641FUL.L LENGTH OF SCREEN) UNTIL IT FIND
s THE 100TH WORD ~, 0= COUNTER FOR THE CHARACTER,; IN EACH LINE
40 M=64
:00 FOR 0=1 TO M
110 IF STR(T$(C),Q,1)=" " THEN 150
111 IF STR(T$(C),O,l)="," THEN 140
112 IF STR(T$(C),Q,l)="?" THEN 140
113 IF STR(T$(e),Q,1)="'" THEN 140
11.5 IF Q)-M THEN 250
120 NEXT Q
130 GOTO 250
1::;'" REM S= NUMBER OF SENTENCES
140 S=S+1

CREATIVE COMPUTING

Like the amazing pedal-
powered airplane, people
may not like the way it
looks or operates but the
son-of-a-gun flies.

On the other hand we chose UA-1
over UA-2 (qualify over truant), IA-1
over IA-2 (partial over bias), UI-1 over
UI-2 (quit over tuition) and IE-1 over
IE-2 (belief over scientific).

Summary
What amazed us was that as we

tacked the parts of the program
together and tore them apart again
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Testing,cont'd ...
145 GOTO 115
150 IF STRCT$CC),Q+l,l) C>" "THEN 190
160 FOR K-Q TO 64
170 IF STRCT$CC),K,l)<>" " THEN 190
180 NEXT K
1::<5 Q=K
lB9 REM W= NUMBER OF WORDS
l'~O W=W+l
210 IF WOOO THEN 115
220 PRINT :PRINT TAB(9);"YOU HAVE ENTERED MORE THAN 100 WORDSLE
T THE",TAB(15);"COMPIJTER DO THE CALCULATIONS"
2::::(>(;(ITO 430
250 NEXT C
4::::0 IF S)= 1 THEN 450
440 PRINT "YOU DO NOT HAVE A COMPLETE SENTFNCE WITHIN YOUR 100 W
ORDS.":GOTO 499
450 PRINT "AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORDS IN EACH :,:ENTENCE ",100/:;
490 REM .J= COUNTER FOR THE NUMBER elF LINE:? USED FOR YOUR 100 WOR
D~3
499 M=64
500 FOR .J=1 TO C
501 FOR Q=1 TO M
50S IF STR(T$(J~,Q,l)<)" II THEN 520
506 IF Q.. 1 THEN 530
507 IF STRCT$CJ),Q-1,t)=" "
508 FOR N=l TO 10: IF 1J,-N(=0
509 IF STR(T$CJ),Q-N,l)=" "
510 IF STR(T$CJ),Q-N,l)="A"
511 IF STRCT$CJ),Q-N,l)="Ed

512 IF STRCT$CJ),Q-N,1)="I"
513 IF STRCT$CJ),Q-N,1)="0"
514 IF STRCT$CJ),Q-N,l)="U"
515 IF STRCT$CJI,Q-N,11-"Y"
516 NEXT NaGOTO 710
,517 N=10: aOTO 51~
520 IF STRCT$(J),Q,ll="A" THEN 540
521 IF STRCT$(JI,Q,1)""E" THEN 575
522 IF STRCT$(.JI,Q,ll="I" THEN 550
523 IF STRCT$CJ),Q,l)="O" THEN 560
524 IF STRCT$CJ),Q,l)="U" THEN 540
525 IF STRCT$CJ),Q,l)="Y" THEN 600
530 NEXT G/: GOTO 720
540 IF STRCT$CJ),Q+l,1)="I" THEN 620
541 IF STR(T$C.J) ,Q+l, 1 )="A" THEN 620
542 IF STRCT$CJ),Q+l,I)-"E" THEN 620
543 IF STRCT$CJ).Q+1,1)="U" THEN 620
544 IF STRCT$C.J),Q+l,1)="Y" THEN 620
545 GOTO 700
550 IF STRCT$C~I) ,Q+l.1 )="E" THEN c·20
551 IF STRCTSCJ) ,0+1, 21="ON" THEN 620
552 IF STRCT$CJ),Q+1,1)="A" THEN 620
553 IF STRCT$C.J),Q+l,ll-"I" THEN 620
554 IF STRCT$ C.n ,Q+1,1 ) ="Y" THEN c.20
559 GOTO 700
560 IF STRCT$CJ),Q+l.1I="I" THEN 620
561 IF' STRCT$(.J),Q+l,l)="O" THEN 620
562 IF STRCT$CJ),Q+l.1)="Y" THEN 620
563 IF :3TR(T$C.J),Q+l,1I="U" THEN 620
565 GOT') 700
575 IF STRCT$C.J),Q+1.1)="." THEN 579
576 IF STRCT$CJ),o)+1,1)="!" ,THEN 579
577 IF STRCT$(JI,Q+1,1)="?" THEN 579
578 IF :3TR(T$(.J),I~+I.1)<>" "THEN 580
579 IF STRIT.CJ),Q-1,1)-"L" THEN 700:o30TO 582
580 IF STRCT$CJ),Q+l.1IC,"D" THEN 541
582 FOR N=l TO 10: IF Q-N<-O THEN 700
5:33 IF STRCTSCJ), Q-N. 1) =" " THEN 700
5:34 IF STRCT$(J),Q-N,1)="A" THEN 595
585 IF STRCT$CJ),Q-N,l)="E" THEN 595
586 IF STRCT$(J),')-N,1)="I" THEN 59~
587 IF STRCT$(J),Q-N,l)."O" THEN 595
588 IF STRCT$CJ),Q-N,l)-"U· THEN 595
5:39 IF STRCT$CJI,Q-N,1)oz"Y" THEN 595
590 NEXT N:GOTO 710
595 N-l0:GOTO 590
600 IF 0=1 THEN 710
610 IF STRCT$CJ),Q-l,11=" " THEN 710
619 REM Q IS A COUNTER FOR DETERMINING THE END OF A LINE OR THE
END OF THE 100TH WORD
620 Q=Q+l
1:.099 REM A IS THE COUNTER FOR THE NUMBER OF SYLLABLES
700 A=A+1
710 IF Q(M THEN 530
720 IF .-'<C-1 THEN 740
7:{0 M=L
740 NEXT .J
:300 PRINT "TOTAL NUMBER OF SYLLABLES IN YOUR 1(10 WORDS IS", A
810 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT TAB(9);"IF YOU WISH TO ENTER ADDITIONAL
PA:3SA(iES PRESS:",TAB(16);"RUN AND THE'RETURNIEXEC) KEYS"

THEN 530
THEN 700
THEN 700
THEN 517
THEN 517
THEN 517
THEN 517
THEN 517
THEN 517
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Sentence Construction With A
Computer

Robert L. Williams

The program described in this
article, Abeceqarian, Is more a
demonstration of some advanced
t~crniques· for natural language
oonstruction on a computer than a
practical application. It's an inter-
esting'and worthwhile ettort in its
own right; but you may enjoy
experimenting with the program.
It's also a nice start in tJeveloping
English CAI software (although the
author points out that "Context is a
messtve problem in English CAI.
Many folks just aren't aware of
it. '1.

The program was designed for
narrow 'screens and "standard"
Basic so conversion shouldn't be
«too difficult: Note that the code
uses string arrays and "& It as a
string concatenation operator.

'. i<· ·-SN:.

Abecedarian is a Basic program
which attempts to show a portion of
the English finite verb system at
work. Abecedarian writes sentence-
like constructions that show some of
the ways a cluster of six closely
related transitive lexical verbs, four
modal verbs and two auxiliary verbs
may appear separately or together.

1. A lexical verb alone:
Sue helps her teacher.

2. The modal verb will added:
Sue will help her teacher.

3. The auxi Iiary verb have added:
Sue will have helped her
teacher.

4. The auxi Iiary verb be added:
Sue will have been helping her
teacher.

5. An additional be added:
Sue's teacher will have been
being helped by her.

The last sentence-I ike construc-
tion may have tweaked your ear. If so,
you've probably already determined
that by the time you get the program
into your processor your leg will have
been being pulled far too long by

Robert L Williams, Ed.D. Assistant to the
Academic Vice President, St. John's Univer-
sity, NewYork, Jamaica, NY11439.

Abecedarian. At that time it certainly
should feel as if it had been being
pulled. "Enough," you cry, "I have
been being led astray by this para-
graph!"

Actually, not one of the sentence-
like constructions above is an "ac-
ceptable" sentence. They don't ap-

pear in contexts that allow them to be
accepted as "live" sentences by you.
A context is needed for the first
sentence as much as one is needed
for the last. For example, who is Sue?
She hasn't been introduced. I'll do so
now: Sue is a friend of mine. Now,
assuming we both know of her and

JOE ANSWERS HIS LIBRARIAN.
A SECOND FORM OF 1 IS:

JOE DOES ANSWER HIS LIBRARIAN.

Example 1

HAD SUE AND JOEfS CLASSMATES BEEN ANGERED BY THEM?
26 YES, THEY HAD.

HAD MY CLASSMATE BEEN ANSWERED BY ME?
26 » YES, SHE HAD.

23 » WERE ~OU BEING HELPED BY YOUR CLASSMATES?

25 » HAD JOE QUESTIONED HIS FRIENDS?

ARE YOU ANGERED BY YOUR FRIEND?
2 » YES, I AM.

HAD JOE'S LIBRARIANS BEEN ~ELPING HIM?
28 » YES, THEY HAD.

HAS JOE HELPED HIS LIBRARIANS?
8 » YES. HE HAS.

DID WE HELP OUR TEACHERS?
16 » YES, WE DID.

27 ?? HAD YOU BEEN ANSWERED BY YOU~ LIBRARIAN?

DO I AID MY LIBRARIAN?
o » YES, YOU DO.

» YOU QUESTION YOUR CLASSMATES.
A SECOND FORM OF 1 IS:

YOU DO QUESTION YOUR CLASSMATES.

23 » WAS JOE BEING ANSWERED BY HIS CLASSMATE?

.DID SUE AND JOE'S HALL GUARbs QUESTION THEM?
16·» YES. THEY DID.

3 IS MY TEACHER QUESTIONED BY ME?

29 » HAD SUE'S VISITORS BEEN AIDING HER?

9 » HAS JOE ANSWERED HIS FRIEND?

23 » WERE YOUR VISITORS BEING AVOIDED BY YOU?

7 » IS SUE'S HALL GUARD BEING QUESTIONED BY HER?

ARE YOU BEING AVOIDED BY YOUR TEACHERS?
6 » YES, I AM.

21 WERE SUE AND JOE'S HALL GUARDS ANGERING THEM?

19 » WERE YOUR LIBRARIANS AVOIDED BY YOU?
23 ?? WERE WE BEING ANGERED BY OUR FRIEND?

HAUE SUE AND JOE BEEN AIDED BY THEIR TEACHER?
10 » YES. THEY HAVE.
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Be A

Books For Classroom
And Self Teaching

~\.~~~\.S Computers
r>-\.\.Gv.r>-o in Mathematics:
A Sourcebook of Ideas

Here is a huge sourcebook of ideas
for using computers in mathematics
instruction. This large format book
contains sections on computer literacy,
problem solving techniques, art and
graphing, simulations, computer assist-
ed instruction, probability, functions,
magic squares and programming styles.

One section presents over 250 prob-
lems, puzzles and programming ideas--
more than is found in most "collection of
problems" books.

Pragmatic, ready-to-use, classroom
tested ideas are presented for everything
from the most basic introduction to
binary numbers to advanced techniques
like multiple regression analysis and
differential equations. Every item dis-
cussed has a complete explanation
including flowcharts, programs and
sample runs. .

The book includes many activities
that don't require a computer. And if
you're considering expanding your com-
puter facilities you'll find the section on
how to select a computer complete with a
microcomputer comparison chart inval-
uable.

Much of the material has appeared in
Creative Computing but the back issues
are no longer available. Hence this is
your only source to this practical and
valuable material. Edited by David H.
Ahl,this mammoth 224-page softbound
book costs only $15.95. (The individual
issues, if they were available, would cost
over $1)0.00).[120]

Computer Coin Games
Computer Coin Games by Joe Weis-

becker aids newcomers to the field of
computers by simplifying the concepts of
computer circuitry through games which
can be played with a few pennies and full
sized playing boards in the book.
Enhanced by outrageous cartoons,
teachers,students and self-learners of all
ages will enjoy this 96 page softbound
book. [10R]$3.95.

Problems for
Computer
Solution

Stephen J. Rogowski

GRADE 9 AND UP

GRADES4 TO 8
~~'S'

Computer ~~ .•.~),o>~

Literate.
Marion J. Ball & Sylvia Charp

This informative, full color book is an
ideal first introduction to the world of
computers. Covers kinds of computers,
how they work, their applications in
society, flowcharts and writing a simple
program. Full color drawings, diagrams
and photos on every page coupled with
large type make this book easy to read
and understand. Used as a text in many
schools. 66 pp softbound, $3.95 [6H].

The Best of
Creative Computing

The first two years of Creative Com-
puting magazine have been edited into
two big blockbuster books. American
Vocational Journal said of Volume 1,
"This book is the 'Whole Earth Catalog' of
computers." [6A) Volume 2 continues in
the same tradition. "Non-technical in
approach, its pages are filled with infor-
mation, articles, games and activities.
Fun layout." -American Libraries. [6B)
Eachvolume $8.95.
~

To Order
Send your check for books plus $2.00

shipping and handling per order to
Creative Computing, P.O. Box 7,/39-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add
5% sales tax. Visa, Master Charge or
American Express are also acceptable.
For faster service, call in your bank card
order toll free to

800-631-8112
(in NJ, call 201-540-0445)

CPcilthlC Gompatinfj

APRIL 1980

P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960

Hereare 90 problems with a thorough
discussion and references for each.
Eleven types of problems are included,
for example, arithmetic, algebra, geo-
metry, number theory, probability and
science. Even includes 'three classic
unsolved problems and seven appen-
dices. 104pages softbound, $4.95 [9Z).

The teacher's edition contains solu-
tions with complete listing in Basic,
sample run and in-depth analysis ex-
plaining the algorithms and theory
involved. 280 pp softbound, $9.95 [9Y].

~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~;"';~;Y;~;"f";;""';~;"";;-r.~~

The Impact of Com-
puters on Society and
Ethics: A Bibliography
Gary M. Abshire. REFERENCE

Where is the computer leading us? Is
it a menace or a messiah? What are its
benefits? What are the risks? What is
needed to manage the computer for
society's greatest good? Will we become
masters or slaves of the evolving com-
puter technology? This bibliography was
created to help answer questions like
these. It contains 1920 alphabetical
entries of books, magazine articles, news
items, scholarly papers and other works
dealing with the impact of computers on
SOCietyand ethics. Covers 1948 through
1979.128 pp hardbound. $17.95. [12E].
®®®®®®®®®®®®<!!>®®®®®®®®®®®®®
GRADES3TO 8

Computer Rage
This fun and educational new board

game is based on a large-scale multipro-
cessing computer system. The object is
to move your three programs from input to
output. Moves are determined by the roll
of three binary dice representing bits in a
computer. Hazards include priority inter-
rupts, program bugs, decision symbols,
power failures and restricted input and
output channels. Notes are included for
adapting game for school instruction. A
perfect introductory tool to binary' math
and the seemingly-complex computer.
[6Z] $8.95.
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Construction, cont'd .
that we know she has just one teacher
-not more-would I say to you, "Sue
helps her teacher?" Not likely. I might
say "Sue often helps her teacher" or
"Sue sometimes helps her teacher."
Or I could say "Sue helps her teacher
whenever she can ." In this instance,
an adverb of frequency like often or an
additional clause is needed. When we
utter or write sentences we usually do
so with understood contexts, con-
texts that give a point in time, a set of
characters and a set of facts and
events that we share with our listener
or reader.

ABE doesn't offer appropriate
contexts that include all of these
features. Consequently, many of her
sentence-like constructions may
seem to offend your ear. All of them
should.J

In one of her tantru-ms before she
was three days old, ABE randomly
rambled:

(Refer to Example 1)

At that time she was only happy with a
64 character screen. Here is a view of
adolescent ABE conversing with a
helpful friend with a smaller screen:

ABE 17 AUG 79 10:25
MY FIRST NAME IS ABECEDARIAN.
WHAT IS YOURS ? TUM
TOM. LET'S WRITE SOME
SENTENCES ABOUT OURSELVES
AND TWO OTHERS. SUE AND JUE.
1 NEED TO ASK SOME QUESTIONS.
ANSWER WITH NUMBERS.
HERE ARE SOME VERBS AND
NOUNS WE'LL USE:
1 All)
2 ANGEF:

1 FRIEND
2 CLAl:;SMATE
3 'JISITOFi
4 HALL UUAfW
s TEACHUi
6 Ln'RAI'(JAN

3 AVOID
4 (WESTION
5 HELP
6 AN~;WEr(

CHOOSE A VERB (1-6) T 1

CHUOSE A NOUN (1-6) T 5
SHOULD 'TEACHER' BE

1 SINGULAR OR 2 PLURAL ? 1
SHOULD 'TEACHER' BE

1 FEMALE OR 2 MALE ? 2
WHO SHOULD OUR SENTENCE

BE AE'OUT'r
1 SUE 4 YOU
• JOE " YOU AND M1'
3 SUE AND JOE 6 ME

CHOOSE A NUMBER (1-6) ? 3
WHO IS TO BE THE GRAMMATICAL
SUBJECT OF THE SENTENCE?
1 THE TEACHEfi
OR 2 SUE AND JOE T 2

CHOOSE ANY NUMBER 0~159 T 1

SUE AND JOE
AID THEIR TEACHER.
A SECOND FORM IS:

SUE AND JOE
DO AID THEIR TEACHER.

CHOOSE A VERB (1-6) ? 2
CHOOSE A NOUN (1-6) 1 1

you to designate who's to be the
grammatical subject. But in the end,
she's all heart: she composes the
predicates by herself. After all, she
wouldn't want you to walk away
saying that your leg had been being
pulled. What ABE does do by herself
is to string verb constructions to-
gether in a manner to suggest the
extensiveness and some of the com-
plexities of just a portion of the finite
verb system.

SHOULD 'FRIEND' BE
1 SINGULAr< OR :~ Pl..lJl'<AL '1) 2

WHO SHOULD OUR SENTENCE
BE ABOUT'!'

1 SUE 4 YOU
2 JOE ~ YOU AND ME
3 SUE AND JOE 6 ME

CHOOSE A NUMBER (1-6) ? 6

WHO IS TO BE THE GRAMMATICAL
SUBJECT OF THE SENTENCE?
1 THE Ff(JENDS
Of;;2 ME '? 1

CHOOSE ANY NUMBER 0-159 ? 32

WILL MY nUENDS
ANGER
ME?

32 YES. THEY WILL.

CHOOSE A VERB (1-6) 1 3

CHOOSE A NOUN (1-6) 1 3

SHOULD 'VISITOR' BE
1 SINGULAR OR 2 PLURAL ? 1

SHOULD 'VISITOR' BE
1 FEMALE OR 2 MALE ? 1

WHO SHOULD OUR SENTENCE
BE ABOUT?

1 SUE 4 YOU
2 JOE 5 YOU AND ME
3 SUE AND JOE 6 ME

CHOOSE A NUMBER (1-6) ? 5

WHO IS TO BE THE GRAMMATICAL
SUBJECT OF THE SENTENCE?
1 THE ,VISUOR
OR 2 US " 1

CHOOSE ANY NUMBER 0-159 ? 16

nr n OUR VISITOI~
AVOID US'?

16 » YES. SHE DI[I.

CHOOSE A VERB (1-6) ?

You've probably already
determined that by the
time you get the program
into your processor your
leg will have been being
pulled far too long by
Abecedarian.

ABE's six lexical verbs are transi-
tive ones, those that may be followed
by objects.
Subject

Sue
Verb
helps

Object
her teacher (1)

As you've noted, whenever you
converse with ABE she asks you to
choose the lexical verbs and nouns
she's to gossip with. She then insists
that you tell her whether the chosen
noun is to be Singular or plural. If the
noun is to be singular, she asks
whether it's to be a female or male
person. ABE likes to satisfy her
friends. She then asks who else is to
be gossiped about, other friends,
you, herself, orthetwoof you. Being
precisely persistent. she then asks
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Transitive verbs permit constructions
that "reverse" subjects and objects.

Subject Verb Object (Agent)
Sue's teacher is helped by her(3)

Many of the verb constructions that
ABE writes assume this reversal. You
may enjoy selecting some 9ther
lexical verbs to teach a clone of
ABE's. If you do, keep in mind that all
of the subjects and objects are
human.

What little grammar ABE has
learned is to be found in a small
portion of Martin Joos' The English
Verb: Form and Meaning.2 Joos
postulates a binary schema that as-
signs either/or "values" to several
features of finite verb predications. In
turn, these values can be expressed in
decimal numbers. His schema shows
that all finite predications (verbs) may
be described or coded with a five-
place binary number.

ABE accepts decimal numbers.
The numbers that describe verb con-
structions range from 1 through 159.3
ABE analyzes these numbers in the
subprogram 2610 through 2860. Es-
sentially, she first strips off the modal
values, if there are any, in lines 2660
through 2720, asslqnlnq a modal
code. The remainder of the number
(31-0) is then passed through a loop
that assigns "binary" values to tense,
phase, aspect, voice and function,
terms and features far too complex to
discuss here but to be found in Joos'
book. ABE makes numerous other
decisions to handle "number" agree-
ment between the verbs and subjects

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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The MAG( WANDis the most powerful,
most flexible, most reliable, most usable word processing
software-available for a CP/M~based computer.
That's not bragging. That's just telling it

like it is.
The MAGIC WAND is the best word

processing software ever written for a
microcomputer. It can do more work in
less time with higher quality than any
other product you can buy.

The MAGIC WAND is a rock solid piece
of software. The command structure is
simple and logical and complete. We have
not tossed in features without thought to
the overall design of the package. Nor
have we included any feature that is not
thoroughly implemented. The programs
are crash-proof and completely reliable.

And the system is supported by what we
are told is the best user's manual ever pro-
duced for microcomputer software. It
contains a step-by-step instructional pro-
gram designed for the novice. The trainee
uses sample files from the system disk and
compares his work to simulated screens
and printouts in the manual.

Support doesn't stop when you buy the
package. As a registered user, you receive
our bi-monthly newsletter which answers
questions, reports upgrades and teaches
new applications of the MAGIC WAND.

It's through a lot of hard work that we
are able to offer you a product that is
"almost perfect," but we aren't about to
stop working until we can say that the
MAGIC WAND is perfect.

Full screen text editing
The MAGIC WAND has probably the most
responsive and easy-to-use editor avail-
able for either a serial or DMA terminal. It
uses only single stroke control keys to
give command and takes advantage of the
special function keys on your terminal
whenever/ possible. In addition, you can
set up library files with coded sections that
you can merge by section name.

Full text formatting commands
The MAGIC WAND allows you to set the
left, right, top and bottom margins, page
length, indentation, paragraph indenta-
tion, (incuding "hanging" paragraphs),
text left flush, right flush, justified (two
ways), literal or centered, variable line and
pitch settings, variable spacing (including
half lines), bold face, underlining (solid or
broken), conditional hyphenation, sub-
and superscripting. You may change any
of these commands at run-time without
reformatting the file.

Merging with external data files
You may access any external data file,
with either fixed length or sequential
records. The MAGIC WAND converts the
record into variables that you define and
can use like any other variable. Of course,
you may use the data for automatic form
letter generation. But you can also use it
for report generation.

Variables
You may define up to 128 variables with
names of up to seven characters. The cur-
rent value of a variable may be up to 55
characters, and you may print it at any
point in the text without affecting the cur-
rent format. Although the MAGIC WAND
stores the variables as strings, you may
also treat them as integer numbers or for-
mat them with commas and a decimal
point. You mal increment or decrement
numeric variables or use-them in format-
ting commands.

Conditional commands
You may give any print command based
on a run-time test of a pre-defined condi-
tion. The conditional test uses a straight-
forward IF statement, which allows you to
test any logical condition of a variable.
You may skip over unneeded portions of
the file, select specific records to print,
store more than one document in a single
file, etc.

True proportional printing
The MAGIC WAND supports proportional
print elements on NEC, Diablo and Qume
printers. Other formatting commands,
including justified columns, boldface,
underline, etc., are fully functional while
using proportional logic.

Available on 8" soft-sectored and 5 1/4" Northstar or Micropolis (hard or soft sectored) diskettes, as well as
ONYX hard disk. Terminals supported include-ADDS, Beehive, Cromemco, Dynabyte, Hazeltine, Heath, Imsai,
Intertec, Lear Siegler, Microterm Act V, Perkin Elmer, Sol VDM1, Soroc, TEC, TEl, Televideo, TRS80 Mod II,
Vector Graphics, plus a variety of video boards.

S\\\Q.\\ \lUS\\\e.SS Q.~\i\c.Q.\\O\\S. \\\c..
3220 Louisiana. Suite 205 • Houston, Texas 77006 • 713-528-5158
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Construction, cont'd ,
chosen. Among others, for example,
5 may produce these constructions:

Sue is helping her teacher.
You arehelping your teacher.
I am helping my teacher.

, Sue's teachers are helping her.

In these sentences, the be verb forms
must agree in number with their
subjects.

With the exceptions of 1 and 17,
ABE writes her sentence-like con-
structions in yes/no question forms:

Whenever you converse
with ABE she asks you to
choose the lexical verbs
and nounsshe's to gossip
with.

With the exceptions of 1 and 17,
ABE writes her sentence-like con-
structions in yes/no question forms:

Is Sue helping her teacher? (5)
Is Sue being helped by her
teacher? (7)

All odd numbers cause ABE to write
"full" verb constructions-like is
helping and is being helped above.
Assuming the sentence characters
are contextually "accepted" by you,
questions seem to help lessen other
context needs somewhat. But they
also serve another purpose.

In Joos' schema even numbers
account for "propredicates," features
that most of us have traditionally
called elliptical verbs.

Is Sue helping her teacher? (5)
4 .Yes, she is. (helping her
teacher)

©Creative Computing

~
"The super:visor eloped unth. the pro-
grammer ... "

The yes response is followed only by
a restatement of the subject-in
pronoun form-and the auxiliary is.
Since the lexical verb helping and the
object her teacher don't appear, the
verb construction in the response
isn't "complete:" it's elliptical, or, as
Joos notes, it's apropredicate, in the
manner of a pronoun standing in
place of a noun. When an even
numbered predicate is given to ABE,
she writes the appropriate odd
numbered question first and then
writes a response to represent the
even numbered elliptical or propredi-
cate form. If 32 is given to ABE, she
may write the following:

Wi II Sue hel p her teacher? (33)
32 Yes, she will.

You and ABE herself are some-
times characters when ABE writes,
first and second persons. Whenever
you determine ABE to be the subject

In the end, she's all heart:
she composes the predi-
catesbyherself.

ofa sentence, she will produce a
question about herself, sometimes in
this form:

Am I helping my teacher? (5)
As the person being addressed, you
may find yourself thinking "If you
don't know, who does!" or "How
stupid to ask!" This is a problem of
context, of sorts. However, if you give
ABE the number 4, she may do the
following:

Am I helping my teacher? (5)
(ABE asks about herself)
4 Yes, you are.
(As if you are replying)
Are you helping your teacher? (5)
(ABE asks about you)
4 Yes, lam.
(As if you are replying)

Thus, whenever ABE is given you or
me to write about, she assumes first
person in asking a question and you
then in turn are assumed to be a first
person giving a response.

Let's note some aspects of ABE's
personality in the event you wish to
clone her. First, she seems to be
content to write on a 32 or 40
character screen. Second, she con-
catenates at times: lines 750, 1050,
1070 and 1150. Your clone may
require minor surgery in these in-
stances. Third, ABE learns her
vocabulary by loop reading. If your
clone is to MAT READ, you will need
to rearrange some of her data diction-
ary. And, fourth, ABE doesn't under-
stand ON ... GO TO or ON ... GO SUB:
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she loves to IF herself silly. Should
your clone prefer not to be so iffy,
there are some places ON's would
prove helpful; but you should per-
form such microsurgery carefully.

Although ABE knows few words,
she does seem to write a great deal,
even though she always writes tongue
out of context, not in cheek. 0

Although ABE knows few
words, she does seem to
write a great deal, even
though she always writes
tongue out of context, not
in cheek.

Footnotes

1. The "be-being" and "been-being" forms
toyed with earlier pose euphonic problems
for most speakers. But they sometimes do
occur in spoken utterances, though very
rarely. Most likely you've never read one
before in print: they do require a coura-
geous editor.

2. The University of Wisconsin Press, Madison
and Milwaukee, 1964.

3. ABE's vocabulary has been stunted. Joos
includes the additional medals must, ought
to, dare and need. These, If ABE were to
learn them, would extend her range from 159
to 223. Indeed, the quasi-auxiliaries be to,
be going to, be about to, and have to might
well be taught to ABE, with considerable
patience of course.

100 DIM A$(61,D$(61,E$(61,F$(61
110 DIM H$(61,B$(BI,G$(91,C$(IBI,L(51
120 FOR X=l TO 6
130 READ A$(X)
140 f~EAD D$(XI
150 READ [$(X)
160 READ F$(XI
-I 70 f~EA[I11$(X1
WO NEXT X
190 FOR X~1 TO B
200 W,AD B$ (X1
210 NEXT X
220 FOR X-I TO 9
230 READ G$'(X 1
240 NEXT X
250 FOR X-I TO 18
260 READ C$(XI
270 NEXT X
2BO PRINT 'MY FIRST NAME IS ABECEDARIAN,'
290 PRINT 'WIlAT IS YOURS ';
:500 INPUT Z$
310 IF Z$=G$(11 TIlEN 350
320 It Z$-G$(21 TIlEN 350
3:30 LET z-o
340 (;0 TO 360
:350 LET Z-3
:360 pRINT
370 PRINT Z$;', LET'S WRITE SOME'
J80 PRINT 'SENTENCES ABOUT OURSELVES'
390 PRINT 'AND TWO OTIlERS, ';(;$(Z+3);','
400 PRINT
410 PRINT 'I NEED TO ASK SOME QUESTIONS,'
420 PRINT 'ANSWER WITIl NUMBERS,'
430 Pf(!NT
440 PRINT 'IlERE ARE SOME VERBS AND'
450 PRINT 'NOUNS WE'LL USE:'
460 Pf(lNT
470 FOR X-I TO 6
4BO PRINT X;E$(XI;TAB(131;X;F$(X)
490 NEXT X
500 FOR X=1 TO 25
!Ci10 pr(INT
520 PRINT 'CIlOOSE A VERB (1-61 ';
530 INPUT V

CREATIVE COMPUTING



More from Osborne/McGraw-Hili
Osborne/ McGraw-Hili
means documented software

NOW AVAILABLE
OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill's popular business
software series in CBASIC"2!

Thoroughly tested, reliable programs with
complete source listings, our Payroll with Cost
Accounting, Accounts Payable and Accounts
Receivable and General Ledger tell you how to
begin; how to make changes; how to turn your
computer into a productive part of your
business. Printed in a loose-leaf format, easily
inserted into your own binder, you can add to
the book as you add to the programs.

DEALERS: The source listings from each
book are available on disk for just $250-
with no licensing agreements. Call or write
for our dealer information package.

ZSO-6S00-S0S0A/SOSS-6S02
Assembly Language

The books are also available in Wang BASIC.
(Wang users must supply KFAM.)

Programming Primers for the
most popular Microcomputers

COMING in JULY

Z8000
and COMING SOON

6809
These Assembly Language Programming books view assem-
bly language as a means of programming a microcomputer
system. Each book explains assembly language program-
ming, describes the functions of assemblers and assembly in-
structions, and discusses basic software development con-
cepts. A special section on structured programming rounds
out the discussion of programming examples, which range
from simple memory load loops to complete rudimentary
design projects. Each book includes comprehensive coverage
of the particular assembly language, and presents a large
number of fully debugged, practical programming examples
written in the language of interest. .

The 8086 Book
This June, Osborne/McGraw-Hill will release the first of a
new series, The 8086Book byRussell Rector. A handbook for
all 8086 users, this book includes basic 8086 programming in-
structions, a thorough analysis of the 8086 instruction set,
and detailed hardware and irrterfacing guides that reveal the
full power of the 8086 multiprocessing capabilities. Check
the box in the order form below to be sent The 8086600k
order information.

Title Quantity Price Amount

8080A/8085 ALP $12.50

Z80 ALP $12.50

6800 ALP $12.50

6502 ALP $12.50

Payroll with Cost Accounting.· CBASIC $20.00

Accounts Payable/Receivable· CBASIC $20.00

General Ledger- CBASIC $20.00

Tax - Calif. residents only Tax
6%/6'h% BART Shipping

Please notify me when: TOTAL
o The 8086 Book o Z8000 ALP o 6809 ALP is available.

Order Form

Please send me business software information package for:
o end user 0 dealer.

Shipping: (Shipping for large orders to be arranged)
o All foreign order $4.00 per book for airmail
o $0.75 per book 4th class in the U.S. (allow 3·4 weeks)
o $1.25 per book UPS in the U.S. (allow 10 days)
o $2.50 per book special rush shipment by air in the U.S.
For faster shipment or credit card. phone (415) 548·2805

Name: _

Address: _

Clty: State: _

ZIP: Phone: _

O'\OSBORNE/MCGraW-Hill

630 Bancroft Way, Dept. L3
Berkeley, California 94710
(416) 648-2806 TWX 910-366-7277

1084
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Construction, cont'd ,
540 IF V(I THEN 520
550 IF V)6 THEN 520
560 pr,INT
570 PRINT 'CHOOSE A NOUN (1-6) ';
580 INPUT F
590 IF F(I THEN 570
600 IF [)6 THEN 570
610 PRINT
620 PRINT 'SHOULD ";FS(~);" BE'
630 PRINT' 1 SINGULAR OR 2 PLURAL ';
640 INPUT N
650 IF N(1 THEN 620
660 IF N)2 THEN 620
670 IF N~2 THEN 750
680 PRINT 'SHOULD ";F$(F);" BE'
690 PRINT' 1 FEMALE OR 2 MALE ';
700 INPUT f\
710 IF R(1 THEN 680
720 IF R)2 THEN 6BO
730 LET Fl$mFS(F)
740 GO TO 770
750 LET FI$~F$(F)&'S'
760 LET R=3
770. PRINT
7BO PRINT 'WHO SHOULD OUR SENTENCE'
790 PRINT' BE ABOUT?'
800 PI,WT
810 FOf\ X=l TO 3
820 Pf\INT X;O$(X+Z);TAB(15);X+3;O$(X+6)
830 NEXT X
840 PRINT
850 PR INT 'CHOOSE A NUMI<Ef((1~6) ,;
860 INPUT C
870 IF C(1 THEN 850
B80 IF C)6 THEN 850
890 PFUNT
900 PRINT 'WHO IS TO BE THE GRAMMATICAL'
910 PRINT 'SUBJECT OF THE SENTENCE?'
920 PRINT
930 PRINT 'I THE ';F1S
940 PRINT' OR 2 ';
950 IF C)3 THEN 980
960 PRINT O$(C+Z);' ';
'170 GO TO 990
980 PRINT C$(C+6);' ';
990 INPUT S
1000 IF 5(1 THEN 930
1010 IF 5)2 THEN 930
1020 Pf\INT
1030 IF 5=2 THEN 1110
1040 IF C)3 THEN 1070
1050 LET Cl$=G$(C)&"S '&F1S
1060 GO TO lOBO
1070 LET C1S~C$(C+12)&' '&Fl$
lOBO LET C2$-C$(C+6)
10?O LET C3S=CS(R)
1100 00 TO 1170
1110 IF C)3 THEN 1140
1120 LET Cl$=GS(C)
1130 GO TO 11so
1140 LET Cl$=(;$(C)
1150 LET C2S-CS(C+12)&' '&Fl$
1160 LET C3$=C$(C)
1170 F'fUNT
1180 PRINT 'CHOOSE ANY NUMBER 0-159 ';
1190 INPUT Y
1200 PRINT

For a free 20-page catalog of
Creative Computing Software for
all computers circle 300 on the
reader service card.

FREE
SOFTWARE CATALOG

1210 IF Y(O THEN IIBO
1220 IF Y)159 THEN 1180
1230 GO SUB 2610
1240 IF S=1 THEN 1280
1250 IF C-6 THEN 1330
1260 IF C(3 THEN 1290
1270 GO TO 1310
1280 IF N-2 THEN 1310
1290 LET A-I
1300 GO TO 1340
1;510 LET A<~
1320 GO TO 1:540
LBO LET A-~)
1340 LET A=AHI
1350 IF Y(2 THEN 1500
1360 IF Y-16 THEN 1500
1370 IF Y-17 THEN 1500
1380 IF M-O THEN 1400
1390 LET M-~I+[I
1400 GO SUB 1630
1410 GO SUB 16BO
1420 GO SUB 1760
1430 GO SUB 1830
1440 GO SUB 1890
1450 GO SUB 1950
1460 GO SUD 1990
1470 IF E~1 THEN 1570
1480 GO SUD 2130
1490 GO TO 1~.'i?O
1500 IF ¥=o THEN 1560
1510 IF Y=16 THEN 1560
1520 GO SUB 1600
1530 GO SUB 2340
1540 GO SUB 2570
1sso GO TO 1svo
1560 GO SIJB 2450
1~j}0 f"fUNT
15BO NEXT X
1~)'IOSTOP
160() PF:INT Cl$
1610 PRINT TAB(2)1
1620 fiETW<N
1630 IF M=O THEN 1670
1640 PIUNT B$(M)I' ';
1650 GO SUB 16()O
1660 LET JI=B$CM)
1670 l'iETW<N
1680 IF H-O THEN 1750
1690 IF M=O THEN 1710
17()()LET A=3
1710 PRINT HS(A);' ';
1720 IF M)O THEN 1750
1730 GO SUB 1600
1740 LET J$=H$(A)
17~j()REnmN
1760 IF M-O THEN 182L
1T7() IF H'''lTHEN IB20
1780 IF B=O THEN 1800
1790 GO TO HHO
1800 IF G-O THEN 1820
1810 PRINT 'BE ';
IB20 r,EnmN
1830 IF H=O THEN 1880
1840 IF B-O THEN 1860
1850 00 TO HI70
1860 IF G=O THEN 18BO
1870 PRINT 'BEEN ';
18BO I~ETlmN
189() IF M)O THEN 1940
1900 IF H=1 THEN 1940
1910 PRINT A$CA)I" 'I
192() GO SUD 1600
1930 LET J$=A$(A)
194() I<ETI.mN
1950 IF G=O THEN 1980
1960 IF B=O THEN 1980
1970 Pf\INT 'BEING ';
1980 RETlJf<N
19'1() PRINT EI(V);
2000 IF B=1 THEN 2060
2010 IF G=1 THEN 2040
2020 IF 11=1 THEN zoso
20:l0 GO ru ::.!()70
2040 PRINT 'ING';
20~iC)GO ru 20/0
2060 PRINT 'ED"I
2070 PRINT
208() PRINT TAB(?);
2090 IF 0=0 THEN 2110

- 21()0 PRINT 'BY';
2110 PRINT C2$;'?'

2120 f(ETlIf<N
2130 IF C(4 THEN 2260
2140 JF C~5 THEN 2260
2150 IF S-1 THEN 2260
2160 IF C=4 THEN 222()
2170 LET C3S-'YOU'
2180 IF M)O THEN 2260
2190 IF H-l THEN 226()
2200 LET JS=AS(A-2)
2210 GO TO 2260
2220 LET C3$-'I'
2230 IF M)O THEN 2260
2240 IF H~1 THEN 2260
2250 LET J$=A$(A+2)
2260 PRINT Y; '» YES, ';C3$;' ';J$;
2270 IF H=O THEN 2320
2280 IF H-O THEN 2320
2290 IF B=1 THEN 2310
2300 IF 13-0 THEN 2320
2310 PRINT' HAVE';
2320 PRINT ','
2330 f\ETlIRN
2340 PRINT [I(V)I
2350 IF D~1 THEN 2420
2360 IF S=1 THEN 2390
2370 IF C)2 THEN 24:l0
23BO GO TO 24()0
2390 IF N=2 THEN 2430
24()O PRIN" 'S';
2410 GO TO 2·13()
242() PRINT 'ED';
2430 PRINT· M;C2S;M ••
2440 f,ETURN
2450 PFUNT D$(A);' "ICIS
2460 PFUNT TAf.«2);E$(V);' ';C2~;;,.~,
2470 IF S=l THEN 2550
2480 IF C=4 THEN 2530
2490 IF C(6 THEN 2550
2500 LET C3$-'YOU'
.2510 LET. A=A··-2
2520 GO TD 2~.:j5()
2530 LET C3$-'I'
2540 LET A=A+2
2~;~)() PHINT Y; I>· .. YES, • ;C3$;· • ;J)$(A);· t'
2560 f(ETlJRN
2570 PRINT' A SECOND FORM IS:'
25BO GO SUB 1600
2590 PRINT D$(A);' 'IESIV)I' ';C2$;','
2600 F(EnmN
2610 l.ET W=12B
2620 LET M~O
26;30 LET (l~ 16
2640 LET U~Y
2650 IF Y(32 THE~ 2730
2660 FOR P=7 TO 1 STEP -2
2670 IF U(W THEN 2710
2680 LET M=f"
2690 LET u-u-u
2700 GO TO 2?~W
2710 LET W"'W·_·32~
2720 NEXT f"
2730 FOR P-5 TO 1 STEP -1
2740 IF U(U THEN 278()
2750 LET L(6-P)=1
2760 LET U=U--(I
2T7() GO HI 27'JO
278() LET L(6-f")~O
27'JO LET (~"'U/2
2BOO NEXT P
2BI0 LET D=L(l)
282() LET H=L(2)
28~H) LET G=L (;'5)
2B·10 LET B=l.(4)
2850 l.ET E"'L(5)
2B60 ra:nlRN
2B70 DATA IS,DOES.AID,FRIEND,HAS
28BO DATA WAS,DID,ANGER,CLASSMATE

HA[I,ARE,DO,AVOID,VISITUR
HAVE,WERE,DI[I,UUESTION
HALL GUARD,HAD,AM,[lO
HELP,TEACHER,HAVE,WAS
DID,ANSWER,LIBRARIAN
HAD,WILL,WOULD,SHALL
SHOULD,CAN,COULD,MAY
MIGHT,SUE,JOE,SUE AND JOE
ANN,SAM,ANN AND SAM,YOU
YOU AND ME,ME,SHE,HE
THEY,YOU,WE,I,HER,HIM
THEM,YOU,US,M[,HER,HIS
THEIR,YOUR,OUR,MY

2f.19()DATli
2900 [lATA
2910 [lATA
2920 [lATA
2'730 DATA
2940 nATA
295() DATA
2960 nATA
2970 DATA
2980 DATA
2990 DATA
3()OO DATA
;5010 DATA
;5()20END
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There are several formulas, such
as Fog Index or Flesch Scale, used to
estimate the reading level of text
books. Most of these formulas count
the number of words, syllables, sen-
tences and polysyllabic words. Other
formulas tally the occurrences of
certain key words from a specific list of
words.

If you have a large quantity of
samples to determine the reading level
or if you need to find the reading level
.only on occasion, this program will
calculate the approximate grade level
of the material.

The Fog Index, developed by
Robert Gunning, is based on the
following formula:

Grade Level = .4 *( W + L)

W = number of words with 3 or more
syllables,

L = average sentence length

There are exceptions involving words
that end with -ing or -ed or capitalized
words.

In my BASIC program there is a
slight variation from the original
formulas, inasmuch as counting syl-
lables is a formidable task. I've used an
approximation, that any word that is
nine letters or longer will be three or
more syllables. I also count the number
of words with three or more distinct
vowels and average it with the approxi-
mation by length.

So far in all of the samples I've
tested, this estimation iswithin .5 of the
grade Ievel stated for the material. It is
suggested that you take several pas-
sages, about 100 words long, through-
out the book to receive an accurate
measure ofthegrade level of that book.
Ronald Carlson,44825 Kirk Ct., Canton, MI
48187

Reading Level Difficulty
Ronald Carlson

10F(EM
20REM READING LEVEL DIFFICULTY
30REM R, CARLSON
40REM CANTON, MICH,
50F!EM
60DIrl A$( 100 )
70rd =0
8001"090D=o)
100PRINT "DIRECTIONS"
110prnNT
120PRINT"PLEASE DELETE ALL PUNCTUATION EXCEPT AT THE END OF A SENTENCE
130PRINT"PLEASE TYPE A SPACE BEFORE THIS PUNCTUATION .THE ACDJRACY"
140PRINT"WILL BE INCREASED IF YOU CHOOSE SEVERAL PASSAGES THROUGHOUT"
150PRINT"THE BOOK ,"
160PI~INT
170INPUT "HOW MANY LINES OF TEXT ",A
180PRINT"TYPE IN THE PASSAGE,ONE LINE AT A TIME."
190PIUNT
200S=0
210W=O
220L::::O
230 T=O
240\1"0
.250\):::1'
260FOR B=l' TO A
270INPLIT Al
280k=LEN( A1' )
290lF AS(X,X)="," THEN 420
300IF AS(X.X)="'" THEN 420
3101F A$(X,X)="Y" THEN 420
320AS'=A'H'" "
330REM T IS NUMBER OF 3 SYLLABLE WORDS
340REM T1 IS THE NUMBER OF THREE SYLLABLE WORDS USING VOWELS
350REM L IS THE NUMBER OF LETTERS IN A WORD
360REM S IS THE NUMBER OF SENTENCES
370REM W IS THE NUMBER OF WORDS
380REM V IS THE NUMBER OF VOWELS IWORD
390REM D IS AN INDICATOR FOR DIPTHONGS
400REM N IS THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES
410REM R1 IS THE RUNNING TOTAL OF THE READING LEVELS
420FOR C=lTO LEN(AS)
430h~A$( C.C)
440 IF T$="," THEN 600
450 IF T$="'" THEN 600
460 IF T$="7" THEN 600
470IF T$=" " THEN 620
480F!EM TRIPPING THE VARIOUS COUNTERS
490L=L+l
500lF TI="A" THEN 570
510IF T.="E" THEN 570
520IF T$="I" THEN 570
5JOIF T$="O" THEN 570
540IF T$="U" THEN 570
~;5()D=O
56')GOTO 680
570 I)=D+1
S80IF D=l THEN V=V+l
590GDT0680
6005=S+1
610GDT0680
620W=W+l
6301)'=0
640IF L:=9 THEN T=T+l
650L='0
660IF V:=3 THEN T1=T1+1
670 \)='0
680NEXT C
690NEXT B
700T=INT( (HT1 )/2)
710R=.4*( HW/S)
720PRINT
730PRINT"THE READING LEVEL FOR THIS PASSAGE IS APPROXIMATELY
740PRINT Ti" THREE SYLLABLE WORDS"
750PI'INT W;" WOEDS IN THIS PASSAGE"
760PRINT Si" SENTENCES"
770INPUT"DO YOU HAVE MORE MATERIAL Y ",AS

II •.r,
s rv
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Reading, cont'd...
780N=Ntl
790R 1=RHR
BoorF A$="YES· THEN 170
BIOPRINT
B20PRHH"THE OVERALL READING LE\,.'ELIS GF<elDE• ;rU/N
830END
READY

DIRECTIONS
PLEASE DELETE ALL PUNCTUATION EXCEPT AT THE END o~ A SENTENCE
PLEASE TYPE A SPACE BEFORE THIS PUNCTUATION .THE ACCURACY
WILL BE INCREASED IF YOU CHOOSE SEVERAL PASSAGES THF<DUGHOUT
THE BOOK •
HOW MANY LINES OF TEXT 10
TYPE IN THE PASSAGE. ONE LINE AT A TIME.
?WE FEEL THIS'IS MUCH TOO LITTLE COMING MUCH TOO
?LATE .IN THAT SENSE WE FEEL HIS PROGRAM IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY
?STRONG ENOUGH .WE FEEL HE SHOULD PROPOSE TO CUT DOWN
?BY AT LEAST 10 PERCENT IN TWO MONTHS RATHER THAN 50
7PERCENT IN 10 YEARS .NOW HE CAN CUT THE DEMAND BY 10
?PERCENT IN TWO MONTHS WE FEEL WITH A PROGRAM OF EDUCATING
?AMERICANS .WE CALL ON HIM TO ALLOCATE S100 MILLION
?FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY TO EDUCATE THE AMERICAN
?PEOPLE HOW JO CONSERVE ENERGY HOW NOT TO USE
?THEIR CARS TAKE ONE MINUTE HOT SHOWERS •
THE READING LEVEL FOR THIS PASSAGE IS APPROXIMATELY 10.72
7 THREE SYLLABLE WORDS
99 WORDS IN THIS PASSAGE
5 SENTENCES

DO YOU HAVE MORE MATERIAL ? NO
THE OVERALL READING LEVEL IS GRADE 10.72
READY

ARMCHAIR
Quarterback's

'LI~th.I.~and••.
INTRODUCES
TD-80©
FOOTBALL

"'1.1: SOFTWARE OFFERS
machine language
arcade type program
Offense • Move QB, pass,
hand off • pu II ing guards
Defense • Blitz QB,
intercept passes.

LEVEL lOR II 16K
30 DAY MONEYBACK GUAR.

$24.95 M/C - VISA
(404 )-428-7 444

THE LEYLAND CO., INC_
2920 woodforest - marrietta ga. 30066

CIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD

If you've been looking for a low cost
printer that is 100% compatible with
your Apple-11 or TRS-80, Marketex
has the answer: the Marketex 1200
Dot Matrix Serial Input Printer. Using
a 5 x 7 Matrix, the 1200 offers good
print quality on 4.5 x 9.5 tractor feed
forms. Even ttie thin carbon copy on
multi-part forms comes through
crisp, clear, and legible. A special
adjustment allows line registration
for use with pre-printed forms,
making the 1200 a good choice for
small business applications. Upper
and lower case and double-width
character sizing are standard
featureS.

To order the Marketex 1200, phone
(408) 241-3677. We will honor your
VISA or MASTERCHARGE or send
check or money order to:

rnm®[J~@~@~

1)

MARKETEX COMPUTER CORPORATION

1601 Civic Center Drive, Suite 203
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 241-3677 Telex 171-135

WARRANTY
If not completely satisfied with your 1200,return
it within 30 days for a full refund of the purchase
price. The 1200 is simple to use and repair.
Marketex will replace. all defective parts on an Plus $25.00 shipping and handling
exchange baSISfor 12 months from the date of for any destination in continental U.S.
purchase. Residents add 6'h % sales tax.

$695.00

80 character print line.



Reading Practice with the
TRS-80 Voice Synthesizer

"Reading, Riting, and Rithmetic"
- the "Three R's." Without the first "R,"
a person can have much difficulty in
this Age of Information. If a child is
having reading troubles, perhaps a
little extra drill would be appropriate.
The program "Reading Practice with
the TRS-80 Voice Synthesizer" may be
suitable for such extra drill.

The Radio Shack TRS-80 Voice
Synthesizer gives your microcomputer
the ability to speak. (See "Phonetically
Speaking," June 1979, Creative Com-
puting.) This program utilizes that
ability to give a student drill in reading
and saying the basic words that should
be known at a given age.

The Dolch Basic Sight Word List
contains 212 words that the average
third grade child should recognize.
(You should be able to get a copy of the
Dolch List from your nearby primary
school.) By listing those words which
comprise 50% to 75% of all reading
matter in a DATA statement along with
their Voice Synthesizer phonetic
spellings, you can give a student drill in
retaining those words iri his reading
and speaking vocabularies,

Program REMarks

The program is written in Radio
Shack Level II Basic, but it can be
adapted to Level I or. to other Basics.

Lines 20-100 give the student
instructions in how the drill will
proceed. Both written and spoken

. instructions are given throughout the
program.

Lines 110-155 present the words
that are to be spoken by the student.
Subroutine 500 actually writes the
word on the screen and gives the
correct pronunciation. For emphasis,
the word blinks inside a graphics
rectangle.

In lines 170-200, the computer
asks the student to repeat the word
once more along with the computer.

Subroutine 400 outlines the
screen - a "dress-up" to set off the
written instructions.

Subroutines 1000 and 1100 send
the phonetic spellings of words to be
spoken to the Voice Synthesizer.

Subroutine 2000 is used by the
programmer to check the pronuncia-
tions of words to be listed in the DATA
statements to ensure clarity and
correctness. (Just enter RUN 2000.)

Lines 300 and following contains
the DATA statement listings of the
words to be read and spoken. The
numbers are important for correct
execution of the program. 0

John F. Rogers, 600 Seventh St., Morgan City, LA
70380.

The First "R"
John F. Rogers

1 REt1 *** READ ING PRACTI CE ***
z REM *** WITH THE TRS-8e ***
:5REM *** VOICE SYNTHESIZER ***4 REM **.• PROGRAM BY **.•
5 REt1 *** JOHN F. ROGERS ***
6 REM *** 61313SEVENTH ST. **.•
7 REM *.•.• MORGAN CITY, ..*.•
8 REt1 ••••* LOUISIANA 713:580 .•*.•
9 REt1 •••••• *.•*
113 CLS:GOSUB 41313
20 PRINT@15e, "H ELL 0 -"; :VO$="H:58L8[L1":(JOSUB 1eee:FOR K=e TO 6ee:NEXT
313PRINT@27e, "TODAY YOU WILL PRACTICE"; :VO$="HUD@"&Y'UW! ILLPR99KT' IS" :GOSUB 11300
35 FOR K=e TO 96e:NEXT .
413PRINT@4e4, "SAYING WORDS I SHOW YOU."; :VOS="S@@&E+W/RDZ;541&»00WY'U":GOSUB 113013
513FOR 1=13TO 15ee:NEXT
613CLS:GOSUB 4130
713PRINT@14e,"1 WILL FLASH A WORD ON THE SCREEN, ";
75 VO$=".' 541&14!ILLFL 79»66W/RD" :GOSUB 1131313:FOR K=e TO 81313:NEXT
813VO$="; ANN(67SKR. ENN" :GOSUB 11300:FOR K=e TO 61313:NEXT
85 PRINT@280, "THEN YOU WILL SAY IT.".;.VO$="«35NY'UW! ILLS@@&'IT":GOSUB le00:FOR K=e TO 12ee:NEXT
913 PRINT@4e4, "THEN I WILL SAY THE WORD. ";:VO$="«35Ne;541& W!ILLS@@&(67W/RD":GOSUB 11388
95'FOR K=0 :1:0140e:NEXT':PRINT@520, "FINALLY, WE'LL SAY THE WORD TOGETHER. ";

.100 VO$="F; II&N8LE& 14.&BLS@@&(67W1RD":GOSUB 1000:FOR K=e TO le40:NEXT:VO$="HUG35«/R" .oosus 1800
105 FOR K=e TO 150e:NEXT
1113 CLS:GOSUB 40e:PRINT@217,"R E A D Y ?"; :VOS="R345DE&":GOSUB 100e:FOR K=e TO le00:NEXT
1213 CLS:GOSUB 4013
1313 PRINT@14e, "THE FIRST WORD 15... "; :VO$="(, F/R5TWlRD! IZZ":GOSUB leee:FOR K=e TO 6ee:NEXT
135 READ Z,S$,WDS:G05UB 5ee:GOTO 1613
140 CLS:GOSUB 4ee:ON ERROR GOTO gee:READ Z
1513 PRINT@14e, "THE NEXT WORD IS... "; :VO$="(, N35KSTW/RD'IZZ":GOSUB 1131313
155 READ S$,WDS:GOSUB 51313
1613 CLS:GOSUB 4013
1713 PRINT@14e, "DID YOU SAY THE WORD CORRECTLY?";
175 VO$="D!IDDY'US@@&(67W/RDKOR45KTLE&":GOSUB 10ee:FOR K=0 TO 12ee:NEXT
1813 PRINT@265, "LET'S SAY IT TOGETHER:"; :VOS="L35TSeS@@&! ITeT(UG35«/R": GOSUB 1800
185 FOR K=e TO 10ee:NEXT
1913 PR)NT@4e4,"R E A D Y ?"; :VO$="R345DE&":GOSUB 18ee:FOR K=e TO 600:NEXT
2130 PRINT@530, "THE WORD 15: ";SS; :VO$="(67WIIRD! IZZ" :GOSllBle0e:GOSlIB 111313
2113 FOR 1=0 TO 18ee:NEXT:GOTO 1413
31313DATA 1,CLEAN,KLL. ENN,2,HURT,HHIIRT,3,GREEN,GRR. ENN,4,LAlIGH,LL99FF
41313FOR 1=13TO 62 STEP 2:PRINT@I, "11";:NEXT
4135 FOR 1=64 TO 832 STEP 64:PRINT@I,"II"; :PRINT@I+62,"4I"; :NEXT
4113 FOR 1=896 TO 958 STEP 2:PRINT@L "i!"; :NEXT
4213 RETURN
51313FOR J=35 TO 94:SET(J,11):SET(J,22):NEXT
5135 FOR J=ll TO 22:SET(35,J):SET(94,J):NEXT
5113 FOR 1=13TO 7:PRINT@348," "; :FOR J=e TO lee:NEXT J:PRINT@348,SS; :FOR J=e TO 68e:NEXT ,
5213 PRINT@5ge,"THE WORD IS PRONOUNCED ... "; :VOS="(67W/RD!IZZPRON;UNST":GOSUB 1131313
525 GOSUB llee:FOR 1=13TO 16ee:NEXT:GOSUB llee:FOR J=e TO 15ee:NEXT
5313 RETURN
9013 CLS:GOSUB 41313
9113 PRINT@13e, "THE WORD LIST HAS ENDED. "; :VOS="(77W/RDL! ISTeH99Ze35ND4D" :GOSUB 1080
915 FOR K=e TO 1eee:NEXT
9213 PRINT@26e, "PLEASE CALL THE INSTRUCTOR. "; :VOS="PL. EZK122LL0<. INSTR67KT/" :GOSlIB 18ee
9313 RESuME 9513
9513 FOR 1=13TO 15ee:NEXT
960 PRINT@3ge, "THE DATA LIST OF WORDS"; :PRINT@479, "HAS BEEN DEPLETED. ";
970 PRINT@576,"PRESS 'BREAK' KEY TO GET CONTROL OF THE COMPUTER:"; :GOTO 9713
1131313POKE 16383, 63:POKE 16383,32
10113 FOR VX=1 TO LEN(VOS)
113213POKE 16383, ASC(MIDS(VO$,VX, 1»
113313NEXT VX
113413POKE 16383, 32:POKE 16383, 63:POKE 16383,32
113513RETURN
111313POKE 16383, 63:POKE 16383,32
11113 FOR VX=l TO LEN(WDS)
11213 POKE 16383,ASC(MIDS(WDS,VX,1»
11313 NEXT VX
11413 POKE 16383, 32:POKE 16383, 63:POKE 16383,32
11513 RETURN
21309 CLS
2010 PRINT@e, "THIS IS THE PRONUNCIATION TESTING ROUTINE ";
2020 PRINT@128,VOS
20313 PRINT@192, "ENTER PHONEMES ..
213413INPUT VOS:GOSUB 113013
2e50 GOTO 20130
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EDUCATIONAL
COMPUTING is the
new magazine for
everybody who has
ever wondered what
the microcomputer
revolution has

meant to educa-I~~:::::IIII~s::inon. Here's yourchance to nnd ::: :.:.:
out everything
about the use -
and study - of computers and their peri-
pherals in schools, colleges and universities.

Computer services have an obvious part
to play in the educational process itself.
As well asproviding important opportunities
for your students to learn many skills which
could be vital to their' futures, you will benefit
personally by greater familiarity with the
one subject that's undeniably changing
everyone's life. .. ,

This unique magazine will offer pen-
etratirrq investigations into the educational
applications and implications of data pro-
cessing systems; full details of available

courses, examin-
ations, and career
options; and an

authoritative range of
reviews-of equip-
ment, software.
programs, and
books currently
on the market.

And our
"Beginners'
Guide" really

does start right at the beginning, with advice
on raising the finance for your hardware,
and how to be sure you're choosing the
right system for your needs.

Teachers and students alike will want to
use EDUCATIONAL ,COMPUTING to keep
them abreast of the latest technological
developments. As one of the ECC family of
top computer publications, you'd be rightto
expect a knowlecqeable= and entirely un-
partisan - editorial approach. This isa com-
plex and challenging new field, where there
isalways something new to learn. Sodon't
risk being left behind. Send the coupon today.

.----------------------------------~• Please enter my subscription for ten issues at the annual rate of £5.1 enclose a cheque/PO. I
• Please charge my credit card (delete as applicable). •

I:~~I/cOliege/univers.Y·· Title ·············1
; Address .....................................•

I
.5ignature •

Type of card....No:1 I I I I I I I I I I I I.
I Send to: EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING, ECC Publications uo.. 30/31 Islington Green, London Nl 8BJ. •~--.-------------------------------.CIRCLE 142 ON READER SERVICE CARP ,.
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An educational aid for language
teaching and learning.

Are you looking for a practical
application foryour home computer?
Are you interested in educational
applications or experimenting with
new devices that can aid the handi-
capped? Then the "Word Board" is
just the program for you. Using a
TRS-80 Level II, Apple or Pet micro-
computer; you can turn your system
into a language communicator.

Program 1
The "Word Board" accepts key-

board entry of individual letters and
displays single words assigned to
each letter. Its use is unlimited in
educational applications.

T~e "Word Board" may be used to
aid in language instruction by as-
signing English words to each of the
26 keys, for letters A through Z. For
each English word covering a key, its
French, German, Italian or Spanish
equivalent can be displayed. Program

Howard Berenbon, 2681 Peterboro, W. Bloom-
field, M148033.

The Word Board
HowardBerenbon

1 allows the French word to be dis-
played when the English word is
depressed. The words are printed
towards the center of the video
display after the enter key is de-
pressed. It's a handy aid for language
students to. help in memorizing
foreign vocabulary words. Afterthe 26
words are learned, the student can
test his memory by covering the key-
tops and typing through the list to
review the vocabulary. (Figure 1a is a
sample RUN,Of Proqram 1 and Figure
1b is a list of the French words used.)

A variation of this "Word Board" is
to place small pictures on the keytops
and have the pictures access their
foreign meanings. Program lines 600
through 1630 hold the French words
in "PRiNT" statements. An additional
10 keys, 1 through 0, are used to
access their equivalent numbers in
French. The" "sign is used to skip 8
lines, with lines 1640 to 1670. The
words may be changed for different
vocabulary sets and different lan-
guages.

ACCEPTS CHARACTER HlPUT (A-Z, 0-9) AND PRINTS
WORDS THAT CORRESPONr, TO THE LETTERS RIID HUtlBERS
EtlTERING AN 'IJ!' t.I1LL SKIP 8. LINES
tlAY BE USED AS A LAt·IGUAGE INSTRUCTIOt·1 AID

ENGLISH FRENCH
Nof)~ NJ°tJ)-------

SPOON CUILLERE cti1\N6"£ TOur

@}
c.~,y.....

£NGLISH FRENCH
. tAS()AiF- O(j1J1

------- Sf£f..AIJt..A, ~~

APPLE
VOl01- .

POtlnE

ENGLISH FRENCH
-------

HAT CHAPEAU

WORD BOARD: UOCABULARV-EIlGLISH TO FRENCH

COPVRIGHT (C) 1979 BV HOlJARD BERENSON

POISSEN

Figure 1a

Key English Word French Word

A Apple Pomme
B Airplane Avlon
C Cup Tasse
0 Cow Vache
E Coat Veston
F Dog Chien
G Hand Main
H Sun Soleil
I Book Livre
J Moon Lune
K Ear Oreille
L Cloud Nuage·
M Comb Peigne
N Eyes Yeux
0 Ice Glace
P Star Etoile
Q Spoon Cuillere
R Chair Chaise
S Horse Cheval
T Pencil Crayon
U Lamp Lampe
V Bird Oiseau
W Fish Poissen
X Bicycle Velo
Y Cat Ohat
Z Hat Chapeau
1 One Un
2 Two Deux
3 Three, Trois
4 Four Quatre
5 Five Clnq
6 Six Six
7 Seven Sept
8 Eight Huit
9 Nine Neuf
0 Zero Zero
a (skip 8 lines)

Figure 1b-French Vocabulary Words

Program 2
The second program uses the

"Word Board" as a language com-
municator for the handicapped. A
speech handicapped person may
communicate using this program. A
very limited vocabulary of 26 essential
words (see Figure 2) and numbers 1
through 0 are assigned to the keys.

You may also place the foreign
meanings of the words on the keytops
and have their English equivalents
displayed when each key is de-
pressed. Have the student read the
word on the keytop and recite the
English meaning, then depress the
key to find the correct meaning.

The program can be used as a
computer dictionary. The meaning of
words, assigned to each key, may be
stored in sentence form at lines 600
through 1630. Each time a key is
depressed, the meaning of the word
assigned to the key is displayed.
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, This MAMMOTH 504-page step-by-step guide to building modern
computers and accessories-CPUs, memories, 1/0 hardware,
etc.-is a HUGE collection of ready-to-use construction info. It's
a builder's dream, with projects, complete schematics, parts
lists, and step-by-step construction instructions that let you
build your own systems. Also contains a thorough discussion of
microprocessors, with comparisons of several units, including
the Kim-I, the l-80, and the 8080, etc .... plus data on memory
boards, RAM checkout, PROM programmers, memory chips, inex-
pensive input/output devices, paper tape systems, interfacing
with clock chips, and more. 504 pps., 217 illus. List $15.95 •• •••••

Microprocessor Cookbook
A chip-by-chip comparison of the most popular modern
microprocessors-including programming, architecture, ad-
dressing, instruction sets, and applications! You get complete
data on what makes up the structure of a microprocessor chip
and a microcomputer, how to give instructions, the overall
organization of a computer system, and more. Then you get a
chip-by-chip profile of modern microprocessors-with thorough
discussions of applications, architecture, functions, etc. In-
cluded are the Intel 8080, Motorola 6800, Fairchild's F8 family,
lilog l80, TI's TMS 9900, National Semi SC/MP, Intel's 8021,
and many more. 266 pps., 124 illus. List $9.95

The BASIC Cookbook
A complete dictionary of all BASIC statements, commands, and
functions-with programming examples and flowcharts.
Thoroughly defines the BASIC vocabulary in alphabetical order,
illustrates the definitions with sample programs, and further
clarifies the programs with matching flowcharts ... plus
explaining BASIC system commands. You'll learn how to profes-
sionally manipulate and use each BASIC term in a workable
program. Also defines programming terms that apply to APl,
ALGOL, COBOL, FORTRAN, RPG, PL!, etc. 140 pps., 49 illus. List
$7.95

57 Practical Programs & Games in BASIC
57 of the hardest working, most enjoyable BASIC programs
you've ever seen ... everything from space war games to
blackjack, from craps to I Ching, from arithmetic progression to
statistical permutations to one-arm bandits! It's an easy-to-use
manual that gives you 57 different simplified BASIC pro-
grams ... all ready to runl You can program your minibrain for
all kinds of fun and gimes, or for solving many different types of
problems. 210 pps., 64 illus. List $10.95

Complete Microcomputer Systems Hdbook.
A complete guide to microcomputers-how they operate, how to
use them, how.to program them, and how to troubleshoot, test,
and repair them ... plus the very latest on modern applications
like magnetic bubble memories, computers in networks, compu-
ter decision making, simulation and forecasting, teaching
machines to learn, robot control, speech synthesizers, digital
music, mobile computers, etc. There's extensive coverage of
computer problems and how to diagnose and repair them, plus
lots of hard debugging data. You'll learn how to find and fix all
types of mechanical and electronic troubles-plus how to use
test signals and closed loop signals, how to replace chips, how to
align disc drives, etc. 322 pps., 147 illus. List $15.95

The Giant Handbook of Computer Projects

APRIL 1980

An Extraordinary Offer to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
$ 99invites you to take

this 1,442-page
Computer Library

____ -r'l for only

,Only $1.99 for
All FIVE!,Regular list
Price $60.75,Top-Quality
Hardbinding,Contains the
very latest
info on
computers!,Over 600
illustrations,Contains over
500,000 words,1,442 data-
packed pages

Let us send you this 5-volume, 1,442 page
Computer Library as part of an unusual offer

of a Trial Membership in Electronics Book Club.
Here are quality hardbound volumes, each:

especially designed to help you increase your
know-how, earning power, and enjoyment of elec-
tronics and computers. Whatever your interest
in electronics/computers, you'll find Electronics
Book Club offers practical, quality books that you.
can put to immediate use and benefit.

This extraordinary offer is intended to prove
to you, through your own experience, that these
very real advantages can be yours ... that it is
possible to keep up with the literature published
in your areas of interest, and to save substantially
while so doing. As part of your Trial Membership,
you need purchase as, few as four books during ElECTRONICSBOOKCLUB,Blue RidgeSummit,Pa. 17214------------_.• ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB

• Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
• Please open my Trial Membership in ELEC-
• TRONICSBOOKCLUBand send my 5-volume
• Computer Library, inVOicingme for only $1.99
•

plus shipping. If not delighted, I may return the
books within 10 days and owe nothing, and

• have my Trial Membership cancelled. I agree
• to purchase at least four additonal books dur-

ing the next 12 months after which I may
• cancel my membership at any time.•• Name Phone _

• Address _•• City _

• State Zip _
• (Valid for new Members only. Foreign and Canada add 15%.) CRC-G40

the coming 12 months. You would probably buy at
least this many anyway, without the substantial
savings offered through Club Membership.

To start your Membership on these attrac-
tive terms, simply fill out and mail the coupon to-
day. You will receive the 5-volume Computer
Library for 10-day inspection. YOU NEED SEND
NO MONEY. If you're not delighted, return the
books within 10 days and your Trial Membership
will be cancelled without cost or obligation.

Facts About Club Membership
e The 5 introductory books carry a publishers retail price of
$60.75. They are yours for only $1.99 for all 5 (plus postage/
handling) with your Trial Membership.
eyou will receive the Club Hews, describing the current Selec-
tion. Alternates. and other books. every 4 weeks (!3x a year).
elf you want the Selection. do nothing; it will be sent to you
automatically. If you do not Wish to receive the Selection, or If you
want to order one of the many Alternates offered. you simply give
instructions on the repty form (and in the envelope) provided.
and return it to us by the date spec-tree. This date allows you at
least 10 days In which to return the form. If. because of late mail
deli vel'!. you do not have 10 days to make a decision and so
receive an unwanted Selection. you may return it at Club ex-
pense
• To complete your Trial Membership. you need buy only four
additional monthly Selections or Alternates during the next 12
months. You may cancel your Membership any time after you
purchase these four books
• All books c-including the lntroductory Offer -are fully return-
able after 10 days If you're not completely satisfied.
• All books are offered at low Member prices plus a smail
postage and handling charge
• Continuing Bonus; If you continue after this Trial Membership.
you will earn a Dividend Certificate for every book you purchase.
Three Certificates. plus payment of the nominal sum of $1.99 will
entitle you to a valuable Book Dividend of your choice which you
may choose from a list provided Members.
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Word Board, cont'd ...
Program 1

1301121PRINT "ldORD BOARD: VOCABULARY-ENGLISH TO FRENCH"
1210213PRINT
0030 PRINT "COPYRIGHT (C) 1979 B',. HOWARD BERENBON"
12104121PRINT
13050 PRINT "ACCEPTS CHARACTER INPUT (A-Z, 0-9) AND PRINTS"
012160PRINT "WORDS THAT CORRESPOND TO THE LETTERS AND NUMBERS"
13065 PRINT "ENTERING AN 'I!' I.dILL SKIP a LINES"
00713 PRINT ".MAY BE USED AS A LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION AID"
1311210INPUT A$ 0990 GOTO 100
011215PRINT 1131121GOSUB 1713121
1311121IF AS="A" THEN 60121 11212121PRIHT "EYES" ;TA8(20); "YEUX"
912121 IF AS="B" THEN 640 1030 GOTO 10121
1313121IF A$="C" THEH 670 112140GOSU8 1700
0140 IF A$="D" THEN 71210 HJ50 PRINT "ICE" ; TAB (2121); "GLACE"
131513 IF A$="E" THEN 730 1060 GOTO 1013
0160 IF A$="F" THEN 7610 10713 GOSUB 17(;.l0
017121 IF A$="G" THEN 790 11380 PRINT "STAR" ;TA8(20) ; "ETOILE"
0180 IF A$="H" THEN 8113 1090 GOTO 100
1211913IF A$="I" THEN 84121 111121GOSUB 1713121
0200 IF A$="J" THEN 87'3 112121PRINT "SPOON" ;TAB(21;n ;"CUILLERE"
121210 IF A$="K" THEN 91121 1130 GOTO 1121121
022121 IF AS=" L" THEN 94171 1140 GOSUB 170121
0230 IF A$="W' THEN 97a 115121PRINT "CHAIR" ;TAS(2121) ;"CHAISE"
0240. IF A$="N" THEN H110 116121GOTO lea
12125121IF AS="O" THEN 10413 117121GOSUB 1713121
121260 IF A$="P" THEN 1121713 118121PRINT "HORSE" ;"AB(2121) ; "CHEVAL."
121270 IF A$="Q" THEN 1110 1190 GOTO 11210
121280 IF AS="R" .THEN 1140 121121GOSUB 1712113
12129121IF A$="S" THEN 1170 122121PRINT "PEHCIL" ;TAB(2121) ; "CRAYON"
0300 IF A$="T" THEN 1210 1230 GOTO 10121
12131121IF A$="U" THEN 1240 1249 GOSUB 1709
0320 IF A$="V" THEN 1270 1250 PRIN'r "LAMP";TAB(20); "LAMPE"
033121 IF A$="ld" THEN 1310 1260 GOTO 11210
03413 IFA$="X" THEN 13413 1270 GOSUB 17121121
12135121IF A$="'/" THEN 1370 1280 PRIHT "BIRD" ;TAB(2121) ;'''OISEAU''
0360 IF A$="Z" THEN 1410 12913 GOTO 10a
12137121IF A$="l" THEN 1440 1310 GOSUB 17130
e380 IF A$"'''2'' THEN 1460 1320 PRINT "FISH";TAB(29);"POISSEN"
12139121IF A$="3" THEN 1480 1330 GOTO 100
0400 IF A:f="4" THEN 1500 1340 GOSUB 1713121
121410 IF A:f="5" THEN 1520 135121PRINT "BICYCLE" .:TAB(20) ;"VELO"
0420 IF A$="6" THEN 1540 1360 GOTO HIe
121430 IF A$="7" THEN 156121 13713 GOSUB 1700
e440 IF A$="S" THEN 1580 1380 PRINT "CAT" .;TAB(2e) ;"CHAT"
0450 IF A:f="9" THEN 1600 1390 GOTO lee
13468 IF A$="e" THEN 1620 1410 GOSUB 17130
04713 IF A$="@" THEN 1649 1420 PRINT "HAT" ;TRB(20), "CHAPEAU"
0480 GOTO 1013 1430 GOTO 100
0600 GOSUB 17130 14413 GOSUB 1700
061121PRINT "APPLE" ;TAS(20) ; "POMME" 1445 PRINT "ONE" ;TAB(20); "UN"
0630 GOTO 1':30 1450 GOTO H)13
12164121GOSUB 1700 1460 GOSUB 17013
9650 PRINT "AIRPLANE" .:TAB(20); "AVION"1465 PRINT -ruo- ;TAB(Z0); "DEUX"
e660 GOTO 1130 1470 GOTO 1130
121679GOSUB 17130 148e GOSUB 1700
0680 PRINT "CUP";TAS(2e);"TASSE"
121690GOTO 1130
070e GOSUB 171210
13710 PRINT "COW";TAS(20);"VACHE"
0720 GOTO 1013
0730 GOSUB 17130
1374121PRINT "COAT" ;TAB(Z0) ; "IJESTON"
e75e GOTO 100
07613 GOSUB 17121121
077a PRIHT "DOG";TAB(2e);"CHIEN"
e78121GOTO 1130
an0 GOSUB 1700
0800 PRWT "HAND" ;TAB(2121); "MAW"
08e5 GOTO HIe
121810GOSUB 1700
13820 PRINT "SUN" ;TAB(20) ;"SOLElL"
0830 GOTO lee
121840GOSUB 17130
13850 PRINT "SOOK" ;TAS(20); "L II.IRE"
e86e GOTO 10a
0870 GOSUS 17130
08813 PRIHT "MOON";TAB(20);"LUNE"
089a GOTO 10(1
0910 GOSUB 17130
1392(1 PRINT "EAR" ;TA8(20) ;"OREILLE"
0930 GOTO 100
a:94€t GOSUS 1700
1395111PRINT "CLOUD".iTAB(20);"NUAGE"
096a GOTO 10a
13970 GOSUB 17ee
1398a PRINT "COMS";TAB(Z0);"PEICiNE"

1485 PRINT "THREE";TAB(Z0);"TROIS"
149a GOTO loa
1500 GOSUB 17013
151115PRINT "FOUR",TAB(20);"QUATRE"
1510 GOTO 1013
1520 GOSUB 17013
1525 PRINT "FII.'E" ;TAB(20) ;"CHiQ"
153121GOTO 10121
1540 GOSUB 1700
1545 PRINT "SIX";TAB(213);"SIX"
1550 GOTO 1013
1560 GOSUB 1760
1565 PRIHT "SEVEW' .;TAB(20) ;"SEPT"
1570 GOTO 1013
1580 GOSUB 1700
1585 PRINT "EIGHT" .;TAB(2121);"HUll"
159a GOTO 100
161210GOSUB ·1700
1605 PRINT "NINE" .;TAB(20); "NEUF"
16113 GOTO 1130
1620 GOSUB 170e
1625 PRINT "ZERO" .:TAS(2e) ;"ZERO"
1630 GOTO 10171
1540 FOR 1=1 TO 8
165a PRINT
1660 NEXT I
1670 GOTO la0
1700 PRWT "ENGLISH" ;TAB(20) ; "FRENCH"
1710 PRINT "-------";TAB(20);"------,,
172121PRINT
1740 RETURN
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1 =12=23=34=45=56=67=78=89=90=0

Q = I W = it E= is R= do T= go Y = sleep

U= here I = please O=yes P=no

A = he S = you D= are F= want G= drink

H = speak J = happy K = thank you L = okay

a=(skip8Iines) Z=she X=am C=like
V=to B=eat N=time M=not

Figure 2. A Limited Vocabulary of 26 Essential
Words and 10 Numbers

The speech impaired individual may
use this "Word Board" to "talk" to
others with the aid of the computer.
Only two movements are required to
use the "Word Board" - typing the
word arid typing enter to display the
word. Sentences may be formed
calling for the persons basic needs,
such as eating and sleeping. Alter-
nately, sentences may replace the
words for more clearly describing the
individuals wants and needs. Then
depressing a certain key can display a
whole sentence, such as "I am
hungry, when do we eat?" Of course,
the sentence won't fit on the keytop,
so the handicapped person will have
to choose from a list of letters with
asslqned sentences.

The home computer sys-
tem may be less expensive
than other devices that are
used to aid the handi-
capped.

Regardless of the' "Word Board"
version you use, you can see that your
home computer may be more useful
than you ever imagined. Expand on
program 1 for your educational needs.
Develop a more detailed language
instruction program, with several
lists of vocabulary. Use it to increase
your English vocabulary by accessing
and learn the meanings of 10 new
words a week. The microcomputer is
a great learning tool, but you have to
write the programs to utilize your
system.

You mayor may not have an
application for program 2. But you
might want to find organizations in
your area that help the handicapped.
Show them the "Word Board." They
may not know that a home computer
system can aid the handicapped, and
your application may be useful to
them. The home computer system
may be less expensive than other
devices that are used to aid the handi-
capped, and you would be doing a
service to the community by demon-
strating your system. Direct them to
your local area computer store and
suggest a system. 0
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UTILITIES

Ramedit - By V. B. Hester®1979 - Change a specific item throughout a BASIC program
without searching/editing each line. A machine language program 157 times faster than BASIC.

................ 32K-48K Disk $34.95

ST80-DN By L. Micklus - Contains extensions for disk drive systems to exchange files with a time sharing
computer or another TRS-80. Disk $79.95

RX - By L. Micklus - Will produce a cross-reference table of all line number references, and variables. Disk $24.95

XREF- By L.Micklus- Cassette version RX.Produces across reference of all line numbers and variables used in the program. Casso $19.95

Renumber -By L. Micklus - A two program package that contains a renumbering utility and a rescue routine.

Micklus - All three of the above programs on one cassette ..

Cass $7.95

Cass $24.95

PERSONAL GAMES
BUSINESS

The BASIC Handbook - By Compusoft
- While not favoring one computer over
another, this book explains over 250 BASIC
words, how to use them and altemate strategies.

$14.95

Personal Finance- 2 package program that willmaintain your checking account and
maintain a file of all your cancelled checks. By Lance Micklus, . Casso $9.95.

Invaders/sound - By L4 - Based on the
arcade game. You must defend the earth
from the colony of aliens who are invading
it Five skilllevels.Machine language program.

Casso $14.95

Mailing Lister II - By
L4 - Designed to handle files of
up to 350 names. Prints client
listings or mailing labels. Sorts
in 19 seconds .... Disk$79.95

Advanced Personal Finance- Budget program automatically collects data from the
Checking program. Finance will produce a 30 page report that gives you the total
picture of your financial posture. By Lance Micklus. . Disk $24.95

Home Financial Management - By TS.E. - Turn your computer into a personal Creature Ttc-Tac- Toe/sound - By L4 -
financial advisor. Easy to use, yet complete enough to be of real use. . ..... Casso$9.95 Played in a conventional grid. Creatures••-- -tappear as your markers. Cass $9.50

Inventory II - By L4 - EDUCATIONAL
Touch Typing I - By L4 - For beginning typists. Helps you to learn the keyboard. With
graphics. LII, 16K Casso $15.00

Keeps an inventory of up to
6,000 items with four drives
(1,000 items with one drive).
Complete print-outs of the total
sales of the day, cost of the sales
and the gross profits.
................ Disk $99.00

Touch Typing II - By L4 - Two different typing drills· timed and untimed - using
randomly chosen words to help you improve your typing skills.With graphics.

.. Casso $15.00
Both programs on one tape $22.50++

Programs for the Amway
Product Distributor - By F.
Blechman - Three program pack-
age including an order checking
program, a simplifiedbookeeping
program and a distributor organ-
ization program.

LII 16K Casso $24.95

Super Add- ByCL. S. - (ages 5 to adult) Improves and teaches addition skills.Divided
into three catagories with a total of 36 learning modules. A game can be added as a
positive reinforcement tool. Casso $24.95

Super ¥ult- By c.L.S. - (ages 8 to adult)Contains 25 learning modules to learn and
improve multiplication facts. Problems can be timed or untimed, "an excellent program
that is suitable for the home as well as the classroom" - 80 Software Critique Issue #2.

.... ..... ... ..... ..... Casso $24.95

Animated Hangman/sound - By L4 -
Now he squawks when you don't guess the
correct letters. Can you guess the word
before he hangs? Casso $9.50

Space Battle - By L4 - Command a small
mercenary star-cruiser and try to avoid
being destroyed by the aliens. High-speed
graphics. LII, 16K Casso $14.95

32K Disk. $19.95

Cylon Raider - By L4 - A battle between
you and a Cylon Battle ship. The Cylon
twists and turns in its efforts to avoid being
hit. LII, 16K Casso $7.50

DISK DRIVES & DISKETTES Learning Level. II - By Compusoft -
Written specifically for your Level II TRS-
SO*, this book is designed to help the
individual learn by himself as well as for
classroom. $15.95

Drive 0 - w/4 drive cable & DOS Manual
Dual Disk Drive -. Two drives in one case
Quad Disk Drive - Four drives in one case .

$400.00
$69S.00**'
$1,359.00

National Brand - Special Offer- Box/l0
Verbatim - Box/l0 .. . .
Verbatim Double Density - Box/IO
Verbatim (8") - Box/l0

$32.00
$40.00
$60.00
$45.00

BOOKS
Z-80 & 8080 Assembly Language Pro-
ramming - By Hayden - Giving an intro-
ductory look at assembly language for the
2-S0 and SOSOprocessors, it is intended to
provide just about everything the applica-
tions programmer needs to get the most out
of his/her machine. . $7.95

TRS Disk & Other Mysteries - Answers
questions to the TRS-DOS that you never
knew how to ask. Explains Super2ap, Parts
of NEWDOS, 3.0 and TRS-DOS'"2.2.

$22.50

HARDWARE
New! Just Arrivedl - Electric Crayon - Draw in color! ** .
H-14 Adapter Board - Interfaces the Heath printer with the TRS-SO* Expansion Interface
TR5-232 - Serial printer interface w/software, Operates off cassette port .
Data Dubber - Loads the most difficult cassette tapes with no problems .

$249.00
.. . .... .... .. $99.95

$49.00
........... $49.95

PRINTERS
Microline . 80 - 9x7 dot matrix printer with graphics capabilities.
Anidex DP 8000 - SO col. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Anidex DP 9500 - 132 col.

. $945.00
.... $995.00
$1595.00

* A Product of Tandy Corp.
++ Call in Orders Special $IS.50

* * Needs additional hardware. *** Offer expires 4-31-S0 New Price $750.00
CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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l-Fl~ACAS~,'1" /1\ \J \.\ \~
(fra.'kas) nJ. a noisy ,
dispute or fight; loud

1quarrel or disturbance;
brawl; 2.a fantastic
computer adventure
challenging any number

\

of players to explore a
secret maze packed with
hidden treasure, guarded .
by wily adversaries ...
Available NOW for
APPLE II with 16K
RAM•.•ONLY $19.95

(postpaid)

,...C:omputersmiths ..,

~.
Box 755
Meadow Vista,CA 95722
(916) 878-2591

CIRCLE 130ON READER SERVICE CARD

Professional file access for
the TRS-80' microcomputer!
Introducing INSEQ-80™ (indexed
sequential access method-ISAM)
Finally a professional method of disk
access like those available for big
computers. Access any record in the
file based on a field defined as a key
(e.g. part number in an inventory file)
or read the file in ascending key order.

Access by the field defined as a key
is through an index maintained by
INSEQ-80. ™ Average access time is
2 seconds.

INSEQ-80™ contains 4 machine
languaqe programs that can be called
from your BASIC program via USR
functions, plus a reorganization utility
to consolidate files. Includes complete
user's manual with fully documented
example program and test files. Will
run under TRSDOS, NEWDOS, and
VTOS 3.0. $49_95.

ComputerCitYrM
A division of CPU Industries, Inc.
175 Main Street. Dept. CC-3. Charlestown, MA
02129
To order call Toll Free 1-800-343-6522,
Massachusetts residents call 617/242·3350.
VISA £, Master Charge accepted.

"TRS·SO is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of
Tandy Corporation.

CIRCLE 124ON READER SERVICE CARD
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WORD SOARD
COPYRIGHT (C) 1979 SY HOWARD SERENBON
ACCEPTS CHARACTER INPUT (A-Z, e-9) AND PRINTS
lJORDS THAT CORRESPOND TO THE LETTERS AND NUMBERS
ENTERING AN '~' WILL SKIP a LINES
MAY SE USED AS A HELP TO THE HANDICAPPED

Word Board, cont'd ... Figure2a

WANT
.TO
EAT
THANK YOU
IS
IT
TIME
TO
GO

Program 2

08813 GOTO 1130
0S>Hl PRINT TAS(20) ;"THANK
09213 GOTO 11313
e940 PRINT TAS(2a);"OKAY"
139513(;OTO 10e
139713PRINT TA8(20) ;"NOT"
0980 GOTO 1130
rare PRINT TAS(20) ;"TIME"
H)20 GOTO 100
10410 PRHIT TAS(20) ;"YES"
1050 GOTO 11313
1'370 PRINT TAB(20) ;"NO"
leS0 GOTO 1130

\'OU"

130113PR INT "l~ORD SOARD"
1313213PRINT
0030 PRINT "COPYRIGHT (C) 1979 BY HOWARD BERENBON"
010413PRINT
ee5e PRINT "ACCEPTS CHARACTER INPUT (A-Z, 0-9) AND PRINTS"
013613PRINT "\~ORDS THAT CORRESPOHD TO THE LETTERS AND NUMBERS"
0065 PRINT "ENTERING AN '(!l' WILL SKIP 8 LINES"
oeze PRINT "MA'I BE USED AS A HELP TO THE HANDICAPPED"
01013 INPUT AS
a11e IF A$="A"
01213 IF A$="S"
1)130 IF A$="C"
01413 IF A$="D"
01510 IF A$="E"
0160 IF A$="F"
e170 IF A$=IIG"
erse IF A:i=IIHu
13190 IF RS="I"
t3200 IF A$::=",Ju
'32110IF R$="K"
~322t.JIF A$="LII

(123~1 IF A$;:"MII

6240 IF A$="N"
02513 IF A$="O"
0260 IF A$"'''P''
02713 IF A$:="Q"
<32813IF A$="R"
029'3 IF A$==ns"
03130 IF A$="T"
0310 IF A$="U"
.332121IF A$="V"
1<:1330IF AS"""W"
03413 IF A$="X"
~1350 IF A$="t.,Ju
0360 IF A$="Z"
03713 IF A$==t'l"
133:::13IF A$="2"
0390 IF A$="3"
0400 IF AS="4"
0410 IF A$'·"S"
0420 IF A$="6"
e43e IF AS="7"
134413IF A$="S"
045e IF A$="9"
13460 IF A$="e"
e47e IF AS"""!!"
134813GOTO -11313
0613e PRINT TAB(20);"HE"
136113GOTO we
13640 PRINT TAB(2e);"EAT"
0650 GOTO 11313
0670 PRINT TAB(20);"LIKE"
0680 GOTO 100
e7ee PRINT TAB(2a);"ARE"
13710 GOTO 1013
137313PRINT TAS(2a);"IS"
137413GOTO 11313
137613PRINT TAB(2a) ;•••.•.'ANT"
L3770 GOTO 1013
3790 PRINT TRB(2a);"DRINK"
08013 GOTO roe
0818 PRIIH TAB(2,,:!>;"SPEAK"
68213 GOTO 1013
08413 PRINT TAB(2a);"PLEASE"
aS59 GOTO lea
"'S70 PRINT TAB(2e); "HAPPY"

THEN 6ea
THEN 6413
THEN 6713
THEN 7130
THEN 7313
THEN 760
THEN 7913
THEN 810
THEN 840
THEN 870
THE!'l9113
THEN 940
THEN 970
THEN 10113
THEN 11340
THEN 19713
THEN 1119
THEN 1140
THEN 1170
THEN 12113
THEN 12413
THEN 12713
THEN 1310
THEN 1340
THEN 1370
THEN 14113
THEN 1449
THEN 14613
THEN 14813
THEN 1:51313
THEN 15213
THEN 1:5413
THEN 15613
THEN 15sa
THEN 161313
THEN 1620
THEN 16413
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11113 PRINT TAS(2a);"I"
1120 GOTO 1013
1140 PRINT TAB(29);"DO"
1150 GOTO lea
11710 PRINT TRB(2a);"YOU"
1180 GOTO 109
12113 P~INT TAB(20);"GO"
1220 GOTO 1013
12413 PRINT TAB(2a);"HERE"
12513 GOTO 11313
127e PRINT TAB(2a);"TO"
1280 GOTO 11313
1319 PRHlT TAB(2a) ;"IT"
13213 GOTO 1130
1340 PRINT TAB(2a) ;"AM"
13513 GOTO 109
137e PRINT TAS(29);"SLEEP"
1389 GOTO 1130
14113 PRINT TAB(20);"SHE"
14213 GOTO le0
1449 PRINT TAS(2a);"1"
145e GOTO 100
14613 PRINT TAB(2a);"2"
1470 GOTO 11313
14se PRINT TAB(2a);"3"
1490 GOTO 11313
15913 PRINT TAB(2a);"4"
15113 GOTO 1013
1529 PRINT TAB(2a);"5"
15313 GOTO 1913
1549 PRINT TAB(20);"6"
1559 GOTO 11313
1569 PRINT TABC2a) ;"7"
1570 GOTO 1013
1589 PRINT TAS(20);"8"
1'590 GOTO 1e0
16913 PRINT TAB(2a);"9"
1610 GOTO 1913
16213 PRINT TAB(20); "a"
16313 GOTO 109
16413 FOR 1=1 TO 8
1650 PRINT
16613 NEXT I
1670 GOTO 1913
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Let us Take you Elsewhen
Dasiqned PET * BK
tor use on

TREK·X
Welcome to the most sophisticated Trek we've

seen yet. We'll beam you abOard to command
this mission at the helm of the Federation Star·
ship Enterprise. Your briefing follows:
I. The Romulans and the Kllngons, normally an·
tagonlstlc to one another, have decided to form
an alliance. This alliance has but one end - to an-
nlhllate the United Federation of Planets.
II. You have a dual mission: first, to explore the
more distant realms of space; and second, to
locate and destroy as many RomulanJKllngon
warships as possible. Another ally of the
RomulanJKllngon CQalltlon may attack the Ent.r·
prlse-you will receive further Instructions.
III. After you make fifty confirmed "kills," your
miSSion will be accomplished, and you can head
home.

In Trek·X the vastness of space Is depicted
a 12 x 12 x 4 matrix containing suns,
moons, and other celestial bodies. Unlike
two-dImensional "treks," Trek·X allows you to
move In front of or behind suns, planets; and
enemy spacecraft. Note also that quadrant
boundaries are transparent to you, just as they
would be In real life. You'll have both warp power
and sub-light speeds at your disposal, and a
detailed map Ilf space will be available on de-
mand. Your ship's computer will display the pres-
ent alert condition (e.g., Green, Yellow, Red, or
CRITICAL), and will keep track of your shield
power and the number of hits you've received
from enemy vessels.

To add even more realism, optional sound ef·
fects - phasor and photon torpedo fire, and their
resultant explosions-have been Included. Trek·
X: more than just a game. For the 8K PET. Order
No. OO32P $7.95.
•A tradema,.. of Commodon BuaIMM Mec:IIInH Inc.

Ask for Instant Software at a eem-
puter store near you or call Toll·
Free 1·800-258-5473.r------------,
Name _

Address _

City _

State Zip _

CCheck C Money order

CVISA CAMEX CMaster Charge

Card No. _

Expiration Oate _

Signed Date _---: __

Order your Instant Softwa,. todayl

Quantity Order No. Unit Cost Total Cosl

PrIces valid Handling 51.(10

In USAonly Total Order

I
I
I
I
II Instant Sottwa,. Inc. Dept. CCODO

L ~~N~~~SA __

APRIL 1980

We can take you to the 15th century, to the states of Italy to rule the
fortunes of many. . . we can take you to 1922 for a solo flight through
the American Midwest. .. we can take you to the future, where you'll
journey along the final frontier. . . the choice is yours.

EVERY
FLIGHT

IS A SPECIAL
DEL.IVERY

.'
,'" '~~"

OK, Ace, you survived everything that von Rlchthofen and the Flying Circus threw
at you. Well, that was four long years ago - and yesterday's medals don't pay the
rent. 'But just a minute, 'here's an ad:

"Airmail Pilot wanted ... "

AIRMAIL PILOT

You can almost smell the gasoline as the ground crew fuels your J-4 Jenny biplane to her
26-gallon limit. Precious maills loaded Into the cargo area, tagged for Chicago. The weather·
man reports severe Icing above 6,000 feet, so you know you have to keep the plane low. It will
be a dangerous flight, but you knew that when you took the JOb.The mail must go through. So,
In the tradition of Lindbergh and a hundred unsung heroes, you bravely turn your plane Into the
wind. The engine roars. Suddenly you're aloft on the first leg of your journey. Dayton's socked
In by fog. You change your course for Lucasville. Lightning zigzags the sky. A massive, taat-
moving thunderstorm forces you to land In a cornfield. As the weather clears, your plane leaps
once more Into the sky. But even clear skies can cause problems-violent air currents buffet
your fragile wooden aircraft. Your fuel is down to two gallons as Lucasville comes.Idtc sight.
You make it! Refuel and head lor Chicago. But you're not out of trouble yet. There's a wind
shear at the Chicago airport. You have to land In a shllting crosswind. Can you make it? AIR·
MAIL PILOT from INSTANT SOFTWARE. Unlike any other computer simulation you've ever ex-
perlenced. Challenging. Difficult. But never impossible. An event in a cassette. Crash or fiy, It's
so realistic, you can almost feel the wind. Requires a Level II 16K. Order No. 0108R $7.95.

'I" ~.1!~lt~'~;~.~~'l ~.
, -'i~~ ~I;,,':" "1'1
i"': i ,-r::~

\ ' ',~-,.t.,
SANTA PARAVIA AND FIUMACCIO

The year Is A.D. 1400, and you are the ruler 01 a
tiny Italian clty·state. You are ambitious by
nature and intend to bulid your little clty·state ln-
to a powerful kingdom.

So begins Santa Paravla and Flumacclo,
where you and your fellow players compete as
rulers 01 neighboring cities. You control the grain
harvest, leed your people, set tax rates, exercise
Justice, Invest In public works and, of course, try
to stay on the good side 01 the church.

Life was short back then, and'you'lfhave only a
limited amount 01 time In whic.h to build your
kingdom. The lives of your serfs will depend on
your decisions. I! you act wisely, then your city·
state wi II grow and you will acquire loftier titles.
I! your rule is incompetent', your people will
starve, and your city-state may be invaded by
your neighbors.

You can play the game yourseH or set up the
tournament version, which allows up to six
players at a time to compete. Either way, you're
sure to find your route to the throne a challenging
and rocky one.

How will you rule your kingdom? Will you be a
benevolent ruler- an Iron list In a velvet
glove - or will you become unscrupulous ",and
loll ow the example set by Niccolo Machiavelli In
his bOOk on government, The Prince? Only you
can answer that question - with Santa Paravla
and Flumaccio.Order No. 0043R $7.95.

•A tr.cIem.,.. of Tandy CorponItlon

Peterborough, N.H. 03458
603·924·7296
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Another new game from Creative Computing ....

David E. Powers

PERQUACkEY

Perquackey is a word game
written in TRS-80 Disk BASIC fora32K
machine. The object of the game is to
form as many words as possible from
a set of random letters. Scoring
depends on the number of letters in the
words you form and several other
factors which add an extra element of
strategy to the game. See the instruc-
tions in the program for more details.

Before running the program, you
should turn on the display of the
realtime clock with the CLOCK com-
mand in DOS. Note that the sample
runs were done on a Radio Shack line
printer using NEWDOS to print the
screen display. 0

TO CONTI NUE, PRESS AN'~ KE'{

00 08.53:
THE cm'lPUTER IHLL PROI1F'T '~OU AS ','OU GO, IN CASE '~OU SHOULu NEE(>
RIN HELP W THE I1ECHANICS OF THE GAI·lE. BUT FOR YOUR INFORI'lATION
','oLi SHOULD KNOW IN ADVANCE THAT ONL',' WORDS W A STANDARD
DICTIONAR~' ARE ACCEPTABLE. ALL THE PLA','ER5 SHOUU> AGf;:EE
ON ONE BEFORE PLA'" IS BEGUll OF COURSE.. LI KE 1'105T I·IOF;[) GAI·IES.,
PROPER NAI·lE5., FORE I GN I·IORDS, ABBf;:EV I AT IONS OF: CAF' I TAL I ZED I,JORDS
RF:E NOT ALLOWEC>. ALSO, YOU l'lUST RESIST THE TEI'lPTATION TO USE
PUNCTUATION l·lARKS. THE cm1PUTER WILL NOT ALLO,I THEI1. THE'" ARE
NOT PART OF THE F'ERGIUACKE',' VOCABULAR""

1313:139:21
YOU !'IAY llOT I'IAKE A I,ORD Elj[)ING IN -s- IF THAT 1·IORD ALSO AF'PEARS
WITHCIUT THE "S" DURING THE SRI'IE TURN.

ALL WORe's I'IUST E:E AT LEAST THPEE LETTERS LOljG.

Rabbi David E. Powers, 10 Wilber Ct., New
Hyde Park, NY 11040.

'o'OU 1'lA',' NOT EIHER I'IORE THAI,) F I'.,.'E WORDS COIHAH; WG [HE SAI1E
NUI'IBER OF LETTERS IfJ AIN ONE TURN.
TO ENTER A WORD.. SH1F'L,' T'~PE IT Hi.

15 THE CLOCK DISPLAYED? YES_ 00:06:47

00:37:22

OF COUF:5E, ','OUR ERROF:5 CAN E:E RECOVERED. TO L,ELETE THE
LAST 1·IOR[) YOU ENTERED.. JUST ENTER ZZ. TO DELETE AIN OTHER
WORE), T'o'PE Z= FOLL01·JE[), I.JI THOUT A SPACE, 8',' THAT ,"ORE:, (FOP
O;Al-IPLE, ZZBrGBUG I·JOULD DELETE THE ENTR',' "BIGBUG".
H.I c:mH WUE., PRESS RI·N KE'{

PER QUA eKE Y
00: ~39:53

D 0 Y Q U NEE DIN S T R U C T ION S ?

PERQUACKE'" (10.~j7 52

SC:OF:ING IS A LITTLE COfolPLICATE[), BUT THE COfo1PUTEIi: HArjDLES
IT JlIST FINE. ,,'(lU"LL GET' ALL THE [)ETAILS RIGHT AI·IA'{. W, UP
FROtH ,'OU SHOUL[) f(lj(IW ABOUT THE BONUSES., BECAUSE THE',' CAN
REALL Y AN) UP.

YES _

"PERQUACKEY" I 5 THE DIFFERENT WORD GAt'IE, FUtJ FOR ALL,
ESPEC I ALLY THOSE I~HO LOVE TO HUNT FOR ,lORDS AND l'lEET THE
CHALLENGE OF AN EVER-TICK WG CLOCK.

TO COIHINUE .. F''':bS RtN KE','.

THIS VERSION OF "PERQUACKE"'" 11AY BE PLA'o'ED BY UP TO
FOUR PLAYERS. YOU CAN EVEt·1 PLAY IT SOLI TA IRE, AL,IAY5 TRY I NG TO
BETTER 'o'OUR SCORE FROl1 PREV IOUS GAI1ES AND ROUNDS. THE COI'IPUTER
WILL SET UP YOUR GAI'IES, TALLY YOUR SCORES, AI·ID EVEN
MAKE SURE THAT YOU Af;:E PLAY!NG FA I RL Y.

60 :10: 2J:
REI1EI'IBER, ','OU COULD ONL',' ENTER F I liE ,IO,,:DS OF EACH LElJGTH?
WELL.. ONCE ~'OU DO ENTER F I '·iE 1·10"[6 I N EACH OF HID Al>JO!l-l!NG
CATEGO":IES (FOP E>,AI'lPLE FIVE THfc:EE-LETTER 1,10f;'[>5 fiN[) FIVE
FlJllF:-LETTEF' I·JlIf;'C'~. (AHEI'I';'), ','OU GET A ":ATHEF: FAT BOI·IUS.

J:(U;f POINTS FOP 5 THF'EE::: fiND :1 FOUf.;".:
5'30 POINTS FOR 5 FO/JP~. tiND 5 F 1·v'E5
:,"30 PO HITS FOF: 5 FIVES AN[) :'"' S ]:.;E";.

12130 F'OHIT5 FOP 5 51:':ES AriD 5 ~.E'·iEr6
. 1850 POINTS FOP ,,:: ~r·iEI-6 RN[' 5 ElGHlS
271313 POINTS FOP 5 EIGHTS AN[) 5 ruNE::.:

TO cosr I rJUE, PRESS ANY KE','.

THE DBJECT OF THE GAI'IE I S TO FIND AN[) SPELL AS l'IAIW WORDS AS
POSSIBLE FPOI'I A LIST OF LETTERS THE COfoIPUTER I·JILL GENERATE FOR
~'OU, ALL IN A THREE-11INUTE THIE LIi'IIT. AT FIRST, THE COi'lF'UTEj;'
I.JIL.L GIVE ','OU TEN LETTERS IHTH WHICH TO I~ORK. AS 'r'OUR St:ORE
I NCREASES AND ~'OU 8ECDI'lE "I/ULNERABLE" ','OU WILL BE ALLOTTEe,
THIRTEEN LETTERS. BUT ,,'OLI fJILL HAVE TO RCHIEVE BETTER SCORES
OF: BE SET F'OIrHS FOR I'ION-SUF'EF:IOR F'LA',"

TO cc'n II-IUE.. F'RESS AIN f<E','

IjO:l0 59
NOI". HERE"'S THE CO~IPLlCFtTE[:' ~Rr;'T ::;u,· 1': IF 'I'JU t.jj5H. E:Ul IF
YOLt BEcor'IE A. REAL ·EXPEf;:T.. ~'Ot.!"LL HAIH WIS INFC:f':I·IA,. WI·t ~.O HEk'E
I TIS FOP ~'OU., AN'o"IA','.
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Formerly the CPO Shop
Disk Drives for TRS-80*

CCI-100TM 40 Track
CCI-200TM 77 Track
CCI-800™ 8" Drive

(Model II)

Reg.
$399
$675
$895

Our
$345
$549
$795

TRS-80* Systems
Reg. Our

TRS-80* 16KLevellIwikeypad $849 $749
TR8-80* Expansion Interface $299 $279
CatModem-Originateand
answer.Sameas Radio Shack
Telephone Interface II $199- $189

SAVE EVEN MORE-CALL FOR COMPLETE SYSTEM PRICES

Printers for TRS-80 *

16 K Memory Upgrade Kits
Add $2.50 for jumpers and Regular Price Our Price
programming instructions $79 $62

Operating Systems for TRS-80*
35 Track 40 Track 77 Track

Reg. Our Reg. Our Reg. Our
NEWDOSbyApparatf $ 49 $ 44· $ 55 $ 50
NEWDOS Plus $ 99 $ 79 $110 $ 89 $150 $100

Reg. Our
CP/M forTRS·80* Modell, Zenith $150 $145
TRS·80· Model II, ALTOS $250 $170

Manual only $ 25
ComputerCityTM Patchpak #4by Percom Data $9.95 s 8.95
Patches and enhances TRSDOS for 40 track and 77 track drives.
Diskettes5W' BoxoflOCallforquantitydiscounts $ 26.49

Business Software ire TRS-80 * by CSA
MODEL I MODEL II

General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Inventory
Mailing List Name and Address
Complete Computer

Checkout Program
Spooler by CSA-
Printswhile doing data entry

Reg. Our Reg.
$125 $97 $225
$125 $97 $225
$125 $97 $225
$125 $97 $225
$129 $97 $225

Our
$199
$199
$199
$199
$199

NEC Spinwriter - letter quality high
speed printerwith
TRS·80· interface
software

with Tractor

779 Centronics Tractor Feed
730Centronics Friction and Pin

Reg. Price Our Price
$2745 $2479

$2979 $2679

$1598 $ 995

$ 29 $26

$ 29.95 $ 24.95

T!'!"a (Heath) WH89
~all'in.onecomputer.FIOPpy Reg. Callfor ~;~::-:;::--::;·-;;;:-:;::]::::;;;:;I;;;:r~;;;r;.~
diskstorage.Smartvideoter- $2595 price
minal. Two Z80 microprocessors.
Completewith16K
RAMexpandableto 48K_

CCITM-189 Add-ondrivesfor Callfor
WH89 $ 495 price

PI Centronics Printer
$ 995
$ 499
$1195

$ 899
$ 379
$1155

$1829
$ 749
$3899

MRTT~L INtElliViSiON-
Call for Special Introductory Prices

ATARI® 400 AND 800

PET Call for
Prices

Paper Tiger (IP440) with graphics option
TI-810 Upper and lower case, parallel and
serial, paper tray, and TRS-80'
Interface software.

MPI Inflation Fighter
Sanders 1217 Typographic Printer

$2065
$ 795
$3994

tlCppk!"compumr $1195
Call for Special Accessory Prices

High Technology Mail List (Apple) $ 40 $ 35

[JlLi:O)]
32KSystem
64KSystem

Z80 based, dual 8" single-sided double
density floppies. Reg.

$4500
$4960

Prices in this ad are for prepaid orders. Slightly higher prices prevail for other-
than-prepaid orders, i.e., C.O.D., credit cards, etc.

Freight collect, F_O.B.
Charlestown

ComputerCity,
175 Main Street, Dept. CC-4Charlestown, MA 02129 MassachusettsResidentscaIl617/242-3350

Callfor
price

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522
TWX: 710-348-1796

Hours 10AM·6PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 5) • For detailed information, call 617124213350
Massachusetts Residents add 5% SalesTax •TMCCI-100,-189,-200& -800areComputerCity,Inc.trademarks.TRS-80' isatrademarkofthe RadioShack
Division of TandyCorporation t RequiresRadioShackTRSDOS' Pricessubject to changewithout notice. Franchise and Dealer Inquiries Invited

Retail Store/ Charlestown,' MA • Framingham, MA • Hanover, MA • Burlington, MA
Locations Manchester, NH • Providence, RI
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FOR THE FIRST THREE-LETTER WORDYOU GET 603 POINTS, AND 113 MORE
FOR EACH THEREAFTER. 60, 70, 80, 913, 1013 POI NTS TOTAL FOR 1,
2, ], 4 OR 5 THREE-LETTER WORDS.

WORDSMADE BY ADDI NG S: ++EXA~lPLES++S
DUPLI CATE WORDS: ++EXAMPLE++2
WORDS I NCONSI STENT WITH LETTERS:

TO COli fINUE, PRESS ANY KEY.

FOR THE FIRST FOUR-LETTER WORDYOU GET 120 POINTS, AND 203 t10RE
FOR EACH THEREAFTER. 1213, 1413, 1613, 1813, 2130 POINTS FOR 1, 2,
3, 4 OR 5 FOUR-LETTER WORDS.

TO CONTINUE, PRESS ANY KEY.

130:11:28
AS THE FI 'IE -LETTER CATEGORY GROWSYOU GET 21313, 2513, 31313,
350 AND 41313POINTS.

SIX LETTER WORDSBRING 31313, 41313, see, 61313OR 71313POINTS
FOR ONE THROUGHFIVE ENTRIES.

130:14:36
AFTER THE COt1PUTERDISALLOWS WORDS, YOUR OPPONENTS t1AY DO SO,
TOO. THEY t1AY CHECK WORDS I N A STANDARD DI CT IONARY AND THEN
ENTER ANY CHALLENGES WHI CH THE COMPUTER14I LL BRACKET WITH
++ ++C.

GET SEVEN LETTER WORDSAND YOU' LL ~HPE OUT YOUR OPPONENTS. AS
THAT CATEGORY FILLS YOU GET 5130, 6513, 81313, 9513 AND 11130 POINTS.

AFTER ALL CHALLENGES ARE MADE, ENTER XX, AND THE COMPUTERWILL
CALCULATE AND DISPLAY YOUR SCORE AND THEN DISPLAY A SCOREBOARD
FOR ALL PLAYERS.

BUT LOOK AT THE EIGHTS: 750, 113130, 12513, 15030, 17513 POI NTS.
OURI NG PLAY, THE LOWER RIGHT CORNEROF THE SCREEN 14I LL SHOI4 THE
PLAYER'S SCORE UP TO THE END OF HIS LAST TURN. THE UPPER RIGHT
WILL DISPLAY THE TIMER.

TO CONTINUE, PRESS ANY KE'r.
TO CONTINUE, PRESS ANY KEY.

1313:11:58
NINE- AND TEN-LETTER WORDSARE THE SUREST I4AY TO DRIVE YOUR
OPPONENTS TO DISTRACTION. NINES BRING 1131313,151313, 2131313,251313,
OR 3131313POI NTS FOR ONE TO FIVE ENTRI ES.

00:15:13
YOU CAN PROBABLY COMEUP WITH ALL SORTS OF REFINEMENTS TO THE
BASIC GAME. WHAT WONDERFULDEVELOPt1ENTS THEY COULD BE! LIKE
THEME GAMES. MAYBE DEVOTE ONE WHOLE GAt1E ONLY TO COMPUTER-
SCI ENCE WORDS.AI{) TENS ?? ? - - - FORGET THE REST OF THE PLAYERS AND LOOK!

~~~~~ 15013, 3101010,5.)00, 751313OR 13101010POI NTS
FOR ONE THROUGHFIVE ENTRI ES. J II J J

OR SCI FI
OR I4HO KNOI4S

WHERE YOUR
I MAGINATI ON

I4ILL LEAD?

TO CONTINUE, PRESS ANY KEY.
TO CONTINUE, PRESS ANY KEY.

1313:12:33
1313:16:17

NOW, IF YOU'D LIKE TO REVIEW THAT, JUST KEY AN R.
NO~. SOME VERY ~lPORTANT DETAILS

BUT I F YOU'RE READY TO PLAY, KEY ANYTHI NG ELSE!.
DON'T SKIP THESE

TO CONTINUE, PRESS ANY KEY.

130:13:135

ONCE YOU HAVE ACCUMULATED 2131313POINTS YOU BECOME VULNERABLE!
THAT'S FINE, BECAUSE THEN YOU'LL GET 13 LETTERS TO WORKWITH,
BUT ALSO YOU t1UST SCORE A MI NI MU~l OF· 5013 POI NTS. I F YOU DON'T
SCORE THE t1INIt1UM, 5130 POINTS WILL BE DEDUCTED FROt1 YOUR SCORE,
AND THE POINTS YOU DID t1AKE IN THAT ROUNDWILL BE. DISALLOWED.

HOWMANY PLAYERS FOR PERQUACKEY (1-4)? 2
TELL ME PLAYER 1 'S NAt1E.
==) STEVE
TELL ME PLAYER 2 'S NAt1E.
==) MR. 8ILL

1013:17:133

TO CONTINUE, PRESS ANY KEY.

WHENYOU ARE VULNERABLE, YOU t1AY NOT MAKE THREE-LETTER WORDS.

THE GAt1E IS OVER AT THE END OF THE ROUND IN I4HICH ANY PLAYER,
REACHES A TOTAL OF 5131313POINTS.

1313:13:33
A WORDABOUT THE [) I SPLAY . STEVE PLAYING AND NOT VULNERABLE 1313:1313:102

THE DISPLAY IS SELF-PRO~lPTlNG AND WILL HELP ~'OU A LOT.
IT IS ALSO SELF-EXPLANATORY, LISTING YOUR ~'lORDSBY LENGTH. YOUR LETTERS ARE: P N S B X 0 K U E A

:3: :4: :5: :6: :7:
WORDSENTERED AFTER THREE MINUTES mLL AUTOMATICALLY BE
DISALLOI.m, AND THE TURN I4ILL BE ENDED. TO END YOUR TURN
BEFORE THE TIt1E LH1IT EXPIRES, ENTER xx

WHEN,YOUR TURN IS ENDED, THE COMPUTER~JlLL EXA~ll HE ALL THE
ENTRIES AND DISALLOW ~.ORDS t1ADE 8Y ADDING 5 TO OTHER ENTRIES,
DUPLICATE ENTRIES AND WORDS INCONSISTENT WITH THE LETTER LIST.

:8: :9: :103:

TO CONTINUE, PRESS ANY KEY.

013:14:08
DI5ALL014ED ~.ORDSWILL BE BRACKETED AS IN THE FOLLOWING EXAt'lPLES. STEVE PLAYING AND NOT VULNERABLE

e
1013:132:44
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"THE CREATOR®"
By Complete Business systems, Inc.

Software Division
High level language program generator develops
complete programs in "Basic".
EnablesANYONEto write complete, running, debugged

BASICLANGUAGEPrograms in 35 to 40 minutes with NO
PRIORPROGRAMMINGKNOWLEDGEORABILITY.
Now available for TRS-SO®,TRS-80Modelll®, Apple II®,

Tandy 10®, Adds System 70 or 75®.
IF you are one of the many who bought a micro-

computer in the belief that with just a little studying
you could write your own programs, you now know
that you can't.

IF you, as a businessman, thought you could have
stock software modified at a reasonable cost with
reasonable results, you know that's not possible either.

IF you are a hobbyist getting tired of the untold
hours it takes to write a program, only to find it takes
more hours to debug than to write ...

IF you are a skilled programmer you don't have to be
reminded of the repetitious time spent on each new
application.

IF you have left your micro-computer sitting some-
where gathering dust ... meet "THE CREATOR®".
"THE CREATOR®" is not just another data base

generator!
"THE CREATOR®", at your direction, makes complete

running programs that are thoroughly documented,
easy to modify at any time by YOU!
"THE CREATOR®" cuts programming time up to 90%

for a skilled programmer.
"THE CREATOR®" will make anyone a skilled pro-

grammer in 30 to 35 minutes!
"THE CREATOR®" does the work! You answer the

Simple direct questions and "THE CREATOR®"CREATES
... ANDALLIN BASICLANGUAGE.

Q. After "THE CREATOR®"has produced a program, can
It be modified?

A. Yes, the resulting program is modular, fully documented
and readily accessible for alterations or deletions.

Q. Does the program created use so much disc space
that there Is very little space left for record storage?

A. NO,the code produced is extremely compact despite com-
plete documentation. If requested "THE CREATOR®"will
even "pack" or compress information. You may even delete
the "remarks" making it even more space efficient.

Q. Must I be expert or even conversant with Basic
Language?

A. No, all questions to and answers from the operator require
no computer language knowledge, simple every day English
will do.

Q. What about math ability?
A. If you can count your fingers and toes, you'll have no

problems.

Q. Will the programs which I produce with "THE
CREATOR®"be bulky, slow or amateurish?

A. No, the resulting programs will be sophisticated and ex'
tremely fast operating. For example, should you create a
mailing list or inventory program, the time for any record
to be retrieved and displayed from a full disc would take a
maximum of 1 second.

•.

Q. Must the programs produced conform to a pre-
determined format and file length?

A. NO,you determine format and file size to fit your require-
ments. You may have as many as 22 fields or as few as 1.

Q. Can I develop my own business programs?
A. For the most part, yes.

Q. What are the limitations? What programs can I pro-
duce with "THE CREATOR®"?

A. Your own ingenuity and hardware limitations.

Q. Will future versions of "THE CREATOR®"make my
present copy obsolete? .

A. The purchase price includes your original diskette and user
instructions. Your program is registered in your name. For
a period of one year from the date of purchase you will be
entitled to receive FREEany improvements or modtnca-
nons. The only expense to you will be a new diskette charge
(if applicable>, packaging and mailing.

TECHNICAL ASPECTS
• Record access by a ,hashing algorithm guaranteeing

fast record retrieval.
• Duplicate keys permitted.
• Record deletion automatically supported.
• Record access and file maintenance is user trans-
parent.

• Minimal disc overhead since there is no speciat
assembly language routine called. No"Basic:'overhead.

• Programs produced can be transported between
6800, 6502, 8080, Z80, 8085, 8086 and Z8000 based
systems.

• Can be used with Micro-Soft Basicand CP/M systems.
• On TRS-80 has automatic blocking for maximum
number of records per disc.

• complete file maintenance including up-date of any
record in any field, delete and add new records even
with duplicate ke,y.
We are seeking qualified dealers and distributors to

handle our growing software lines. Address inquiries,
on your company letterhead, to: Complete Business
systems, me, Software Division, 9420 W. Foster Ave.,

, Chicago, Illinois 60656.

------------------------------------------Enclosed ismy check (or money order> in the amount of $250.00.
Please send me my serial numbered, registered copy of "THE
CREATOR"as soon as my check clears. (NOwait for Certified
checks, bank checks or money orders.> Sorry, no credit cards
accepted.

(Please prlnt) _
Full name _
Address Apt. /I _
City State Zip _
Computer make Model _

APRIL 1980
CIRCLE 119 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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:]::
BOX
POX

YOUR LETTERS ARE: P N S B X 0 K U E A
:4: :5: :6:

BASI( SPOKEN
80NE

'7:

SUN PUNK
PUN SUNK

8AI(E
:8: :9: :18:

*''' OVERTH1E "'"
ENTER CHALLENGES, THEN XX _

13
88:01:34

. -".~.
,WR LETTERS ARE:

:4:
BASK
BONE
PUNK
SUNK
E:AKE

PN58XOKUEA
:5: .s.

SPOKEN
.7:

E:OX
POX
SUN
PUN

:8: :9: :113:

* * OVERTINE *:+:
SCORE FOR STEVE FOR THI 5 ROUND: 590

13
013:1:.4:08

.~.
BOX
POX
SUN
PUN

YOUR LETTERS ARE: P N S 8 x 0 K U E A
:4: :5: :6:

BASK SPOKEN
BONE
PUNK
SUNK
BAKE

-7:

:8: :9: :18:

o
00:04:42

TOTAL SCORE·, ROUNU i

PLAYER
STEVE
MR. BILL

LAST SCORE VULNERABLE?
NO
NO

590
TOTAL SCORE

590
e

TO CONTI NUE, PRESS AN'~ KE'r.

18 RE!I *** PERl,UACKE'~, VERSION 2. 2 -- 14 i'oAY 1979
20 REI1 *** BASED ON "PERl,UACKEY" «» HOLLINGSWORTHBROS., 1956
30 REI'1*** AND ON "PEROUACKEY, THE DIFFERENT ~KlRD GAME"

(C) LEISURE D'iNRmCS, INC.• 1970
40 REI'1*** PUBLISHED BY LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES, A DIVISION OF

LE! SURE DYNAI'1iCS, HIe., mNNERPOLIS, NI NN.
50 REM *** PROGRAI1BY DAVID E. F'O,IERS
60 REM *** 10 ~IILBEN CT
78 REI'1*** NEWH'rDE PARK, NY 11040
80 REf-I *** 516 43.7 832121
90 POKE &H40A9, &HFF
180 CLEAR 11'100
110 XX$=S·fRING$(64." ")
1213 DEFINT 8, E, F, L L..N, p, R, 5, V, W
130 CLS: INPUT "IS THE CLOCK DISPLH,'ED"; A$
140 IF LEFH(A$,1)="'r" THEN 170
150 PRINT: PRINT "RETURN TO DOS AND ENTER CLOCK COMIIAND.
160 CI1[>"S"
170 CLS
1:,:(1 PRINT CHR$(23)
190 PRINT @ 274, "PEROUACKE'r"
200 PRINT @ 7138, "[>0 'IOU NEED iNSTRUCTIONS?"
210 PRINT
220 LI NEINPUT A$
230 IF LEFT$(A$, 1 )="N" THEN 940
240 CLS
250 PRINT TAB(28) "PERQUACKEY"
260 PRINT:

PRINT CHR$(34) "PERQUACKEY" CHR$(34) "·IS THE DIFFERENT WORDGAME,
FUN FOR ALL, ESPECIALLY THOSE WHOLOVE TO HUNT FOR WORDSAND MEET THE
CHALLENGE OF AN EVER-TICK!NG CLOCK. "
2713 PRINT
280 PRINT "THIS VERSiON OF " CHR$(4) "PERQUACKEY" CHR$(4) " MA,' BE

PLAYED BY UP TO FOUR PLAYERS. 'rOU CAN EVEN pLAY IT SOLI TAI RE, ALWAYS TRYI NG TO
BETTER YOUR SCORE FR0I1 PREVIOUS GAMESANO ROUNDS. THE COMPUTER"
290 PRINT "WILL SET UP YOUR GAllES, TALLY 'rOUR SCORES, AND EVEN
MAKE SURE THAT YOU tiRE PLAYING FAIRLY. u

388 GOSUB4050 .
:$10 PRINT: PRItWTHE OBJECT OF THE GAI1E IS TO FIND AND SPELL AS MANYWORDSAS
POSSIBLE FR0I1 A LIST OF LETTERS THE COMPUTERWILL GENERATE FOR
YOU, ALL IN A THREE-MINUTE TIllE LIMIT. AT FIRST, THE COIIPUTER"
328 PRINT "WILL GIVE VOLI TEN LETTERS WITH WHICH TO WORK. AS 'rOUR SCORE"
310 PRINT "INCREASES AND 'rOU BEcor1E "CHRi(4) "VULNERABLE" CHR$(4) " YOU WILL
BE ALLOTTED THIRTEEN LETTERS. BUT YOU WILL HAVE TO ACHIEVE BETTER SCORES
OR BE SET ponITs FOR NON-SUPERIOR PLAY!"
140 GOSUB40513
358 PRINT "THE CO!IPUTER WILL PRorlPT YOU AS YOU GO, IN CASE YOU SHaULL' NEED
ANY HELP IN THE t1ECHANICS OF THE GAME. BUT FOR YOUR If!FORMATION
YOU SHOULD KNO~I I N ADVANCE THAT ONLY WORDSI N A STANDARD"
360 PRINT "DICTIONARY ARE ACCEPTABLE. ALL THE PLA,'ERS SHOULD AGREE
ON ONE BEFORE PLA'r IS BEGUN. OF COURSE. LIKE MOSTWORDGAMES,
PROPER NAMES, FOREIGN WORDS, ABBREVIATIONS OR CAPITALIZED WORDS"
370 PRINT "ARE NOT ALLO'IED. ALSO, YOU I'lUST RESIST THE TEMPTATION TO USE
PUNCTUATION t1ARKS. THE COl1PUTERI;ILL NOT ALLOW THEI1. THE'r ARE
NOT PART OF THE PERQUACKEYVOCABULARY!"
380 G05UB 40513
3913 PRI NT "YOU l'lA'r NOT MAKE A WORDENDI NG IN" CHR$(34) "S" CHR$(34) " I F THAT
WORDALSO APPEARS WITHOUT THE" CHR$(4) "5" CHR$(34) " DURING THE SAME TURN.
41313PRINT
410 PRINT "ALL WORDSMUST BE AT LEAST THREE LETTERS LONG.
YOU l'IAY NOT ENTER 1'10RETHAN FIVE WORDSCONTAI NI NG THE SAI1E
NU~IBEROF LETTERS I N ANY ONE TURN.
TO ENTER A WORD, SIi1PLY TYPE IT IN.
OF COURSE, YOUR ERRORSCAN BE RECOVERED. TO DELETE THE"
420 PRINT "LAST WORD,'OU ENTERED, JUST ENTER ZZ. TO DELETE ANY OTHER
WORD, T'T'PE ZZ FOLLOWED, ~HTHOUT A SPACE, BY THAT I;ORD (FOR
EXAIIPLE, ZZBIGBUG ~IOULDDELETE THE ENTRY" CHR$(34) "BIGBUG" CHR$(34)".
430 GOSUB4050
440 PRINT
450 PRINT "SCORING IS A LITTLE COMPLICATED, BUT THE CO~lPUTERHANDLES
IT JUST FINE. ~'OU'LL GET ALL THE DETAILS RIGHT AWAY, BUT UP
FRONT YOU SHOULD KNOWABOUT THE BONUSES, BECAUSE THEY CAN
REALLY ADD UP.

460 GOSUB40513
470 PRINT "REMEI1BER, ,'OU COULD ONLY ENTER FIVE WORDSOF EACH LENGTH?
WELL, ONCE YOU DO ENTER FIVE WORDSIN EACH OF TWOADJOINING
CATEGORI ES (FOR EXAMPLE FIVE THREE-LETTER WORDSAND FI VE"
480 PRINT "FOUR-LETTER ~IORDS(AHEM!)), ·'rOU GET A RATHER FAT BONUS.

490 PRINT"

300 POINTS FOR 5 THREES AND 5 FOURS
50B POINTS FOR 5 FOURS AND 5 FIVES
800 POINTS FOR 5 FIVES AND 5 SIXES"

1200 POINTS FOR 5 SI XES AND 5 SEVENS
1850 POI NTS FOR 5 SEVENS AND 5 EIGHTS
2701'1 POINTS FOR 5 EIGHTS AND 5 NINES"

500 GOSUB4050
511'1F'RUH "NOW, HERE'S THE COMPLICATED PART. SKIP IT IF YOU WISH, BUT IF
'JOU BECOIIE A REAL EXPERT, YOU'LL WANT THI 5 I NFORMATION, SO HERE
IT IS FOR YOU. fiINWR\'."
526 PRINT"
FOR THE FIRST THREE-LETTER WORD'r'OU GET 6(1 POINTS.. AND 10 riCH
FOR EACH THEREAFTER. 68.. 7(1, 80. 90.. 11'10POINTS TOTRL FOR 1.
2, 3, 4 OR 5 THREE-LETTER ~IORDS:"
530 PRINT"
FO,: THE FIRST FOUR-LETTER fiORe' YOU GET 121'1POll-ITS, A@ 20 NORE
FOR EACH THEF:EAFiER. 120, 140.. 160, 180, 208 POINTS FOR 1, 2.
3, 4 OR 5 FOUF:-LEHER ~IORDS."
540 GOSU8 4('50
550 PRINT "AS THE FIVE-LETTER CATEGORYGROWS'rOU GET 200, 250.. 1130,
350 AND 406 POINTS. "
560 PRINT: PRINT"SIX LETTER WORe,sBRING 30(1, 400 .• 500, 680 OR 700 POINTS
FOR ONE THROUGHFIVE ENTRIES.
GET SEVEN LETTER WORDSAND 'rOU'LL WIPE OUT 'rOUR OPPONENTS. AS
570 PRINT "THAT CATEGOR,' FILLS 'rOll, GET 500, 650, 80(1, 95(1 AND 11013 POINTS.
SUT LOOK AT THE EIGHTS: 750, 1001'1, 1250, 151~0, 1750 POINTS. "
580 GOSUE:4058
590 PRINT "NINE- AND TEN-LETTER I,ORDS ARE·THE SliREST ~lA'r TO DRIVE YOUR
OPPONENTSTO DISTRACTION. NINES BRING 113130, 15013., 201313, 25013,
OR 313130POINTS FOR ONE TO FIVE ENTRIES. " '
6130 PRINT: PRINT "AND TENS? ? ? - - - FORGET THE REST OF THE PLAYERS AI,D LOOK!"
6113 PRINT: PRINT TAB(10) STRING$(5, CHR$(94))" 15130, 301313, 56013, 7500 OR 13131313POINTS"
628 PRINT TAB(15) "FOF~ONE THROUGHFIVE ENTRIES.

STRING$(5, CHR$(93»
630 GOSUB40513
6413 PRINT CHR$(23) I

650 PRINT: PRINT"NO~I ~.OIIE VERY li'lF'ORTANT DETAILS
DOWT SKIP THESE ! '"

6613 :{~$=STRJNGf.(32," ")
670 GOSUB41358
680 XX$=STRING$(i",4.." ")
698 PRINT: PRINT "ONCE YOU HAVE ACCUI'IULATED21300 POINTS 'rOU BECOMEVULNERABLE!
THAT~S FHIE. BECAUSE THEN YOU'LL GET 13 LETTERS TO ,IORK WITH,
BUT ALSO vou MUST SCORE A ImilMUI1 OF 588 POINTS. IF 'rOU DONT'
700 PRINT "SCORE THE NINIIIUII, 5813 POINTS I<ILL BE DEDUCTEDFF:OI'1'rOUR SCORE,
AND THE POINTS YOU DW l'IAKE IN THRT I':OUNDWILL BE DISALLOWED. "
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Here's The Second Half . . . . .

$1595
(soft cover)

Written by the author of your Level II Users Manual, LEARNING LEVELII picks right up where the Level
IManual leaves off. It even supplies the changes needed to make the Level IManual compatible with your
Level II TRS-80.

LEARNING LEVEL II covers all Level IIBASIC beyond Level I, plus much more. It shows you how to use
the Editor, explains what the many error messages are really saying, and leads you thru conversions of
Level I programs to Level II.
Dual cassettes, the Expansion Interface with Real Time Clock, use of printers and other features are
explained in the same easy-to-Iearn style that made the Level I Manual famous. LEARNING LEVEL II
was created specifically for your Level II TRS-80!

,---------,-----,I. Yesj I want to LEARN Level II! Z
COMPUSOFT@) PUBLISHING • 8643cc Navajo Rd.• San Diego, CA 92119 I

I ~E •
I Please send copies of LEARNING LEVEL

II. My check for $15.95 each + $1.45 P&H is enclosed. ADDRESS I
(CA addresses add 6% sales tax). CITY _

I I understand my order will be shipped promptly and STATE I
there is a 30 day money-back guarantee. ZIP CODE _,------------_ ..,APRIL 1980 CIRCLE 122 ON READER SERVICE CARD

-------------------------------------------~/



718 PRINT: PRINT "WHENYOU ARE VULNERABLE, YOU MAY NOT MAKE THREE-LETTER WORDS."
728 PRINT"
THE GAME I S OVERAT THE END OF THE ROLINDIN WHI CH ANY PLAYER
REACHESA TOTAL OF 5131313POINTS. "
739 GOSUB 4050
740 PRINT "A WORDABOUT THE DISPLAY.
750 PRINT: PRINT"THE DISPLAY 15 SELF-PROMPTINGAND WILL HELP YOU A LOT.
IT 15 ALSO SELF-EXPLANATORY, LISTING ,'OUR WORDSBY LENGTH.
WORDSENTEREDAFTER THREE MINUTES·WILL RUTOMATICALLYBE"
768 PRINT "DISALLOWED, AND THE TURN WILL BE ENDED. TO END YOURTURN
BEFORETHE TIl1E LIMIT EXPIRES, ENTER Xx.
WHENyOUR TURN IS ENDED, THE COMPUTERWILL EXAMINE ALL THE"
770 PRINT"ENTRIES AND DISALLOWWORDSMADEBY ADDING S TO OTHERENTRIES,
DUPLICATE ENTRIES AND WORDSINCONSISTENT WITH THE LETTER LIST. "
7813GOSUB4058
790 PRINT "DISALLOWEDWORDSWILL BE BRACKETEDAS IN THE FOLLOWINGEXAMPLES.'
800 PRINT"
WORDSMADEBY ADDING S: ++EXAMPLES++S
DUPLICATE WORDS: ++EXAMPLE++2
WORDSINCONSISTENT WITH LETTERS: ++EXAI1PLE++?"
810 GOSUB413513
820 PRINT "AFTER THE COl1PUTERDISALLOWSWORDS,YOUROPPONENTSHAY DO SO,
TOO. THEY MAY CHECKWORDSIN A STANDARDDICTIONARy AND THEN
ENTER ANY CHALLENGESWHICH THE COt1PUTERWILL BRACKETWITH
++ ++C. II
838 PRINT"
AFTER ALL CHALLENGESARE MADE, ENTER XX, AND THE COMPUTERWILL
CALCULATEAND DI SPLAY YOURSCOREAND THEN DISPLAY A SCOREBOARD
FOR ALL PLAYERS."
848 PRINT"
DURING PLAY, THE LOWERRIGHT CORNEROF THE SCREENWILL SHOWTHE
PLAYER'S SCOREUP TO THE END OF HI 5 LAST TURN. THE UPPERRIGHT
WILL DISPLAy THE TIMER. "
850 GOSUB4050
8613 PRINT"YOU CAN PROBABLYCOMEUP WITH ALL SORTSOF REFINE~lENTSTO THE
BASI C GAME. WHATWONDERFULDEVELOPMENTSTHEY COULDBE! LI KE
THEMEGAMES. MAyBE DEVOTEONE WHOLEGAMEONLY TO COMPUTER-
SCIENCE WORDS."
879 PRINT"
OR SCI FI

OR WHOKNOWS
WHERE'~OUR

HlAGlNATlON"
8813 PRINT" WILL LEAD?"
890 GOSUB4050
9130PRINT "NOW, IF YOU'D LIKE TO REVIEW THAT, JUST KE,' f1N R.
BUT IF YOU'RE READYTO PLAY, KEY ANYTHING ELSE!.
910 A$=INKEY$: IF R$="" THEN·910
920 IF A$="R" THEN 240
910 A$=II"
940 RANDOM
950 DEF FNA$(A$)=MlD$(A$, RN[>(6),1)+" "
9613 DATA FUNIPT, LTORDN, MUSRIG, BYWOLO,VEJQZX, WOPD~lC,BRHIKL

SRHI FU, AAAEEE, V5YQWS, FHLPBN, JGDKCM
970 READC1$, C2$, C3$, C4$, C5$, C6f, Clf, C8$, C9$, VAf, VB$,

VC$
980 CLS
9913 INPUT "HO~l MANYPLAYERS FOR PERQUACKE,'(1-4)"; N
1000 IF N(1 OR N)4 THEN 990
1010 DlI1 W$(7,5), WT(7), WC(7), WD(7), F(7,5), I$(N), \I OJ) , S(N), S1<N)
1020 FOR LP=l TO N
1030 PRINT "TELL ME PLAYER" LP "'S NAME.
10413 LlNEINPUT "==) "; I$(LP) ~,~~~~~~~~~r;tlt
1050 NEXT
1060 P=l
1070 R=l
1080 CLS
1090 PRINT @ 15, I$(P) " PLAYING AND"
1100 IF V(P)=l THEN PRINT" VUUlERABLt '; ELSE PRIl';" Hd VULNERABLE";
1110 PRINT ~ 1016, S(P);
1120 IF V(P)=l PRINT @ 323, "NO 3'5"
1130 PRINT @ 261, ":3:";
1140 PRINT @ 272, ":4:";
1150 PRINT @ 283, ":5: ".;
116B PRINT @ 296, ":6: ";
1170 PRINT @ 309, ": 7.
1180 PRINT @ 648, ":8: ";
1198 PRINT @ 663, ":9: ";
1200 PRINT @ 679, ":10: ";
1210 IF v(F')=0 THEN 12613: REMCHECKFOR VULNERRBILITY
12213 Vi$=FNA$(VAV
1230 V2$=FNA$(VBS)
12413 V3$=FNA$(VC$)
1250 LY$=Vl$+V2$+V3$
1260 Ll$=FNA$ (Cl$)
1270 L2$=FNA$(C2$)
12813 L3$=FNA$(C3$)
12913 L4$=FNH$(C4$)
131313L5$=FNH$(C5Z)
13113 L6$=FNA$(C6$)
13213 L7$=FNA$(C7$)
1330 LS$=FNA$(CS$)
1340 L9$=FNH$(C9$)

1350 L0S=FNA$(C9$)
1360 LY$=LY$+Ll$+L2$+L3$+L4$+L5S+L6$+L7$+L8$+L9$+L0$
13713 PRINT @ 128, "PRESS ANY KEY WHENREADY.";
1380 FOR LP=0 TO 95: A$=INKEY$: IF HSO'''' THEN 1420ELSE NEXT
13:90 PRINT @ 128, XXi;
1400 FOR LP=0 TO 50: A$=INKEY$: IF A$O"" THEN 1428ELSE NEXT
14113·GOTO13713
14213 PRINT @ 128, XX$;·
1430 POKE &H41341,0
1440 POKE &H4042, 13
1450 POKE &H4043, 13
14613 PRINT @ 202, "YOUR LETTERS ARE: "LY$;
1470 CI1D"R"
1480 PRINT @ 90, "";
1490 LlNEINPUT AS
1500 PRINT @ 64, XX$;
1510 IF PEEK(&H4043»B OR PEEK(&H4042»3 OR (PEEK(&H4042)=3

RND PEEK(&H4041)0) THEN PRINT @ e. XX$; ELSE 1549
1520 PRINT @ 22, "* * OVERTIME ** *";
1530 GOTO17613
15413 IF LEFT$(A$,2)="XX" THEN 1760
15513 IF LEFT$(A$,2)="22" AND LEN(A$)=2 THEN 33213
156B IF LEFT$(A$,2)="Z2" THEN 33413
15713 Al$=A$
1580 L=LEN(A$)- 3
1590 IF V(P)=l AND L(l THEN 14813
161313IF L(0 THEN 14813
1610 IF U7 THEN L=7
16213W$(L, WC(U )=A$
1630 WC(U=WC(U+l
1648 IF WC(U)5 THEN PRINT @ 64, "CATEGORYFULL. DISALLOWED." ELSE GOTO1679
16513WC(U=WC(U-l
16613 GOTO14813
16713 B=64*(WC(L)-1)
1680 IF L=e PRINT @ 325+B, AS;
16913 IF L=1 PRINT @ 335+8, A$;
17138 IF L=2 PRINT @ 346+8, AS;
17113 IF L=3 PRINT @ 358+8, A$;
1720 IF L=4 PRINT @ 371+8, A$;
1730 IF L=5 PRINT @ 709+8(;, A$;

GOTO1480
GOTO14813
GOTO14813
GOTO14813
G01O.1480
GOTO1480

17413 IF L=6 PRINT @ 724+8J H$.i GOTO 1480
·t750 PRINT @ 740+8, Af; GOTO14813
176(; PRINT l!t t.·t, >~X$.:
17713 PRINT @·86, "INSPECTING ENTRIES";
17813 FOR LP=0 TO 7
17913 WT(LP.>=WC(LP)
lSe13 IF WC(LP»4 THEI~ WC(LP)=4
18113 NEXT
18213 RE~l CHECKSFOR ,lORDSMADEBY ADDING S
1830 PF'$="++" PQ$=u++;."
1840 FO~: l.P=l TO 7
18513 .GOSue 4.130
1860 FOR LQ=0 TO WC(LP)
1870 IF RIGHT$(W$(LP, LQ), 1)()"S" THEN 1930
18813 FOR LR=0 TO WC(LP-l)
·189" IF 'i$(LP-l, LR)OLEFTHW$(LP, LO), 2+LP) THEN 1920
19013 F(LP, LQ)=1
1910 ON LP GOSUB3860, 3880, 3900, 1920, 3940, 3960,
19213 "NEXT LR
1930 NEXT LQ
194(1 GOSUB41340
19513 NEXT LP
1%0 REMELI 111NATES WORDSINCONSISTENT WITH LETTER LIST
1970 PP$="++u PQ$="++?II
1980 FOR LP=0 TO 7
1990 GOSUB4030

398B

r
20130 LX$=L '($
2010 FOR LQ=0 TO WC(LP)
21320 IF W$(LP, LQ)="" THEN 2160
213313 IF F(LP, LQ)=l THEN 2140
2040 LX$=L ',1$
28513 FOR LR=l TO LP+3
213613 T$=11ID$(W$(LP, Ll1), LR, 1)
21370 IN=INSTR(LX$,1$)
2080
21390
21013
2110
2120
2130
2140

IF IN=0 THEN 21113
MID$(LXS, IN, 1)=".
GOTD 2130
F(LP, LQ)=l
ON LP+l GOSUB38413,

NEXT LR
NEXT LQ

3860, 3880, 3900, 39213, 39413, 3960, 3980

2150 GOSLIB4040
2160 NEXT LP
2170 REMELll1lUATES DUPLICATE ENTRIES
2180 F'P$="++u PQ$="++2u

2190 FOR LP=0 TO 7
221313 GOSUB41330
2210 FOR LQ=0 TO WC(LP)
2220 IF W$(LP, LQ)="" THEN 2320
22313 FOR LR=0 TO WC(LP)
2240 IF LQOLR AND W$(LP, U1)=W$(LP, LF:) THEN 2~7e
2250 NEXT LR
22613 GOTO2308
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NEW! TPM* for TRS-aO Model II Z80*D-Isk SoftwareNEW! System/6 Package
Computer Design Labs'

We have acquired the rights to all TDL software (& hardware). TDL software has long had the reputation of being the best in the
industry. Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this superior line of quality software. -

- Carl Galletti and Roger Amidon, owners.
Software with Manual/Manual Alone----------------------------------------'----------

All oHhe software below isavailable onany ofthe
following media for operation with a Z80 CPU using
the CP/M* or similar type disk operating system
(such as our own TPM*).

for TRS-80* CP/M (Modell or II)
for 8" CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5v." CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5'1." North Star CP/M (single density)
for 5'1." North Star CP/M (double density)

BASIC I
A powerful and fast Z80 Basic interpreter with EDIT,

RENUMBER, TRACE,PRINTUSING,assem,bty\linguage
subroutine CALL, LOADGO f g~q'P~Y to
move text, EXCHAN 1\;44, li;err'd'f Inter-
cept, seti~ll'!ile iiJ9' CII and binary
f ~;tl¢h, '"ore. It runs in a little over 12

letif'choice for games since the orecision
ited to 7 digits in order to make it one of the

fastest around. $49.951$15.

% ~ u%\'i~~
"'fTl,a~!"ijs"power
lyTa'slightsacrifice

st other Basics (even
$99.95/$15.

BUSINESS BASIC

BASIC II
Basic I but with 12 di

available to the
in ,;Sti
tho h-m...~
The most powerful Basic for business applica

adds to Basic II with random or sequential in
either fixed or variab I~ng\h~) 'si us
access to W R1VACYcommand to
proq\p\t. \!!i~r urce code, global editing,
adde"irn,a,ttrlu ns, and disk file maintenance capa-
bility"'wrfhout leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete).
$179.95/$25.

ZEDIT
A character oriented text editor with 26 commands

and "macro" capability forstringing multiple commands
together. Included are a complete array of character
move, add, delete, and display function. $49.95.1$15.

ZTEL
Z80 Text Editing Language· Not just a text editor.

Actually a language which allows you to edit text and
also write, save, and recall programs which manipulate
text. Commands include conditional branching, subrou-
tine calls, iteration, block move, expression evaluation,
and much more. Contains36 value registers and 10 text
registers. Be creative! Manipulate text with commands
you write using Ztel. $79.95/$25.

TOP
A Z80 Text Output Processor which will do text

formatting for manuals, documents, and other word
processing jobs. Works with any text editor. Does
justification, page numbering and headings, spacinq,
centering, and much more! $79.96/$25.

MACRO I
A macro assembler which will generate relocateable

or absolute code for the 8080 or Z80 using standard
Intel mnemonics plus TDL/Z80 extensions. Functions
include 14 conditionals, 16 listing controls, 54 pseudo'
ops, 11 arithmetic/logical operations, local and global
symbols, chaining files, linking capability with optional
linker, and recursive/reiterative macros. Thisassembler
is so powerful you'll think it isdoing all the work for you. It
actually makes assembly language programming much
less of an effort and more creative. $79.95/$20.

MACRO II
Expands upon Macro l's linking capability (which is

useful but somewhat limited) thereby being able to take
full advantage of the optional Linker. Also a time and
date function has'been added and the listing capability
improved. $99.95/$25.

LINKER
How many times have you written the same subroutine

in each new program? Top notch professional pro'
grammers compile a library of these subroutines and
use a Linker to tie them together at assembly time.
Development time is thus drastically reduced and
becomes comparable to writing in a high level language
but with all the speed of assembly language. So. get the
new CDL Linker and start writing programs in a fraction
of the time it took before. Linker is compatible with
Macro I & II as well asTDL/Xitan assemblers version 2.0
or later. $79.95/$20.
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DEBUG I
Many programmers give up on writing in assembly

language even though they know their programs would
be faster and more powerful. To them assembly language
seems difficult to understand and follow, as well as
being a nightmare to debug. Well. notwith proper tools
like Debug I.With Debug I you can easily follow the flow
of any Z80 or 8080 program. Trace the program one
step at a time or 10 steps or whatever you like. At each
step you will be able to see the instruction executed and
what it did. If desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. It's all under your control. You can
even skip displaying a subroutine call and up to seven
breakpoints can be set during execution. Use of Debug I
can pay for itself many times overby saving you valuable
debugging time. $79.95/$20.

DEBUG II
This is an expanded debugger which has all of the

features of Debug I plus.many more. You can "trap" (i.e.
trace a program until a set of register, flag, and/or
memory conditions occur). Also, instructions may be
entered and executed immediately. This makes it easy
to learn new instructions by examining registers/memory
before and after. And a RADIXfunction allows changing
between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex, octal, signed
decimal, or split octal. All these features and more add
up to give you a very powerful development tool. Both
Debug Iand II must run on aZ80 but will debug bothZ80
and 8080 code. $99.95/$20.

ZAPPLE
A Z80 executive and debug monitor. Capable of

search, ASCII put and display. read and write to I/O
ports, hex math, breakpoint, execute, move.fill, display,
read and write in Intel or binary format tape, and more!
on disk

APPLE
8080 version of Zappie

.4
NEW! TPM now~!fi!Jtt rTR5-S0 Model
II! let {{

TPM*
A NEW Z80 disk operation system! This is notCP/M*.

It's bettert You can still run any program which runs with
CP/M" but unlike CP/M" this operating system was
written specificallyforthe Z80" and takes full advantage
of its extra powerful instruction set. In other words its
not warmed over 8080 code! Available for TRS'80"
(Modell or II). Tarbell, Xitan DDDC, SO Sales "VERSA·
FLOPPY", North Star (SD&DD), and Digital (Micro)
Systems. $79.95/$25.

SYSTEM MONITOR BOARD (SMB II)
Acomplete I/Oboard forS'1 OOsystems. 2 serial ports.

2 parallel ports, 1200/2400 baud cassette tape inter·
face, sockets for 2K of RAM, 3·2708/2716 EPROM's or
ROM, jump on reset Circuitry. Bare board $49.95/$20.

ROM FOR 5MB II
2KX8 masked ROM of Zapple monitor. Includes source

listing $34.95/$15.

PAYROLL (source code only)
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2.
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $ 99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/RECEIVABLE
(source code only)

By Osborne, Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

GENERAL LEDGER (source code only)
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

C BASIC 2
Required for Osborne software. $99.95/$20.
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SYSTEM/S
TPM with utilities, Basic I inter r ter, Basic E compiler,

Macro I assembler, ger, and ZEDIT text
editor.
Above purchased costs $339.75
Special introductory offer. Only $179.75 with coupon!!

ORDERING INFORMATION
Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. O.K. To order call or

write with the following information. [ZJ .•
1. Name of Product (e.q. Macro I) \IISI I
2. Media (e.q. 8" CP/M) '-'
3. Price and method of payment(e.g. C.O.D.) include

credit card info. if applicable.
4. Name, Address and Phone number.
5. ForTPM orders only: Indicate ifforTRS 80, Tarbell,

Xitan DDDC, SO Sales (5%" or 8").ICOM (5'1.' or
8"), North Star (single or double density) or Digital
(Micro) Systems.

6. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

Manual cost applicable against price of subsequent
software purchase in any item except for the Osborne
software.

For information and tech queries call

609-599-2146
For phone orders ONLY call toll free

1-800-327-9191
·Ext.676
(Except Florida)

, OEMS
Many CDL products are available for licensinq to

OEMs. Write to Carl Galletti with your requirements.

* Z8D is a trademark of Zilog
" TRS-80 is a trademark for RadioShack
•.TPM is a trademark of Computer Design Labs. It is not
CP/M"

•. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
Prices and specifications subject to change without
notice.

DEALE.R INQUIRIES INVITED.

COMPUTER
DESIGN
LABS 342 Columbus Avenue

Trenton, N.J. 08629
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22713 IF F(LP, LQ)=1 THEN 23013
22813 F(LP, LR)=l
22913 ON LP+1 GOSUB 38413, 3860, 38813, 3900, 39213, 3940,
231313 NEXT LO
2310 GOSU8 4040

39613, 39813

23213 NEXT LP
2330 A$=ulI

23413 REti ElllllNATE5 CHALLENGED ENTRIES
23513 PP$="tt" PQ$="ttC"
2360 A$=''''
23713 PRINT @ 64, XX$;
23813 PRINT @ 64, "ENTER CHALLENGES, THEN XX";
23913 PR,INT @ 913, un.

24013 II NEINPUT A$
24113 PRINT @ 64, XX$;
242e PRINT @ 99) UII;

24313 IF A$="XX"THEN 261313
24413 IF LEN(A$)(3 THEN 2400
24513 L=LEN(A$)- 3
24613 FOR LP=0 TO WC(l)
24713 IF A$=W$(L, LP) THEN 25113
2489 NEXT
249{l PRINT @ 64, "CHALLENGED fiORD NOT FOUND
25913 GOTO 23913
25113 IF F(L, LP)=l THEN 25813
25213 F(L, LP)=l
25313 LQ=LP
2540 LP=L
25513 ON L+1 GOSUB 38413, 3860, 38813, 3900, 3920, 39413, 39613,
25613 PRINT @ 64, XX$;
2570 GOTO 23913
25813 PRINT @ 64, "ENTRY ALRI;ADY DISALLOWED "
25913 GOTO 23913
26139 PRINT @ 64, XX$;
2610 FOR LP=13 TO 7
26213 WT<LP)=m(LP)-WD(LP)
26313 NEXT
26413 REI1 SCORING
26513 IF WT(0»13 THEN 5=50+10*141(9)
2660 IF 141(1»0 THEN 5=5+1BB+2B*WT(1)
2670 IF 141(2»0 THEN S=5+159+50*H1(2)
2689 IF WT(3»9 THEN 5=S+2013+100*IoITO)
26913 IF WT<4»9 THEN S=5+3;59+150*WT< 4)
27013 IF fH (5»0 THEN 5=5+51313+25e*lH< 5)
2710 IF WT(6»0 THEN 5=5+51313+509*1011(6)
2729 IF WT(7)=1 THEN 5=5+1509
27313 IF WT<7) =2 THEN 5=5+3;1300
27413 IF WT(7)=3 THEU 5=5+50139
2750 IF WT(7)=4 THEN 5=5+75130
2769 IF flT(7)=5 THEN 5=5+1301313
2770 IF HT<B)=5 AND WT(1)=5 THEN 5=5+3013
27813 IF WT(1)=5 AND 141(2)=5 THEN 5=5+5013
27913 IF WT(2)=5 AND IHG)=5 THEN 5=5+800
2890 IF ~H(3)=5 AND WT(4)=5 THEN 5=5+12913
2810 IF 141(4)=5 AND HT(5)=5 THEN 5=5+1859
2829 IF WT(5)=5 AND WT(6)=5 THEN 5=S+2700
283B IF V(P)=l ANO 5(500 THEN 5=-500
2849 PRINT @ 79; "SCORE FOR " U(P) " FOR THIS ROUND:" 5
28513 S1(P)=S.
28613 S(P)=S(P)tS
28713 FOR LP=0 TO 151313 NEXT
2889 CLS
2890 PRINT
2990 PRINT TAB(20) "TOTAL SCORE, ROUND" R
2910 PRINT
29213 PRINT "PLAYER", "LAST SCORE", "TOTAL SCORE", "VULNERABl.E?"
2930 FOR LP=l TO N
29413 PRINT I$(LP),

3989

2959 PRINT USING" U###"; 51(LP),
2960 PRINT USING " #####"; S(LP),
2979 IF S(LP»=20B0 THEU PRINT" YES" EL5E PRINT
2989 IF S(LP»=2000 THEN V(LP)=l ELSE V(LP)=0
29913 IF S(LP»=501313 THEN E=l
3009 NE:<T
3010 PRINT PRINT" PRINT
3920 IF E=l AND P(N PRINT "GRNE OVER AT CONCLUSION OF THIS ROUND"
3039 IF E=l AUD P=N THEN 32513
113413P=P+l
31350 IF P=N+l THEN R=R+l
313613IF P=N+1 THEU P=l
313713G05UB 413513
313813PRINT "STAND BY, PLEASE.";
31390 FOR LP=0 TO 7
31013 WT<LP)=0
3110 WC(LP)=e
31213 WD(LP)=13

a

3130 FOR LQ=e TO 4
3140 fl$(LP, LQ)=""
3150 F(LP, LQ)=O
3160 NEXT LQ, LP
3170 LX$=""
31813 LY$=""
3190 s~e

\
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32013 we$=""
32113 Xl$=""
32213 Sl=0
323(l Al$=""
1240 GOTO 10813
3250 PRlNT "GAI'lE Nm~ OVER"
3260 PRINT "TO PLR', AGRIN KEY A. "
32713 Z$=INKEY$
3280 IF Z$="" THEN 32713
3296 IF Z$=" A" THEN RUN
33013 END
33113 RE~l ROUTINE TO DELETE ENTRIES BY PLA'IER
33213 A$=Al$
33313 GOTO 33513
3340 A$=RIGHT$(A$, LEN<A$)-2)
13513 PRINT @ 69, "OELETWG "A$"
3360 I F LEN(A$) G THEN 34113
3370 Xl$=STRING$(LEN(A$)," ")
3380 L=LEN<A$)- 3
3390 IF L>7 L=7
341313FOR LP=13 TO flC(l)-l
3418 IF A$=W$(L, LP) THEN 3450
3420 NEXT
34313 PRINT @ 90, NOT FOUND";

NO"

34413 eoro 14813
3450 fl$(L LP)=""
3460 W$(L, LP)=~I$(L WC(U-1)
3470 H$(LWC(l)··l)=""
'3480 HO$=W$(L LP)
34913 ON L+1 GOTO 3500, 35413, 3580, 3620, 3660" 37ee,
351313PRINT @ 325tEA*LP, xu;
3510 PRINT @ 325+64*LP, I~e$;
3520 PRWT @ 325+64*(fIC(U-1), xu;
35313 GOTO 38113
35413 PRINT @ 335+64*LP, Xl$;
3550 PRINT @ 335+64tU', fl13$;
35613 PRINT @ 335+64*(WC(U-1), X1$;
3570 G010 38113
35813 PRINT @ 346+64*LP, xu;
35913 PRWT @ 346+64*LP, 140$;
36013 PRINT @ 346+64*(fIC(l)-1), xu;
3610 GOTO 38113
36213 PRINT @ 358+64*LP, xu;
3630 PRINT @ 358+64*LP, flOt;
3640 PRINT @ 358+64*(WC(l)·-1), Xl$;
2650 G010 38113
:<660 PRINT 'IP 371 +64H.P, 1:1$;
36713 PRINT @ 371 +64*LP, 1413$;
3680 PRINT @ 371+64*(JoIC(l)-1), Xl$;
36913 GOTO 3810
371313PRINT @ 709+64*LP, xu;
3710 PRINT @ 709+6'HLP, JoIO$;
37213 PRINT @ 7e9+64'Hfl(:(l)-1), xu;
3730 GOTO 38113
37413 PRINT @ 724+64*LP, xu;
3750 PRINT Ig 724+64*lP, fIO$;
3760 PRINT @ 724+64*(JoIC<U··i), )(1$;
37713 GOTO 3810
3780 PRINT @ 740+M'LP, xu;
3790 PRINT @ 7413+64*LP, H0$;
381313PRINT @ 740+64*(WC(l)-1), 5TRHIG$(LEIW,lO$).," -»
38113 1~C<l)=~IC(l)-l
3820 GOTO 1480
3830 REI'! SIR TO DELETE ItNAlIO ENTRIES
3840 PP=323 PQ=328
38513 GOTO 3990
3%0 PP=333 PO=339
3870 GOTO 39913
38813 PP=344 F'Q=3~,1
389B GOTO 39913
39130 PP"356 . F'1)=364 .---- .....••8-"'-
39:1.13GOTO 3990
39213 PP=369 PQ=378
3930 GOTO 3990
3940 PP=707 PQ~717
:<950 GOTO 3990
3960 PP=722 Pl~=733
3970 GOTO 39913
3980 PP=738 PQ=7513
3990 PRINT @ PP+64*LQ, PP$;
40130 PRltH @ PQ+64*LQ, Pl,$;
40113 WD(LP)=fID(LP)+1
4020 RETURN
4030 PRINT @ 108, CHR$(:l4"l): RETURN
4€l'\O PRINT @ 108, " ": RETURN
40513 PRINT @ 896, "TO CONTINUE; PRESS ANY KEY. n.
41360 FOR LP"O TO 75: AA$= I NKE~'$: IF RA$()"" THEN 4100ELSE NEXT
41310 PRINT @ 896, XX$;
40813 FOR LP=O TO 513: AA$=INKE'i$: IF AA$()"" THEN 41.013EI.SE NEXT
4090 G010 4050
4100 CLS
'1110 PRINT
4120 RETURN

3740, 3780
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AClJON, STRATEGY, AND FANTASY---.....
lor the·SERIOUS games player

Brain Games - 1 demands ingenuity.
Twoplayers bombard radioactive material with protons

and electrons until it reaches critical mass and sets up a 7.
Nuclear Reaction. Dodgem requires you to outmaneuver
another player to get your pieces across the board first.
Dueling Digits and Parrot challenges your .ability to .
replicate number and letter sequences. Tones lets you
make music with your Apple (16K)CS·4004$7.95.Strategy
Games and Brain Games are on one disk (16K) CS-4503
$14.95.

Strategy Games - 1 keeps games players in
You and your opponent trail around the screen at a

quickening pace attempting to trap each other in your
Blockade. A 7 category quiz game will certify you as a
Genius (or an errant knave!). Beginners will meet their
'mester in Checkers. Skunk and UFOcomplete this classic
collection (16K) CS-4003 $7.95

Know Yourself through these valid self-tests.
Find out how your life style effects your Lit*! Expectancy

or explore the effects of Alcohol on your behavior. Sex
Role helps you to examine your behavior and attitudes in
light of society's concept ot sex roles. Psychotherapy
compares your feelings, actions, and phobias to the
population's norms and Computer Literacy tests your
microcomputer sawy. A fun and 'instructional package
(16K) CS-4301 $7.95. Know Yourself and CAI Programs
are on one disk (16K) CS-4503 for $14.95

IMAG You're in command in Space Games - 1.
Maneuver the TIE fighters into your blaster sights and

zap them with your lasers to save the rebel base camp
from annihilation in Star Wars. Rocket Pilot is an ad-
vanced real time take off and landing game. High resolu-
tion graphics, exploding saucers and sound effects add to
the suspense as you repel the Saucer Inlias/on. Finally, a
bonus graphics demonstration, Dynamic Bouncer (16K)
CS-4001 $7.95. Space Games and Sports Games are on
one disk (16K) CS-4501 for $14.95

.7101
Sports Games - 1 puts you in the Apple World Series

Take the field in the Great American Computer Game.
Mix up your pitchfJs to keep the batter off balance. Move
your fielders to snag the ball before he gets to first. Balls
and strikes, double plays, force outs, and errors let you
play with a realistic strategy. Also in the line up-Slalom,
a championship downhill ski race, Torpedo Alley, and
Darts (16K) CS-4002 $7.95. Space Games and Sports
Games are on one disk (16K) CS-4501 for $14.95

It's easy to order SENSADONAL SOFIWAREfor your Apple II.
Send payment plus 51.00 shipping and handling in the U.S. (52.00 foreign) to

Creative Computing Software, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, N.J. 07960. N.J. residents
add 51.00 sales tax. Visa, Master Charge and American Express orders may be called In toll
free to 800-831-8112 (In N.J. 201-540-0445).
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For a FREE Sensational Software Catalog of over 400 programs for eight popular systems circle reader service #300.
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Bilingual
Original

Adventure

form of the verb, I found that
Adventure was not fussy about the
conjugation thereof. It would re-
spond to the first person singular
(je prends) as well as the second
person plural (prenez) or the infinitive
(prendre).

Is it a good way to learn French?
Probably not if one is starting from
scratch. As a vehicle for practicing
the language, however, it seems
superb.

Obviously, the student is limited
by the vocabulary used in the game,
but that is sizable and far from
elementary. Much more important is
the mental exercise the player gets
trying to think of alternate ways to
express the same thought. If "put out
lamp" fails, for example, he can try
"un light lamp" or "extinguish lamp."

This ability to re-cast a sentence
or thought in words and construc-
tions that are familiar is one of the :
keys to successful foreign language
learning. This is a skill that gets a
workout even when the game is
played in English, and the French
version provides even better practice.

When I mentioned Adventure to a
member of our editorial staff, he
expressed impatience with the proce-
dure of trying to guess the vocabu-
lary recognized by the program. He
would prefer, he said, a menu or
listing of the vocabulary available.
This approach, I believe, would
eliminate some of the fun and a large
part of the educational value of the
game. When speaking to someone in
a foreign country, it is frequently
necessary to rephrase one's question
or idea several times before the other
person understands.

One of the most difficult aspects
of foreign language teaching is
motivating students to learn. There
is, after all, a limit to the amount of
excitement that can be generated
using a 500-word vocabulary, and
each addition to the list seems to
require a painful round of drills and
quizzes.

"You are standing at the end of a
road before a small brick building. A
small stream flows out of the
building and down a gully."

So begins Bilingual Adventure,
Creative Computing's version of Ori-
ginal Adventure. For those familiar
with the Adventure series of games,
the first move is obvious. For the
benefit of those who have never
played, however, a brief explanation
is in order.

The object of the game is to find
and escape with as many treasures
as possible. Each move presents the
player with a new situation, which
may include a new treasure or peril,
and always requires that a decision
be made-even if it is only the choice
of direction to be taken on the next
move.

But, back to the beginnihg of the
game: the tirst thing the player
would want to do is have a look
around inside the building, so he or
she types a one or two word
command and waits to see if the
computer responds. If it does not, he
must keep trying until he finds words
which are included in the vocabulary
of the program.

Entering a building is trivial, of
course, but killing a dwarf may
require some more taxing mental
gymnastics. The game itself is quite
absorbing and challenging even for
one who has never been much of a
game player.

Ancelme Roichel has added a
new twist to the Creative Computing
version of Original Adventure. The
game, which is written in the Sam 76
language, may be played in either
English or French.
. When I first heard about this

version of Adventure my reaction was
one of enthusiasm on behalf of
French speaking computer buffs. But
I was skeptical about its value as a
tool for foreign language teaching. It
was with that attitude that I sat down
to try the game for myself.

I played for a little while in
English until I became accustomed
to the logic and procedures required

Betsy Staples

in the game. Each proper command
is met with an acknowleging phrase:
"Roger," "OK," or "Done." If the
player types in an incorrect or
incomplete command, the program
responds by repeating the command
followed by "what?" ("Open what?")
This is amusing the first time or two,
but soon becomes tiresome, particu-
larly since nothing that is typed in
response is everaccepted.

It was not until I encountered "a
vicious looking green snake" that I
became curious about the French
translation. I typed "French," waited
about 15 seconds for the French
description of my current location to
appear on the screen, and discovered
that the snake was an affreux
serpent.

I also discovered to my surprise
that my rusty French was adequate
for deciphering most of the descrip-
tions of the snake's surroundings. I
was not, however, up to doing away
with the snake en Francais, so I
returned to English long enough to
discover that "for ecological reasons,
snakes can't be killed here."

Very shortly thereafter I became
hopelessly lost in a maze and had to
give up. I started over and decided to
try the whole thing in French.
Outside of the fact that I never could
get out of the brick building, I found
the experiment very rewarding. .

As I went from one situation to
another, I remembered the general
descriptions and was able either to
guess or remember the meanings of
most of the French words. The real
challenge was remembering enough
vocabulary to give the appropriate
commands

I had, for example a very difficult
time putting down the. treasures I
was carrying. I tried "rester,"
rmettre, n "tetsser," "deposer." and
several other verbs that my dictionary
suggested. None worked. I switched
to English.

On the other hand, once I had
come up with the proper infinitive
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Bilingual, cont'd ...
After only a brief sojourn in the

subterranean world of Bilingual
Adventure, I had increased my
French vocabulary by eight or ten
words (including affreux), so I am
sure that a persistent student with
access to the game over a long
period of time could learn quite a bit.
There is nothing like being threat-
ened by a knife-wielding dwarf to
inspire you either to recall or
discover the word for "kill"!

Motivation is desirable, but frus-
tration is not, and not being able to
understand or extricate oneself from
a situation in a foreign language
could be frustrating. This is not a
problem with Bilingual Adventure.
The ability to change from one
language to the other makes it
possible to bridge a gap in vocabu-
lary and continue with the adventure.
(As I mentioned above, even with the
help of a dictipnary, I never did'
discover the French command that
would allow me to leave the brick
house.)

Since the transition is not accom-
plished instantaneously, the player
is not tempted to switch back and
forth frequently. It is much quicker to

APRIL 1980

consult a dictionary than it is to shift
to English and then back to French to
find the meaning of a word. How-
ever, if the whole description is
unclear, or all attempts to find an
acceptable command have failed, it
is very comforting to know that a
translation is only 15 seconds away.

The instruction sheet that comes
with the disk warns that the material
is "PG Rated," and suggests some
steps to take "if bawdy material of an
erotic nature offends you or your
controller." However, in over 12
hours of play, I failed to notice
anything that could be considered
offensive+ with the possible excep-
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tion of the dispatch of numerous
dwarves, which might offend those
who are bothered by violence.

The instruction sheet also pro-
vides directions for saving a game:
" 'preserve' allows you to save the
game as it stands and continue
later." Unfortunately, it does not tell
how to recall the game after it has
been saved.

With the exception, then, of the
few annoyances I have mentioned-
most of which do no more than slow
the game - my evaluation of Biling-
ual Adventure is positive. I think it
can be used very effectively in a
classroom or tutorial situation for
practice and reinforcement of vo-
cabulary and reading skills. And if
you get tired of self-improvement,
you can always just play it for fun - it
should be. good for many, many
hours of diversion even if you don't
know French. 0

Bilingual Original Adventure is
available on 8" CP/M floppy disk
(CS-9004)for $24.95. It runs in a 32K
system or, to use the save game
feature, 48K. A TRS-80 version will
be available in' June. Write Creative
Computing Software, P.O. Box
789-M; Morristown, NJ 07960.

FOR STANDARD DISKETTES
FLEXI-MATIC OUTFIT FM-2
Metal tray, five index/dividers,
clear vinyl dust cover. Three
supporting metal tilt plates,

adjustable in Wa" increments.
Holds 50 magnetic diskettes.

Will cross-file in standard
letter size file drawer

Locking steel hood optional.

HIGH CAPACITY
FLEXI-MATIC OUTFIT FM-1

For larger installations.
Holds 120 standard-size
diskettes. Four metal tilt
plates, adjustable in Wa"

increments. Clear vinyl dust
cover. Locking steel hood

optional.

FOR MINI-DISKETTES
MINI-MATIC OUTFIT MM-1

"Little Brother" to the rugged
Flexi-Matic. Holds 50 mini-

diskettes. Three supporting metal
tilt plates, adjustable in incre-

ments of 1". Five index/dividers
plus clear vinyl dust cover.
Will cross-file in standard

letter-size file drawer.
Locking steel hood optional.



The 1980 North American
Computer Chess
Championship

This event is the Indy 500
of the computer industry.
Theodore H. Ehara

CHESS 4.9 from Northwestern
University, won the North American
Computer Chess Championship
(NACCC) after drawing BELLE from
Bell Laboratories, in the last "round
battle (see Figure 1). BELLE, who was

GAME 1
CHESS 4.9 - BELLE

1. P-04, N-KB3
2. P-OB4, P-B4
3. P-Q5, P-K3
4. N-OB3, PXP
5. PXP, P-03
6. P-K4, P-KN3
7. N-KB3, B-N2
8. B-K2, 0-0
9. 0-0, R~K1

10. N-02, N-R3
1i. P-B3, N-B2
12. P-OR4, P-ON3
13. N-OB4, B-OR3
14. B-Kn5, P-R3
15. B-R4, P-KN4
16. B-B2, N-R4
17. N-K3, B-B1
18. 0-B2, N-B5·
19. B-B4, B-02
20. KR-01, 0-B3
21. B-N3, N-R4
22. B-K1, N-B5
23. K-R1, P-R3
24. B-N3, P-N4
25. PXP, pXP
26. RxR, RXR
27. B-B1, P-ON5
28. N-K2, P-N6
29. 0-N1, N-R4
30. B-B2, N-B5
31. N-B4, NXN
32. BXN, B-N4

33. B-N3, R-R5
34. 0-B1, B-B1
35. R-02, 0-01
36. Q-B 1, P-R4
37. K-N1, P-R5
38. B-B2, B-N2
39. N-K3, BXB
40. OXB, R-R8+
41. R-01, R-R7
42. 0-03, RXP
43. N-B4, R-OB7
44. P-K5, BXP
45. NXB, PXN
46. oxONP, R-K7
47. K-B1, P-B5
48. 0-N7, R-R7
49. B-N6, P-R6
50. OXN, 0-B3
51. 0-08+, OXO
52. BXQ, RXP
53. R-K1, P-B6
54. RXP, P-B7
55. R-K8+, K-N7
56. BXP, RXB
57. R-QBB, R':'N7
58. P-06, RXP
59. P-07, R-07
60. K-N1, RXP
61. RXP, R-03
62. R-B2, K-B3
63. K-R2, draw

FIGURE 1 I

Theodore H. Ehara, 1004 Hinman Ave., Evanston,
IL 60202.

defending champion, had drawn
earlier with CHAOS in the second
round of the tourhament. This gave
BELLE a final score of three against
CHESS 4.9's score of three and a half,
out of four possible points.

A highlight of this tournament was
an exhibition game given by CHESS
4.9. In response to a theoretical
argument as to whether a strong chess
player 'could defeat a weaker player
who was aided by a strong program,
CHESS 4.9 and its programmer, David
Slate (expert) played David Levy
(International M,aster). Playing· the
Bird's Opening, Slate and CHESS 4.9
lost the game after fifty moves (see
Figure 2).

This event, which is 'held by the
American Computing Machinery in
their annual convention, has been
compared to the Indy 500 for the
computer industry. While the same

Left to Right: Joe Condon, David Slate, Larry
Atkin and Ken Thompson in the Chess 4.9 -
BELLE game. Joe Condon and David Slate
study the position, while Larry Atkin and Ken
Thompson await BELLE's reply.

Crosstable of the North American Computer Chess Championship

Crosstable of the North American Computer Chess Championship

Program rate perf 1 2 3 .4 total
1 CHESS 4.9 2040 2099 8W 9W 3W 20 3+
2 BELLE 1950 1982 5W 40 7W 10 3
30UCHESS 1889 1942 10W 7W 1L 4W 3
4 CHAOS 1775 1794 12W 20 9W 3L 2+
5 L'EXCENTRIQUE 0 1640 2L 12W 8W 60 2+
6 MYCHESS 0 1552 7L 10W 11W 50 2+
7 SARGON 3 0 1614 6W 3L 2L 90 1+
8 OSTRICH 80 1450 1374 1L 11W 5L 100 1+
9 BLITZ 6.9 0 1516 11W 1L 4L 70 1+

10 AWIT 1325 1314 3L 6L 12W 80 1+
11 BS '66 '76 0 1045 9L 8L 6L 12W 1
12 RUFUS 0 644 4L 5L 10L 11L 0

Example of how to read this crosstable:
L'EXCENTRIQUE wasn't rated before this tournament, but had a

performance, in the tournament, of 1640. It lost its first round game against
BELLE, then won its next two games against RUFUS and OSTRICH 80. In
the final round it drew its game with MYCHESS, fora final result of 2+ (2.5).
A win counts as a point, a draw counts as half a point.

TABLE 1
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A New Type of Game
Weicome to an astonishing new experience! ADVENTURE is one of

the most challenging and innovative games available for your personal
computer. This Is not the average computer game in which you shoot at, .
chase, or get chased by something, master the game within an hour, and
then Iose interest. In fact, it may take you more than an hourto score at
all, and will probably take days or weeks of playing to ,get a good score.
(There is a provision for saving a game in progress).

The original computer version of Adventure was written by Willie
Crowther and Don Woods in Fortran on a PDP-10 at MIT. In this version
the player starts near a small wellhouse. Upon entering the house, he
finds food, water, a set of keys and a lamp. Armed with only these items,
he must set out to explore the countryside In search of treasure and other
objects of play. He must also confront dwarfs, snakes, trolls, bears,
dragons, birds, and other creatures during his quest. The game accepts
one-or two-word commands such as GET LAMp· SOUTH* or KILL
DWARF. Of course, if you don't have the proper tool to carry out an
action, or if you do something foolish, you may find yourself in big
trouble.

In playing the game you wander thru various 'rooms' (locations),
manipulating the objects there to try to find 'treasures'. You may have to
defeat an exotic wild animal to get one treasure, or figure out how to get
another treasure out of a quicksand bog. You communicate thru two-word
commands such as 'go west', 'climb tree', 'throw axe', 'look around'.

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - Good
Morning, Your mission is to ... and so it starts. Will you be able to
complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first automated
nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named, its liard, there is
no magic but plenty of suspense. Good luck .....

For Apple, TRS-BO, Sorcerer, PET, CP/M
ORIGINAL ADVENTURE (by Crowther, Woods, Manning and
ROichel) - Somewhere nearby is a collosal cave where others have
found fortunes in treasures and gold, but some who have entered
have never been seen again. You start at a small brick building
which is the well house for a large·spring. You must try to find your
'Nay into the underground caverns where you'll meet a giant clam,
nasty little dwarves, and much more. This Adventure Is BI-Llngual
-you may play in either English or French-a language learning
tool beyond comparison. Runs in 32K CP/M system (48K required
for SAVE GAME feature). Even includes SAM76 language in which
to run the game. The troll says "Good Luck."

THE COUNT (by Scott Adams) - You wake up in a large brass bed-in
a castle somewhere in Transylvania. Who are you, what are you
doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood?
You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might say it's LOVE AT
FIRST BITE .....

ADVENTURELAND (by Scott Adams) - You wander through an en-
chanted world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures. You'll en-
counter WILD ANIMALS, MAGICAL BEINGS, and many other
perils and puzzles. Can you rescue the BLUE OX from the quick- PIRATE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - "Yo Ho Ho and a bottle of
sa~d? Or find your way out of the maze of pits? Happy Adven- rum ... " You'll meet up with the pirate and his daffy bird along with
turlnq.v..; many strange sights as you attempt to go from your London flat to

VOODOO CA'STLE (b S tt Ad ) _ C t C· t h had Treasure Isl~nd ..C:an you recover LONG JOHN SILVER's lost trea-
y co ams oun ns 0 as a a surss? Happy salltng matey

fiendish curse put on him by his enemies. There he lies, with 'you' .....,
his only hope. Will you be able to rescue him or is he forever sensa tl·onaI SOftW8pD
doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man..... Uaf» af» U

CS-5006 Voodoo Castle
CS-5007 The Count
CP/M 8" Disk (48K) Includes special Sam
76 language in which to run the game
$24,95
CS-9004 Original Adventure

Apple II (16K) A night-
mare simulation program $7.95
CS-4005 Haunted House
Apple· II and Apple II Plus (32K)
Adventures for your 32K Apple on
cassette, $14.95
CS-4011 Adventureland
CS-4012 Pirate Adventure
CS-4013 Mission Impossible Adventure
CS-4014 Voodoo Castle

(48K) Adventures for your 48K Apple on
disk, $24.95

TRS-80 Level II (16K) Machine language
cassettes for only $14.95
CS-3007 Adventureland
CS-3008 Pirate Adventure
CS-3009 Mission Impossible Adventure
CS-301b Voodoo Castle
CS-3011 The Count

CS-4509 Adventureland and Pirate
Adventure

CS-4510 Mission Impossible Adventure
and Voodoo Castle

Pet (24K), $14.95 turns your Pet into a land
of enchantment.
CS-1009 Pirate Adventure and

Adventureland

Sensational Savlngs!Take advantage
of the one dollar discount certificate on
page 135 redeamable at your local
computer store. Or you can order directly
from Creative Computing Software Dept
401, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ
07960. Send payment plus $1 shipping
and handling. For faster service Call in
your bank card order to 800/631-8112. In
NJ call 201/540-0445.

TRS-80 Disk (32K) Menu driven machlne
language routines for only $24.95
CS-3506 Adventureland and Pirate

Adventure
CS-3507 Mission Impossible Adventure

and Voodoo Castle
,

Sorcerer (16K) MaChine language cassettes
for only $14.95
CS-5003 Adventureland
CS-5004 Pirate Adventure
CS-5005 Mission Impossible Adventure

APRIL 1980
For a FREE Sensational Software Catalog of over 400 programs for eight popular systems Circle reader service #300.
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Championship, cont'd ...
elements of man and machine exist in
both events, the battle of ideas seems
to overflow in the NACCC. Not only
have programmers taken different
approaches to their use of hardware
and programming, but their research
in improving the chess playing pro-
gram strikes at the very core of
problems facing the developers of
artificial intelligence.

A good example of the diversity of
thought at the NACCC is shown
through the answers given by two
programmers in separate interviews.
Answering similar questions, David
Kittinger and Ken Thompson display
their personal understanding of
"where we are" and "where we should
go" to improve the electronic chess
player.

Ken Thompson, along with Joe
Condon, has developed and refined
BELLE for the last ten years. It is run on
a POP 11/70 with a special move
generation hardware (100 K words; 16
bits; 800,000 instlsec). BELLE plays
about expert level and is written in C

GAME 2
CHESS 4.9 + Slate vs. Levy

1. P-KB4, P-Q4 26. K-K2, R-N7
2. N-KB3, N-KB3 27. Q-Q2, RXRP
3. P-K3, B-NS 28. R-QN1, Q-K2
4. P-QN3, QN-Q2 29. R-R1, Q-KS
S. B-N2, P-QB3 30. KR-QB1, RXR
6. B-K2, BXN 31. RXR, Q-N7+
7. BXB, Q-B2 32. K-Q1, Q-R8+
8. N-B3, P-K4 33. Q-K1, Q-N2
9. pXP, NXP 34. K-K2, R-N1

10. Q-K2, B-Q3 3S. R-R4, R-B1
11. P-N3, Q-K2 36. R-RS, Q-KS
12.0-0-0,0-0 37. RXP, QXBP+
13. B-N2, B-R6 38.Q-02,0-KS
14. K-N1, BXB 39. Q-K1, P~B6
1S.KXB, P-ON4 40. K-B2, P-R4
16. QR-KB1, 41. R-RS, P-RS

KN-Q2 42. R-R1, P-R6
17. P-Q4, N-BS+ 43. Q-R1, Q-B7+
18. PXN, Q-NS+ 44. K-B3, R-B3
19. K-B1, QXN 4S. Q-QN1, R-B3+
20. PXNP, pXP 46. K-N4, Q-K2+
21. BXP, N-N3 47. K-R4, R-R3+
22. B-N3, N-BS 48. K-NS,Q-R4+
23. BXN, PXB 49. K-B4, R-B3+
24. 0-K1, 0-R6+ SO.K-K4,
2S. K-Q2, QR-N1 Q-B4 mate

FIGURE 2

David Levy points to a demonstration board
and comments to the audience while the
programmers await their machines' move.

and assembly language. It requires
16K forthe program and 1Kforthetree
search. BELLE has a book of 200,000
opening positions, along with special
encj-game databases that are also
incorporated into the program.

Participating in .its first ACM
tournament, David Kittinger took
MYCHESS to the Paul Masson tour-
nament arid in unofficial competition
achieved a performance of a "C"
player. MYCHESS runs on a Cromeco
Z-2D (64K; 8 bits; 600,000 instlsec) and
was one of three micro-computers in
the field of twelve contestants. The
program is written in Z-80 assembly
language and requires 19K bytes.
MYCHESS has a small book of 3,000
opening positions and searches 9,000
positions in every move.

CC: Do you, yourself play chess?
OK: Yes. I'm about a 1900 (class A)

rated player, which helps.
KT: No ... (being a chess player)

wouldn't help or hinder programming a
chess program. It would be just awaste
of time.

CC: What do you think of the
micro-computers, compared to the big
machines?

OK: These micros, you're talking
about a 1/2000 or so computing speed
and yet their level of skill is certainly
higher than 1/2000. They playa very
capable game.

KT: I don't think micros are fast
enough to' compete. Right now the
name of the game is horsepower.
Micros just have to get a lot faster
before they compete well, or some
programming revelation will have to
occur that I don1foresee.

CC: What are your thoughts about
the evaluator function (evaluating
positional advantages) in micros?

KT: It doesn't buy it. They'll
(micros) lose the game. You know
you'll have a very, very pretty position
and the other opponent will cut your
throat. It only takes one mistake to lose
- totally. You can build up a good
position, but at some point you've got
to win and while you're building up,
you can't lose. There are a lot of moves
in tactics that will lose a game in-
stantly. Look at SARGON (talking

about the recent SARGON-BELLE
game, see Figure 3). They had a totally.
won game and made one move that
was overwhelmed by tactics.

DT: (Discussing the SARGON-
BELLE game) SARGON came close to
winning it, indicating thata direction to
pursue in these chess computer games
is the evaluator function. That's over-
looked. Between their program and my
program, I think we have the best
evaluator tied in with a full width
search of any program. 4.9 also has a
good evaluator, I understand, althbugh
they cut a lot of it out, going for speed,
because they think extra plys means
better chess - maybe they're right -
SARGON should have beaten BELLE
last night. It came very close. In fact
they had a draw by repetition in the
bag, but because SARGON was even it
tried to avoid the draw. But it had a
draw against BELLE, which won this
tournament last year.

It must be noted that Ken Thomp-
son intends to improve his hardware by
building a parallel machine. ("Some-
thing the size of a suitcase.") This
machine should speed BELLE up by a
factor of 100. Thompson estimates it
will add 2-3 plys more to BELLE's
search and added, "That's a jump in
hardware of about twenty years." He
hopes to complete the machine for the
1981 NACCC.

Levy discussing his game with the audi-
ence following its completion.

BELLE also has a micro-version,
run an a LSI-11. Unlike SARGON or
MYCHESS, Thompson is not selling
the program commercially. This little
BELLE had beaten an earlier version of
SARGON. When asked if Thompson
had ever thought of entering the little
BELLE into a micro-tournament, his
reply was short and to the point. "No.
It's much too strong."
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THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICRO~OMPUTER

;Ll1f:1PlJTR[]r.i%LSi N~§'
MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I & II

SOFTWARE
FOR TRS-80'·

OWNERS

•PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
•BUSINESS
•GAMBLING • GAMES
•EDUCATION
•PERSONAL FINANCE
•BEGINNER'S CORNER
•NEW PRODUCTS
•SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
•MARKET PLACE
•QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
•PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

• A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
• INVENTORY CONTROL
• STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
• WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
• LOWER CASE MODIFICATION FOR YOUR VIDEO MONITOR OR PRINTER
• PAYROLL (FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING PROGRAM)
• EXTEND 16·DIGIT ACCURACY TO TRS·80'· FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS

SQUARE ROOTS AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS)
• NEW DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR TRS·80'·
• PRINTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRS·80'·
• A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEW** ARITHMETIC ·TEACHER
• COMPLETE MAILING LIST PROGRAMS (BOTH FOR DISK OR CASSETTE

SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
• RANDOM SAMPLlNG***BAR GRAPH
• CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
• LEVEL II UPDATES***LEVEL II INDEX
• CREDIT CARD INFORMATION STORAGE FILE
• BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE AND ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGE
• LINE RENUMBERING
• AND CASSETTE TIPS, PROGRAM HINTS, LATEST PRODUCTS

COMING SOON (GENERAL LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
RECEIVABLE, FORTRAN·80, FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE,
PROGRAMS FOR HOMEOWNERS, MERGE TWO PROGRAMS,
STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS (BOTH
ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED), . ,AND

(Cassette or Disk) .
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

For writing letters, text, mailing lists, etc., with each
new subscriptions or renewal.

LEVEL II RAM TEST
(Cassette or Disk)

Checks random access memory to ensure that all memory
locations are working properly.

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM -G
(Cassette or Disk) 1(1~ ~

~~~r~~;gement for your TRS·80'· f P~ ,
(Cassette or Disk) ~

Fast action Maze Game. .
• TRS·BO'· IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

SEND FOR OUR NEW 48 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS Of HUNDREDS OF TRS·80'· PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ON
CASSETTE AND DISKETTE). $2.00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTIONS OR SAMPLE ISSUE .

....·i~.fiiiHtiliil~si····· ~'.:". '2" " "4· ••• ;L~I·DN~EE~·•••:;; ••••••

BOl141 New City. New York 10956 ~ O.:....~

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24 . (914) 425-1535
TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48 .

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $ 4 .

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE .
(#1 - July 1978. #7 - January 1979 • #12 - June 1979. #18 - January 1980)

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL .

CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXP. DAT"-- ......,-__

SIGNATURE ~---------------

NAME _

ADDRESS STAT IP
••• ADD $6!YEAR (CANADA, MEXICO) •ADD $12/YEAR AIR-MAIL· OUTSIDE OF U.S.A., CANADA & MEXICO ••• ----------

APRIL 1980
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YOU'RE
FACE-TO-FACE

WITH EVILIt's Morloc The
Wizard,' the evil
master of mayhem
and illusion. He's threatening the village of Hagedorn.
Your mission is to kill Morloc and save the village in this dangerous
REALTIMEcomputer game from Automated Simulations.
Morloc lives in a 30-room Tower,where his minions and monsters
do his bidding to create terrible hazards for you.You'll be attacked by
Ogres, The Creeping Crud, Fire Elemental, Vampire Bats, Salamanders
and his personal Genie. The fiend will even throw his devastating
Fireballs at you.
And, just when you think you have him 'in your grasp, he'll teleport away.
He's fearsome and lethal.
If you can find the magical
treasures in the Tower,
you migh! be able to turn
them against Morloc.
Try to find them. Then,
if you do, try to decipher
their meaning and use them.
Even worse, you're in
REALTIME!
Ifyou have a 24K PET,
16KTRS-80, or 48K APPLE,
you can play "MORLOC'S
TOWER" and come face-to-
face with absolute evil.

.M.

GAME3
SARGON 3 - BELLE

1. N-OB3, P-04 35. B-02, 0-N7
2. P-K4, N-KB3 36. OR-N1, 0-R7
3. pXP, NXP 37.R-R1,O-N7
4. NXN, OXN 38. B-K3. R-K2
5. N-K2, N-B3 39. OR-N1, 0-R6
6. P-03, P-K4 40. R-R1, 0-B6
7. N-B3, B-ON5 41. B-02, 0-N7
8. B-02, BXN 42.0R-N1,O-R7
9. PXB, B-B4 43. B-N4, KR-B2

10. P-OB4, 0-05 44. R-R1, 0-N7
11. B-K3, 0-B3+ 45. OR-N1, 0-R7
12. B-02,O-R6 46. BXR,RXB
13. P-N4, B-02 47. R-R1, 0-N7
14. B-N2, 0-0 48. K-B1, R-KB2
15. 0-0, P-B4 49. OR-N1, 0-R7
16. 0-N1, OR-N1 50. 0-K1, NXP
17. pXP, BXP 51. OXP, BXP+
18. 0-N5, P-OR3 52. K-N1, 0-R6
19. 0-05+, R-B2 53. 0-N8+, R-B1
20. KR-N1, R-08 54. OXP, N-05
21. 0-B3, N-05 55. R-R1, 0-B4
22.0-01, P-B3 56. R-01, BXP
23. B-N5, OR-KB1 57. K-N1, B-04
24. B-K3, 0-B6 58. BXB, OXB+
25. R-B1, 0-N2 59. K-N1, N-K7+
26. P-OR4, B-N3 60. K-B1, 0-B6
27. OR-N1, 0-R3 61. K-K1, OXP
28. R-R1, 0-B6 62. K-02, R-01+
29. B-02, 0-N7 63. K-B2, N-05+
30. OR-N1, 0-R7 64. K-03, N-N4+
31. OR-0-N7 65. 0-07, RXO+
32. B-K3, K-R1 66. K-B4, 0-B7+
33. OR-N1, 0-R3 67. K-N4,
34. R-R1, 0-B6 0-B3 mate

FIGURE 3
When asked if CHESS 4.9 would

pursue advances in speed along with
BELLE, David Slate replied, "No. We
really aren't into the hardware busi-
ness." In addition, the most interesting
member of the Northwestern team
didn't show up at the tournament -
CHESS 5.0. CHESS 5.0 is a complete
rewrite of the program. It wasn't
entered in the 1980 NACCC because
they were still getting the bugs out of it.
Instead of assembly language, CHESS
5.0 is written in Fortran. According to
Slate, it is playing master-level chess.

If all these different ways of
improving chess programs seem con-
fusing, things might clear up a little,
probably after the 1981 North Amer-
ican Computer Chess Championship.

CREATIVE COMPUTING

HE~E'S HOW YOU CAN TOUCH
YOUR FANTASIES: Ask your dealer or
rush $14.95 in check or money order to
Automated Simulations, Dept. CTl
P.O. Box 4232, Mountain View,
CA 94040.
Or, call our FANTASY LINE, toll free,
800-824-7888, Operator 861 to place
your order and to tell us what other fan-
tasies you would like to touch. (Cali-
fornia,caIl800-852-7777,Operator 861.
Alaska and Hawaii, call 800-824-7919,
Operator 861.)

1MAUTOMATED
~ SIMULATIONS--------
I want to TOUCHmy fantasies ...Rush me

I "MORLOC'S TOWER" for $14.95 (CA. residents add 6%)
I have: PET 0 TRS-SO 0 APPLE 0

IPayment enclosed Bill my VISA 0 M.C.D

I I~sAccount iI _

I Name GUARANTEE I~
If I'm not completely satisfied, -I Address I will se~d "MORLOC'STOWER" back I~I City State __ Zip , to you In 10 days for a full refund. IIL... .....•r.n
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~ PROGRAM STORE (202) 337~4691

4200Wisconsin Ave.NW POBox9609 Woshingtorl D.C. 20016

time & space!
up to the maximum length you
specify while maintaining complete
program logic. This can easily
reduce the memory requirement by
more than 33%! As you can imagine
this also speeds up execution of a
program, saves time in loading a
program from either tape or disk
and saves disk space.

And the 'move' command allows
you to move any section of your
program to a new location. With
the 'renumb' command you can
renumber your BASIC lines.

So if your programs need more
memory, or you need more time,
order your 'packer'! 16k, 32k and
48k versions supplied on two
cassettes for $29.95.

Save
PACKER
by Cottage Software

This is the ultimate editing
tool for BASIC program lines. There
are five commands which allow
easier reading of BASIC programs
and more efficient execution by the
computer.

The 'unpack' command breaks
muLtiple statement line's into
single statement lines with extra
spaces for easier reading and
edi ting. The I short I command
deletes any unnecessary words like
LET and all REMarks.

The 'pack' commrnand compresses
lines into multiple statement lines

Morloc's Tower
from Automated Simulations
As Brian Hammerhand, you race to
save the comely wench Imelda from
the fireballs of Morloc the Mad.
An exciting fantansy role playing
game in the Dunjonquest tradition
that started with "The Temple of
Apshaill and continued with
"Datestones of Ryn." This is the
deadliest Dunjonquest yet! $14.95
"Datestones of Ryn" $14.95
"Temple of Apshai" $24.95
Supplied on disk for an additional
$5 per program.

R~~Se~2n
A full fantasy & adventure where
you create your character, choose
from among 26 types of armor and 80
weapons, and search for fame and
fortune. In each dungeon there are
random events which occur, but
skill most often determines the
outcome. The program has many
prompts and the twenty page,
illustrated manual explains the
game. Requires 32k and two disk
drives. $34.95

Galactic Trader
by Douglas Carlston
Trade your way to a fortune in a
three dimensional universe. You
must barter, deal with the energy
cartel and watch for spies. This
is truly an outstanding computer
game by the author of "Galactic
Empire." $14.95
Also available "Galactic Empirell

fo"r$14.95

STRUCTURED
BASIC
TRANSLATOR
by Gene Bellinger
Try structured programming. You
can write programs using
PROCEDURES, CALLS, CASE-CALLS,
IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE and UNTIL.
Once written, SBT will quickly
translate the structured code into
an effecient BASIC program. Speeds
up program development and
documentation. The program is both
fast (a'20k BASIC program in less
than 4 minutes) and compact.
Requires 32k and one disk drive.
Supplied on disk for $29.95.
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~!rInfttah!are
Transform your TRS-80 into a
cockpit full of elaborate controls.
Take off, land and do acrobatics
once you learn how to fly. $7.95
Air Raid
from Small Systems
Real-time, "shooting gallery" game
which is better than the arcades.
In machine language for excellent
graphics and endless hours of fun.
~ NOW only $9.95

KEYEDIT
by Phil Pilgrim from Discovery Bay

This machine language utility is for
all users of either Level II or Disk
BABIC. The functions give you
auto-repeat on every key, screen-
oriented editing, and debounce. In the
editing mode, you just move the cursor
to any position on the screen to
instantly insert or delete. Plus, whole
BASIC statements can be copied to other
parts of the program.

You ·also get single keystroke entry.
For example, just press <SHIFT> R to
enter the word READ. And you can
redefine the keys to any BASIC keyword.

In addition, the keyboard macro
facility allows you to define any
frequently typed pattern and then
execute it with a single keystroke.
This is especially great for DATA entry
and other repetitive tasks.

Order the greatest keyboard utility
yet! $18.9.<;

DEBUG
by Bob Pierce from Quality

Single step your programs thr.oughRAM
and ROM, with this relocatable machine
language utility. Includes multiple
breakpoints, option to execute CALLs in
a single step and several display
options. $14.95

DISASSEMBLER 1.2
by Roy Soltoff from Misosys & Acorn·

This two pass Z-80 disassembler
produces symbolic labels with output to
either the video monitor, printer or
tape. Raqio Shack's Editor Assembler
can load the tapes. If you own the
Editor Assembler, complete the package
with this program. Program on tape for
two different memory locations. TRS-80
Level II~ NOW only $14.95·

DDT
Disk Drive Timer
by Disco-Tech \
Analyze and adjust your disc drive motor
speed with real-time graphic display.
Manual details use for Radio Shack,
Shugart, MPI, Pertec, and Vista drives,
but will work with any drive. All you
need is DDT, two screwdrivers and five
minutes. On disk for $19.95
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Dr. Gordon 8el/ ;s Vice Presi'del.
of Engineering of Digital Equip-
ment Corporation, the world's
largest manufacturer of "minicom-
puters. He was previously a
Professor of Computer Science at
Garnegie-Mellon University. Pub-
lisher David. Ahl, an alumnus of
both Carnegie-Mellon and DEC,
talked to Gordon following his
preseMatlon at Brown Univ,ersity. •
Here are some excerpts from their
conversation. .:

Dave: In contrast to some people
in the educational community, you
seem to feel that computer research
can be done at places other than
universities and posed a couple of
alternatives giving the Japanese ex-
ample; do you think you could get any
agreement on that? Also, where should
it be done?

Gordon: Need certainly plays a big
part. Research is sometimes done by
accident and sometimes with plan-
ning. In the meantime, one recognizes
that, essentially, a flow of ideas is
needed to make a product. But we
sometimes have problems and we
don't see immediate solutions and one
can't be developed; we do research
based on meaning.

Dave: For example, do you think
the Japanese system, where govern-
ment doesn't fund any kind of research
except by pumping money into com-
panies, works better?

Gordon: They find out about a lot
of research through the industry and
industry puts the money back in, but I
don't know whether they control on
that basis. I would certainly like some
similar controls because that would
solve the basic problem of flow. If
you've got ideas the biggest problem is
how to develop and research them.
Getting it to move out of this environ-

Interview
with

Gordon Bell

David Ahl

ment is virtually impossible. An idea
may sit there for years. They sit there
and will never be resolved. I really
believe in a healthy buyer-seller
relationship. There are people who
have some research needs and so
people do that because there isa need.

Dave: Which generally doesn't
exist in the university?

Gordon: Certainly NSF is not
oriented that way; you are writing for a
group of peers. It has no other purpose
than to have a by-product with which
to educate the faculty so they can
teach and to generally get some more
knowledge in the field, which is fine.
It's a self perpetuating community.

Dave: You also said that you didn't
feel we need any more language
compilers or typesetting systems but
gave a couple of examples of business
and the arts being more productive
areas for new applications. Specifi-
cally, what do you think are areas
where young people can concentrate
and have some expectation of payoff if
they want to do something interesting
in computer science. Should it be done
through a company or should they
work on their own with a microcom-
puter. Where are the greatest oppor-
tunities for significant achievement?

Gordon: In the whole application,
pick an area and do work in that area.
Some of them aren't going to material-
ize for awhile but, for example, the use
of data bases for tracing historical
ideas and doing fundamental concept
analysis will ultimately exist, but it will
be rough going for a time. I think large
data bases will trigger a lot of ideas in
themselves.

Dave: What kind of data bases and
how would people get access to them?

Gordon: I think personal data
bases will be developed and used as
tools. For example, right now we are

At Brown University Symposium (L to R)
Kent Curtis (NSF), Gordon Bell (DEC), Peter
Denning (Purdue Unlv.)

building a computer museum and
there are already a couple of programs;
one that keeps track of everything in
the museum, whether a manual or a
part, or whether there is a manual for a
part, whether there is a photograph of a
part or a negative attached to that; just
keeping track of those kinds of things.
That was a natural thing that we
needed. Also, a program to lead one
through the museum; those kinds of
things. There is some fairly interesting
work being done now in computer
graphics and computer art. Those are
all possibilities. I don't know what the
opportunities are in the language area,
but there are new ideas that say maybe
we can do reasonable machine-aided
translation. We would like to see a
machine-aided translation aid, say for
translating technical manuals. That's a
really clearkind of application because
the manuals are typically very sterile
and you can have quite a stylized
description particularly in describing
how a piece of software works.

Dave: Our main criticism of most
manuals is that they are just not clear
enough.

I think large data bases
will trigger a lot of
ideas in themselves.

Gordon: This actually might help.
You could write them in a more stylized
form. I'm trying to push to use the 500
word basic language. It is a language
which deals with a fairly small vocabu-
lary; the theory is that it would be
easier from which to translate - either
mechanically or by human endeavor,
from one natural language to another
language. People get too hung up on
vocabulary or syntax vs. context; that's
why I need a wide vocabulary to
express my thoughts.
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Bell, cont'd ...
Dave: I spoke to Dick Neisser

recently, in the Artificial Intelligence
field, and, after being involved in doing
language translation and dealing with
many failures, his strong feeling is
that a computer will never be able to
translate language because it doesn't
have the same cultural heritage to
provide the context in which thoughts
and sentences are expressed; that
without understanding the context, it
couldn't really translate.

Gordon: That's right. If you try the
general problem it can't do. ge'neral
language translation.

Dave: But by translating text
books or manuals you provide the
context.

Gordon: Yes, an extremely well
defined context. Also remember that I
said "machine-aided," not machine
translation. Just getting 90% of the
thing out and then cleaning it up may
be the right '/'fay todo it.

Dave: Just prior to the time I left
DEe in 1974 I remember Ken' Olsen
(president of DEe) saying that he
COUldn't see any need or any use for a
computer in someone's home and, as I
recall, at the time you took some issue
with that. Then he repeated it several
years later at the World Future Society
meeting in Boston and some people in
the audience took issue with that. How
does he feel today?

Gordon: We have a word process-
ing terminal at home, and it also runs
the payroll and the accounts payable.
I've had a terminal at home for at least
ten years, probably more. Right now
we do a lot of word processing, a little
computing for accounts payable but
fundamentally the real computing is
somewhere else. We use it 10 to 20%
of the time as a terminal to the elec-
tronic mail system. Ken also has
a terminal at home. I personally
WOUldn't recommend anything other
than a terminal for home because
microcomputers aren't big enough.
Right now I don't think I want a home
computer because I have always used
a big computer and why should I live
with a little computer when I can have
access to a big computer?

Dave: Are there any projects on
the horizon at DEe that push down into
the real micro area besides the LSI-11?

Gordon: We just announced an
11-23. It's a little cheaper than the
current LSI-11. We are gradually get-
ting into that area. We don't want to
give up this main base that we have at
the current price level. Lots of the
machines do end up in the home like
that.

Dave: What's a useful thing for
younger children, say 6th, 7th and 8th
grade to do with computers other than
play games and write games and have
fun with them.

Gwen: Edit their papers. Writing
and rewriting by hand is really difficult
for a kid.

Gordon: With a computer, they
can do a real quality job. Maybe the
best thing that happens is you get kids
into thinking rapidly.

Dave: I see text editing probably
affecting the biggest base of the popu-
lation.

The Brown Symposium, "Bridging the Gap
Between Theory and Practice" brought to-
gether Gordon Bell and Don Knuth.

Gordon: For younger children
think, voice, music and graphics 1/0
are probably the only things that are
going to attract them. Games may be
attractive but I think it is really im-
portant for all children to learn about
programming. I think, from acomputer
design standpoint, it means we've got
to have' attractive enough transducers
so they find out that it is worth them
getting on so they can get some
reasonable output. We've gone
through the high school era where
essentially students had no reward
for writing a program, because they
didn't get anything back. They would
write a program to play blackjack, but
blackjack isn't that much fun. Usually
it was on a teletype and that's not
much fun either. We have a daughter
who would like to learn to program;
she's a musician and if we had good
transducers on the machines I think
she'd go on immediately. We're not
very far away from having that rich
environment where there is a reward
to have it do something.

Dave: We've been working re-
cently with the ALF music boards for
the Apple. It gives you a regular staff
of music. You put the note where you I

want it with your paddle control. Then
press the'button and you can program
up to six parts and play them back-
ward, forward and upside down and
experiment anyway you want. You
can really relate to that. 0
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In a very generalway, the theory of
complexity as it refers to computer
technology, dealswith determining the
extent of the equipment neededfor the
completion of a specified task. In the
process, it seeksto reduce the number
of components through developing
greater efficiency amongst those that
are in a system, and by producing new
designs for expediting procedures
within systems. In another sense,
complexity theory can be viewed as a
means of examining the time required
to accomplish a specified task. Not
only is the issue of determining the
complexity of a problem of significant
theoretical interest, but it is also of
substantial practical value since, if an
efficient algorithm can be brought to
bear on the solution of a problem, then
the running time required for problems
containing large numbers of cases
might be significantly shorter.

Interestingly, in certain problems,
the time required for solution is
directly related to the number of
multiplications required. We assume
that the basic computer arithmetic
operation is addition, requiring, for all
intents and purposes, insignificant
processing time. Multiplication, on the
other hand, based on multiple addi-
tions generally requires time which is
substantially greater than that of
addition. Thus, if a problem containing
a number of multiplications is reduced
by one or more of them, even at the
cost of several additions, the solution
method has been mademore efficient.

In order to demonstrate this point,
suppose we examine the elementary
problem of finding the coefficients of
the polynomial resulting from the
multiplication of the two binomials,
say, 5X + 3 and 2X + 1. Our usual
procedure would require four multipli-
cations as follows:

5X + 3
2X + 1
10X2+ .§.X

+ 5X + 3
10X2+ l1X + ~

Kenneth Sipser, Ph.D., Dept. of Secondary Educa-
tion, State University College, Oswego, NY 1.3126.
Michael Sipser, Ph.D., Computer Science Div.
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94710. '

Complexity Theory and
Elementary Mathematics

Can the coefficients of the product
polynomial be found in three multipli-
cations? Surprising as it mayseem,the
answer is yes! First, add the coefficient
and constant term of the first binomial
5 + 3 = 8, and of the second 2 + 1= 3.
Find the product of these sums 8 x 3 =
24. That's one multiplication. Multiply

Complexity theory can
be viewed as a means of
examining the time re-
quired to accomplish a
specific task.

the coefficients of the X terms 5 x 2 =
10,and of the constant terms 3 x 1= 3.
That takes care of 3 multiplications.
The last two products obviously
provide us with the coefficients of the
X2 and constant terms, respectively.
The sum of the last two products 10+3
= 13, subtracted from the product of
the sums 8 x 3 = 24 yields the
coefficient of the Xterm. Algebraically,
given AX+ Band CX+ O,let S1=A+B
and S2= C+ 0 representthe respective
sums of A and B, and C and 0, The
product of these sums S1S2= AC + AD
+ BC + BO.This is one multiplication.
A x C=ACand BXO=BO produce the
coefficients of the X2 and constant
terms, respectively. The differences
S1S2 - (AC + BO) produces the
coefficient of the X term.

While we may reduce the number
of multiplications required for finding
the product of two polynomials from 4
to 3, a much more dramatic reduction
may be made in the number of multi-
plications for the product of two
matrices.
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Kenneth Sipser, Ph.D.
and

Michael Sipser, Ph.D.

(A B)(E F) = (AE + BG AF + BH)
COG H CE+ OG CF + OH

The product of two 2 x 2 matrices,
employing the usual rules of the inner
product for matrix multiplication
requires eight multiplications. As the
order of the matrices increases, the
number of multiplications rises cubi-
cally so that two 3 X 3's require 27
multiplications, two 4X4's,64multipli-
cations. A remarkable property of
matrix multiplication -is that the
product of two 2n X2n matrices can be
carried out by partitioning each of the
matrices into four n X n matrices,
calculating their respective inner
products, and using these in the
resulting 2 X 2 matrix multiplication

(
~) (~) (AE + BG AF + BH)
C lOG IH CE+ OG CF + OH

where the A, B, ... are square matrix
partitions of the original matrices. A
reduction in the number of multiplica-
tions in the 2 X 2's by even one would
therefore be significant, not so much
for the saving represented by 7 multi-
plications over 8, but by the increasing
difference developed as the order of
the matrices increases.Forexample, in
the case of the 4 X 4's this procedure
yields 72or 49multiplications whereas
it would ordinarily require 43 or 64
multiplications.

The Bridges of Koenigs-
berg is an old and famous
problem which because
of its simplicity has an
appeal for students at all
levels.

Before you start trying to solve this
problem, be advised that in 196~I,V.
Strassen" in a paper "Gaussian Elimi-
nation Is Not Optimal" produced the 7
multiplication solution for the 2 X 2's.
This is reproduced here without
rationale, since an analysis of the
procedure is beyond the scope of this
paper. Given two 2 x 2 matrices:
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Complexity, cont'd...

(
Pl1
P21

where
P11 = rn, + m2 - m, + m6
P12 = rn, + rn,
P21 = m6 + m-
P22= m2 - m3 + ms - m7

where
rn, = (B - D) (G + H)
m2 = (A + D) (E + H)
m3 = (A - C) (E + F)
rn, = (A + B~H
rn, = A(F - H)
m6 = O(G - E)
m7 = (C + O)E

The seven multiplications (rn.) are
brought together by selective addi-
tions and subtractions in the four Pjk,
so that Pl1 = AE + BG, etc.

Very recently another mathema-
tician, Victor Pan,2 of the IBM Thomas
J. Watson Research Center, in a paper
titled "Strassen's Algorithm Is Not
Optimal" improved on this technique
still further. Unfortunately, his results
are also too intricate to be reproduced
here.

Another aspect of complexity
theory deals with the efficiency of
algorithms as they relate to the
solution of some mathematics prob-
lems. In general, those problems which
can be solved algorithmically fall into
certain categories according to the
extent of their solvability. Two of these
are: 1) P, the class of polynomial time
problems, and 2) NP, the class of non-
deterministic polynomial time prob-
lems. The first of these, containing
problems on the order of the Bridges of
Koenigsberg, have efficient solutions
and are therefore solvable in poly-
nomial time. This refers to that set of
algorithms which can produce a
solution in polynomial time-growth as
the problem size increases as opposed
to those whose time growth is expo-
nential. The Bridges of Koenigsberg is
an old and famous problem which
because of its simplicity has an appeal

Figure 1

for students at all levels. In old
Koenigsberg, now Kalinin, USSR,
there are two islands in a river which
are c..onnected to each other and to the
two banks by seven bridges (see
Figure 1). The question is: can one
start at any point and cross all of the
bridges exactly once? The problem
can be attacked by brute force, that is,
by listing all of the possible paths, and

other than the inefficient method of
looking for proper divisors. There are
indeed divisibility techniques for ruling
out some unnecessary trials, but no
algorithm exists which will reduce the
number of trials to a point wherein the
problem could be solved in polynomial
time: Other well known problems
which fall into this class are:

1) The Travelinq Salesman Prob-
lem: Given a set of cities (points), find
the shortest round-trip route connect-
ing lines (air routes) in which all of the
cities are visited.

2) The General Scheduling Prob-
lem: Given a set of identical machines,
with a set of tasks to be performed,
each with specific requirements for
deadline time, priority of importance,
running time and precedence' con-
straints, find the most efficient sched-
ule for assigning these tasks among
the given machines.s

3) The Three Color Map Problem:
Given a set of regions of a map, color
all of the regions in one of three colors
in such a way that no two adjoining
regions share the same color.

Figure 2
then finding the solution(s) if there are
any. The mathematician, Leonhard
Euler, solving this problem more
efficiently, wrote of the listing solution:
"This method is too tedious and too
difficult because of the large numberof
possible combinations, and in other
problems where many more bridges
are involved it could not be used at
all."3 Euler produced a point-llne graph
of the islands and bridges (see Figure
2), argued that each point, except the
start and end, required one line leading
to it and one leading away and must
therefore have an even number of lines
connecting them to other points. Since
the point-line graph has four points all
of which contain an odd number of
lines, the tour is imposstbte. This
solution method was quatttatlvely
simpler than the brute force listing;
Euler had produced a solution in
polynomial time. On the other hand,
problems which can be solved only
through methods which are compar-
able to the brute force listing or other
such inefficient methods are classified
as nondeterministic polynomial time.

According to Ron Graham of Bell
Telephone Laboratories "the trouble
with this brute force approach is that as
the number of tasks in a set becomes
large the number of possible priority
lists (and thus the number of sched-
ules) grows so explosively that there is
no hope of examining even a small
fraction of them. Ifthere are n tasks in a
set, the number of different lists is n!, or
n(n-1) (n-2) ... 1, a very large number
even for relatively small values of n. For
example, when there are 20 tasks, even
if a computer could check as many as a
million schedules per second, it would
take more than 70,000 years to check
all 20 lists!"4

A problem which falls into the
class NP is that of determining whether
an integer is composite. There is no
way of finding the factors of an integer
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Today's computers and
telephone exchanges
present problems be-
yond our understanding,
but these systems are
dwarfed by even the
humblest biological
systems.

There is a set of problems, of
which the above three are members,
which form a kind of super category,
NP-complete. If a polynomial time
algorithm can be found for anyone of
them, then with minor adjustments, the
algorithm can be applied to all NP
problems solving them in polynomial
time as well. Accordingly, it is likely
that NP-complete problems are diffi-
cult, if not impossible to solve effici-
ently.
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"You won't believe this, but Zarg can
actually add without a computer. "
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Complexity, cont'd ...
In this article we haveattempted to

overview this new and exciting field of
complexity theory which links com-
puter science with mathematics, and
ultimately to the solution of theoretical
aswell as practical problems in society
and technology. In an article on
complexity theory as it refers to the
solution of problems in telephone
technology, Pippenger says: "Today's
computers and telephone exchanges
present problems beyond our under-
standing, but these systems are
dwarfed by eventhe humblest biologi-
cal systems. While complexity theory
struggles with problems within its
reach, far greater problems lie
beyond."7 0
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APPLELISTNER
Softape
Cassette/16K11 .....•.......... $15.95

APPLETALKER
Softape
Cassette/16K11 .....•.•.•........ $9.95

BASEBALL
Muse .
Cassette/16K/R .........•.•... $14.95

BASIC HANDBOOK
by David Lien
................. $14.95 + $1 shipping
BLITZKRIEG
P~ogramma
Cassette/16K1M ........•.•.... $15.95

BREAKTHRU
Programma
Cassette/16K1M $9,95

BRIDGE'CHALLENGER
Personal Software
Cassette/16K/M •.............. $14.95

COUNT ADVENTURE
Adventure International
Cassette/24K/M $14.95

DAN'S DISK UTILITIES
Peri ph. Unl.
Diskl16K1M $39.95

DR. MEMORY
Muse
Diskl32K11 $49.95

DUNGEON CAMPAIGN
Synergistic .
Cassette/16K11 $12.50
Diskl16K11 $14.95

ELECTRIC CRAYON
Muse
Cassette//lKlM ..•............. $17.95·

ENGINEERING MATH TAPE 1
Hayden ..
Cassette/24K Al18K R .....•... $14:95

ESCAPE

FASTGAMMON
Quality Software
Cassette/16K/M ..........•.... $19.95

FORM LETTER
Periph. Unl.
Diskl4SK/R ............•.•.... $24.95

FORTE
Softape
Cassette/16K/I $19.95

FUN HOUSE ADVENTURE
Adveniure International
Cassette/24K/M $14.95

GAME PLAYING TAPE 1
Hayden
Cassette/16K/AR......... . .... $9.95

GAME PLAYING TAPE 2
Hayden·
Cassette/16KI AR $9.95

GAME PLAYING TAPE 3
Hayden
Cassette/16K/AR $9.95'

GENERAL MAtH TAPE 1
Hayden
Cassette124K Al16K R $14.95

GLOBAL WAR
Muse
Cassette/32K1R

HI-RES BOXING
Programma
Cassette/24K/I . $15.95

HIGHER GRAPHICS
Synergistic
Disk/32K/R $24.95

LAND ADVENTURE
Adventure International
Cassette/24K/M $14.95

LITTLE BOOK OF BASIC STYLE
by John NeviSon
........... , $5.95 + $1 shipping

...... $17.95

MAILING LIST
Peri ph. Unl.
Diskl4SK/R . . . . . . ... $39.95

MAILING LIST DATABASE
Synergistic
Diskl4SKI AR $34.5S

MASTER CATALOG
Programm.a
Diskl32K1A ............•...... $29.95

MAZE GAME
Muse
Cassette/SK/I $12.95

MEMO CALENDAR
Periph, Unl.
Diskl32K1R $29.95

II'ICRO INFORMATION SYSTEM
Muse
Disk/48K/M $99.95

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE
Adventure International
Cassette124K/M $14.95
MUSIC BOX
Muse
Cassette/SKIM $12.95

PIRATES COVE ADVENTURE
Adventure International
Cassette/24K/M $14.95

PYRAMID OF DOOM ADVENTURE
Adventure International
Cassette/24K/M $14.95

SARGON
Hayden
Cassette124K/M ........•.•.•.. $19.95

SARGON II
Hayden
Cassette/24K/M . . . . . •. •. . . . . .. $29.95

SIDE SHOWS
Muse
Cassette/4K11 $12.95

STRANGE ODYSSEY ADVENTURE
(Adv. Int.)
Cassette/24K/M $14.95

STUNT CYCLE
Programma
Cassette/16K/M .....• : $15.95

SUPER-TEXT
Muse
Diskl4SK/A .........•......... $99.95

TANK WAR
Muse
Cassette/SKIM ........•....... $17.95

TEXT EDITOR
Diskl4SK/R ; .. $84.95

THREE MILE ISLAND
Muse
Diskl4SKil $39.95

U-DAAW I
Muse
Cassette/16K/M .....•.•....... $17.95

U-DRAW II
Muse
Diskl32K/M $39.95

UNCLE SAM'S JIGSAW
Muse
Cassette/32K1R $12.95

VISICALC
Personal Software
Diskl32K1AR .........•..•.... $150.00

VOODOO CASTLE ADVENTURE
Adventure International
Cassette/24K/M $14.95

WILDERNESS CAMPAIGN
Synergistic
Cassette/48K11 ' $14.95
Disk/48K/I $17.50

WILDERN.ESS •
DUNGEON CAMPAIGNS
DISK/48K11 $29.95

KEY
I - Int •••. Balle:
M - Mei:l)lne Language

(Apple II or Apple 11+)
A - AppIeeoft In RAM
R - AppIeeoft In ROM

or Apple II Ptue

CIRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICE CARD
'The Apple and the ~pple II are regis.tered trademarks of the Apple Computer Company.
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1 year subscription to The
Eighty, monthly magazine for

TRS-ao· owners, with
any order!

1·800·258·1790
TOLL FREE

JheSoltware
&change

6 Salth Stroot, Box 68,Milford, NH 03055
2 DATA BASE
MANAGERS!
Dynamic Data Base by Ken Knlchl

Easy to use, flexible data base
system on diskette. S39.95.

CCA Data Management
lrom Plrsonll SoftWI••

More powerful system wifh 100
page manual and many options.
S79.95 (add $3. shipping)

GAMES
TRS.aoOpere Thellre Magnilicent sound! by
Richard Taylor. $9.95
Allen Inv.alon by Roy Niederholfer. $9.95
X·Wlngli by Chris Freund. Level II, 16K$9.95
Tllpln by Art Canlill. Level II, 16K$9.95
Sergon II by Danand Kathe Spracklen. Level II,
16K$29.95
Amuln' Mlzla by Robert Wallace. Level II, 16K
$7.95
Android Nlm by Leo Christopherson. With
sound. Level II, 16K $14.95
Bee'Wiry by Leo Christopherson, with sound.
Level II, 16K$14.95
9 Glm.. lor Preachool Children by George
Blank. Level II, 16K59.95
Spiel Blttlea by Level.IV, Level II. 16KTape or
32K Disk, Tape·$14.95,Disk·$19.95
Sllr Trek 111.4 by Lance Micklus Level II, 16K
$14.95
Advlntu ••a on Tape by Scott Adams. Level II,
16K.Choose one: Adventureland, Pirate's Cove,
Mission Impossible, The Count, VooDooCastle,
Strange Odyssey, Pyramid 01 Doom, and Fun
House·$14.95 each. Adventure Sampler, 16K
tape, $5.95
Advlntu ••, on Dlak by Scott Adams. 1)Mission
Impossible, Pirate's Cove, Adventureland; or, 2)
voopoo Castle, The Count, Strange Odyssey.
Either set, 539.95.
Pork BI.,el by George Blank. Level II, 16K'$9.95
Mlln Check••• Mlchlne by Lance Micklus.
Level II, 16K; tape, $19.95;disk $24.95
Krlegsplll by Ron Potkin. Level II, 16K,$7.95

Oillctic Empire and lililctic Treder (a sequel)
by Doug Carlston. Level II, 16K,$14.95.Bolh on

. disk, 32K, 529.95.

"ST·80 Smart Terminal
Communications Program

CONTROL key, ESC key, REPEAT
key, a RUN key, and a functioning
BREAK key. List incoming data on
your lineprinter. Level II, 16K

Reprogram RS232·C froin
keyboard, on tape S49.95.

•A trademark 01 Lance Micklus, Inc.

Original Adventure by Microsolt. 32K. 1 disk
$29.95.
Pigskin (Football) by Acorn Soltware. Level II.
16K$9.95

PERSONAL
Typing Tutor by Roger Robitaille. Sr. Level II.
16K$19.95
Secrets 01 the Tarot by John T. Phillipp. Level II.
16K$9.95
Advlnced Personal 'Flnance by Lance Micklus
lor 32K disk systems S24.95
I Ching by John T: Phillip. Level II. 16KS7.95

UTILITIES
T·Short by Web Associates. Level II. 16K$9.95
File Manager 80 by Nepenthe. S49.9532K
Directory 16KDisk S9.95
Automated Disk Directory $14.9532K Disk. Re·
quires NewDOS.
Spool Print ASCIlliles $19.95(Will not work with
NewDOS.) .
STAD Trace and Debug Monitor lor tape and
disk systems 16.32.and 48Kon one tape. $24.95
NEWDOSby Apparat $49.95
NEWDOS+ by Apparat $99.95
VTOS 3.1 by Randy Cook with 100 pp Manual
$75. Manual alone $30.With BASICS99.
RSM2by Small Systems Soltware. Level II. 16K
S26.95
RSM2Dby Small Systems Soltware. Disk for 16
through 48K (all in one) $29.95
KVPby LanceMicklus. Tape·S29.95;Disk·534.95

SUPPLIES
Ol,kettls Dysan. (premium quality) box of 5
·529.95 plus 51.00 shipping; nationally known
brand. box 01 10 . 539.95 plus 52. Dlsklttl

HardSide Hardware (24 pgs.)

TSE Software (64 pgs.)

(603) 673-5144

"ST.80D (Enhanced Disk
Version) adds:
Transmit any type of TRS·SO· ASCII
file, inc1uding BASIC programs
stored in ASCII frormat, and most
BASIC data files. ST·80 0 has been
used on a variety of timesharing
systems. For 32 K disk systems, on
disk,S79.95.

BUSINESS
Invlntory Systlm 11.3by M. Kelleher. Improved
version, 579.95
Inventory'S' by RogerW. Robitaille, Sr. Level II,
16K Tape ·524.95; 32K Dlsk.(wlthinvolclng)
559.95.
Plyroll by Stephen Hebbler. For disk systems.
32K $59.95
Accounts Recllvlbll II by S. Hebbler. 32K disk
systems 579.95

Mill List II by SBSG 32K disk systems $99.95
Smili. Buslnl •• Bookkllplng II by R. W.
Robitaille; Sr. Level II·,16K.With journal ·$36.95
disk. $31.95tape. $29.95disk, $24.95tape.

SPECIAL PURPOSE
Electric Pencil by Michael' Shrayer. Powerful
machine language word processing system.
Level II. 16K tape· $100;Disk version· 5150
Level 11\BASIC by MicrosofL $49.95
Leveilin Level II by Apparat. Level II, 16K$15.00
Fortran by Microsoft. 32K . 2 Disks. New low
price $150.00 add $5. shipping
RX·Baslc Croas R.ference·XREF·RENUMX, by
Lance Micklus RX(disk. 32K)524.95;XREF,L II,
16K $19.95; RENUMX, L " 16K, 524.95;
RENUMBER,$7.95

BOOKS
Z·80 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook.
Irom Scelbl 514.95plua 51 poatage
TRS·SODisk and Other Mysterlla, by Harvard
Pennington. $19.95plus 51 handling

ST80UC·
by Lance Micklus

Now a smart terminal
package especially for

beginners on THE

SOURCE, Micronet,
and FORUM 80

APRIL 1980 95

by Bill Sholar
Genealogy Data Base

Document your ancestors,
search and sort functions.

32K disk $19.95



Eliminating the TRS-80 Power Cord Mess

Do you dislike the tangle of 120 V.
power cords behind your TRS-80? Is
it difficult to find a wall outlet with
three sockets?

Double outlet socket installed in back of
monitor.

This problem affects most TRS-80
owners.but it is easy to fix: Just install
a double socket on the back of your
CRT monitor, as shown in Photo 1.
Then you can plug your computer
power supply and your cassette re-
corder into the monitor. Only one cord
(the monitor cord) then needs to be
plugged into a wall socket. A further
advantage is that now the whole sys-
tem can be turned on or off with one
switch, the monitor "Power" switch.
How is this modification done? First,

you must collect the necessary tools
and materials. For tools, you will need
a % 1/ nut driver (it looks like a screw-
driver, but has a % /I hex socket on the
end), a drill and bits, a coarse file, a
screwdriver and a soldering iron. Ma-

. terials required are a double electrical
socket (the type used for wall outlets),
about two feet of fairly heavy-duty
electrical wire, solder and two nuts for
the socket mounting screws (they are
not included with the socket, as the
socket screws were intended to screw
into a wall outlet box).

Delmer Hinrichs

Now to Work! First unplug the moni-
tor, and place it face down on a soft
surface. Se sure that it has been "off"
long enough for the hazardous high
voltage inside the case to dissipate.
Use the nut driver to remove the five
hex-headed screws holding the back
onto the monitor (four are in deep re-
cesses). Gently remove the back, be-
ing very careful of the CRT socket,
which protrudes and is fragile. Mark
where you want to put the double out-
let socket, making sure that it will
clear things inside the case. A spare
outlet socket cover. plate makes a
good marking template. Drill starter
holes through the plastic back. then
file them to shape to accept the
double outlet socket. This usually
takes a bit of file and try, file and try.
Drill holes for the socket mounting
screws and mount the socket in place.
Fasten one end of the wire pair under
the screws of the socket, and solder
the other end to the terminals under
the CRT yoke, as shown in Photo 2.

lnslde of monitor, showing outlet socket
installation.

These terminals are shown in Figure
1. Now carefully put the back on
again, being sure that the added
wire has enough free space, and that
the socket doesn't interfere with
anything.

You can now plug your computer
power supply and your' cassette
recorder into the back of your moni-
tor and eliminate that tangle of power
cords. Neatness triumphs! D

Added

SoCket

z.:onitor

Line Cord

Delmer Hinrichs, 2116 SE 377th Ave., Figure1.
Washougal,WA98671. Connections to monitor terminal board.
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~[IDOOoWillw~
UNIGUE SOFTWARE FOR THE UNIGUE MINC.

CH_R YOUANDYOURAPPLE

A new approach
for easier programming!

%PROC SBT

%CALL INITSBT
%CALL XALL
%CALL FINISH

END
%END-PROC

STRUCTURED
BASIC
TRANSLATOR

by
Gene
Bellinger

.. only $14.95

...... $19.95

AVAILABLE AT fiNE COMPUTER STORES EVERYWHERE.
EDU-WARE SERVICES_INC. (213) 346-6783

22035 Burbank Blvd., Suite 223 -Woodlalld Hills, Ca 91367

.-~------ ORDERYOURSTODAY!--------,
QTY. NAME PRICE TOTAL

Terrorist $29.95

Windfall Cassette $14.95
Windfall Diskette $19.95

Sub Total

Add Shipping & Handling $1.00
Cal if. Res. add 6% Sales tax:
Check enclosed for TOT A L

Tired of attempting to make program modifications
without being foiled byline numbers and GOTO's?
Have you managed to forget how portions of your
programs work because you left out the REMARK
to conserve memory and speed up execution? If
these and other drawbacks of BASIC keep you
from getting things done, then Structured BASIC
Trensletor can provide some relief!
This is not a programming language but rather a

utility which runs from disk. It allows you to write
structured programs using PROCEOURES,
CALLS, CASE-CALLS, IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE
and UNTIL structures with no line numbers and no
GOTO's. You write a structured program using the
provided editor, or use most any other editor. The
Structured BASIC Translator will then convert the
file created by the editor into an efficient/ execut-
able BASIC program.
The strength of t,his package is its small size and

fast translation. For example, the source code for
the program itself, which is provided on the disk,
will translate in less than 4 minutes. This is impor-
tant because with this speed you will not hesitate
to alter or rnodlty a source listing.

Acorn produces several other utility programs
for the TRS-80*. These include Aterm, Term-80,
and Numbering by Tom Stibolt; Disassembler,
Tape Utility, and Disk Utility by Roy Soltoff. Ask for
these and other quality Acorn programs at your
local computer store.
"TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

IDEALERINQUIRIESINVITED.I

Acorn
Software Products, Inc.

o Send free catalog to:Ship to:
Name _

Street _
City _

State Zip _

EDU-WARE SERVICES, INC.
22035 Burbank Blvd., Suite 223 -Woodland Hills, Ca91367L__- - !634 North Carolina Avenue, S:E., Washington, D.C. 20003
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The Sport of Kings and a computer Stan and the
Two-Horse Team

When Stanislaus came whipping
into the living room in his Little League
gear, his pop looked up from the
Racing Form and smiled.

"My boy!" said Pop, "I have a
problem for you and your pile of semi-
conductors."

Two bits an hour for consultation
and the programming, and a buck a
page for printouts," Stan said. "What's
up?"

"That ought to come to about
three or four dollars," Pop said.

"The meter is running," Stan said.
"C'mon up to my room."

"Strictly a hypothetical case," Pop
said. "We don't much approve of horse
race gambling, you know." Stan gave
him a look and a nod. So Pop laid it out:

In anyone race, there might be two
horses that look too good to ignore.
Either could win. Suppose a person
wants to bet on both. Now, each will be
offered at some price, such as 5 to 2, or
4 to 1, or whatever. Can we make the
computer tell us how much to bet on
each, so as to yield a profit of, say, a
hundred dollars?"

"Easy," said Stan, turning on the
power and loading Basic. And he
wrote:

10 INPUT "FIRST HORSE PAYS";A
20 INPUT " ••• FOR WHAT BET";8
30 INPUT "SECOND HORSE PAYSI!; C
40 INPUT" ••• FOR WHAT BET";O
50 INPUT "PROFIT t.fANTEO";Pl

And he stopped to think.
Then he wrote:

100 X=B/(A+B) :Y:D/(C+D)

"These will be decimal fractions. I
think if we add them, and subtract their
sum from 1 ... "

110 Zl=X .•.Y: Z;:1-Z1

"And then find the ratio between
each decimal value and the remainder
Z ... and multiply that by the profit you
want ... we'll have it." He wrote:

120 B,. INT( (X/Z)'P 1+.5) :D1~INT( (Y/ Z)'P 1+.5)

"I've gone for the integer, round-
ing up. Okay?"

Pop let his jaw hang open but
didn't speak.

130 PRINT ai. Dl

N. B. Winkless, Jr., 11745 Landale St., No. Holly-
wood, CA 91607.

"Ready?" said Stan. "We'll use "Er ... "said Pop. "I'd really like to
what you said, 5 to 2 and 4 to 1, and one have it on paper, as tables, y'know?
hundred dollars." He tapped in RUN, And there are other ratios - "
and filled in the INPUTS. "How many?" said Stan.

The screen said "56 39". "Uh, forty-nine altogether."
"Want to check that out?" "Gulp," said Stan. "The calcula-
Pop did. He found that 56 bet at 5 tions are easy, but the formatting is

to 2 would yield 140, minus the 39, to going to be a problem, and I'm not sure
leave a profit of 101. And 39 at 4 to 1 about that rounding-up routine. Do
would yield 156, less the 56, for a profit you mind if we have supper before I
of 100. knock this off?"

"Terrific!" Pop said. Stan is fast, but it took him most of
"Good," said Stan. "That'll be 15 Sunday to get things to the point where

cents, unless you want me to print it." he showed his pop a partial printout:

Exhibit A Stan on bet ratios

7 1 8 1 9 1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 1
6-5 109 30 105 26 103 23 100 20 99 19 98 17 96 16
7-5 92 28 89 24 ff7 21 85 19 84 17 83 16 82 14
3-2 85 27 82 23 80 20 79 18 78 17 77 15 76 14
8-5 79 26 77 23 75 20 74 18 73 16 72 15 72 14
9-5 fIJ 25 68 21 67 19 65 17· 64 15 64 14 63 13
2 - 1 62 24 60 20 59 18 58 16 58 15 57 14 56 12
5-2 49 22 48 19 1fT 17 46 15 46 14 45 13 45 12
3 - 1 l() 20 40 18 39 16 38 14 38 13 38 12 37 11
7-2 l' 20 34 17 33 15 33 14 \32 12 32 11 32 11
4 - 1 II 19 II 17 29 15 29 13 28 12 28 11 28 10
9-2 27 19 26 16 26 14 26 13 25 12 25 11 25 10
5 - 1 24 18 24 16 23 14 23 13 23 I 12 23 11 22 10

The calculations are based on $100 wins (approximate). The left-hand num er is
the bet on the pick at the left end of the line. The right-hand number is the bet on
the pick at the top of the column. Example:

7 1

~-2

If your two picks go at 7 to 1 and 5 to 2, you put $22 on the 7-1 shot and $49 on the
5-2 shot. If the 7-1 comes home you win 7 times 22, or $154, and lose $49 -
profit $105. If the 5-2 comes home you win 5/2 times 49, or $122.50, and lose $22
- profit $100.50.

To win more or less, just adjust the bets. That is, to win $50, bet half of what the
tables show. To win $200, bet twice what the tables show.
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11542-1 KNOn ST.
GARDEN GROVE,

CA 92641
(800) 854-6411
(714) 891-2663

CERAMIC
CAPS

.1 @ 12 VOLT

1O¢ each
or

-S-100 COMPATIBLE
-4K BANK ADDRESSABLE
-EXTENDED MEMORY
MANAGEMENT

-NO DMA RESTRICTIONS
-ASSEMBLED & TESTED
-RUNS AT 4 MHZ

5.00

-S-100 COMPATIBLE
-BANK ADDRESSABLE
-EXTENDED MEMORY
MANAGEMENT

-8-BIT OUTPUT PORT
-ASSEMBLED & TESTED
-RUNS AT 4 MHZ

$540.00

MEMOREX
DISKETTES

S
CARTRIDGES

for your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices. WE Will
NOT BE UNDERSOlD!! Buy
any quantity 1 • 1000. Visa,
Mastercharge accepted. Call
free (800) 235·4137 for prices
and information. All orders
sent postage paid.

IMSAI CONNECTORS
100 PIN-SOLDERTAIL

$2.75 each
or

10/$2.60. each

4116's
(250NS)

ADD-ON MEMORY
FOR APPLE, TRS-80

HEATH, ETC.

8 for $70.00
or

16 for $130.00

MICROBYTE I MICROBYTE
16K RAM BOARD 32K RAM BOARD

DISK DRIVE & INTERFACE
(1) SHUGART SA400,

WITH CABLE $395.00
·WITH OPTIONAL
INTERFACE CARD

$495.00

1·24

14 PIN .14
16PIN .15
18 PIN .19
20 PIN .26
24 PIN .33
28 PIN .37
40 PIN .45

(ALL SOCKETS ARE TIN)

1K X 8
450 NANO SEC.

E-PROM

$8.50 each

8/$60.00
or

74L $244
OCTAL BUFFER
$1.75 each

8251
U-ART

$5.00 each

LOBO

SA800 g~~E
INSTALLED IN DUAL

CABINET W/PWR SUPPLY
(1) DRIVE INSTALLEDs 750.00
(2) DRIVES INST~LLED

$1250.00

2716's
2K x 8 E-PROM
5-VOLT ONLY

$35.00 each

CIRCLE 1100N READER SERVICE CARD

REGULATORS
320T-5 90
320 T-12 80
340 T-5 75
340 T-12 65
78H05 5.00
78L 12 30
APPLE SOFTWARE

BY S.T.C.

APRIL 1980

MAILING LIST
W/MANUAL ..... $34.99
MAILING LIST
W/PHONE OPTION. $40.00
INFO'DATA BASE
MANAGER PROG.. $100.00
INVENTORY PROG
W/MANUAL. . . .$140.00

H,
CHECK MONEY ORDERS,
VISA & MASTER CHRG.
(U.S. FUNDS ONLY)

TAX: 6% CALIF. RES.



Two-Horse, cont'd ...

"I'm going to fill one page with
this," he said, "and there will be six
more pages."

"Wow," said Pop. "Will I under-
stand the program?"

"I think so. I wrote in a lot of
explanation, just for you."

1 IFCIlMA'rnD FCR 7 CXIJ.MNRATIOS AND 1 RATIO fJ '!HE LEIT
9 roKE( 16R0512)=13Q:! ::ets maxinun printer width
10 COOJ3 160: PRINT Q!AR$(6);
11 1 Iums en printer, clears the screen
2) OIM A(49) ,B(49) ,C(49) ,0(49): !We'll reed these SJbscripts
21 ! We're 'filling the boxes! with ratios to draWal in SJocession
22 C(1 )=1 :C(2)=1 :C(3)=2:C(4)=1 :C(5)=3:C(6)=4:C(7)=1 :C(8):6
23 0(1)=9:0(2)=5:0(3)=5:0(4)=2:0(5)=5:0(6)=5:0(7)=1:0(8)=5
24 C(9)=7:0(9)=5:C( 10)=3:0( 10)=2:C( 11)=8 :O( 11)=5:C( 12)=9:0( 12)=5:C( 13)
=2:0(13)=1 :C( 14)=5:0(14)=2:C( 15)=3:0(15)=1 :C(16)=7:0(16)=2
C C(17)=4:0(17)=1 :C(18)=9:0(18)=2:C( 19)=5:C2=5
26 FOR C1=2) TO 39:C2=C2+1:C(C1):C2:NEXT C1:C1=0:C2=0
Z7 C(40)=3):C(41)=li:C(42)=40:C(43);I6:C(44)=50:C(45):60:C(46)=70:C(47
) =80 :C(48) =90 :C(49)=99
28 FCR 01=19 TO 49:0(01)=1:NEXT 01:01=0
29 FOR r8=1 TO 49:A(r8);C(r8) :B(r8)=D(r8):NEXT r8: r8=0
60 L'$=0lAR$(27)+rnAR$01)+rnAR$(9) :OPEN O"*P":PUT 0 0$; :CI.J13EO
61 ! Line 60 sets i"Pri200tal character ~ing
70 CISlB ll6O: I'furns off the printer
80 INPUT ''IIlJ M.J<liYtlJ WMflAWIN (}j 1HIS PAIR CF BETS";P1
91 lNPUT "SI'ART lOP LINE WlERE";T1:! Can't get it all en coe page, so.

93 lNPUT "SI'ART lEFT LINE W!ER£";L 1:! M:>stly for trial rins
94 C1=T1: C2=T1
95 R=12
99 02=0
100 !Starts printing the top line of ratios
102 C1=C1+1: 1 Cot.rlters to nove ~ the line of SJbscripted boxes
103 C2=C2+1
106 A=A(C1) :B=B(C2) :! Extracts the values tran the boxes
110 I<$::SI'R$(A):L$=SI'R$(B): !'furns the nunbers into strings for formatti
ng
111 IF lEN(K$)<6 THEN1<$::" "-+K$: CDTO111:! Fonrats neatly
112 IF lEN(L$)<6 THENL$=L$+" ": CDTO 112
115 M$::K$+":"-+L$
12) !Next line turns al the printer again
129 CISlB Il5O:PRlNT TAB(R) ;M$;: !Printing thE! headers
132 R=R+15
136 O2:Q2+1: IF 02=7 THENO2=O:R=O:T=O:CDTO160: 1Limits colunn readers
to 9:!VE!!
140 CISUB ll60
150 CDTO100:! Returns to find the next values
160 ! I used to have a line here.
19) C3=L1:C4:L 1:! Pennits clrosing start-point for left rolUlD1
200 ! Prewar-ing to print the serorxl ratio, left oclunn
2)1 IF T4=49 THEN 1000: IMs off after49 lines
aJ2 C3=C3+1
aJ3 C4=C4+1
aJ5 IF C3>49 m:N 1000
2)6 C=C(C3) :D=D(C4):! ::ets ~ next ratio in left OOlUlD1
2)8 X$::SI'R$(C) ,
2>9 Y$=SI'R$(O)
210 IF lEN(X$)<4 THENX$=" "+X$:CDT0210
218 CISUB 1l5O:! 'furns en printer again
m PRINT:PRlNT X$t-"-"+Y$;: I Prints the left ratio
230 T=9

. 240 CISlB ll6O:! 'furns off printer
2g) C1=T1: C2=T1:! Picks values tran boxes to rorrespaxl with headers
300 T=13: 1 Sets tab stop
302 C1=C1+1:IIncrements box-court as we go along
303 C2=C2+1
304 IF C1>5J THEN 1000: 10Jts off if too deep. Do we need this?
306 A=A(C1):B=B(C2)
m T3=T3+1 ,

310 CDSlB 4OO:!We'll calculate at 400+
315 IF 01<0 THENA$=" tv ": CDTO322:!If iIqlossible, say No
316 A$=SI'R$(01): 1 ••• else make a string of the value
317 IF lEN(A$)<6 THENA$=" "+A$: CDTO317
322 IF B1<0 THEN8$=" tv ":CDTO 339
328 8$=SI'R$(B1): !stringing bel.ps the formatting in neat oolums
329 IF lEN(B$)<6 THEN8$=B$+" ": CDTO329
339 CDSUB160:! 1\Jrns en the printer again
340 E$=A$+-":"+8$: PRlNT TAB(T) ;E$;:! Prints the bets
345 T=T+15: !Incrementing the tab set
350 CDSlll ll6O:! YtlJ ktDw; turns off printer
li5 IF T3=7 THENT3=0:T4=T4+ 1:CDT0200:! 0Jts off after seven colums
3SO CDT03)2:! Returns to cycle for next bet en the line
400 J{;:B/(A+B): Y:O/(c.D):!1he decimal frac of the tw> odds - rernadJer
?
lKJ5 IF AI&D/C THEN01=-1 :B1=-1: CDTO440: I Can't w:x-k O\.t if
~ ! the tw:> ratios are reciprocals. Think abott. it.
410 Z1::;X+Y: Z=1-l1:1 Ad::Is them axi takes their carplement of 1, per tr
ief exClll'le
42) B1=lNT( (X/Z)*P1):! Cales per exClll'le
430 01=lNT( (Y/Z)*P1)
431 ! Abandoned the sin1:>le '+.5' rot.rlding-off metI'Dd •••
432 1 because it didn't seem to W>rk for eva-ything.
434 IF B1<0 00 01<0 THEN440: I El:irninates certain iIliX>SSibles
4li M1=B1*(AlB)-D1: IF 0 AtllM1>=P1 THEN0=0: CDTO440
4)5 IF M1<P1 lHEN B1=B1+1:CDT0435
437 M2-..D1*(C/D)-B1
438 IF M2<P1 THEN01:01+1: CDTO437
439 IF M2>=P1 THEN0::1 :CDT0435
440 RElURN:!Q)es tack into rrogran at 320
445 1435 to 439 is ale giant effort at rot.rlding-off. Cllviol.5?

\ 450 PRlNT Q!AR$(16);: RE:IURN
ll60 PRlNT Q!AR$(15) ;: RE:IURN

1000 !PRlNT: PRlNT: PRlNT:PRlNT:PRlNT Q!AR$(16)
1005 PRlNT '''!HE FCJlM ' XX : YY' !XOiS BETsTO GAlN $100 (APPOOX)"
1006 PRINT ''Usm:; '!HE XX FlGURE FCR CDDS ta '!HE LEIT,"
1007 PRlNT " '!HE YY FlGURE FCR iHE ems fJ TOP CF CXllJMN."
1010 PRINT ''ID GAlN !-OlE OR lESS, M.JLTIPLYOR OlVJm '!HE $100."
102) PRlNT n(1HAT IS, 10 GAlN CNLY$50, fEr HAlF Wli\T'S !H7tIN."
10c PRINT "10 GAlN $200, lET 1WICEWHAT'S !H7tIN.)"
1030 PRlNT CHAR$(15)
1100 END: IAt last! I
REAI1f

"Er, Stanislaus," Pop said. "Sup-
pose we adjust this to handle three or
four horses in a race ... "

"I've been thinking about that,
Pop. Four horses would take the tables
to 7 times 49 times 49 pages. At a buck
a page, that'll be about $17,000. I'm
game for it if you are Pop.Pop?Pop?"O
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NOBODY CAN BEAT OUR PRICE!

MS-204 PRINTER
INTRODUCTORY PRICE:

$749
CABLE: $34.50

Compatible with TRS-80, Apple, Pet
or any other Centronics-type system
Features

• Documentation Included
• 80 Columns, 63 lines Per Minute,
Bi-Directional, Nominal Thruput

• High Reliability - Heavy Duty Cycle,
100 Million Characters Print Head Life

• Adjustable Sprocket Feed (4%,' to 9%")
• 5 x 7 Dot Matrix Character Font

Ask about our MS-80 Drives & SoftwareATCHlESS 18444 S. Broadway
Gardena, CA 90248

(213) 327-1010
© 1979 Matchless Systems & MarKetPlan
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TRS·80
SAVE 10%, 15%
and more on computers, peripherals, soft-
ware, and other Radio Shack® products.

Offered Exclusively By

PAN AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC.
A

lIadlOlllaeK
Authorized Sales Center

1117 CONWAY MISSION, TX 7Bfj/2
EAST 212/283-0534
WEST 213/564-5463

NORTH CENTRAL 312/666-6098
SOUTH CENTRAL 512/581-2765

(main telephone number! ((iiiiiiilrzJ ~J

NO TAXES on out-ot-state shipments.
FREEdelivery available on minimum orders.
WARRANTIES honored by Radio Shack® .
CIRCLE 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Bypass the keyboard and interact directly with the screen.
Makes your computer more versallte for the novice as well
as the more sophisticated user

• The use of the 3-G Light Pen is limited onty by your im-
agination' Use it to experiment with graphics. display a
menu for quick data retrieval. as a teaching tool with your
child. to proportion recipes instantly. or to play unique
games.

• AI a major medical center an anesthesiologist uses our pen to select proper dosages. In Holland
they use it to create graphics. A man In New York uses it to teach his pre-school age daughter how
to match capital with lower case letters. Teachers are using it in science and foreign language
classes.

• NO ASSEMBLY NECESSARY.READYTO PLUG IN. Detailed sample programs included. Complete
documentation so you can write your own programs in BASIC. No machine language coding nec-
essary. All Prolessional models plug into machine ports and don't require batteries. Economy
model plugs into tape recorder and batteries are included.

• YOU GET: I) 3-G Light Pen
2) Demo-GameCassette (wilh Protesstonal TRS-80 PET and Apple)
3) Sample Program.
4) Complete documentation and instructions.

MANY GAMES AND OTHER LIGHT PEN SOFTWAREAVAILABLE.

----MAIL COUPONORCALLTODAYFORIMMEDIATEDELIVERY----re 3G COMPANY, INC. DEPT. (503)662·4492
~ RT. 3, BOX 28A, GASTON,.QR 97119

C Apple Professional
$32.95

Yes. I want to make my computer more versatile. Rush me 3-G Light Pens. (Add
$1.50 lor mailing and handling - $6.00 loreign.)

Enclosed is: [' check or money order [] Master Charge [I Visa

r·r•r·r·i
Card No.

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE ZIP _

[t TRS-80 Economy
$19.95

C TRS-80 Professional
$34.95

C PETProfessional
$31.95

REMEMBER, 3G OFFERS A 30 DAY
UNCONDITIONAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

Exp. date
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Are you missing any back issuesof Creative Computing or
ROM magazine?The applications, programming techniques,
simulations, problems, commentary, articles and fiction are
practically timeless. Not only that, but the earlier issuesare
actually increasing in value.
Prices are $2.00 each, three for $5.00, or ten for $15.00.

Postage $1.00 for up to 3 issues, $2.00 for 4 or more.
SUPERSPECIAL: One of everything we have plus 4 back

issues of Computer Notes - 32 magazinesin all - for only
$40 postpaid!

CP88tiv8 cOlRputinfj
Vol. 3, No.4 - Jul/Aug 1977
Guide to selecting a microcomputer.
Write your own CAL. Part 2. Computers
in medicine and health care. Dwyer: "8-
Hour Course in Basic-Part 1." Thinking
Strategies-Part 3." Sherlock Holmes and
Charles Babbage. Four new games.

Vol. 3, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1977
A dynamic debugging system for 8080
assembly language, bibliography of
"limits to growth" models, Dywer: 8-
hour course in Basic-Part 2, Pro-
gramming approaches to solving com-
pJex equations, Electronic information
exchange, Symmetric art with your
computer, in-depth reviews of 5 micro-
computer BASICs, software technology
music system, Games: Nomad, Rotate,
Lissajous.

Vol 3, No. 6-Nov/Dec 1977
Programming techniques- Part 1. CAI.
Topics in Logic. Three 8080 8K BASIC
evaluations. Smart electronic game
reviews. How computers can write final
exams. Mastermind II and Othello
computer games. Profile of the Alpha 1
and Alpha 2 for the TDL Xitan.

Vol. 4, No. 1-Jan/Feb 1978
File structures, 16-bit computers, LOGO
Language, Murphy's laws, review of
Radio Shack TRS-80 and Heath H8,
World model, biorythms, how to write a
simulation, Hart sort algorithm, 3
games, 8-Hour Basic Course - Part 4.

Vol. 4, No. 4-Jul/Aug 1978
Reviews of Commodore PET, Apple II,
Atari computer, Video games, inter-
facing to the real world: 5 articles,
business. computing: 4 word process-
ing systems, ROM section: 7 articles,
backgammon game, bar code.

Vol. 4, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1978
Equipment profiles: TRS-80, Exidy
sorcerer, Bally Arcade, PolyMorphic
8813, Merlin Video Display preview of
nine new personal computers. Ac-
counts receivable systems, All about
PASCAL, real world games, a real time
clock to build, PET cassettes, special
education features, new software: Star
Wars, Hex.

Vol. 4, No. 6-Nov/Dec 1978
Subject index and file index in BASIC,
consumer computers buying guide,
etectronic game reviews, critical path
analysis, mailing label programs, robot
programming, experiment in teaching
strategic thinking, evaluations of North-
star Horizon, CP/M operating system
and backgammon computers, columns
on Apple II PET and TRS-80, plus game
section including "Corral", "Joust" and
Puzzle"

CREATIVE COMPUTING

Vol. 5, No.1-January 1979
Computers in fiction; Survey of
Educator's Attitudes; K-State; How to
Hide Your Basic Program; World Chess
Championship Computer; Compleat
Computer Catalog, Microchess for the
TRS-80; Exidy Sorcerer; Ohio Scientific
superboard II; Robots in Fiction; Help
for the Weary Taxpayer; A counterfeit
Cursor for your PET; Medical Audit
Time.

Vol. 5, No.2-February 1979
Evaluations: Electric Pencil, Heathkit H-
8, Computer Music Records. Computer
Games: Gold Mine, Atom-20. Com-
puterized Sports Predictions, Multiple
Regression Analysis Simplified, Value of
Computers in Education, Budget Man-
agement System, Help for the belea-
guered consumer.

Vol. 5, No.3-March 1979
Six articles on data base management;
Evaluations of TRS-80 and Apple Disk·
Systems; Payroll system; the Game of
Go; Small business computing with the
Sourcerer; Judging of sports events;
Social Science survey program.

Vol. 5, No.4-April 1979
Safeguarding your computer; Inter-
pretive programming; Elements of a
good computer game, Music com-
position; "What will happen if"; Vertical
graphs and bar charts; People Pro-
gramming; Home applications.

Vol. 5, No. 5-May~979
Word processing systems - buying a
system and 5 evaluations; Writing 2
user-oriented program; Tutorial on
PILO)'; 3 new games; Amoritization
schedules, reading and comprehension
tests.

Vol. 5, No.6-June 1979
8 Articles on computer graphics and
plotting; Evaluations: HiPlot, NAD
System, ALF/Apple Music Synthesizer;
Copyright of Software; Sesame Place;
Probability Study; String Manipulations;
3 New Games.

Vol. 5, No.7-July 1979
Two Ecology. Simulations, Creativity
Test; World Power Systems; Files and
Data Basis - 4 Articles; Evaluations of
Six Peripherals and Software Systems;
Personal finance Model, 2 logic games.

Vo1.5,No.8 August 1979
Adventure, Computers and Dance,
Can Computers Think? The Law and
Your Computer, muMath, Image Pro-
cessing, Manipulating Pencil Files,
Structured Programm ing Techniques.
Evaluation of T199/4, TRS-80 Model
II, SWTPC PR-40, IMSAIVIO. Games:
HVOL T and Fort.
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Vo1.5, No. 10 October 1979
Battle of the Word Processors, The
Computer as a Gun, Computer Driven
Real 3-D Display. Applications: RCA
VIP and COSMAC ELF" Graphics
Digital Clock. Evaluations: Perip-
hicon 511, Compucolor II, Health H14
Printer, Atari Video Computer Cart-
ridges, Mountain Hardware Super-
Talker.

Vo1.5, No.11 November 1979
Comparison Chart of Six Popular
Personal Computers, Comparison of
Single Board Computers, Electronic
Toys and Games, Quick Printer II,
Interact Computer, TRS-80 Level III
Basic, Battle of the Word Processors,
IntrolX-10 Home Control System,
Adventure: Complete Listing in Ba-
sic, Build Your Own Telephone Dialer
and Joysticks ..

Vol.5, No. 12 December 1979
More Electronic Games, Language
Translators, APFMP1000 Video Game
System, Buying a Word Processor
printer, Satellite Tracking Software,
Syskit for the 8080, Assemblers:
CP1M vs. TSC, Statistics for the
TRS-80. Part 2: Controlling House-
hold Devices, Computerized Biofeed-
back. Applications: The Microcom-
puter as an Investment Tool, "Turn-
key" CPIM systems, Animation for
the Apple. Digitized Video Images.

Volume 6, No.1 January 1980
Interviews with Donald E. Knuth and
William Wulf; Six Features on Artifi-
cial Intelligence; Air Traffic Control-
ler; Computerized Resume; GROW:
A Program that Learns; Evaluations:
Six Basics;, NEWDOS and TRSDOS;
Auto Scribe; Micro Music.

Volume 6, No.2 February 1980
Six articles on Investment Analysis;
David Levy: Intelligent Computer
Games; Programs: Geneology,
Graphing, Genetics; Evaluations of
Word Star vs Electric Pencil; Pascal
for the TRS-80; Micro Composer;
Data Dubber; Sorcerer Word Proces-
sing Pac; Trivia Contest Results.

Volume 6, No.3 March 1980
Evaluations: TI 99/4; Cobol: Micro-
soft vs Micro Focus; Pencil Sharp-
ener; Mailroom Plus; Ten software
packages; Networks for Personal
Com puters; Three Mile Island
Game; Interview with Joel Birn-
baum; How to Make a Basic Tree.

July 1977
SOL. The Inside Story; Braille and the
Computer Video newspaper; A Chip is
Born; The Care and Feeding of Your
Home Computer; Digital Foam - the
peripheral of the future.

August 1977
The Kit and I, Part I, by someonewho's
never soldered before; Introduction to
the fundamentals of Computer Memory;
Tips for the do-it-yourself hardware
beginner; Binary clocks; APLomania.

September 1977
Xeroxes and other hard copy off your
CRT; Payroll Program; How Computers
Work; The Kit and I, Part II: or Power to
the Computer; CCO's How They Work
and How They're Made; A look at
PLATO, an Educational Computer
System; IBM 5100.

October 1977
Binary Arithmetic For the Beginner;
Microprocessor Aid for the Deaf and
Blind; The Kilobyte Card; Scott Joplin
on Your Sci-Fi Hi-Fi; Building a Basic
Music Board; Flowcharting; Payroll
Program.

November 1977
Solar Energy Measurement; A Begin-
ners Introduction to BASIC;The Kit and
I, Part III; More Music to Play on Your
Computer; Micro Maintenance; Solo-
mon and Viet: Putting Together a

Personal Computing System; Time
Sharing on the Family MICRO.

December 1977
A Beginners Guide to Peripherals;The
Best Slot Machine Gameever;Artificial
Intelligence?; An Electronic Jungle
Gym for Kids;FileCopy Program;Better
Health Through Electronics; the Kit and
I Part IV.

January 1978
Synthetic Skin for Your Robot and How
to Make It; TLC: A Visual Programming
Language; The Code That Can't Be
Cracked; BeginnersGuide to Computer
Graphics; The Computer and Natural
Language; First-Timer's Guide to
Circuit Board Etching.

February 1978
A Practical Mailing List Program;
Artificial Intelligence; Assemblers;
Flowgrams-A New ProgrammingTool;
RefresherCourse in BASIC;Micros and
Analyzing Election Results; Upgrading
Your BASIC.

March-April 1978
Introduction to real time concepts;
Felsenstein: An Absolute-Time Clock;
Dreyfus: Things Computers Still Can't
Do; Introduction to Interpreters;Othello
Games; Weizenbaum: Incomprehen-
sible Programs; The Quasar Robot
Revealed;Chesson: Cryptanalysis.

Send order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. Or save time and call your credit card
order toll. free to: 800-631-8112 (in NJ, 201-540-0445).
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vealed slip. Should you turn over all1---------,/
the slips, the last one must be your
guess. ~;;;;;;;;;;m~;;:;;;;;;m;;;m~~
The program described here fOI-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

lows the original game closely. How-IZ
ever, the largest numberwhich can be
represented in Applesoft II is 1038 (ten

1--- ---l to the thirty-eighth), hence the nameL--------------~
of this version. Also, you get to choose
the number of slips to use (from 3 to
14). These two facts tend to help you
since you know that with a small num-
ber of slips to choose from, a number
of 1037 or greater is almost certainly
the largest. In the original game, the
googol is not necessarily the upper
limit, so that you are never certain ot
any large number.

I will not go into the detailed an-
alysis of the odds of your finding the
highest number. I'll only quote the
results of the argument attributed to
L. Moser and J. R. Pounder. You may
derive it for yourself or refer to
Gardner's book.
The strategy is to select p slips out

of the n available. Note the largest
value among the p slips and then
continue selecting from the remaining
slips until you find a larger number.
The following formula gives the prob-
ability of finding the largest number in
n slips;

A new game for the Apple ...

Ten to the
Thirty-Eighth

Readers of Martin Garner's book
"New Mathematical Diversions from
Scientific American," may recognize
the game described here. It is a ver-
sion of the game "Googol," discussed
in Gardner's book. I will explain later
why I changed the name of the game.
I have also added some twists which
you mayfind of interest.

A googol is the num-
ber ten multiplied by
itself one hundred
times.

Invention of the original game of
Googol is attributed to John H.Fox,Jr.
and L. Gerald Mamie. As described in
Garnder's book, the game is played by
having someone (the computer in this
case) select a number of slips of
paper. On the back of each slip, a
positive number is written which you
are not allowed to see. The values of
the numbers range from small frac-
tions up to numbers the size of a
"googol" or larger. .A googol is the
number ten multiplied by itself one
hundred times, or "ten-to-the-one-
hundredth." The game thus derives
its name from the not very ridgidly
defined upper limit to the numbers
written on the slips. .

When all the numbers have been
written down, the slips are random-
ized and placed face down. You then
turn the slips face up, one at a time.
The object is to stop when you turn
up the number which you guess to be
the largest. The last slip which you
choose to turn up is your guess. You
may not go back to a previously re-

William Bradford, 7868 Naylor Avenue, Los
Angeles, CA 90045.

P(1 1 1 1 )n p + p+1+ p+2 ... + n-1

Given n, p is determined by picking
a value for p which gives the largest
value to the above expression. For
example, if n =; 10 then p = 3. For
other values of n, you are urged to
determine p for yourself. (You didn't
buy that computer just to play Star
Trek, did you?) Of course, as I men-
tioned above, the fact that you know
the upper bound to the possible
values does put the odds a little more
in your favor.
While writing the program to play

this game, it occurred to me that it
might be interesting to skew the odds
a little. Since the computer is turning
over the slips, it is possible for it to
lie to you about the value of any slip.
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William Bradford
The false value you get is chosen at
random, so it may be higher or lower
than the true value. If knowing that the
machine may be lying to you is not
enough, you can have it tell you when
it is lying. Of course, it won't tell you
until after you have made a bet or
chosen another slip.
You now know the essential facts

about the game. The program was
written for an Apple II in Applesoft II,
so it should be fairly portable to other
machines using F\!Iicrosoft's Basic.
The program is set up to handle from
one to four players. Playersmaketheir
bets before selecting a slip to turn
over. Only one slip is turned over at a
time, so players should work out who
does the selecting. When a slip is
turned over, each player is offered the
chance to stop. All players may con-
tinue to bet until all the players have
chosen. Bets may not be decreased,
but they may remain fixed at any
value. When the last player has se-
lected, all of the strips are revealed
with their true values. The slip with the

The googol is not nec-
essarily the upper limit

largest value is shown in flashing
mode. Wins and losses are computed
and displayed and the players' funds
adjusted accordingly. At this time new
players may be added, the num-
ber of slips changed, or the game op-
tion may be changed.

The program shown in the accom-
panying listing has some features
which are designed with the Apple II
video output in mind. The strips are
shown in the INVERSEvideo mode,
while the bets and available funds are
shown in the NORMAL video mode.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Recond iti oned
Western Union

teletype machi nes
now avai lable as

TRS-SO
hard copy
printers.

For information write or call:

Terminal Equipment Corp.
316 Church St.

Decatur, GA 30030
(404) 373-5761

RELIAnCe
America's Most Versatile

Line of Customized
Audio Visual Packaging

Audio Cassette
Albums

Corrugated M.ailers

"~'

TRS-80 SOFTWARE

® TRS-SO is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation.

CIRCLE 206 ON READER SERVICE CARD

M-1 M-2

PACKER: Automatically edits all or part of your Basic
program to ease editing, run laster,or savememory.
Has 5 sections: 1. UNPACK - unpacks multiple state
Basic program lines into single statements main-
taining program logic. Also inserts spaces and re-
numbers lines lor easier editing. 2. SHOFIT -
shortens your Basic program by IMming out all REM
statements. unnecessary words and spaces. 3. PACK
- executes UNPACK and SHORT, then packs lines
Into multiple statement lines. Maintains program
logic. 4. RENUM - renumbers program lines in-
cluding all GOTO's, etc. You specify increment.
5. MOVE - moves any line or block 01 lines to any
new location in the program and renumbers lines.
Written in machine language, supplied on tape in 3
versions lor 16K, 32K, and 48K systems. Works under
Level II and Disk Basic. $29.95

DISASSEMBLER: Read, write. and copy system tapes.
Display and modify memory contents. Disassemble
ROM, DOS, and system tapas into ZSOMnemonics.
Search lor strings In memory. Much more!! Includes
32 pages of documentation and other information.
For 16K Level II $19.95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR: Copy your system lormat
tapes. Includes verify routine.
For any Level II $12.95

MICROSO" FORTRAN: includes Fortran compiler.
loader. editor, and library 01 scientific functions.
For 32K Level II and 1 Disk $90.00

MICROSO" ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM: includes EDIT-SOText Editor, MACRO-SOAs-

sembler, CREF-SO Cross Reference lacility. and
LINK-SO Linking Loader.
For 32K Level II and 1 Disk $90.00

MICRO-BACKGAMMON by Carl Fowler
For all Level I or Level II $19.95

MANY MORE items available. Write or call lor free
catalogue.
INSTRUCTION MANUALS for any program, except

Microsoft·s and Micro-Backgammon, are available
for 20% of list price of program. Refundable when
program is purchased.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
Kansas residents add 3% state sales tax.
Call our 24 hour number 31&-683-4811 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N. Harding

Wichita. KS 67208

CIRCLE 138 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For complete catalog write or phone:
~ Inl'V"'lE Plastics &
I~~I"'I ""-l Packag.ing Division
108·18 Queens Boulevard
Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375 (212) 544·9800

EVEN COMPUTERS GET THE BLUES

CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Has your TRS-80 been sluggish lately? Slow to respond? Had
excessive keyboard bounce?

The problem might be low voltage. or a BASIC misunderstanding. or
IRON POOR SOFTWARE!
Do you serve your TRS-80's meals on paper sheets? Do you
(shudder) write it yourself? Recent studies indicate that keyboard-
feeding causes MALIGNANT BUGS!

CLOAD Magazine is published monthly on a magnetic IRON OXIDE
tape, wound up inside a C-30 cassette. Now you may ask "Why
bother?". but I can assure you that our computer cassettes are
DIRECTLYreadable, I repeat DIRECTLYreadable by your computer.
We have Thrills.Variety. and Absurdity. We have every program your
computer has ever wanted to run after a hard day at the job. We
even include our infamous "yellow sheets" with every issue. filled with
lies about the TRS-80 computing scene.

12Monthly cassette issues .
(over 60 programs)

Single issues
Best of CLOAD .

(9 programs wj listings)

'CA residents please add 6% to non-subscription orders
Please write for overseas rates

Master Charge j Visa Welcome. Also Cash & Gold.

CLOAD MAGAZINE, Inc. • P.o. Box 1267 • Goleta, CA 930.17 • (80.5) 964-2761

· $36.00'

· $ 3.50'
· $10.00'
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1038, cont'd ...
When a player wins, the word WIN is
shown in FLASHING mode above his
bet. Similarly, the winning number is
shown as a flashing number. If hard
copy output is desired, several state-
ments (205, 403, 406, 1207 and 1314)
will require some modification. In fact,
for a hard copy only device, state-
ments 1200 through 1220 can be
deleted.

Since the computer is
turning over the slips,
it is possible for it to
lie to you about the
value of any slip.

In the course of writing this article,
it occurred to me that it would be in-
teresting to see a version of the game
where the computer is a player. Per-
haps an interested reader could con-
tribute a program to do so to Creative
Computing. Another option would be
to have the computer display a blank
slip instead of lying. The slip would not
be turned over until all bets were in.
Other possibilities include more so-
phisticated schemes for having the
computer lie, such as telling you that
it has lied when it really hasn't. Of
course, we humans can generally lie
better than a computer (at least until
a HAL 9000 type of computer shows
up), so there are many such varia-
tions. Take advantage of the "Input!
Output" column to share your ideas.
In any case, the idea is to have a little
fun with your brain and its extension,
your computer.

For those of you who are wondering
about the origin of the term "googol,"
is was invented by a nine year old
child, a nephew of mathematician Dr.
Edward Kasner. Dr. Kasner, a re-
spected teacher, is noted as having
given lectures on the mathematics of
infinity, topology and other advanced
mathematical subjects to kindergar-
ten-age children. The reasoning of Dr.
Kasner's nephew 'concerning the fi-
nite value of googol is interesting,
and is described in the selection by
Drs. Kasner and Newman referenced
below. 0
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SArlPLE Run

nut!
10438
(TEfl TO TilE TIlIr.TY-EIGIiTfI)
A GETTII'IG GAilE FOR TilE APPLE II
pnOGRAI~nEO UY L. II. llRAOFORD
DO YOU liMIT IIISTRUCTIONS? (Y Illltl

Gl\tlE OPTions
ISTr.A I GilT UP GAIlE (I uour LI E)
2'r.USSIArl r.OULETTE'(1 LIE TO YOU)'
3L1 Y.E 110. 2, (JUT I TELL YOU IlllEti
I At\ DEAL I tlG A ()OGUS IIUWlER

IF TillS Isn'T CLEAr.,SEE TilE ItlSTRUCTIOIIS
\-IHI CII? 3

1I0vi I~AtlY PLAYERS? (l TO 4) 1

YOU'r.F OUT OF CASII NO.1
DO YOU II I SII TO BOr.ROII son E? Y
OK, 1!(1\'I /\UCII? (L1~lIT IS ~1000) 1000

1I0~1 rlANY 51.1 PS OF PAPER DO YOl' I'll SII TO PI rK FRo/'? (I'AX ~ 14)
?9

BETS a
FUI!DS 1000
TIME TO PLACE YOUR UETS!
IIml flUCH DO YOU IIISIl TO \'lAGER 110. 1 ?
?5
GETS 5
FUIIDS 1000
WIICII STRIP DO YOU IIISII TO SEE?5
695520.399
DO YOU IIISIl TO STOP NOlI fro. l?N
TIME TO PLACE YOUR DETS!
Hml nucu DO YOU IIISII TO \IAGER NO.1?
?5

DETS 5
FUtlOS 1000
\'llIlCIi STRIP DO YOU IIISIl TO SEE?2

2.i,OlG8801
00 YOU vii SII TO STOP tlOl'I no . l?t'
TIME TO PLACE YOUR DETS!
1I0~1 I,\UCII DO YOU III SII TO I'IAGER 110. 1 ?
?10

BETS 10
FUf!DS 1000
\/HICII STRIP DO YOU I/ISII TO'SEE?7
.055058695
DO ydu WI~I TO STOP NO\'l NO. l?N
TINE TO PLACE YOUr. BETS!
I Iml ~iUCH DO YOU 1/1SII TO \'/AG ER no , 1 ?
?10 '

I3ETS 10
FUtlDS 1000
I'/IIICH STRIP DO YOU I/ISIl TO stt r s

3.51407399E+29
DO YOU HI SII TO STO P NO\'I no • l?Y

ALL BETS ARE flOIl III
4328953.03
2.40168801
4952400.91
7.56591G5
695520.399
133182.867
.055058695
3.511007399E+29

47.9456399
TIlE COr.RECT IllIIWEr. liAS 3.51407399E+29
\'/111
10
FUIIDS
1010

DO YOU III SII TO CIIAIIGE lil\l;E OPTIOII?r!
DO YOU liMn TO CIIAIIGE TilE tlUIWER OF PLAYERS?t!
[lETS 0
FUt:DS 1010

110\1 IIAtlY SLI PS OF PAPEr. DO YOU III SII TO PICK FRO/I? WAX 14)
13
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fC-.fiPPiE-Sl
I SUPER SALE I
116K Apple II $995 00.
lor Apple II Plus· • I,
1Apple Disk II
1 W I controller $529.951

11Apple Soft or
1 Integer Cards $159.951
1 Pascal Language Card $459.95.
110 Megabyte Disk 1
1 for Apple. $4695.001
1 DC Hayes Modems· $339.951
1Graphics Tablet $695.001

IUCPimn COmPUTER STEH I
IIP.o.sox 1000 DESTIN. FL 325411

ACROSS FROM RAMADA INN 1
1 904-837-2022

L Credit Cards Acceoted 1--------------CIRCLE 211ON READERSERVICECARD

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
CP1M AND MODEL II

COMPATIBLE - NEWLY
ENHANCED VERSIONS

Medical MGMT System $495
Dental MGMT System $495
Real Estate Multi-List $495
insurance Agency MGMT $495
Legal Time Accounting $495
General Ledger $495
Accounts Payable $495
Accounts Receivable $495·
Payroll Processing $495
Inventory Management $495
Word Processing/NAD $495
Database Management $495
High-Speed Utility Sort $300
NEW! Latest CBASIC-2 $ 99
NEW! Latest MBASIC-5.1 $300
NEW! MBASIC Compiler $350
**CP /M 2.0 For Model II $170
Complete Software Catalog __ $ 5
Complete Hardware Guide $ 5
UNIVAIR, INC. 314-426-1099

10327 Lambert IntI. Airport
St. Louis, Missouri 63145 USA

MasterchargelVisa Cards O.K.

CIRCLE 212ON READERSERVICECARD

IMAGINE ••••193 GAMES
FOR YOUR CP/M SYS.TEM
THE BEST ACTION, STRATEGY AND FANTASY GAME

Original Adventure (CS-9004) One of the most
innovative and challenging game Simulations
avallable for your CP/M system. As you
search underground caverns for hidden trea-
sures you'll have to cope with a giant clam,
nasty little dwarves and other perils. If you
wish you can even speak to the characters in
French! (48K) $24.95. 8" disk
Adventureland and Pirate Adventure (CS-9003)
In these suspence filled Adventures you'll
encounter wild animals, magical beings and
the pirate himself. Challenge your courage and
ingenuity ... $24.95. 8" disk
Basic Games Library ($24.95 each) Volume
One (CS-9001) includes 51 action and strategy
games from the first half of the celebrated
Basic Computer Games Book. Volume Two
(CS-9002) includes 51 delightful and diverting
games from the second half of the book .

. Volume Three (CS-9005) offers 50 programs for
the games freaks from the sequel More Basic
Computer Games. Volume Four (CS-9006)
brings you hours of diversion with 38
programs from the latter half of the sequel.

All basic games disks require 48K and
Microsoft Basic.

Creative Computing Software should be stocked by your local computer store. If your
favorite retailer does not have the software you need have him call our retail marketing
department. Or you can order directly from Creative Computing, at (800) 631-8112, with
your Bankcard number. In NJ (201) 540-0445. Our Mail Order address is PO Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960.
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Connect your TRS-80, Apple or ANY
other computer to the phone lines.

USR-330 Originate-
Auto-Answer Modem

• 0-3008aud
• Stand Alone
• RS232
• 1 Year Warranty

$339 •Crystal Controlled
• 8el1103/113

• State of the Art LSI circuitry
• 5 stage active filters

FCC certified for direct
connection to phone lines via
standard. extension phone jack

USR-310 Originate
Acoustic Coupler

$159

Penril 300/1200 Modem
o riginatel Auto-Answer

• 0-300 or 1200 baud
• Bell 212A & 103/113

Call or write for free literature
U.S. ROBOTICS. INC.

1035 W. LAKE ST.

CHICAGO, ILL. 60607

(312) 733-0497
CIRCLE 213ON READERSERVICECARD

DON'T LET
INFLATION
BLOW IT!

p-------
Useyour

~DoIlarsand sense:'
Send for this free booklet,
and information on how

to obtain bulk copies.

GeorgeW Hayden
The AdvertisingCouncil
825 Third Avenue,NewYork,NY 10022
Pleasesendme a free copy of "Dollars
and Sense;' and informationfor ordering
bulk copies.

NAME _

TITLE _

ORGANIZATION _

STREET _

CITY --'--

STATE ZIP _

SIGNATURE



BETS 0
FUIlDS 1010
TIME TO PLACE YOUR BETS!
1101"111UCH DO YOU HI SII TO HAGER 110. 1
?l000

BETS 1000
FUnOS 1010
milCH STRIP DO YOU IIiSil TO SFE?2

5.866947E+27
DO YOU ~II SII TO STO PNOI'! no , l?Y

ALL BETS ARE NOW III
.427343843 1
5.e66947F+27 2

1701507.38 3
TilE CORRECT IMHlER HAS 5.866947E+27
\'1111
1000
FUNDS
2010
?

1 TEXT: HONE :Y$ = "Y" :N$ = "r:"
2 DIM S(15),H(4),FI4),CH(4)
3 IiG = 0: GOTO 3000
100 REM PRINT BETS AND FUNDS AV
AILABLE AND HEADERS FOR THEM

101 POKE 34,16: POKE 35,19
105 VTAB 16 : IlTAB 1 : PRINT "BETS

II.,
106 FOR R = 1 TO P~I
107 PS = R * 8
108 VTAB 16: HTAB PS: PR I lIT B (R)

110 IIEXT R
112 VTAB 18 : HTAB 1 : PR I NT "FUI!DS II.,
114 FOR P. = 1 TO P~1
115 PS = P. * 8
116 VTA8 18: HTAB PS: PRII!T F(R)

118 IIEXT R
120 RETURN
198 Rnl PR I ~IT OUT THE tlU~",BER F(1
R STRIP ST IF VALUE IS NEGAT
I VE THEN STR I P HAS BEEN TURI!
ED OVER ALREADY

200 IF S(STl < 0 THEN 250
201 R = INT ((ST + 1) / 2)
202,CL = ST - 2 * (R - 1)
203 POKE 34,0: POKE 35,16
204 VTAB R * 2 - l:PS = 22 * (CL
- U: IF PS = 0 THEN PS = 4

205 : HTAB PS: INVERSE,: P~INT ABS
(S(STl )
206 NORMAL: POKE 34,20: POKE 35
,23 .
207 XP = XP
208 HOME:
209 S(STl =
210 RETURN
211 REM TEST FOR GAME OPTION, P
RI NT t1ESSAGE FOR LI E (I F r!EE
OED)
212 IF 1'/ = 1 THEN RETURI!
213 IF ST < > L THEN RETURN
214 IF H = 2 THEN 230
216 PRI ~!T "THE VALUE .JUST SHOI'i/l
IS NOT A TRUE ONE!"
218 GOSUB 990
230 S (L) = - - TE
234 RErURII
250 PRI rrr "THAT NU/1BER HAS ALREA
DY BEEN SHOI'It!
252 GOSUB 990
253 ERR = 1
254 RETURN
298 RElI A CHOI CE HAS BEEN IIADE
ilY PLAYER R. I F HE STOPS SET
HIS CIIOICE FLAG.

300 FOR R = 1 TO PM
302 IF CH(R) < > 0 THEN 320
303 110m
304 PRI NT "DO YOU \'/1 SH TO STOP /J
0>1 NO. ";R;: INPUT A$
306 IF A$ < > Y$ MlD A$ < > NS
THEIl 304

308 IF A$ = N$ TIIEN 320
310 CII(fn = ST
314 liS = i~S + 1
320 NEXT R
330 RETURN
398 REI,1 TEST FOR I,ll liNERS • BALAN
CE THE PLAYERS' FUt!DS
400 FOR R = 1 TO Pll
401 PS = R * 8
402 Q = CHI R ): I F S ( Q) < > I1X TH EII
406
403 VTAB 15: HTAB PS: FLASH: PRINT
"~iI N"
405 SG = 1: GOTO 410
406 VTAB 15: HTAB PS: INVERSE: PRINT
"LOSE" :
407 SG = - 1
410 VTAB 16: HTAB PS: PRINT 8(R)

+ l:ERR = 0
VTAB 20
- S( STJ

412 F(R) = F(R) + SG * B(R)
414 VTAB 18: HTAB PS: NORMAL: PRINT
" ": VTAB 18: HTAB PS: NORMAL
: PRI NT F(R)
416 B(R) = 0: NEXT R
420 RETURN
598 RHI flANKING ROUTI~IE SET UP
LOANS AND CLEAR ACCOUNTS

600 R = I: IF F(R) > 0 THEN P.ETURN

,605 POKE 34,20: POKE 35,23: HOME
: PR I I!T "YOU I RE OUT OF CASH
NO. ";R: INPUT "DO YOU HISH
TO BORROI'/ Sm·1E? ";A$
606 IF A$ < > YS AND AS < > tiS
THEI·I 605

608 IF A$ = Y$ THEN 620
610 F(R) = - 1: PRlt!T "OK! BE SF
EING YOU!"
G 12 RETURIJ
620 (t·IPUT "OK, 1101'1tlUCH? (LH,IIT
IS $1000) ";F(R)
621 IF F(R) < 0 THEN 621
622 IF FIR) < 1000.01 AND F(R) >
o THEN RETURN
624 IFF (R) > 1000 TH EN 630
626 I NPUT "DO YOU I'll SH TO QU I T?
";A$
627 IF A$ > Y$ AND A$ < > tiS
TIIEN 626

628 IF A$ Y$ TIIEN 610
630 PRINT "LET'S TRY AGAII·I": GOTO
620

108

650 I = 1
654 IFF(f)< > -lTHEN664
'656 FOR R = I TO PM - 1
658 B(R) = B(R + l):CH(R) CH(R +
1) :F(R) = F(R + 1)
660 NEXT R
662 Pt·, = PI\, - l:PO = P~l
664 I = I + 1: I F I > PM THEN RETURN

670 GOTO 654
698 REM TAKE BEtS A BET OF 0 (
ZERO) DEALS YOU OUT (HOWEVER
, YOU ARE ASKED TO CONFIRM Y
OUR DESIRE TO QUIT)
700 POKE 34,20: POKE 35,23
705 HOME: VTAB 21
710 PRI In "TI~'E TO PLACE YOUR BE
TS!"
7 2 0 PR lIlT "1I0W MUCH DO YOU ~II SH
TO I~AGER NO. "; I;" ?": INPUT
AZ
721 IF AZ < 0 THEN 720
722 I F AZ > F ( I) 0R AZ > 1000 TH EN
730
723 IFAZ OANDB(I)< > o THEN
RETURN

724 IF AZ < BII) THEN 780
725 I F AZ 0 AND B ( I) = 0 TH EII
750
726 B(I) = AZ: RETURN
730 PRI NT "YOU CAN'T ~/AGER THAT
I\UCH, TURKEY! ": PRI NT "TRY A
GAl tl"
732 GOSUB 990
734 GOTO 720
750 IIIPUT "DO YOU 1'/iSH TO QUIT?"
;A$
7511FA$ >N$AtIDA$< >YS
THEIl 750

754 IF A$ tI$ THEIl 770
756 F(f) = - l'
758 RETURII
770 PRI lIT "YOU 11UST PLACE A BET,
OR QUIT!"
772 GOTO 720
780 PRINT "YOU CAN'T DECREASE YO
UR BET!"
782 GOSUB 990
784 GOTO 720
990 FOR SS = 1 TO 300: NEXT SS
992 RETURN
996 REM NOW BEGIN PLAY SET UP 0
PTIONS ON LIES BRANCH TO GE
T NUMBER OF PLAYERS
1000 PO = 0
1001 TEXT: HOME
1005 NG = 1
1010 VTAB 2: HTAB 14: PRINT "GAtl
E OPTIONS"
1012 VTAB 6: PRINT" 1";: HTAB 5
: PRIIIT "STRAIGHT UP GAm (I
Don'T LI El"

1014 VTAfl 8: PRINT" 2";: HTAB 5
: PR I tiT '" RUSS I AN ROULETTE' (
I LI E TO YOU)"
1016 VTAB 10: PRINT" 3";: HTAB
5: PRINT "LI KE NO.2, BUT I
TELL YOU I'IHEN": VTAB 11:' HTAB
7: PR lilT " I All DEAL IIIG A BO
GUS NUtlBER" '
1020 VTAB 18: PRINT "IF THIS ISN
'T CLEAR, SEE THE INSTRUCTION
s"
1022 VTAB 21: INPUT "lmICH? ";1'/
1024 IF H > 3 OR \~ < 1 THEN 1022

10 26 HO~IE: GOTO 1100
1030 POKE 34,0:. POKE 35,16: HO~IE

1032 VTAG 2: PRIlIT" :lO~1 MANY S
LIPS OF PAPER DO YOU WISH TO

PI CK FRO~l? 01AX = 14)"
1033 VTAB 5: INPUT tiP: IF liP < 2
OR liP> 14 THEIl 1033

1040 Z = RND (l):MX = - l:IH
15
1042 FOR I = 1 TO NP:X RNO (2
)

1044 Y = INT (38 * RIID (3) * RI·IO
(4)):S(I) = X * (10 ~ y)'
lOLlS IF S(f) < ~IX THEN 10LI7
1046 HI = I: ~1X = S ( I )
1047 IIEXT I

CREATIVE COMPUTING



2.1 - Finally! A checkers program that will chanenv- e"eryone! Expert as well as amateur!
tr" search to find best possible mo"e. Picks r,ndomly bet.en eQu,1moves to assure you of

,...,er hAYingIdentlal games. * POKER P'ACII.- The computer uses psychology as well as 109lcto try
.nd bQ;t you at poker. C.rds .re disPlayed using TRS-80's full gr'Phlcs. Computer raises, calls, .nd
sometimes even folds! Great prActic. for your S,turday night poker match! (Plays 5 card
dr.lw). * PSYCHIC - Tell the computer iI IItti• eecut yourself ilnd h.'U predict things about you, you
won't belie".! _ArMt mind bender! Gr'ilt ilmusement for p.lrtles. * TANGLE MANIA - Try .Ind forc.
your opponent into .n Immobile position. But watch out, they're doing the yme to you! This {fraphlcs

h; for 2 people ilnd hilS IMen used to end stupid arguments. (And occilsion.lly Stil'"* WORD SCRAMBLE- This game Is for two or more people. One person inputs iIword to the
while the oth.rs look 'WilY. The computer scrilmbles the word, then keeps trilck O! wrong

* * * * * * * * * * * * * PACKAGE THREE * * * *.., * * *. * * * * *
POETRV - This program lets you choose the subj.ct as well ilSthe nlood of the poem you want. Vou
gl"e TRS-80 c.rtain nouns or n.m.s, then the mood, and it does the rest! It has a 100O-word+ "OC.lbulary
of nouns, ".rbs, .Idjecti".s ilnd ad"erbs! * ELECTRIC ARTIST - M.lnual: draw, erase, move as well.lS,

::~~~.I~' ;~!~!j:e:o:!t~yse~a~ro~~s r~~!.n:~ab~~:sb~:~~sn~~t~;.~:n a~'::: ~~~ ,*v~~~n~~~~
only ha"e short range ph.sers! Can you blitzkrieg the enemy without getting destroyed! Full gr.phlcs-
r••1 time! * WORD MANIA - C.n you guess the computer's words using your hum.n intui~i"" ilnd
logical ilbllltles? Vou'li n"d.to, to be.t the computer' * AIR COMMAND- Bilttle the Kamlkne pilots.
Requires split second timing. This Is. FAST aeuen arude ~me.

* * * * * * * ~ * * * * * *PACKAGE FOUR * * * • * * * * * * * * *
LIF"E- This Z-IO milchlne I.nguage program uses full gr.phics! Over 100 generations per minute m.lke It
truly animated I Vou m.ke your starting p.ttern, the computer does the rest! Progr.m c.ln be stopped .nd
ch.nges m.de! W.tch it growl * SPACE LANDER - This full graphics simulator lets YOUpick wh.lt
pl.net, asteroid or moon you wish to I.nd on! HilS3 skillleveJs th.lt milke It tun tor everyone. * GREIID
••- Multi·level,ilme is tun .Ind ch,lI.nglng! B.,t the computer at this dice game using your knowledge ot
odds .Ind luck! CompYter k••ps traCk of his winnings .nd yours. QuiCk tilSt actton. This 9ilm. is not
MSY! • THE PHARAOH - Ru" the ilnclent city of A"xandri.! Buy or sell land. Keep your people trom
rholtlng! StoP the rilm~9ing rats. Requl,es iI true politic.1 penon.llty to become good! • ROaOT
HUNTER - A group of renepde robots h.ve lKCilped,nd .re spotttd in .n old ghost town on M.nl Vour
jab ilS "Robot Hunter" Is to d.stroy the pirate m.chines before th.y kill .ny more settlers I Exciting!
Challenging! Full ,rilpnlcs!

• * * * * * * * * * • * * * PACKAGE FIVE * * • * * * • * * * * * * •
SUPER HORSERACE - M.lke your bets just like .t the re.1 racetr.lckl 8 horses flce in this specUiculilr
graphic dlsplilY!Up to 9 people can play! Uses real odds but has thilt element of chance you see In reel
IItel Keeps track o. e"eryone's winnings and IOSMS.This Is one ot the few computer simulations that c.n
&Ctuililyget • room ot p.ople cheering! * MAZE MOUSE - The mouse with a mind! The computer
gen.rates random mnes of whatever size you specify, then searches for;' w,y out! The second time, he'll
illways go 'ilStest route' A true dlsplilY ot .rtifici.1 Intelligence' Full graphics, ~zes &
mouses! * AMOEBAKILLER - You commend a one man submarine that h.t been shrunken to the size
of bacterl. 'ln this exciting grilPhlcildventure! In;.ctad Into the president's bloodstre.m, your mission Is to
destroy the deildly amoeba Infection ra¥aging his body! * LOGIC - This populilr game Is I»Md on
Ml!stermindbut utilizes tilCtiCSthilt meke it more eXCitingand ch.llenglng - has 2 levelsof plilYto m.k.
It fun for e"eryon•. * SUBMARINER- Shoot ,orpedoes at the enemy Ships to get points. Fast aencn
gr.lphics, ,rcade type g.ilmeis eXCitingilnd fun for ev.rYbOdY!

* • * * • * * * * * * * • * PACKAGE SIX * * * * * * • * • • * * * *
20 HOME FINANCIAL PROGRAMS - Figures .mortlzatlon, annuities, depreCiation rates, Interest
tables, eilrned Interest on u"ings .nd much, much more. TheM programs.will get used .geln· ilnd ilgaln.A
mUlt for the consclent;ous, Inflation minded person.

* • * * * * * * * * * * * PACKAGE SEVEN * * * * • * * * * * * • *
BACKGAMMON'.0 - 2 different skill levels make this pme •chillienge to ilvera,. or .dv.nced plilyen.
(Not recommended for. begh;n.rs,. Looks for best possible move to beat you! FANTASTICGRAPHICS.
Plays doubles .nd uM' intern.tlon.1 rules. * SPEEQ READING - Increille, YOUJreading ,peed. Also
checks for comprehens)on of m.terl.l. Greilt for t"n.lgers and ••dults to Impro"e reading skills. * PT 101
- Crop depth chilrges on moving subs. LOWftrcMlpthsget hioher points In this fast ••c:tlon IiIrilPhlcs
game. * VAHTZEE - P!ilYVahtzee with the computer. This popular game Is even more fun
chanengino .gillnst iI TRS-801 * WALL STREET - Ciln you turn your 150,000 into. million
That's the object of this greet game. Simul••t~ iln actual stock m"Jke=.=1===========11

ALL PROGRAMS GUARANTEED TO LOAD

CASSETTE PACKAGES REQUIRE 16K LEVEL II

PACKAGES ON DISKETTE (32K) $5.00 EXTRA

~ Send check, Money Order or Bank Card # /~

~ TO: SIMUTEK, P.O. BOX 35298 ~
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85740

TERMINALS
FROM TRANSNET

PURCHASE FULL OWNERSHIP AND LEASE PLANS
PURCHASf

DESCRIPTlDN PRICE
PER MONTH

12 MDS. 24 MDS. 36 MOS.

$ 61
47
83
68
83

LA36 DECwiiter II . •. •. . . . .. $1,695
LA34 DECwriter IV '. . . 1,295
LA120 DECwrlter III KSR . . .. 2,295
VT100 CRT DECscope 1,895
VT132 CRT DECscope 2,295

$162 $ 90
124 69
220 122
182 101
220 122

68
57

101
68
79
61
32

115
101
32
43
47

284
63

DT8011DATAMEDIA CRT. . . . 1 ,895 182 101
153 85
268 149
182 101
210 117
162 90

[%J ~Nl:7CORPORATlO\'
1945 ROUTE 22, UNION, N.J. 07083

201-688-7800
T :.,1 < ~, 1 (It~ ~ ~

TI745 Portable Terminal .... 1,595
TI765 Bubble Memory Tennlnal 2,795
TI810 RO Printer 1,895
TI820 KSR Printer......... 2,195
TI825 KSR Printer.. .. ... .. 1,695

84 47ADM3A CRT Terminal 875
QUME Letter Quality KSR ... 3,195
QUME Letter Quality RO •... 2,795

306 170
268 149

HAZELTINE1410 CRT. . . . . . • 875
HAZELTINE1500 CRT. •. . . . . 1,195
. HAZELTINE1552 CRT. . •. . . . 1 ,295

84 47
115 64
124 69

DataProducts 2230 Printer .. 7,900 757 421
DATAMATEMini Floppy..... 1,750

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS
10% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

168 93

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS. MODEMS. THERMAL PAPER

RIBBONS. INTERFACE MODULES. FLOPPY DISK UNITS
PROMPT DELIVERY. EFFICIENT SERVICE

CIRCLE 209 ON READER SERVICE CARD

eai+vti
A Major Advance in Teaching Technology

• The same TV screen is used for CAI and VTR

• The computer switches the screen from VTR
to CAI and back at points selected by you

• The computer pauses the VTR while CAI is
taking place, then restarts it after CAI is com-
pleted

• Works with any VTR having two audio tracks,
with any computer having video output

• Models available for the Apple II * and for com-
puters with an RS 232 interface

A complete package of all interfacing
hardware, software, and connectors

available for $390. from

Cavil
SYSTEMS

26 Trumbull Street, New Haven, CT 06511
or call Marc Schwartz (203) 562-9873

*TM - Apple Computer Co.

CIRCLE 215 ON READER SERVICE CARD



1048 I F II = 1 THEN RETURN
1050 L = RtiD (4): IF L < .1 THEN
1050
1052 L = 100 * L:ZZ INT «L /
tiP - ItiT (L / NP» * tiP + •
05):L = ZZ.
1054 TE = S (L) : X = RND (2): Y =
(38 * RND (5) * RND (6»
1056 Sell = X * (10 ~ Y)
1060 RETURN
1098 REM GET THE NUMBER OF PLAY
ERS
1099 RE~1 THEN INITIALIZE FUNDS.
THEN HOI'/ ~IANY STRI PS, THEN

TAKE BET~ (CONVOLUTED, BUT I
T IJORKS)
1100 'VTAB 10: INPUT "HOil ~IANY PL
AYERS? r i TO 4) "; P~l
1101 I F PI·' < 1 OR PM > 4 THEN 11
00
1102 IF PI·1
1103. I F PO
1104 FOR I
: NEXT I
1106 PO =
1109 PO =
1110 FOR
NEXT I

1111 COSUB 650: GOSUB 1030: COSUB
100
1112
NEXT

1115
1119
RY.

PO THEN 1111
o THEN 1109
PM TO po: GOSUB 600

PM: GOTO 1111
P~1
I 1 TO PM: GOSUB 600:

FOR I = 1 TO PM: GOSUB 700:
I
GOSU[) 650
RE~1 I!IITIALIZE CHOICE tlHIO

1120 FOR I = 1 TO P~I:CH( I) = 0: NEXT
I
1130 \IS = 0
1198 REI,j THIS SECTION PRltHS OU
T THE DISPLAY FOR APPLE VIDE
O. STRIPS ARE I'IHITE BLOCKS (
INVERSE BLANKS)
1200 TEXT: HOME
1202 N = O:PP = 0
1204 FOR J = 1 TO 14 STEP 2
1206 VTAB J: IITAB 1: FOR K
2
1207 NORI.1AL: PRINT"
: PRINT"
1208 II = N + 1: IF N
10
1209 ~IEXT K
1210 PQ = J + 1: FOR K = J TO PQ:
VTAB J:PS = 38 * (K - J)

1212 IF PS = 0 THEN PS = 1
1214 NORMAL: HTAB PS: PRINT K: IF
K = NP THEN 1220
1216 NEXT K
1218 NEXT J
1220 nORMAL
1222 POKE 34,17: POKE 35,19
1229 RE~1 DI SPLAY BETS AND TOTAL
S
1230 GOSUB 100
1250 POKE 34,20: POKE 35,23
1252 HONE: VTAB 21
1254 PRINT "WIICH STRIP DO YOU \I
ISIl TO SEE";: l/lPUTST
1255 IF ST > NP THEN li52
1256 GOSU[) 200: IF )(P = ~IP THEN
1290
1257 IF ERR = 1 THEM 1252
1258 GOSUG 300
1260 I F ~IS = P~\ TilEtl 1300
1261 REH I/s=pn tlEM!S ALL PLAYEr.
S IIAVE CIIOSEII
1265 GOSUS 212
1269 REll CIIM!GE BrTS?
1270 FOR I = 1 TO PH
1272 GOSUB 700
1275 t·IEXT I
1277 GOSUB 650
1280 GOTO 1230
1288 REM OKAY ALL STRIPS HAVE B
EEII SHOIIN. I F NO CHO I CE HAS
DEEN IIADE, THEN THE CHOICE Ii
UST BE THE RU1AI III NG STRI P
1290 FOR 1= 1 TO Pll: IF CH(I) <
> 0 TIIEN 1296

1292 CH( I) = ST
12% NEXT I
1298 REM ALL SETS ARE IN, PRI NT
OUT THE REAL VALUES FOR ALL

1 TO

";: IINERSE
";

~JP TIIEN 12

. THE STRIPS, FLASH THE LARGE
ST
1300 POKE 34,20: POKE 35,23: HOME

1301 VTAB 20
1302 PRINT "ALL BETS ARE 1101" III"

INT
1303 GOSUB 230
1304 POKE 34,0: POKE 35, IS
1306 FOR ST = 1 TO t,!P
1308 GOSUB 201
1309 S(ST) = ABS (S(ST)
1310 IF S(ST) < > IIX THEN 1320
1312 VTAB R * 2 - l:PS = 22 * (C
L - 1): IF PS = 0 THEN PS =
4
1314 HTAB PS: FLASH: PRINT S(ST
)
1320
1330
1331
1332

NEXT ST
: POKE 34,20: POKE 35,23
HO~lE : VTAB 20
PRI NT "THE CORRECT NUllBER \"1

AS "; ~lX;" !"
1339 REM SETTLE THE BETS
1340 GOSUB 400
1342 XP = 0
1345 PRINT H$;: IflPUT A$
1350 TEXT: 1l0~lE
1354 VTAB 10: I NPUT "DO YOU I'll SH
TO CHANGE GM1E OPTI ON?"; A$

1356 IF A$ < > N$ AMD A$ < > Y
$ THEN 1354
1358 IF A$ = Y$ THEN 1005
1360 VTAB 12: INPUT "DO YOU I'IANT
TO CHANGE THE NUMBER OF PlA

YERS?"; A$
1362 IF A$ < > N$ MID A$ < > Y
$ THEN 1360
1364 IF A$ YS THEN 1100
1366 HO~IE
1368 GOSUB· 100
1370 GOTO 1111
13 72 REM
1374 RE~l LOOP THROUGH THE PROGR
AM
1376 RE~1
1400 REI-I PR I rrr IIEADER FOR PROGR
Ml, ASK IF INSTRUCTIONS ARE
NEEDED
1500 RE~l
3000 VTAB 8: HTAB 17: PRINT "10~
38": VTAB 10: IITAB 8: PRINT
"(TEN TO THE THIRTY-EIGHTH)"
: VTAB 12: HTAB 5: PRINT "A
BETTING GAME FOR THE APPLE I
I"
3002 VTAB 16: HTAB 6: PRINT "PRO
GRAHHED BY L. W. BRADFORD"
3004 VTAB 22: l·tJPUT "DO YOU HANT
I NSTRUCT IONS? (Y /to"; AS

3005 IF A$ < > Y$ AND A$ < > N
$ THEN 3006
3006 IF A$ = N$ THEN 1000
4000 TEXT: 110m
[fOOl H$ = "HI T RETURN TO CONTIIIUE

"
4002 PRI In "10-38 I S BASED O~' 'G
OOGOl', A GM1E THAT IS OESCR
IBED DY MARTIN GARDNER IN HI
S £lOOK '/JEW r~THEHATICAL D
IVERSIons FROH SCIENTIFIC A
I1ERICAN' ."
4003 PRINT: PRINT
4004 PHlt!T "THE GAI·'E \'/AS ORIGII!A
TED BY JOil!1 u, FOX AND L. G
ERALD HARrl I E, I II 1958."
4005 PRINT
4006 PRltlT: PRINT "THE GAt·;E lJES
CRIBED iiERE IS ESSENTIALLY
THE SAllE, [lUT IIITH sont 'nil
STS' TO IT."
4008 PRINT: PRINT "A GOOGOL IS
10 HULTI PLI ED BY ITSELF 100
TII'IES. THE ORIGINAL GAME IIA
D THAT VALUE AS Atl UPPE
R LI ~11T ."
[f009 PRI liT "TilE lHliT FOR THI S G
A~IE IS 10-38, I'IHI ell EXPLAI NS
THE NM1E" .

4010 VTAB 22: PRII!T H~;: IriPUT A
s
[f020 HO~lE: PRINT "THE BASIC GMI
E IS PLAYED AS FOllmIS;": PRII'T

110

"THE PROGRAM PICKS SOME RAND
OIl POSITIVE"
4022 PRI NT "NUMBERS (FRO~l 0 TO A
[lOUT·10~38).": PRINT "THE NU

~El ~~~ : A~~ I ~:~ I ~~~~E O~TJ~ ~S B~~
PAPER. "

4023 PRINT .
4024 PRlln: PRINT "THE NUMBER 0
F STRIPS OF PAPER TO BE USED
IS UP TO YOU.": PRINT "BUT

YOU MUST CHOOSE AT LEAST 3 A
ND NOT MORE THAN 14."
4026 PRltH: PRINT "\~HEN YOU SEL
ECT A STRIP, IT WilL BE
'TURNED OVER' TO DISPLAY THE
NU~1BER. "

4028 VTAll 22: PRINT H$;: INPUT A
$
4040 HO~IE: PRI lIT "THE GAME IS P
lAYED BY TURNING THE STRIPS
OVER ONE AT A TIME";: PRINT
" UNTI L YOU COME"
4042 PRINT "TO THE STRIP I'IHICH Y
OU GUESS TO DE THE LARGEST
OF THE BUIICH."

·4044 PRINT: PRINT "YOU miST TAK
E THE LAST STRIP YOU TURNED
OVER, YOU CAN'T GO BACK TO

ANOTHER."
4046 PR I NT "FROM ONE TO FOUR PEO
PLE ~IAY PLAY AT ANY OIlE TI~1
E.": PRIIH : PRINT "PLAYERS
tlAKE BETSON THEIR O~IN CHOICE
S."
4048 PR I NT "I F A PLAYER 14AKES A
CHOICE,THE OTHERS MAY CONT
INUE SEARCHING.": PRINT "BET
TltlG CONTINUES UNTIL ALL PLA
YERS HAVE CHOSEN"
4050 PRltlT: PRINT "TO HOLD AT A
PARTICULAR BET, ENTER A

ZERO FOR THE BEL": PRINT "y
OU I·IUST, i10~IEVER, MAKE SOME B
ET OF AT"
4052 PRINT "LEAST $1.00"
4058 VTAB 22: PRINT 11$;: INPUT A
$
4060 \iQt.1E: VTAB 2: PRI NT "TO TH
ROW A LITTLE CONFUSiON INTO
IIATTERS TTHE COIIPUTER CAN LI
E TO YOU."
4062 PRIIIT: PRINT "nlQ OPTIONS
ARE PROVIDED TO THE BASIC G
A~IE.": PRltiT "IN THE, FIRST 0
PTlON, THE CO~lPUTER VION'T TE
lL YOU"
4064 PRINT: PRINT "THE SECOND 0
PTION IS lJOT FOR THE FAIIH
OF HEART.": PRINT "THE COMPU
TER WILL TELL YOU IF IT HAS

LIED ABOUT THE LAST NUMB
ER."
4066 PRINT: PRINT "SO, IF YOU'V
E JUST BET ON IT, YOU MAY
LOSE OR YOU MAY WIN BUT YOU
IION'T BE SURE"
4068 PRINT "BUT THEN NEITHER \'JIL
L ANYBODY ELSE."
4070 VTAB 22: PRINT ii$;: INPUT A
s
4072 HOHE: VTAB 3: PRINT "THE R
[Al CHAllENGE OF TilE GAI,1E IS
TO F I ~!D AllAY TO 0 PT I 1,11Z

E YOUP. BETTltIG."
4074 PP.I rrr : PH I NT "11ART I rl GARON
EP. DISCUSSES THE STRATEGY
FOR THE NORIIAl GAME I tI III S B
OOK "
4076 PRINT: PRltIT" 'NHI ~1t.TH
EtlAT I CAL DIVERS ions FR0I1": PR I NT
" SCI EtlTI F I C AIIERI CMI"

[f078 rRI~!T: PRII!T "THE AI!ALYSIS
OF TI:E SITUATIOIIS IIIlERE THE
CotiPUTER LI ES TO YOU IS LEF

T TO TilE INTERESTED READE
R."
4080 VTAB 20: INPUT "HIT RETURII
TO START PlAY";A$
9000 TEXT: HO~E
9100 GOTO 1000
9999 END
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YORN
David Gerrold

So there I was, showing off my
North Star to some friends who were
thinking about getting a machine of
their own, and suddenly, the attractive
redhead asked, "If it's so smart, how
come I have to type in a '1' or a '2' for
'yes' or 'no'?"

"Um -" I said. "That'sjusttheway
the program was written. I copied it out
of Creative Computing. The author
was probably trying to save memory,
so he didn't bother putting in a
recognition subroutine."

"Sut it's possible?" she asked.
"Sure," I said. "It's probably very

easy. In fact, they encourage you to
personalize the programs to your own
uses."

"So, why haven't you?" she asked.
She had me there. I said, "Secause

I hadn't recognized a need to ... ?"
"Well, it would be nice," she

sniffed. And " knew what that sniff
meant.

All right. I'd show her.
After they left, I sat down at the

machine and constructed the follow-
ing all-purpose "Y" or "N" subroutine
to patch into various game programs.

I call it Yorn, and it's written in
North Star Sasic.

Whenever a "yorn" is needed, have

David Gerrold, P.O. Box 1190, Hollywood, CA
90028.

your program print the question, then
jump to the Yorn subroutine. It will
then return a 1 or a -1.

The subroutine will recognize any
variation of yes or no that begins with
the same letters: Yeah or Yup or Nein
or Nyet. For some reason, this im-
presses people who don't realize
exactly what the program is recogniz-
ing.

I chose to use the positive and
negative values, because it appeals to
my sense of symmetry. Also, the value
can be inverted by multiplying by -1.
This could be convenient for some
applications.

If the user puts in anything but a
yes-or-no answer, the subroutine
prompts him (line 1100) to answer
properly and then starts over. You can't
get out of the subroutine unless you
answer with a yes or a no.

If you want to be more versatile,
you can add:

1085 DATA "AFFIRM",1,"ALL
RIGHT",1 ,"SURE", 1,"OK", 1

- or any other affirmatives or nega-
tives, you want recognized.

My redheaded friend was suitably
impressed when Yorn responded to
her "Yassuh" and her "Naw" - but
·then, she looked up at me and asked,
"How come it always prints out at the
edge of the page? Can't you center it?"

Sut that's another subroutine. 0

lOlOREU --------------------------------YORN
l020IUPU'l' r s
l030FtEsrl'ORE 1080
~"r. il' ~"",-Pt:?ij -....•., 7:, C 7 \ ...•...l-t' .....(;< II.' r.' r· II 171·:,.,..., .•..-·
.l.U"±v~""~.t .•u i:.li9 ft..J 1. •. ".cl",:,i:':: iAZli.l lht..i'J

l050IF 1$(l,A)<>A$ THEH 1040
10600B i\.BS(Z) GOTO 1070,1100
1070REIIUR1·J
lOOODhTA"Y",l,"y",l,"N"~-l,"n",-l
l090Dli.TA"ZZZII,2
1100PRINT"'Yes' or Ino', please."
1110GO':'Ol020
READY
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Creative Computing
Magazine

Creative Computing has long been
Number 1 in applications and software for
micros, minis, and time-sharing systems
for homes, schools and Small busi-
nesses. Loads of applications every
issue: text editing, graphics, communi-
cations, artificial intelligence, simula-
tions, data base and tiie systems, music
synthesis, analog control. Complete pro-
grams with sample runs. Programming
techniques: sort algorithms, file struc-
tures, shuffling, etc. Coverage of elec-
tronic and video games and other related
consumer-electronics products, too.

Just getting started? Then turn to our
technology tutorials, learning activities,
short programs, and .problern solving
pages. No-nonsense book reviews, too.
Evensome fiction and foolishness.

Subscriptions: 1year$15,3 years $40.
Foreign, add $9/year surface poStage,
$26/year air. Order and payment to:
Creative Computing, Attn: Karen, P.O.
Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ07960. Visa or
MasterCharge acceptable by mail or
phone; call 800-631-81129 am to 5 pm
EST(in NJ call 201-540-0445).

DOES YOUR COMPUTER
SOMETIMES COUGH, SNEEZE OR

HAVE A SEIZURE?

It may be suffering from Transiet Glitchitis,
a cureable digestive disorder. The Blitz Bug
can bring fast relief from these symptoms in
less than 50 nano seconds. Available
without prescription: Use only as directed.

•No Computer Should Be
Without One·

Blitz Bug protects your entire circuit,
and plugs Into any outlet.
$19.95,Two for $35.00

N.J. Residentsadd 5% sales tax
Add $1..50shipplng&handling delivery from stock

Omnl Communications Co., Inc.
Jackson, New Jersey 08527
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SYSTEM COpy FOR TRS-80
Make back-up copies or fresh copies of
hard-to-load system tapes, inciuding
double-load tapes. A program you'll enjoy
is on the other side. Level II. Guaranteed,
tested. $7.95. A & 0 Software, Box 1555,
East Lansing, Michigan 48823.
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There's only one small
computer that can give
you your heart's desire:
. Sorcerer'"from Exidy.

You don't mean to be greedy. But you're
part of the new "Girnrne" generation with big
plans for the future. You expect your computer
to be flexible enough to keep up. Only one
system on the market today can do that: the
Exidy Sorcerer.

Z80 & Plug-in ROM Software Packs
The Sorcerer uses the popular zso

microprocessor as its "brain-center:' Combine
this with Exidy's plug-in ROM PACs~ and
you've got a dynamite computing center right
at your fingertips.

Our ROM PAC$ are special plug-in
software cartridges that turn your Sorcerer
into all sorts of different computer centers.
instantly. Just pop a STANDA.RD BASIC PACTM
into Sorcerer, and you're ready to program
any application in high-level BASIC. Or plug
in a DEVELOPMENT PACTMand you have
a low-cost Z80 software development
system costing less than $1700.

If words are your life,
consider our WORD-
PROCESSOR PAC!M
It turns your
Sorcerer into a
modern text editing
and formatting
system for less than I

$2600. This car- ,.._ •••
tridge offers many
benefits, including:
automatic text
wraparound, search
and replace com-
mands, and powerful
macro programming.

And, to make it
easy for you to put your
own particular applicati
software in ROM, we've also
provided an EPROM PAC!MIt has
sockets for four user-supplied
EPROMs with capacity up to
16K bytes.

S-100 EXpansion & 128
User-Defined Symbols

The Sorcerer was created
to withstand "Gimrne" attacks.
It's designed to be the hub
of a busy computing operation
now, and tomorrow when
your demands increase
or change.

Sorcerer's standard
features, such as hi·gh-resolution

graphics, andthecapabilitytodefine up to 128 of your own
letters and symbols, give you an amazing flexibility to
do things you simply can't accomplish with any
other computer.

Our S-1OOexpansion unit lets you
take advantage of the many useful S-1OOperiph-
erals currently available from dozens of
manufacturers. And that includes everything
from music and speech synthesizers for the
hobbyist to appliance controllers for the home
and the latest Winchester disk drives for
small business computer applications.

It's also easy with Sorcerer to
add on aprinter, an acoustic coupler, or
a modem, because our system has
built-in parallel and RS232 Serial
I/O ports (features normally
offered as add-on oQtions
by most other small
computer makers
today).

ZHO J3ased S.
l>e vel •.>l>n let It



The best of· Sorcerer
Hardware
o The Sorcerer Computer: 16K RAM
expandable to 48K. 4K ROM-resident
operating system has built-in printer
driver. 50-pin I/O connector for S-100
expansion. 25-pin parallel interface;
25-pin serial interface. Serial interface
operates one or two cassette recorders.
Graphic resolution of 240x512. 30
lines of 64 characters. 8x8-dot matrix.
Character generator contains full ASC II
set (upper & lower case), plus standard
graphic symbols. User may define up
to 128 characters. Keyboard is 63- key
data processing type, plus 16-key
numeric pad.

, 0 Video Display: industrial grade
12-inch.CRT (P31 phosphor).
o Display Disk: single unit package
containing two quad density dual floppy
disks (630K bytes) with controller and
12-inch industrial grade CRT (P31 phos-
phor) Includes CP/M'" and Microsoft
disk-extended BASIC.
D Floppy Disk Subsystems: single
dual-density floppy disk (120K bytes) and
controller in one package. Includes CP/M'"
and Microsoft disk-extended BASIC.
0$-100 Expansion Unit: self-
contained to-arno power supply and
motherboard with 6 card slots. Daisy
chain units for more slots.

Software
o Development PAC'"
D Word Processing PAC'M
o EPROM PACTM
o Microsoft Disk-Extended BASIC
D CP/MTMOperating System
·U.S. domestic prices only. Subject to change without notice
CP/M is a Registered Trademark of Digital Research

Price*
$1295

(16K model)
$1395

(32K model)
$1495

(48K model)

$ 499

$2995

$1150

$ 419

$ 99
$ 199
$ 49
$ 300
$ 145

satiSfy that urge
When you discover the many

exciting ways Sorcerer can satisfy all
your "Gimme" urges, you'll say:
''I'm in sheer Exidy" For the name of
your nearest dealer, or additional
information, write or call our Marketing
Communications Department.
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Co"esponden~e Is welcome.
Letters with interesting quest-
Ions and Ideas will be used In the
column along with a response.
No personal replies' can be
made. Send to: David Levy, 104
Hamilton Terrace, London NWB
9UP, England

Games with Big Trees
Last month we discussed the use

of the minimax method to search game
trees, using noughts and crosses (tic-
tac-toe) as our example. This is a game
with sufficient symmetry to reduce the
number of essentially different moves
at the start to three: the center, a
corner, orthe middle of an edge. Atthe
second ply'there are a total of 12
essentially different positions, so with
only seven spaces then remaining
there will be an upper ~ound of 12 x 7
on the total numbe~ of terminal
positions in the whole of the game tree.
In practice the total will be somewhat
less than this figure, since a number of
paths will lead to a win for one side or
the other, or a draw (Le. a position in
which every row, column and diagonal
has at least one "0" and one "X" in it),
before all nine elements of the 3 x 3
array have been filled. In orderto playa
perfect game of noughts and crosses
with the crudest of evaluation func-
tions, we could search the game tree
exhaustively, using a score of +1 for a
variation won by the program, -1 for a
variation won by the opponent, and a
for a draw.

Most interesting two-person
games have much larger trees than
this: in chess there are roughly one
million terminal positions in an aver-
age 4-ply search, in Go the figure
would be ten thousand million for a 4-
ply search at the start of the game. How
can we cope with such gigantic com-
blnatortal growth in our game trees?
The answer lies in a refinement of the

minimax method known as the alpha-
beta algorithm.

The Alpha-Beta Algorithm
The alpha-beta algorithm owes its

power to the argument that if a player
can choose from a number of moves,
once he finds one move which serves
his purpose he need not examine the

Po(So)

M1 M2

P1(Sl) P2(S2)

M11 M12 M21 /\..
!Another
i Thousand

I I Moves
P11(8) P12(5) P21(3)

FIGURE 1.

remainder of the moves in that group.
Let us look at a simple two-person
game tree to illustrate this point.

(See Figure 1)

We shall assume that a program
searches the above tree from left to
right, and that the evaluation function
assigns scores of 8, 5 and 3 respec-
tively to the terminal nodes P11,P12and
P21. If the program is to move from
position Po, it first considers move rn,
and .then tries to decide what its
opponent will do from position P1.The
opponent may choose between scores
of 8 and 5, and since we have adopted
the convention that the opponent's
target is a low score, the opponent will
choose position P12with a score of 5.

The program now knows that if it
chooses m1, its opponent can prevent
it from achieving a score of more t· an
5. This value of 5 is therefore the v: .ie

114

Po (80 [ a I)
Initially a = -00

P2 (S2 (131)
Initially 13 = +00

P21 (S21 [ a I)
Initially a = -00

FIGURE 2.

M1

P1 (81 (131)
Initially 13 = +00

M11

P12 (S12 [ Il' I)
Initially a = -OJP11 rs., [a))

Initially a = -00

P111(8) Pid7) P121(9)
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The largest family
of disk drives from
the largest supplier,

drives come
complete with

power supply and
cabinet.

MTI-40Disk Drive, 35 & 40 track $369
TF-1Pertec FD200,40 track, use both sides $389
TF-3Shugart SA400,35 track. same as tandy $389
TF-5MPI B51.40 track $379
TF-70Micropolis. 77 track with 195Kof storage $639
TDH-1Dual sided drive, 35 track $499

~~xc~~~~e~T~~~~9~gb:e. (fiXed)....... . $5349

NEW PRODUCTS
~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: '$~~~
Expansion Interface 32K $499
AC Isolator $47.95

PRINTERS
DP800Anadex. 80 column, 112cps $949
LP779Centronics 779 $1099
LP730Centronics 730 $950
LP700Centronics 700 , \1395
LP701Centronics 701 1759
LP702Centronics 702 1995
SPv'I/-1Splnwnter-NEC 2525

NEW! LINE PRINTER
BASE 2

Base 2 Printer 80.132 col. graphics $599
60 LPM with tractors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

* DRIVES FOR ANY MICROCOMPUTER •.
Does not include power supply & cabinet.

MOD II DISK DRIVES NOW AVAILABLE
Perfec FD200 $282
Pertec FD250 (dual head) $399
Shugart SA400 (unused) $286
Shugart SASOO $479
MPI B52 $349 B51 .. : $279

SOFTWARE
Disk Drive Motor Speed Test $19.95
New DOS+with over 200 modifications and
corrections to TRS-DOS $99

New D05+ 40 track $110
AJA Word Processor $75
AJA BusinessProgram $250
Racet Infinite Basic $49.95
Disk Drive Alignment Program $109
Radix Data Base Program $99.95
Electric Pencil $150

All PRICESCASH DISCOUNTED. FREIGHTFOB/FACTORY

Apparol. Ino
MICROCOMPlJER
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED •

3304 W. MacArthur
Santa Ana, CA 92704

(714) 979-9923

7310 E. Princeton Ave.
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 758-7275
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DISCOUNT PRICES
Microcomputers & Peripherals

B·~EisARGAINS

Cromemco • SWTPC• Lear-Siegler
Hazeltine. RCA • North Star

Verbatim • Perkin Elmer and others

Fast, off the shelf delivery.
Call TOLL FREE 800/523-535?

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.
2337 Philmont Ave., Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006

215/947-6670.800/523-5355
Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Whatyou'C'
is what
you get!

C Compiler for CP/M'
New, and available now! An easily affordable compiler

incorporating most of the features of the full C language.

BDSOFTWARE
System requirements: CPIM and at least 24K of RAM
Variable Types: char, int, unsigned
Composite Types: arrays, structures, unions
Pointers: to variables, structures, unions and functions
Features: is a structured language,all functions (Programs)

recursive; more powerful expression operators than any
other von Neumann type language; allows tree-forrnatted
source; close enough to UNIX"C to make conversions
feasible.

Speed: On 2 MHz 8080, the statement
for(i = 1; i <30000; i++) x = 5;
takes about 4 seconds to execute.

Package contains: cornpller, linker, library manager; standard
function library; sample source files include games, a
terminal emulator with disk I/O plus the source for
many standard library functions; BDS C User's Guide;
Book-The C Programming Language by Dennis Ritchie
and Brian Kernighan of Bell Labs. Price: $125

Recipient of the Computer Lib Seal of Approval
*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp. PrIces reuect dl.',lbulion on 8" ,Ingle density dr,kel1u.

* * UNIX is a trademark Of Bell Laboratories ~':u~~~~~~!1;~~~n~:r~~~i~i~~~rl~I:k~~~~ti:~flb~S!:~::.

Lifeboat Associates
2248 Broadway, New York, NY 10024 (212) 580·0082 Telex. 220501
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of position P" assuming correct ~ ay
by the opponent, and so the value 5 is
assigned to S,. We call this process of
assigning values as the program
backtracks up the tree "backing-up."

The score at S, is now backed up
to Soand the program then considers
position P2,to determine whether itwill
prefer to play move rn, or m2' It sees
that from position P2its opponent can,
if he wishes, move to P2' for a score of
3, and since 3 is better than 5 from the
opponent's point of view, the program
will wish to deny its opponent this
option and it will not, therefore, choose
move m2' It is completely irrelevant

, what the scores areforthethousand,s of
unexamined brother nodes, P2,2P2"3,·..
~"oo,:,because the move m2' is already
known to refute m2' Thus the program
has determined that m, is better than
m2,even though it hasexamined only 3
of the 1,002 terminal nodes on the tree!

Of course this particular example
has been specifically designed to sell
you the alpha-beta algorithm, and
most game trees do not allow us to get
away so lightly, but the savings
achieved with this algorithm are
certainly substantial enough to make
alpha-beta an almost essential seg-
ment in any program that searches two
person-game trees. The algorithm
.always chooses the same move that
would be selected by the minimax
algorithm, but usually in a fraction of
the time.

Since alpha-beta is so important in
game playing, I make no apologies for
including another, more complex
example. This will show how the
method works for a 3-ply tree and will
illustrate why it has been given its
strange name.

(See Figure 2)
Initially, all non-terminal nodes at

even ply are assigned the value -00
(a). All non-terminal nodes at odd ply
are assigned the value +00 (/3), As
usual it is the program's turn to move
from the root position Po, and the
program is trying to maximize the
value of a. The opponent moves from
positions P, and P2,trying to minimize
the value of /3. The program moves
from the positions at ply-2 (P11' P'2'
P2, and P22),trying to maximize a.

The tree search now proceeds as
follows:

1. Examine P11,.The score of 8 is
greater than -00 so a at S11is set to
8. This score is then compared with /3
at S, and found to be less than +00,
so this value of /3 is also set to 8. In
order to decide whether the program
might be willing to play rn, this score
of 8 at S1 is compared with -00 at So
and found to be greater, so a at So is
set to 8,

2, Examine P112.The score of 7 is
less than a at S11, which is now 8,
and since it is intended to maximize
a, the value of a at S11is not adjusted,
and therefore the value of /3 at S, and
that of a at Soalso remain unchanged.

3, Examine P'2" The score of 9 is
greater than -00, so a at S'2 is set to
9. This score is then compared with /3
at S, and found to be greater, and since
it is intended to minimize /3 the
program can reject move m'2, knowing
that its opponent can do better with
move m11'

4. The left hand side of the tree
has now been examined and the
search proceeds to the comparison of
the best score achieved so far (8) with
whatever can be reached, assuming

cussion of the theoretical and practical
results of this research is well beyond
the scope of this series, but the
studious reader will find this work well
documented in the bibliographic refer-
ences found at tHe conclusion of this
article. What follows is a summary of
the most important results, and a brief
discussion of their significance.

Monroe Newborn has investigated
the power of the alpha-beta algorithm
when searchinq game trees in which
the moves within any group are
examined in a random order. The
following table shows, for various
branching factors (b), the number of
terminal nodes which we would expect
a program to examine, using alpha-
beta, in searches of 2 and 3-ply.

2-ply search 3-ply search
total terminal total terminal

b nodes expectation nodes expectation
2 4 3,67 8 6,84
4 16 12,14 64 40.11
8 64 38,65 512 220,37
16 256 122,11 4096 1214.45
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It will be seen that as the branch-
ing factor increases, so the proportion
of nodes that can be ignored thanks to
the alpha-beta algorithm also in-
creases. And as the depth of search
increases the effect of the algorithm is
again increased. So the bigger the tree
becomes, the greater will be the
savings using the alpha-beta method.

The savings become even more
dramatic when the branches of the tree
are examined in an intelligent order. In
general it is true to say that within any
group of moves the best one should be
examined first, so that if the best one is
not good enough we need not waste
time in examining the second best,
third best and inferior moves. If the tree
is searched in such a way that the
moves are examined in their optimal
order, then the number of terminal
nodes examined will be approximately
2 x N, where N is the total number of
terminal nodes on the tree. Thus, for a
game of chess in which the branching
factor is typically 36, the number of
terminal nodes on the tree is 364 for a
4-ply tree. Yet by using the alpha-beta
algorithm, if the tree is optimally
ordered we need examine only 2 X 362
terminal nodes before we find the best
move from the root of the tree, asaving
of well over 99%when compared with
the simple minimax method.

Taking the figures from Newborn's
results quoted above, we can compare
the expected number of nodes exam-
ined with random ordering and the
number of nodes examined with
optimal ordering.

TABLE 1.

best play by both sides, if the program
should choose m2' This part of the
search commences with an examina-
tion of P2", which is found to have a
score of 3. This is compared with a at
S2' arid found to be greater, and since it
is intended to maximize a the program
will set this value of a to 3.

5, Examine P2'2' The score of 2 is
less than 3, so a at S2' (currently 3)
is left unchanged, since it is intended
to maximize a. This score of 3 is then
compared with /3 at S2, found to be
lower, and since it is intended to
minimize /3 this value of /3 at S2 is set
to 3. Finally this value of 3 is compared
with a at So (currently 8) and found to
be lower. Since it is intended to
maximize a, the program already
knows that m2 is inferior to rn., be-
cause playing m2 is not consistent
with maximizing a.

The search is now over and it can
be seen that only five of the eight
terminal nodes needed to be exam-
ined. If you wish to verify the validity of
this process by practical means, try
assigning different sets of values to
positions P122,P221and P222,and you
will always find that the program
prefers move rn, to move m2'

How Powerful is the
Alpha-Beta Algorithm?

During the past few years there
has been considerable research into
the question of just how big are the
savings achieved using this algorithm
rather than simple minimax. A full dis-
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P&T CP /M®2 unleashes the POWER
of your TRS-80 MODEL II

Pickles & Trout has adapted CP/M 2, one of the world's most
popular operating systems, to the TRS-BO Model II and the
result is spectacular:

.596 K bytes usable storage at double density
• Runs both single and double density disks
with automatic density select

• Single drive backup
• Multi-drive software can run on a 1 drive
system

•Operates with 1, 2, 3, or 4 drives
• Full function CRT control
.Type-ahead buffer for keyboard input
• Full access to both serial ports and parallel
printer port

• Fully software programmable serial ports
• Loads an 18K Basic in 2.5 seconds
• Full compatibility with existing CP/M software
and application packages

• Full set of 7 CP/M manuals plus our own for
the TRS-80 Model II

Introductory price: $175
Prepaid, COD. Mastercharge or Visa orders accepted
Shipping extra. California residents add 6% sales tax

PICKLES & TROUT
P.o. BOX 1206. GOLETA, CA 93017. (805) 967·9563

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc. TRS-BO is a trademark 01 Tandy Corp.
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Creative's own out-
rageous Bionic Toad in
dark blue on a light blue
shirt for kids and adults.

Computer Bum - black
design by cartoonist
Monte Wolverton on gray
denim-look skirt with
black neck~~nd and
cuffs.

T-shirts available in adult sizes S, M, L, XL; and In chIl-
dren's sizes (Bionic Toad and Spacewar) S, M, L. When
ordering, specify design and size. Made in USA. $5.00
postpaid in USA; $6.00 postpaid, foreign.

APPLE II (16K) LIST $1195.00
APPLE II DISK w/c LIST $595.00

OUR PRICE $994.00
OUR PRICE $520.00

ATARI400 (8K) LIST $549.99
800 (8K) LIST $999.99

OUR PRICE $509.00
OUR PRICE $949.00

COMPRINT 912 P LIST $660.00 OUR PRICE $599.00
912 S LIST $699.00 OUR PRICE $629.00

ANADEX DP 8000 LIST $995.00 OUR PRICE $875.00

MICROPOLIS DRIVES
LIST $1045.00 OUR PRICE
LIST $1145.00 OUR PRICE
LIST $1895.00 OUR PRICE
LIST $ 545.00 OUR PRICE
LIST $ 645.00 OUR PRICE
LIST $1395.00 OUR PRICE

1041 - MOD II
1043 - MOD II
1053 - MOD II
1021 - MOD II
1023 - MOD II
1033 - MOD II

$ 979_00
$1069.00
$1769.00
$ 509.00
$ 599.00
$1299.00

SYSTEMS-GO
SMALL COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

10678 Campus Way South - Upper Marlboro, MD 20870

(301) 336-7710

Plotter display of Pi to
1362 Places in dark brown
on a tan shirt.

Creative Computing -
Albert Einstein in black on
a red denim-look shirt
with red neck band and
cuffs.

I'd rather be playing
spacewars - black
with white spaceships
and lettering.

In a Hurry?
Call your Visa or Master/Charge order in to:

800-631-8112 (In NJ, call 201-540-0445)

GPoatlvo

Creative Computing T-Shirts
P.O. Box 789-M

Morristown, NJ 07960



Its not
too late.

It's not too late
to help your
community get
equal government
representation
and the funding
it needs.
It's not too late

to answer the
Census.

Answer the Census.
We're counting on you.

Free Book
•gtves

straight answers
to the

energy puzzle.
The Alliance to Save Energy offers a
free publication" that explains, in
understandable language, whatwecan
do now to save energy and money.
Compelling articles explore alterna-
tive sources of energy such as coal,
solar heating, windpower and others.

Every American household and
business office should have a copy of
"The Energy Puzzle." Send for your
free copy now.

., ALLIANCE TO SAVE ENERGY
•• , Box 57200, Washington, D.C. 20006

I want to help save energy. Send me your book.

Name

Address

City State Zip

r!tn A public service message from (his magazine
~~ and the Advertising Council
*Single copies ontv
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b
2
4
8

16

2-ply search
random optimal*

3.67 3
12.14 7
38.65 15

122.11 31

3-ply search
random optimal*

6,84 5,66
40.11 15

220.37 44.248
1214.45 127

I hope that the reader is now
convinced that for all two-person game
trees, except the smallest of the small,
alpha-beta is a must. The most im-
portant implication of these results is
that if it is at all possible, you should
generate and/or examine the moves
within any group or family in such a
way as to take maximum advantage of
the savings that can be achieved, and
this means ordering the search in some
way. We shall discuss various tech-
niques for speeding up the alpha-beta
search in our next month's article, but
one obvious method can be mentioned
here. First, generate all the moves at
the root of the tree, m, m2 ... etc., and
evaluate the resulting positions with
the evaluation function. Sort the moves
so that the move with the highest score
will be examined first, then the move
with the next highest, and so on.

Next look at the first position on
the list and generate its successor
positions. These are assigned scores
using the evaluation function and they
are then sorted, this time with the
lowest scored position coming at the
top of the list and the highest scored
position at the. bottom. (This is be-
cause the program's opponent is trying
to minimize the score.)

This process is repeated all the
way down the tree, except for the
terminal nodes, which are not sorted.
Now, when searching the tree with the
alpha-beta algorithm, the tree will be
found to be much nearer an optimally
sorted tree than if this process had not
been applied. One disadvantage of th is
method, however, is that it requires us
to keep in memory all the successor
nodes to each node on the principal
variation, apart from the terminal
nodes. So in a search of a chess tree,
with 36 moves at each node, this
method would require us to keep in
memory:

a) the root node
b) 36 nodes at each level of look-

ahead apart from the terminal node.
In order to combat this problem we

might try to find an extremely compact
method of representing a position, but
if this compactness results in aslowing
down of the search process while each
position is unravelled or created, much
of the effect of the fast alpha-beta
algorithm will be lost. Such problems
require careful thought and it is often
necessary to experiment before the
best balance is achieved between
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TABLE 2.

representation and optimality of
search.

Other useful techniques for ex-
amining the moves in a sensible order
can often be found by thinking a little
about the nature of the game. Let us
consider once again the game of
noughts and crosses. The elements of
the 3 x 3array might be numbered as in
the following diagram:

123

456

789

A simple way to generate all the
legal moves from any position is to
look at the elements, starting with 1
and working up to 9, and putting any
empty space on the move list. But with
a basic knowledge of the strategy of
the game we can speed up the search
process by looking first at element 5,
then 1, 3, 7 and 9, and finally at 2, 4, 6
and 8. This method of move generation
takes no longer than 1, 2, 3, 4, ... 9, yet
it enables the alpha-beta algorithm to
examine the moves in a more sensible
order, thereby taking us closer to an
optimal search process.

Next month we shall examine a
flow-chart for the alpha-beta algorithm
and look at further ideas for speeding
up the search process.

Task for the Month
Write a program to play noughts

and crosses (tic-tac-toe), taking ad-
vantage of symmetry and employing
the alpha-beta algorithm. Search the
whole game tree using the primitive
evaluation function described above
(+1 is a win for the program, -1 a win
for the opponent and 0 a draw).

Test the program a) when the
moves are generated in a random
order; and b) when the moves are
generated in the order: centre, corners,
middle of edges. The results should
indicate a useful improvement with
ordered search over random search.
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FREECata'iog
New 4-way relief from problems with
minicomputer supplies and accessories.

1. One-stop shopping.
Inmac (formerly known as

Minicomputer Accessories
Corporation) has a catalog
of over 1000 products, Every-
thing from racks and line-
printer paper to connectors
and cables, Each designed
to help keep your minicom-
puter or word processing
system up and running,
2. Hassle-free ordering.

Inmac lets you order by
mail or phone, So keep this free
catalog close, It makes those once-tough tasks like
ordering your magnetic media easy, fast and foolproof,
3. Fast.shipment of just the quantity you need.

Inmac ships your order within 24 hours from centers in
California, New Jersey and Texas, In a bind? Call us for the
many special services that can get your products to your
installation even faster, with no minimum-order requirement.
4. Field-proven quality means precision performance.

Inmac guarantees every product in these 70 pages for
at least 45 days, And even some for up to ten years,

• Send for your FREE.UHl8C Inmac catalog or call
'""m"'.",'M'"<om,."""'''"'''' ,,,"",,""" (408) 727-1970 today!

2465 Augustine Drive, P,O, Box 4780, Santa Clara, CA 95051
C>1979 International Minicomputer Accessones Corporation
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BASEX
MEANS SPEED!

BASEX is a fast, easy to learn
language for SOSO, ZSO, or
SOS5 microcomputers. Its
commands resemble BASIC,
making translation easy. An
interactive compiler permits

you to enter, list, edit and run programs up to 10x faster than
similar BASIC programs and use half the memory (2K plus pro-
gram).
Powerful features include:

TR5-BO PET 5100
APPLE KIM AIM&S

INEXPENSIVE CONTROL SOLUTION FOR
HOME SECURITY., ENERGY CONSERVATION
GREENHOUSE~ •ENVIRONMENTALCONTROL

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL· LABORATORIES

CmC's /LDACsystem now includes an interface to the BSR X-10 remote
control modules, These low-cost modules allow control over lamps,
motors and appliances. With the CmC X-10 interface your computer can
control 256 separate devices. Lamps can be turned on or off, dimmed or
brightened, Alarms, kitchen appliances, hi-fis, TVs, motors, pumps,
heaters and more can be put under your computer's control.
Direct plug-in and software for most computers,
Circle the reader service number, call or write for our latest catalog,

* Array variables
* 16 Bit Arithmetic/Logic
* Variable name length
* Named subroutines with

multiple arguments

* Text strings
* Versatile I/O Functions
* Block memory searches/

transfers
* Custom commands easily

added
CHOOSE YOUR BASEX ...

* 97-Page BASEX manual (pub. by Byte Books)
* North Star Disk/Meca Alpha Tape/Paper Tape
* TRS-SO Level II, 16K tape with graphics commands
* CPM S" Disk, with disk handler commands
* Basex Tape & Disk Guide-provides complete handlers

for North Star Disk and/or Meca Tape'
(includes manual with source)

* Add $ .75 shipping (special 4th class) or $1.50 special
handling on all orders.
See BASEX at your local dealer or order direct from

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

$ S
$25
$25
$35

$35

•m- Interactive Microwere, Inc.

• I P.O. Box 771

W State College. P. 15801
(814) 238-8294
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IPET Word Processor

8K
and

16/32K
PET

versions

This program permits cornposlnq and printing letters,
flyers, advertisements, manuscripts, etc., using the
COMMODORE PET and a printer.

Printing directives include line length, line spacing,
left margin, centering and skip. Edit commands allow
you to insert lines, delete lines, move lines and
paragraphs, change strings, save flies onto and load
files from cassette (can be modified for disk), move up,
move down, print and type,
Added features for the 16/32K version include string

search for editing, keyboard entry during printing for
letter salutations, justification, multiple printing and
more.
A thirty page instructlon manual is Included.
The CmC Word Processor Program for the 8K PET is

$29.50. The 16/32K version is $39.50.
Order direct or contact your local computer store.

YISA AND M/C ACCEPTED - SEND ACCOUNT NUMBER. EXPIRAnON DATE AND SIGN ORDER,
ADD 11 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING I HANDLING - fOREION OADIER~ ADD 10"'" FOR AlA POSTAO.

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT oatU
TEL: (203) 775-9659 TWX: 710-456-0052
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE. .

Learn French in One Easy ADVENTURE
Take your students to an enchanted land filled with

French speaking characters and send them on a
treasure hunt. They direct their computer puppet in
French with two-word commands like "climb tree" or
"go north." They try to find their way from a small brick
well-house to underground caves. They'll meet up with a
giant clam, nasty little dwarves, and other hazards. If
the situation gets too rough to handle they can switch to
English at the push of a button. Even so, it will take your
students months of enjoyable games playing to unravel
the mystery. BON VOYAGE! Bi-lingual Original
Adventure (CS-9004) runs in 48K CP/M, the 8" disk is
available for $24.95.

. ---------------

Creative Computing offers a wide variety of un-
complicatep user-oriented educational programs. Study
Made Easy for the PET (CS-1202)will create study drill
tapes for any subject automatically. The computer guides
you, step by step, through the entry of questions and
multiple choice answers. The package includes three
prepared drills. From U.S. Presidents to Lacrosse rules, the
versatile programs of Study Made Easy will create study
drills for you automatically. It's well worth the price of
$14.95.

CAI Programs offers a diverse group of study aids. U.S.
Maps uses high resolution graphics to help students learn
the states and their capitols. Spelling increases its pace as
you progress. Math Drill and Add with Carry will help you
with mathematics basics at your skill level. The Know
YourseH package (CS-4301)helps you investigate society's
effects on your behavior, how your life style affects your life
expectancy, and howyour attitudes are affected by society's
concept of sex roles. CAI Programs and Know YourseH are
available individually on cassette for $7.95 each or on one
disk (CS-4503)for only $14.95.Cassette versions will run in
16Kand the disk requires 32K.

U.S. Map

s + 1=9
WOW! ! I

Math Drill
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EFFECTIVE,
AFFORDABLE

AND FUN!
The Social, Economic, and Ecology Simulations

Unique Educational Tools

The director of a malaria control program works
within a $500,000 budget over 5 years. A war breaks out
and suddenly the supply of curative and preventative
drugs is cut off- if there is no treatment4% of those who
are ill will die ...

What happens ??? In an ordinary classroom situation
the student speculates haphazardly on the outcome and
turns the page to find out.
The student using the Malaria program of the

Social, Economic, and Ecology Simulations series
actively designs his plan for the deployment of field
hopitals, pesticides, remaining drugs for the ill and
preventative medication. Then in a highly realistic
.simulation he carries out his strategy and receives
prompt feedback about the effectiveness of his treat-
ment. Because the student is personally responsible for
economic, political, and scientific decisions he returns to
his textbooks with renewed interest.
The series (which is based on models developed by The

Huntington Two Computer Project) exposes students to
problem solving in real world situations. Ecology
Simulations-L (CS~3201)explores methods of popula-
tion management. Students can cooperate to save the
Wild West bison from extinction in Buffalo. The
comprehensive introduction to modeling concepts is
completed in Pop, Sterl, and Tag.
Ecology Simulations-2 (CS-3202) explores

problems in environmental and health sciences. In
Malaria, Pollute, Rats, and Diet the user can attempt
to end water pollution, rats in a city slum, or to design a
healthy diet. Social and Economic Simulations (CS-
3204) allows students to experiment with a micro-
computer version of the well-known "Limits to Growth"
project inLimits or compete ag~inst each other in the
bicycle industry in Market; U.S. Pop lets students
investigate demographic concepts.
The series is designed for the 16KTRS-80 Level II and

is attractively packaged in a vinyl binder. Included is a
study guide which relates the material to current

"ln the crassroom, this should be an ideal
learning tool. Not onty, can students work on the
mathematical effects of population growth but
they can also see the social and ecological effects
of any decisions they make .•. "

, , ~~~hemanual ht'extremelyweltdone;rJt provideS'"
necessary background information on each pro-
gram and encourages the student to think about
the social aspects of each program rather than just
the mathematical processes."

80Software Critique on
Ecology Simulations-1

Jan-March 1980

Apple Gradebook (CS-4506) brings the speed and
accuracy of the computer to the teacher's traditional
grading. and record-keeping procedures. Gradebook
stores and maintains all student records on disk. The
package includes ten interlocking programs which lead
you step by step, through setting up a class file and
storing it on disk. These invaluable programs sum-
marize the state of the class as a whole and then let you

Creative Computing Software offers the educator,
small businesaman and home user outstanding
applications 'programs at modest prices. A FREE
Sensattonal Software Catalog ofover 400 programs,
on 70 tapes and disks, is available"upon request.
Sensational Software has the programs educators
need to make microcomputers in the classroom
worthwhile ... children can compose poetry, learn the
role of ~n air traffic controner.;...or simI?ly make music
with software from Creative ~f)mputtng. .•

Ecology Simulations-2
1IIfA1J(Jf1!1f[C1I\1l£SS:~9ros
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Malaria

controversies, stimulates classroom discussion, and
provides sample exercises. The series is also available
on disk: Ecology Simulations-l (CS-3.501) Ecology
Simulations-2(CS-3502),and Social and Economic
Simulations (CS-3508). At a modest $24.95 each, with
quantity discounts available, the series becomes an
affordable necessity.

check on the progress of any individual. Apple
Gradebook runs in 32K on Apple II and costs only
$24.95.
IQ Test conducts a reliable intelligence test for ages

10and over. A sophisticated machine language program
does the scoring and makes cheating almost impossible.
The test consists of 60 graphically ~resented questions.
Only $14.95 on cassette for the 16K TRS-80.

Sensational Software should be available at
your local computer store. If your favorite retailer
does not stock the software you need, have him
call our retail marketing department at the
number below. Or you can order directly from
Creative Computing Software, Dept 301, P.O.Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.Visa, MasterCharge,
or American Express are also welcome. For faster
service, call in your bank order toll free to
800-631-8112.In NJ call 201-540-0445.

APRIL 1980

For a FREE Sensational Software Catalog of over 400 programs for eight popular systems circle reader service #300.
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J\pple-Ca
Chuck Carpenter

Correspondence is always welcome and a
response will be made to those accompanied
by a SASE. Send your letters to: Chuck
Carpenter, 2228 Montclair PI., Carrollton, TX
75006.

Simple File Builder

One of the most useful features
associated with the Apple II DOS is the
use of files. Files can include anything
from a matrix of data as a result of
mathematical calculations to a sophis-
ticated Data Base Management Sys-
tem. Listing 1 is an example of a simple
file builder and manager. Random
access, fixed length files, are used in
this example. At this level, sequential
files, of fixed length, would have been
just as easy to implement. But that's
not part of this story.

Most of the elements required to
manage a file system are used in this
example. Here's what has been in-
cluded:

• Initialization Routines
• Error Detection Routine
• An Operating System Section
• Building New Files
• Adding New Records
• List Records with Suspension
• Keyword Search
• Record Editing

The initializing and error detecting
sections are transparent to the user.
The others are included in the operat-
ing section as menu options. Other
menu selections could include printer
selection and control, and sorting.
We'll leave these for the future. Let's
examine each section of the Simple

. File Builder and see what it's all about.

Initialize

After clearing the screen with
HOME, the program is directed to line
2720 if an error occurs. In one part of
the program an error is forced, and
used to change the flow of the pro-
gram. Otherwise, if an error occurs, the
program returns to the options menu.
If you use control C the effect is the
same as an error. The forced error, #5
in line 2720, is an out-of-data error.

When a new file is named and you try to
read it, this error occurs. There are no
records to read. The error is trapped
and the program directs you to the
Build New Records option. More on
this when we get to the Operating
System. Other tasks handled in the
initialization routine are setting up the
control 0 required to identify DOS
commands, dimensioning the number
of records (R$) and setting the initial
count of the record counter (C).

Line 1110 turns the NOMON
controls on. Sometimes it is desirable
to see some of the data passing to or
from the disk. In this program, I turned
everything off. In line 1120, my clock
routine is loaded into memory for
future use. If there is no routine there,
an error will be generated and mess
things up. Leave it out or SUbstitute
something else here. Lines 1130 to
1160 print a heading and ask for the
name of a file. Enter the name of your
first file - something like Inventory or
Apple II Articles - and press RETURN.
The program now passes on through
the System Variables listing to the
Operating System.

Operating System

The Operating System is a section
of the program including an option
selection menu and control for direct-
ing input requests. Line 1350 CALLs a
Mountain Hardware clock output
routine. The date and time is available
each time the options menu is se-
lected. An error will occur if you try to
use this command without a legitimate
routine to CALL. In fact, a CALL to
nothing in particular will blow the
program. Options for the file are
printed by lines 1380 to 1430. Exist-
ence of a file is checked in lines 1440
through 1480. If the file, named in line
1150, previously existed, then the num-

- ber of records are posted on the screen

along with the name of the file. If the
file named is a new file and no records
existed, then error #5 is generated.

These lines (1440 -1480) use DOS
commands to make the test for a file.
Line 1440 is used to OPEN the file F$
with a length of 40 characters in each
record. The contents of record 0 are
READ in line 1450 to INPUT the value
C, the record count. It is at this point
that the OUT OF DATA error, #5,
'occurs and Build New Records option
is selected for a new file. If the MON
I,O,C commands were left on at this
point, you would see the error dis-
played on the screen. If there is an
existing file, the file is CLOSED in line
1460. The number of records and the
name of the file are displayed in line
1470. Input for the option selection is
accepted in line 1480 and tested for
range in lines 1490 and 1500. Numbers
greater than 5 return the program back
to the options list again. A zero POKEs
'the DOS error register back to zero,
CLOSEs the file, sets SPEED back to
the fastest value, and ENDs the
program. Line 1510 sends the program
to the program line number corre-
spondingto the file option selected.
Branches occur according to the value
of S, like this:

S=1, GOTO 1520 - Build the File
S=2, GOTO 1620 - Add Records
S=3, GOTO 1900 - List Records
S=4, GOTO 2110 - Edit a Record
S=5, GOTO 2350 -

Keyword Search
Because numbers greater than 5 are
trapped and zero stops the program,
branching to the requested option is
quite reliable.

New and Bigger

Building a new file and adding
records options do essentially .the
same thing. The new file has to start at
one and new record adds start at the
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for: Apple II Plus

TRS-80 (Level II)
North Star

All software is supplied with complete documentation which includes clear
explanations and examples. Each program will run with standard terminals (32
characters or wider) and within 16K program memory space. Except where
noted, all software is available on North Star diskette (North Star BASIC),
TRS-80 cassette (Level II) and Apple cassette (Applesoft BASIC). These pro-
grams are also available on PAPER TAPE (Microsoft BASIC).

FLIGHT SIMULATOR Price: $17.95 postpaid
(as described in SIMULATION. Volume 11)

A realistic and extensive three-dimensional simulation of take-off flight and landing.
The program utilizes aerodynamic equations and the characteristics of a real airfoil.
You can practice instrument approaches and navigation using radials and compass
headings. The more advanced flyer can also perform loops, half-rolls and similar
aerobatic maneuvers.

SIMULATION. Volume 11(BYTE Publications), $6.00

VALDEZ Price, $14.95 postpaid
A simulation of supertanker navigation in the Prince William Sound and Valdez
Narrows. The program uses an extensive 256X256 element radar map and employs
physical models of ship response and tidal patterns. Chart your own course through
ship and iceberg traffic. Any standard terminal may be used for display.

BRIDGE 2.0 Price, $17.95 postpaid
An all-inclusive version of this most popular of card games. This program both BIDS
and PLAYS either contract or duplicate bridge. Depending on the contract, your com-
puter opponents will either play the offense OR defense. If you bid too high the com-
puter will double your contract! BRIDGE 2.0 provides challenging entertainment for
advanced players and is an excellent learning tool for the bridge novice.

HEARTS 1.5 Price: 514.95 postpaid
An exciting and entertaining computer version of this popular card game. Hearts is a
trick-oriented game in which the purpose is not to take any hearts or the queen of
spades. Play against two computer opponents who are armed with hard-to-beat play-
ing strategies.

OAT A SMOOTHER Price, $14.95 postpaid
This special data smoothing program may be used to rapidly derive useful information
from noisy business and engineering data which are equally spaced. The software
features choice in degree and range of fit, as well as smoothed first and second

, derivative calculation. Also included is automatic plotting of the input data and
smoothed results.

FOURIER ANALYZER Price, $14.95 postpaid
Use this program to examine the frequency spectra of limited duration signals sampled
at equal intervals. The program features automatic scaling and plotting of the input
data and results. Practical applications include the analysis of complicated patterns in
such fields as electronics, communications and business.

MAIL LIST I Price: $18.95 postpaid (available for North Star only)
A many-featured mailing list program which sorts through your customer list by user-
defined product code, customer name or Zip Code. Entries to the list can be con-
veniently added or deleted and the printout format allows the use of standard size
address labels. Each diskette can hold approximately 900 entries.

MAIL LIST SERVICE
DYNACOMP can provide you with a customized mail list service. Your customer!
patient records are placed in a master computer file and you are provided with ad-
dressed, self-adhesive labels for your mailings. These labels may be sorted by name,
Zip Code, date, or other identifiers. Write for further details and a price schedule.

TEXT EDITOR I (Letter Writer) Price: $14.95 postpaid
An easy to use, line-oriented text editor which provides variable line widths and simple
paragraph indexing. This text editor is ideally suited for composing letters and is quite
capable of handling much larger jobs.

GAMES PACK I Price: $10.95 postpaid
Seven entertaining games for less than a dollar a kilobyte I Play CATAPULT, CRAPS,
SWITCH, HORSERACE, SLOT MACHINE, BLACKJACK and LUNAR LANDER.
This is an excellent way to introduce your children to computers,

All orders are processed within 48 hours. Please enclose payment with order. If paying by
MASTER CHARGE or VISA, include all numbers on card. Foreign orders add 10% for
shipping and handling.

Write for detailed descriptions of these and other programs available from DYNACOMP.

DYNACOMP
P.O. Box 162 Dept. C

Webster, New York, 14580
New York State residents please add 7% NYS sales tax.
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BUY THE BEST - SPECTRUM SOFTWARE FOR APPLE II
o FORM 1040: Includes Form 1040, Schedules A & B. Interactive computation, dli·

play and printout of 40 column facsimile of Form 1040, A & B. $24.96

o HOME FINANCE PAK I: Complete package $49.95
o BUOGm The heart of a comprehensive home finance system. Allows user to

define up to 30 budget items. Actual expense input can be by key·
board or by automatic reading of CHECKBOOK II files. Costs are
automatically sorted and compared with budget. BUDGET produces
both monthly 8Ctual/budget!variance report and a veer-to-date by
month summary of actual costs. Color graphics display of expenses by
month $24.95

o CHECKBOOKII, This extensive program keeps complete records of each check/deposit.
Unique check entry system allows user to set up common-check purp-
ose and recipient categories. Upon entry you select from this pre-de-
fined menue to minimize keying in a lot of data. Unique names can
also be stored for completeness. This system produces rapid access to
check files. Check register display incorporates unique up/down scrcl-
ling system for the ultimate in flexibility. 40 column printout of check
register. Up to 100 checks per month storage. Files accessible by BUD·
GET program.. . . $14.95

o SAVINGS, Allows user to keep track of deposits/withdrawals to,' up to 10 savings
accounts. Complete records shown via' screen or 40 column printer,

..... $14.-95

o CREDIT CARD, Keep control of your cards with this program. Organizes, stores and
displays purchases, payments and service charges. Screen or 40 column
printer display. Up to 10 separate cards. . . . $14.95

o THE UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE: $39.95
A user programmable computing system structured around a 15 row by
30 column table. User defines row and column names and equations
forming a unique computing machine. Table elements can be multi·
plied, divided, subtracted or added to any other element. User can de-
fine repeated functions common to a row or column greatly simplify·
ing table setup. Hundreds of unique computing machines can be de-
fined, used, stored and recalled, with or without old data, for later use.
Excellent for sales forecasts, engineering design analysis, budgets, ln.
venters lists, income statements, production planning, project COSt
estimates-in short for any planning, analysis or reporting problem that
can be solved with a table. Unique curser commands allow you to
move to any element, change its value and immediately see the effect
on other table values. Entire table can be printed by machine pages
[user-defined 3·5 columns) on a 40 column printer. Transform your
computer Into a UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE.

o COLOR CALENDAR: HI·RES color graphics display of your personal calendar. Automatic
multiple entry of repetititve events. Review at a glance important
dates, appcauments, anniversaries, birthdays, action dates, etc. over a
5 year period. Graphic calendar marks dates. Printer and screen dis·
playa summary report by month of your full text describing each day's
action item or event. Ideal for anyone with a busy calendar .... $19.95

o MIC'RDACCDUNTANT: Based on classic 'r-Acccentsand dcuble-entrv bookkeeping, this
efficient program records and produces reports on account balances,
journal entries, revenue and expenses. Screen or 40 column printer
reports. Handles up to 500 journal entries per period, up to 100 ec-
counts. Program instructions include a short primer in Financial
Accounting. . $49.95

o DEDUCT YOUR COMPUTER:
Can you take a tax deduction for your computer? Learn if you qualify
with this interactive check list of required IRS conditions for taking a
deduction. FREE WITH ANY ORDER OF $50.00 OR MORE or
$9.95 separately.

All programs run on 32K Apple·1I with Disc, Detailed instructions included with each program.
California residents add 6%%sales tex. Send check or money order to:

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
142CARLOW.SUNNYVALE. CA 940B7

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTWARE FOR THE
apple II

An programs run on both Apple II and Apple II Plus.

FASTGAMMON'· by Bob Christiansen.
Sound, hi res color, and cartoons have
helped make this the most popular back-
gammon-playing game for the Apple II. But
don't let these entertaining features fool
you - FASTGAMMONplays serious back-
gammon. Cassette: $19.95

Diskette: $24.95
FRACAS'· by Stuart Smith. A fantastic adventure game like no other. for any number of
players. You and your friends journey In the land of Faroph. Gangup on the monsters if
you wish, but you may have to fight your friends for the treasure' A24-page instruction
booklet gives hints on how to stay alive longer. Cassette: $19.95

Diskette: $24.95
BATTLESHIPCOMMANDER'" by Erik Kilk and Matthew Jew.Agameof strategy - your
fleet versus the computer's. Place your shots skillfully - a combination of logic and
luck are required to beat the computer. Sound and flashing lights make this a game fun
for all ages. Cassette: $14.95

Diskette: $19.95

QUJlLfTY SOFTWJlRE
6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 103, Reseda, CA. 91335

. Telephone 24 hours, seven days a week: (213) .344-6599

WHERE TO GET IT: Ask your nearest Apple dealer to see Quality Software'sApple
programs Or, If you prefer, you may order directly from us. MasterCharge'and Visa
cardholders may telephone their orders and we will deduct $1 from orders over $19 to
compensate for phone' charges. Or mail your order to the address above. California
residents add 6% sales tax. Shipping Charges: Within North America orders must
include $1.50 for first class shipping and handling. Outside North America the charge
.for airmail shipping and handling is $5.00 - payable in U.S. currency
"Apple II" and "Apple II Plus" are trademarks 01 Apple Computer. Inc.

CIRCLE 183 QN READER SERVICE CARD
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Apple Cart, cont'd ...

last record plus one. Otherwise, the file
must first be OPENed and prepared for
accepting records. Let's start with
BUILD FILE and detail the steps used
for this segment of the program ..

To start the file building process, a
short reminder of the option and file
name are printed by line 1560. The
named file is OPENed in line 1570 for a
length of 40 characters. This length
was chosen because the output is
listed only on the screen. Next, line
1580 uses a control D to halt DOS
action. Doing this prevents further
program activity from creating gar-
bage in the file. Line 1770 prints the
current record number and waits for
INPUT. A test for file END is included
in line 1780. If the input is END, the
program branches to line 1840 and
record processing is concluded. Line
1790 makes DOS active again for a
WRITE and line 1800 PRINTs (or
WRITEs) the record to the DOS buffer.
The buffer accepts up to 256 charac-
ters and then transfers them auto-
matically to the disk. The buffer
contents get transferred to the disk
when the file is CLOSEd, too. DOS
action is stopped again in line 1810, the
record counter is incremented in line
1820 and the program returns for
another record at line 1830. This loop
continues until the input equals END in
line 1780 and the branch to line 1840 is
taken.

No new record was added when
END was typed. So the counter (C) is
decremented and the result printed in
line 1840. DOS is again activated and
the current record count is written into
record zero. Lines 1850 and 1860 do
the record count work, and line 1870
CLOSEs the file. In line 1880, a GET
command in combination with
CHR$(13) is used to exclude all key
input except RETURN. When RETURN
is pressed, the program returns to the
.option menu.

Adding records uses two more
steps than starting a new file. First, the
previous record count is READ in from
record zero. Then, the last record
entered is READ. This is accomplished
in lines 1700 and 1720. The record
number and the record are printed in
line 1740. Having this information on
the screen provides a model for
subsequent entries. The record count
is incremented in line 1760 and the rest
is the same as new record processing.

Listing Records

Up to line 2000, the List program
functions are much the same as
processing new and added records.
Line 2010 starts a loop that lists the

contents of the file. A file suspension
routine using the WAIT command in
combination with a PEEK at the
keyboard and a POKE at the keyboard
reset is included in line 2020. Each
record is INPUT (READ) to the DOS
buffer and printed on the screen. When
a.1I records are listed, the file is
CLOSEd and control is returned to the
options menu.

Use of the list option allows
scanning the file for one or more
records. Speed control is another
feature that could be added for listing
records. The suspension routine stops
and starts the list routine. But, the
records still" go by quite fast on the
screen. Include a line to set the Speed
to 125 at the beginning of the listing
loop. A header to descri be the contents
of the file is another possible option.
Add a line to put titles on the fields and
keep it on the screen with a POKE 34,N.

1950 PRINT ••DESCRIPTION ....COST
...DATE PUR"

1955 POKE 34,4

2006 SPEED=125

2096 POKE 34,0 : SPEED=255
New line 1955 holds the top of the
screen at 4 lines until the listing is
completed. Be sure to disable or reset
any special controls you use. You'll get
some funny results otherwise.

Now, suppose you would also like
to add the cost figures in the cost
column. The records have been used
as one continuous string, so some-
thing besides adding simple variables
together is needed. In this example
program, the cost figures start in
column 22 and are 7 characters wide.
Add lines to add the figures in these
columns like this:

2004 LET T=O

2065 LET ST=VAL(MID$(R$,22,7)):
T=T+ST

2074 PRINT:PRINT TAB (24)"$";
INT(r100+.5)/100

Each time a record is READ, line 2055
extracts the VAL of the cost column as
a subtotal (ST) and starts summing the
total (T). When the list is complete, the
fi nal total is pri nted with a $ under the
cost column. If you change the posi-
tion of the cost field, be sure to adjust
MID$ and Total TAB too.

Edit a Record

To edit a record with this very
simple editor, you must know the

number of the record(s) to be edited.
The technique used is quite simple, but
effective. for short and simple records.
After requesting the record number,
the file is opened and prepared for
reading records. The requested record
will be displayed on the screen with the
record number. After it's displayed,
you get a chance to change it or leave it
alone. If the record was the wrong one,
just press N and the record is stored
back on the disk unchanged. A Y to
change the record displays the INPUT
prompt (?) on the screen. You can then
type in a new line, being careful to
follow the exact format. Or, you can
use escape D to move the cursor up to
the displayed record. Then use the
right arrow key to move to the part of
the record to be changed. Retype the
changes as needed and move the
cursor to the end of the line. Press
RETURN. The new record will be put
on the disk in place of the old one. A bit
more sophisticated approach would
use VTAB and HTAB to position the
INPUT prompt at the beginning of the
line to be changed. The step to use
escape D to move the cursor is not
needed if this is done. After all changes
are made, the program returns to the
option menu. (Remember, I said it was
a simple editor.)

Keyword Search

This routine is useful for finding all
the items with the same name orthings
in the same year or month and so on.
For most of the files I am using, I prefer
to use a search rather than a sort. For
nice ordered lists of tliings though, a
sort is the only way. But, that's a story
for another time. Keyword search was
described in detail in the January '80
Apple Cart. Most of the detail included
opening, reading and closing Apple II
DOS files. These details have been.
covered here too, so on to the meat of
the program.

"Computers? I thought we were
talking commuters. II ©Crea'iveCompu'ing
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A.PPLEI
IIATE JUnH FOOD!!
Finally your Apple II or Apple Plus can have low
cost Business and Professional Software worthy
of its Great Capacity and Quality. Ask your local
Dealer about our Software Products.

o BASIC Teaching Programs
°Word Processing & Office Management

o Business Payroll & Accounting
o Scientific & Professional Systems

o Medical, Dental & Legal Systems

-AVAILABLE FROM 650 DEALERS WORLDWIDE-

For Product Information or your nearest Dealer
please write or call.

CllARlES mAnn & AIIOCIATES
Micro Software Division
7594 San Remo Trail

Yucca Valley, California 92284
(714) 365-9718

Dealer Opportunities Available
CIRCLE 116 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Paper Tigei

$950.00
With Graphics $1090.00

DISK II $545.00 16K RAMS for
withcontroller APPLE II $65
withoutcontroller $465.00 TRS-80
MICROMODEM $325.00
PASCAL $425.00 VERBATI~27
ROMPLUS $149.00 DISKS
withkeyboardIIIter 10 for

The Computer Stop MON •• SAT.
1hQ,g Hawthorne Blvd

Lawnda!e CA 90260 10 . 6
(213)3714010

CIRCLE 132 ON READER SERVICE CARD

APRIL 1980

For Your t"ATARITM
~~~[Q)~~

IRIDIS #1 is available now. You get a C-30 cassette or a high-
quality diskette with four excellent programs for your 16K
ATARt The programs are ready to "Load" and "Run". You also
receive the 24 page IRIDIS GUIDE which provides clear
instructions for the programs, as well as important information
about how to get more out of your ATARI.
Our programs are written to be studied as well as used. The
GUIDE will have complete source listings of selected IRIDIS
programs. Not just listings, but an explanation of what's going
on. If you are new to programming, IRIDIS is one of the easiest
.ways you can learn advanced techniques. If you're an old hand,
you'll still find IRIDIS to be a rich source of ideas and ATARI
techniques.

ATARt is a trademark of ATARI, Inc.

r;;e:s: ;;; ;e ~;.;;;;, ~o~;;1~;;T:;;;;7m-m:;a7e~ ~ - - - - - - - - "\

0$9.95 Cassette 0 $12.95Disk
Name _

Address ~ _

City/State/Zip _

o VISA Card Number _

~~:~~~~~--~~~~----------------------.~Pubilihed By: ,-- ~-,

The Code Box 550
'.'orksN Goleta, CA93017
YYI 805-967-0905

Dealer
Inquiries
Invited

Programs for your ATARI'"
CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Your Full Service Computer Store

We Have
It All!
-HARDWARE
•SOFTWARE
- PERIPHERALS
•ACCESSORIES
•SEMINARS
- BOOKS, MANUALS, MAGAZINES •DISK DRIVES
•PRINTERS •MONITORS •-FURNITURE

All the famous brand names, including:
APPLE Alpha Micro .Soroc
ATARI Alpha Pro Hazeltine
EXIDY/Sorcerer Cromemco Sektor
Kim/Commodore Xerox PET
Texas Instruments Lear Siegler Shugart

VISA •BankAmericard •Master Charge

WESTMINSTER - 6791 Westminster
IRVINE 1 -270 South Bristol
VAN NUYS - 5848 Sepulveda
LAWNDALE - 15818 Hawthorne
BURBANK - 3808 West Verdugo

(714) 891-2584
(714) 957-5874
(213) 786-7411
(213) 370-4842
(213) 848-5521
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Apple Cart, cont'd ...
After requesting the keyword to be

located, the file is OPENed and
prepared for READing records. A I~op
for calling-up each record starts at tine
2510. Each record is then scanned, 1
character at a time, for the keyword. If a
. keyword is found, the record is
displayed and a flag is set. The
program returns for the next record
and continues the search. If no
keywords were found, a prompt to look
for another keyword is displayed. If
records were found containing the
keyword, you are also given the option
to make changes: The option to search
for more keywords is also displayed.
Answering No to both of the prompts
returns the program to the option
menu,

More Zing

Several times during this discus-
sion the simplicity of the program has
been emphasized. There are a number
of features that would make using file
more productive. Each improvement
would make the program more con-
fusing and difficult to explain. A
program for cataloging magazine
articles from Southeastern Software
uses a number of clever features. The
human factors of using the program
were greatly improved by the tech-
niques used. inclusion of sort routines
and more ideas for building records
and formatting will be included in
future columns,

Basic on Videotape

Videocassettes teaching com-
puter applications and programming
fundamentals are now available to
businesses and schoois. The concept,
called Evolution 1 (TM), was created
by Dr. Portia Isaacson of Electronic
Data Systems (EDS) in Dallas.

Currently available are 4 tapes of
interest to potential Apple owners (and
other beginning Basic programmers).
The videotape presentation, using
familiar analogies, makes no assump-
tions about prior knowledge of com-
puters or programming. Lesson 1
starts with instructions on getting the
computer operating, The viewer is then
taught to use several Basic program-
ming commands in a refreshing,
unhurried manner. By the end of the
fourth tape, the viewer has acquired
sufficient skill to proceed with con-

. fidence, to more advanced challenges,
Each tape is accompanied by a study
booklet The booklets are easy to use
and effectively reinforce learning
through color highlighted text and
representations of a video screen. The
booklets could be used separately but
all the supporting information from the

tape presentation would be lost.
Additional tapes, teaching more ad-
vanced Basic, are planned.

Other videotapes in the Evolution
1 (TM) series include 2 Point Of Sale
(POS) tapes and 2 Business applica-
tion tapes. The POS tapes are de-
signed to support retail. sales people .
with technical information. Business
applications illustrate techniques for
using a small computer in a small
business. Three new lessons are
planned for the business series too.
The newest entries include an 8 tape
series titled 'Little Computers ... See
How They Run.' These tapes describe
various microcomputer features and
accessories including detail of the
microprocessor chip itself,

Tapes are available to computer
retailers, distributors, educational
people and corporations on a lease
basis. The lease rate is $35.00 per
month per tape with a 6 tape minimum.
Tapes can be mixed in combinations.
These tapes can be exchanged during
the year tor a $40.00 fee, One set of
study booklets comes with each tape
series. Additional sets cost $10.00 to
$20.00 per set

For more information, call Evolu-
tion 1 at 800-527-0278 (in Texas, 214-
661-4070), or write them at 14580
Midway Road, Dallas, TX 75234. Also,
look for these videocassettes at your
local computer store,

Super Invader: A Review

This recreational diversion (some-
times called a game) is addictive. The
constant challenge for higher and
higher scores closely parallels
gambling. Except you have nothing to
loose but your sanity.

Super Invaders, by M. Hata, is a
real time, interactive high-res graphics
program. Graphics implementation is
excellent Animation is included as the
invaders flap their way towards de-
struction of your cannons and your
blockade. An invader cheering section'
adds insult to injury each time one of
your laser cannons is destroyed.
However, there is some retribution as
the cheering section shows remorse
when the last invader in each wave is
destroyed. A high-flying 'saucer'
provides additional scoring as itflies at
random across the top of the screen,
Space sounds are used to emphasize
the affect of laser fire, invader demise
and to announce the flight of the
saucer. The randomness of various
scoring features adds to the challenge
of going-for-more.

As of the date this is being written
(mid Jan '80), my son has achieved a
score of over 5800. My score is
somewhat less. Super Invaders has
been described as the game that drove

Japan crazy. I'm sure you will agree
once you've tried it (and tried it and
tried it, .. ). The game is available from
such diverse sources as Creative
Computing Software (see add on page
23) and from your local computer
store. The cost is $19.95 on tape or
diskette.

Data Base Management System

If you're looking for a technically
well designed Data Base Management
System, try the one from High Tech-
nology. The system has many features
allowing flexible data base operations.
There are also some not-so-good
features. This is how I would sum-
marize my evaluation:
• Software Engineering Excellent
• Human Factors Poor
• Documentation Marginal

Once set-up, the features and
flexibility of the system make it
excellent for use with structured data
base requirements. For instance,
mailing lists, customer records, in-
ventory management and perhaps
some types of personal record man-
agement For our application, a struc-
tured diskography using 9 files with 4
sorts including 2 secondary and 1
tertiary sort, the system is an excellent
choice. A listing of our master file set-
up is shown in Figure 1. Let's look at
the not-so-good things first and get
them out of the way.

Human Factors

The complexity of the set-up
requirements precludes use of this
system by many people not familiar
with programming. Even though the
program software is well engineered,
the lack of helpful prompts and
examples geared to a non-technical
target population minimize its useful-
ness. Correction of errors is clumsy: A I
RESET and rebooting is the only way
you can recover from a processing
error (one that sets off an obnoxious
siren sound), For an input entry error,
you must complete all input for the
record, then call the MODIFY option.
Once in operation, use is Simpler, but
there are still a large number of entries
required to access the data, Also, there
are no easily understood error mes-
sages.

Documentation

There are only 23 partially filled
pages of documentation in a 3 ring
binder. The documentation consists of
brief descriptions of each menu
option. The descriptions do not in-
clude meaningful examples, and little
consideration is given to interactions
between options. For instance, it is
necessary to use option 13 before you

126 CREATIVE COMPUTING



DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS
BASF 5~" DISKETTES:
$34.50 PER BOX OF 10

HIGHEST QUALITY DISKETTES AT A
BARGAIN PRICE! LABELS AND WRITE-
PROTECT TABS INCLUDED.

VINYL DISKETTE HOLDERS
FOR NOTEBOOKS

THE IDEAL WAY TO STORE DISKETTES. EACH
VINYL PAGE HOLDS TWO DISKETTES AND IN-
CLUDES A POCKET FOR EACH DISKETTE'S lABEL.
SAFELY KEEP UP TO 40 DISKETTES IN A SINGLE
1" 3-RING NOTEBOOK!

$4.95/SET OF 10
MARKETING YOUR OWN SOFTWARE?
DDP OFFERS DEALER & SOFTWARE HOUSE
DISCOUNTS ON NOT ONL Y THE ABOVE
ITEMS, BUT ALSO THE FOLLOWING
PRODUCTS:
9" x 12" ZIP-LOCK BAGS FOR PACKAGING &
DISPLAY OF SOFTWARE.
CORRAGATED MAILERS TO SHIPTO USERS
OR DEALERS!

SEND FOR FREE INFORMA TlON AT:

DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 19764-C2
SAN DIEGO, 92119

(ADD $1.00 SHIPPING/HANDLING CHARGE TO ALL ORDERS.)

CIRCLE 1990N READER SERVICE CARD

USMAIL for CP/M

USMAIL is by far the best mailing list grogram available!
Written completely in machine language. nly requires 32K.
Easy to use, interacti.ve, command driven, comes with 2 demos
that automatically show how to use it. Supports up to 1927
entries. There are commands to SORT, SEARCH, ADD, DELETE,
CHANGE, COPY, MERGE, LIST, produce LABELS (many different
ways)~ and more. Professionally designed and developed by an
expent in data base management sr.stems. Special introductory
price: $95 for diskette and manua, $20 for manual only.

APPLE
~~A/N. ASTROAPPLE- An astrological package that pro-
l(~.U\ duces. ~atal horoscopes, 30 day forecasts, and com.
\-;-'j)~, patab,hty ratings, Includes an 18 page manual.<.!~. 32K APPLE $15 CASS,ETIE $20 DISKETIE

BENEATHAPPLE MANOR - Explore an underground "
labyrinth, fighting monsters and finding magical .
treasures. Uses color graphics for floor plans.
16K APPLE $15 CASSETTE $20 DISKETIE

~ BABBLE - Teach your APPLE to create its own sto-
'S?=~-~:ries, poetry, music, and color displays. Includes
~;.-\" editor, compiler, interpreter and demo programs.
'<t.;;[J' 16K APPLE $15 CASSETTE $20 DISKETTE

AVAILABLE BY MAIL OR AT YOUR LOCAL COMPUTERSTORE
CALIFORNIA RESI.DENTSADD 6% SALES TAX

CP1M and APPLE II are reglsteJed trademarks of
Digital Research and the APPtE Co.

APRIL 19BO

APPLE II DISK SOFTWARE
DATA BASE MANAGER

IFO PROGRAM

The IFO (Information File Organizer) can be used for many appliCations
such as sales activity, check· registers, balance sheets, client/patient rec-
ords, billing, Information retrieval and much more. This can be accom-
plished easily and quickly without prior programming knowledge.

Up to 1000 records with a maximum of 20 headers and 10 report formats
can be stored on a single diskette. Information can be sorted and searched
(3 levels). Mathematical functions can be. performed to manipulate the In-
formation. Subtotals and totals can be calculated on any numeric fieid.
Many error protection devices provided.
Program diskette and instruction manual $100

MAILING LIST PROGRAM

Print labels sorted or searched by 6 fields. Data lines include: ACCT #,
FIRST NAME, LAST NAME (CO.), ATTN, ADDRESS '#1, ADDRESS #2, CITY,
STATE, ZIP (9 digits), PHONE #. On-screen editing. ""COMPANY NAME""
option on first line. Line up and variable spaCing routines and more. Many
error protection devices provided.
Fast and quick label generililon.
Program diskette and instruction manual $40

INVENTORY PROGRAM

2 disk drive, menu-driven program. Inventory categories include: STOCK#
DESCRIPTION, VENDOR 10, CLASS, LOCATION, 'REORDER PT, REORDER
OTY, COST, SELLING PRICE, # ON ORDER, ORDER DATE, OTY ON HAND.
All records can be entered, changed, updated, deleted or viewed. Reports
can be sorted In ascending/ descending order by any category. 7 search
categories (3 automatic). Calculates $ VALUE of inventory and YTD, MTD
and period items sold. Accumulates Inventory over a 13-month period. Plus
much more. Requires a 132-column, serial/parallel printer. Complete turnkey
operation with bootstrap diskette.
Program diskette and instruction manual $140
All programs require 48K and Applesoft II on ROM or Apple II Plus. Com-
patible with Pascal systems. Run from any port of the computer and work
with serial/parallel printers. Require 1 disk drive unless noted otherwise.

Write for Information on PAYROLL PACKAGE.

SEN,D CHECK/MONEY ORDER TO:

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY for COMPUTERS
P.O. B,OX 428,. BELMONT, MA 02178

•••---- CIRCLE 196 ON READER SERVICE CARD ---- ••••

STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS PROGRAM
DJI WEEKLYAVERAGE1897-DATE

ANAl" (ANALYSIS 1) is a set of BASICPrograms which enables the user to
perform analyses on the Dow Jones Industrial weekly average data. From 6
months to 5 years of user selected DJI data can be plotted on the entire screen
in one of 5 colors using Apples' High Resolution capabilities. The DJI data can
be transformed into different colored graphic representations called transforms.
They are: user specified moving averages; a least squares linear fit (best straight
line); filters for time, magnitude. or percentage changes; and user created rela-
tionships betweenthe DJIdata, a transform, or a constant 'using+.·,x.! operators.
Colored lines can be drawn between graphic points. Graphic data values or
their dates of occurrence can be displayed in text on the screen. Any graph or
text can be outputted to a users printer. The Grid Scale is automatically set to
the range of the graphs or can be user changed. As many colored graphs as
wanted can be plotted on the screen and clearec at any time. Theuser can code
routines to operate on the DJlltransform data or create his own disk file- data
base. ANAl commands can be used with his routines or data base. An Update
program allows the user to easily update the DJI lile with current DJI weekly
dUa. .
The ANAl two letter user commands are: CA; Calculate. no graph. CG; Clear

Graphs, leave Grids. CK; Checking out program, known data. CO; Color of next
graph (red. green. violet. white, blue). CS; Clear Screen.DL; Draw Line between
points. FI = Filter data for time. magnitude, or percent change. FU= Data. trans-
form. or constant Function with +,·.x.! operator. GO = Graphic mode, display
all GraphDataon screen.GR= Graphdata to screen.GS; SetGridScale.HE= Help,
summary of any commands usage, LD ; Load Data from disk file from inputted
date to memory. LG= Leave Graphs, automatic Grid resealing. LO= Look. select
a range of the LD data and GR;All commands.can now be used on this range.
LS = Least squares linear lit of the data. MA = Moving Average of the data. NS=
No Scale, next graph on screen does not use Grid Scale. NT= NoTrace. PR; User
implimented Printer routine. TO = Text mode. display Text Data on screen. TI =
Time number to date or vice versa, TR= Trace. TS= Text Stop for number of lines
outputted. to screen when in TO. U1/U2 = User 1/2 implimented routines. VD =
Values of Data outputted in text. VG; Valuesof Grid; low/high/delta. VT; Values
of Transform outputted in text.

APPLE® II, 48 K, APPLESOFT
ROM CARD, DISK II DOS 3.2
ANA 1 DISK & MANUAL .•. $49.95
ICA residents add 6% sales tax)

GALAXY
DEPT.CC2
P.O. BOX 22072
SAN DIEGO, CA 92122

" Software Review in Call-A.P.P.L.E.(2/80): "An example of an excellent piece of
software exploiting most of Apple II's major features," Overall Rating; 92.1

•Software Reviewin Apple Orchard (3/80): "A remarkably flexible approach to the
analysis and plotting of any time series data.". Overall Rating; 85.7

CIRCLE 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Apple Cart, cont'd ...
can use option 2. Anothershortcoming
was the description of 'Literals' in the
menu option 7. These turned out to be
optional field headings for use with the
output formatting set-up. The literals
would replace the names of fields used
for the print out. In all menu options, it
is not apparent what the input limita-
tions are. You are left to your own
devices to find out. Some walk-
through examples are needed.

One other item. There is no way to
know how much space is used or is left
on the text file disk. By another
method, I found there are about 100K
bytes of space on a formatted disk. Our
records are 224 bytes long and 250 of
them used about 75K. Allow about 10%
for the sorting keys, formatting files
and other overhead and there was
something over 20K left for additions
and changes.

The Good Stuff

Part of the confusion when first
using this system comes from its
complexity. You can do a great many
things with this data base. A certain
learning experience is needed before
you can become comfortable with the
system. Here's a list of some of the
features included in the 14 menu
options:

• Develop a named data base with
up to 20 fields, set the size of each field
in the record (255 characters per
record), and designate whether each
field is alpha or numeric. Up to 10
additional field names - called literals
- are also allowed.

• Sort on any field number, and
any combination of up to 10 sub and
sub-sub fields.

• Set-up and change master pro-
gram parameters to allow for format
and data base variations. Options
include printer slot, printer type, lines
per page, number of printed columns
- up to 250, name of file in use and the
slot the text file disk is in.

• A variety of options to create and
change the data base, enter the data,
search for records and other useful
housekeeping operations.

• Develop your own format for
printing the data. You can include
several formats on the text file disk.
Another option pri nts the data base in a
mailing list format. Input has to be
developed a specific way to use this
option. The option to total numbers in
any column is also included.

• Initialize a diskette and exit from
the system are two more options
included in the menu.

When using any DBM system,
keep in mind the speed of sorting
operations. Even though it is realistic

RUN WHICH NUMBER - 5

1. BUILD NEW RECORDS
2. ADD MORE RECORDS
3. LIST RECORDS
4. ED IT A RECORD
5. KEYWORD SEARCH
O. END THE PROGRAM

FILE ·HOME.INVE~· CONTAINS 5 RECORDS I

W~ICH NUMBER - 3

WhICH NUMBER - 3

KEYWORD SEARCH - HOME.INVEN

kEYWORD - 09178

3 REFRIGERATOR 0895.79 ..09/78

4 WASHER •.....•..•..•.. 0379.55 •.09/78

DO YOU WANT TO EDIT? Y/N ?N

TRY ANOJHER KEYWORD ? Y/N ?N

PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE -

to manage a large amount of data with
your Apple II, don't expect todo it very
fast. There is not enough RAM memory
left to hold more than a few Kbytes of
records at a time. Consequently, a lot
of swapping takes place between the
disk and memory when large files are
sorted. In Figure 1, the number of sorts
and sub sorts used is 7. We found that
sorting 250 records required one-half
hour. Once sorted into keyed files
however, the data was quickly re-
trieved. Printing a copy of the file was
as fast as the printer could go.

Not Too Bad Really

High Technologies DBM system is
a powerful tool and will do a lot of work
for you. I discussed-many of the items
here with Nancy Galloway, Software
Manager, at High Technology. She
was quite helpful and suggested
several things to simplify use of the
system. Among them was the idea to
set-up your master file on the text
diskette and then use it for a master.
Make copies and use the copies for
saving your various data files. Nancy
also mentioned that many improve-
ments are being made in the system.

Even though I found the system
awkward to use at first, I have not
found any other that will do the job
better. The system is available at
computer stores. The cost is $99.50.0

HOME INVENTORY FILE MANAGER

ENTER THE FILE NAME - HOME.INVEN

1980 01/14 20:4S:09.S40
FILE OPTIONS:

MASTER FILE: (S,2) DISCOGRAPHY DATA FILE.MST

fIELD # DESCR IPTI ON
-.------ -----------

1 TITLE
2 ARTIST
3 CO~IPOSER
4 PRODUCER
5 LABEL
6 DATE
7 POSITION
8 CONDITION
9 REMARKS

SORT # DESCR IPTI ON
- ----- -----------

1 TITLE
2 .ARTIST

*LABEL
**DATE

3 LABEL
*DATE

4 POSITION
FIGURE 1

128

1 COUCH/DAY BED ...•.... 1134.95 ..02/77
2 LOVE SEAT......•....•03~5.89••02/77
3 REFRIGERATOR ..•...•.• 0895.79 ..09/78
4 WASHER :•.... 0379.55 •.09/78
5 CASETTE DECK ,1145.37 ..12/79
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE -

LIST TEXT FILE - HOME.INVEN

1 COUCH/DAY BED .......• 1134.95 ..02177
2 LOVE SEAT ..........•. 0395.89 •.02/77
3 REFRIGERATOR •.•...... 0895.79 ..09/78
4 WASHER •.•............ 0379.55 ..09/78
5 CASETTE DECK .•.••.... 1145.37 ..12/79

LIST TEXT FILE - HOME.INVEN

$3951.55
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE -

TYPE

45,A
35,A
50,A
3(1,A
20,A
S,N
3,N
15,A
20,A

CREATIVE COMPUTING



APRIL 1980

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130

REM ***********************
REM * SIMPLE FILE 8UILDER *
REM * 8Y: CHUCK CARPENTER *
REM ***********************

129

1930
1940
1950
1880
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020

HOME
PRINT: PRINT "LIST TENT FILE - ";FS;""
PRINT
PRINT DS"OPEN";FS;",L40"
PRI~T D$"R~AD";FS;",R";O
INPUT C
PRINT DS
FOR I = 1 TO C ,
IF PEEK ( - 16384) > 127 THEN POKE - 18368,0:
WAIT - 16384,128,0: POKE - 16368,0
PRINT DS"READ";F$;",R";I
INPUT RS(I)
PRINT 0$
PRINT I; TAB( 4) ;R$(!)
NE)(T I
PRINT D$"CLOSE";F$;""
PRINT: PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE - ";: dET

A$:" IF AS = CHR$ (13) THEN HOME: VTAB (51: GOTO
13:50
HOME : GOTO 2090

REM ** INITIALIZE **
REM ****************
HOME
ONERR GOTO 2720 I
LET OS CHR$ (4): DIM R$(200):C = 1
PRINT DS;"NOMON I,O,C"
PRINT D$;"BLOAD B.TIME": REM DATE & TIME
HOME: VTAB (2): PRINT "HOME INVENTORY FILE MANAG

ER"
FOR I = 1 TO 27: PRINT "-";: NEXT I: PRINT
INPUT "ENTER THE FILE NAME - ";FS

1140·
1150
1180
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1280
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1480
1470
1480
1490
1500

REM ** SYSTEM VARIA8LES **
REM **********************
REM F$= FILE NAME
REM DS= CONTROL 0
REM RS= FILE RECORD
REM A$= RETURN (CHR$( 131)
REM G$= LOCAL RESPONSE
REM I&J LOCAL VAR I'A8LES
REM C REtORD COUNT
REM S = OPTION SELECTION
REM R = RECORD * TO ED IT
REM K$= KEYWORD TO SEARCH
REM K = SEARCH FLAG

REM ** OPERATING SYSTEM **
REM **********************
CALL 900: REM DATE & TIME
PRINT PRINT "FILE OPTIONS:
PRINT
PRINT" 1. BUILD NEW RECORDS"
PRINT "2. ADD MORE RECORDS"
PRINT" 3. LIST RECORDS"
PRINT 4. EDIT A RECORD"
PRINT " :5. KEYWO~D SEARCH"
PRINT O. END THE PROGRAM"
PRINT PRINT D$"OPEN";F$;",L40"
PRINT D$"READ";F$;",R";O: INPUT C
PRINT D$"CLOSE";FS;""
PRINT "FILE '";FS;"' CONTAINS ";C;" RECORDS !"
PRINT: INPUT "WHICH NUMBER - ";S
IF S > 5 GOTO 1350
IF S = 0 THEN PRINT: PRINT: PRINT "DONE": POKE

216,0: PRINT D$"CLOSE";FS;"": SPEED= 255: END
ON S GOTO 1520,1620,1900,2110,23:501510

1:520
1530
1540
15:50
1:560
1570
1580
1580
1600
1610
1620
1630
1840
1650

REM ** BUILD THE FILE **
REM ********************
HOME: VTA8 (2): PRINT "8UILD FILE - ";FS;"
PRINT DS"OPEN";FS;",L40"
PRINT 0$
GOTO 1770

REM ** ADD RECORDS **
REM *****************
HOME
PRINT: VTAB (2): PRINT "ADD FILE RECORDS - ";F

S;"": PR INT
PRINT DS"OPEN";FS;",L40"
PRINT DS"READ";FS;",R";O
INPUT C
PRINT.DS"READ";F$;",R";C
INPUT RS(C)
PRINT OS: PRINT
PRINT "R" ;C; '''';:PRINT TAB( 8)R$(C)
PRINT
LET C = C + I

1660
1870
1880
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1780
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880

PRINT "R";C;" ":: INPUT R$(C)
I~ RS(C) = "END" GOTO 1840
PRINT DS"WRITE";FS;",R";C
PRINT R$(C)
PRINT OS
LET C = C +
GO TO 1770
LET C = C - 1: PRINT: PRINT C: PRINT
PRINT D$"WRITE";FS;",R";O
PRINT C
PRINT DS"CLOSE";FS;""
PRINT: PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE - ";: GET

AS: IF AS = CHRS (13) THEN HOME: VTAB (5): GOTO
1350
HOME : GO TO 18801890

1900
1810 REM ** LIST R~~ORDS **
1920 REM ****************** LISTING 1

2030
2040
2050
2060
2(170
20BO
2(l90

2100
2110
2120 REM ** EDIT A RECORD **
2130 REM *******************
2140
21.50 HOME
2160 PRINT: PRINT "EDIT FILE RECORD - ";F$;"": PRINT

- ":: INPUT R: PRINT2170 PRINT "ENTER, RECORD NUM8ER
2180 PRINT D$"OPEN";FS;",L40"
2190 PRINT DS"READ" ;FS;" ,R";R
2201) INPUT RS(R)
2,~10 PRINT 0$
2220 PRINT "RECORD ";R: " CHANGES - 35 CHARACTERS MAX,"

2230
2240
2750

PRINT PRINT "RECORD ";R;" -
PRINT" ":: PRINT R$(R)
PRINT INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE IT - Y/N ":G

$: PRINT : IF G$ = "N" GOTO 2320
INPUT R$(R)2<-60

2270
22BO
2Z80
2300
2310
2]20

PRINT D$"WRITE";F$;",R";R
PRINT R$(R)
PRINT D$"CLOSE":FS;""
VTAB 17
PRINT "ANY MORE RECORDS Y/N ";: INPUT G$: IF GS =

"Y" GOTO 2110
PRINT: PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE - ":: GET

AS: IF AS = CHRS (13) THEN HOME: VTA8 (5): GOTO
1350
HOME : GOTO 23302340

2350
2360
2370
2]80
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2:530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580

REM ** KEYWORD SEARCH **
REM ********************
HOME
PRINT PRINT "KEYWORD SEARCH ";FS;""
PRINT INPUT "KEYWORD ":K$
LET K 0
'PRINT D$"OPEN":F$;",L40"
PRINT D$"READ";FS;",R";O
INPUT C
PRINT OS
FOR J = 1 TO C
PRINT D$"READ";FS;",R";J
INPUT R$(J)
PRINT OS
FOR I = 1 TO 40 - LEN (KS)
IF MIDS (R$(J),I, LEN (K$» > KS GOTO 2550
PRINT: PRINT J;: PRINT" ";: PRIN~ RS(J)
LET K = K + 1
NEXT I
NEXT J: PRINT
IF K > 0 GOTO 2610
PRINT: PRINT "NOTHING FOUND - ": PRINT "TRY ANOT

HER KEY WORD? Y/N ";
INPUT GS: IF GS = "Y" GOTO 2350
IF GS = "N" GOTO 2660
PRINT DS"CLOSE":FS:""
PRINT : PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO EDIT ? Y/N
INPUT G$: IF G$ = "Y" GOTO 2110
PRINT : PRINT "TRY ANO~HER KEYWORD ~ Y/N
INPUT b$: IF G$ = "Y" GOTO 2350
PRIN~ : PRINT ~PRESS RETU~N TO CONTINUE "GET

AS: IF AS = CHRS (13) THEN HOME: VTA8 (5): GOTO
1350
HOME : GOTO 2660

2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
285(1
2660

2670
2680
2680
2700
2710
2720

REM
REM

** ERROR ROUTINE **
*******************

IF
OR":
IF
NEW

PEEK (222) < > 5 THEN PRINT "PROCESSING ERR
SPEED= 255: GOTO 1350
PEEK (222) 5 THEN PRINT: PRINT "THIS IS A
FILE": FOR I = 1 TO 5000: NEXT: GO TO 1520

2730

274,0
2750 REM CRC - 5 JAN 1979
2760



Stephen B. Gray

the resulting pattern something like
"Twin Aliens Meet In Space," or
"Space Garbage Meets Radar Re-
flector."

For something 'quite different,
substitute these lines for 100-130 in the
general program:

100 CLS:INPUT A,B,E,F:CLS
110 X=RND(A)'RND(B)
120 Y=RND(E)*RND(F)
130 C=2*A*B-X:D=2*E*F-Y

and use values for A,B,E,F such as
10,5,5,4. This looks best during the first
few minutes, although at the end it has
a certain charm, looking like a moth-
eaten Mondrian.

Cassette Mailing List

This $19.95 Radio Shack program
for a Level-II TRS-80 with at least 16K
of ROM is also available at $39.95 on
diskette for 32K two-disk business
systems.

According to the manual, typical
uses of the Mailing List System are
club membership lists, customer lists
for advertisement mailings, Christmas
card lists, personal telephone direc-
tory, and client lists.

CREATIVE COMPUTING

In column 17, we look at kaleido-
scope graphics with variations on
RND(RND(X)), Radio_Shack's mailing-
list program, the disappearance of G/2,
Hayden's Microtyping program, the
fate of four TRS-80 cassette-tape
magazines, and a directory that lists
hundreds of TRS-80 tapes.

Variations On RND(RND(X»

In the Kaleidoscope Graphics
section of the TRS-80 Strings column
for Sep1979(p186),itwasshownhow
to skew the pattern blocks toward the
four corners of the four-way-symme-
trical design by using RND(RND(X)),
and even more by using RND(RND
(RND(X))).

The pattern, created by using the
same number of RNDs for both the X
and Y coordinates, is still four-way
symmetrical. A whole new set of
patterns, with their own particular
attractiveness, can be created by using
different numbers of RNDs for X and Y
in the general program in the center of
page 188, such as with:

110 X=RND(RND(A))
120 Y=RND(RND(RND(B)))

or the other way around by using

110 X=RND(RND(RND(RND(A))))
120 Y=RND(B)

Although the patterns are still
four-way symmetrical, the more RNDs
you use, the more two-way they seem.
The first X-V pair given above will
provide a top-and-bottom pattern with
a short gap across the middle; the
second pair, a left-right pattern with a
wider gap across the middle.

Just in case you don't have the
September 1979 issue handy, here's
the general kaleidoscope pattern,
written more compactly:

100 CLS:INPUT A,B:CLS
110 X=RND(A)
120 Y=RND(B)
130 C=2*A-X:D=2*B-Y
140 SET(X,Y):RESET(X+1 ,Y+1)
150 SET(X,D+1 ):RESET(X+1 ,D)
160 SET(C+1 ,Y):RESET(C,Y+1)
170 SET(C+1 ,D+1 ):RESET(C,D)
180 GOTO 110

Try from one to five RNDs for both
X and Y. If the graphics blocks were
square, you'd have the same type of
pattern, turned 90 degrees, if you
wrote, for example, one program with
three RNDs in X and four in Y, and a
second with four RNDs in X and three
in Y. But because the graphics block is
rectangular, each one of the 25
programs possible with one to five
RNDs in both X and Y will produce
basically different patterns.

Because these multi-RND pat-
terns are .sparser than single-RND
ones, they lend themselves more to
full-screen kaleidoscope patterns,
which are too big and confusing when
only one RND is used in both X and Y.
Try, for instance,

110 X=AND(RND(RND(RND(A))))
120 Y=RND(B)

and A,B values of 63,23. You might call

130



~ RACET COMPUTES ~ IIIK IIRT MERlE '11M' FOR MOD I AND MOD 11** TRS-80T•
Now you can sort an 85K diskette

in less than 3 minutes·

Z-80/TRS-80 TI. Users
BOOK YOU'VE WANTED NOW CAN BE YOURS

THE Z-80: HOW IT WORKS
(THE PROGRAMMERS PERSPECTIVE)

By Monte Corum
Best Most Complete Reference Yet

cpu Operation Explained
Addressing Modes Demystified
Register Functions Described

Instructions Defined
Interrupts Diagrammed

Cycles Outlined Formats Described
Execution Described in Text,

Notation and Diagrams
Meaningful Analysis of 698 Commands

in Formatted, Usable Tables
Simple, Consistent Notation and Formats

A Programmer's Book, Beginner or Experienced
Ideal Text for Class Instruction

Pricse: $17.95 Plus Tax and Shipping
VISA & MSTRCHRG-NUMBER AND EXP. DATE

PREPAID WE SHIP
MICROWARE ASSOCIATES, INCOAPORATED

9301 N. 58th St. OPT. BBB
SCOTTSDALE, AZ. 85253

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
,. TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD

-FAST
Perfect for your multi-diskette RANDOM file mailing lists, inven-
tory, etc. Ideal for specialized report generation, sort, merge or
combination. All machine language stand-alone package -
Efficient and easy to use. No separate key files required! Physical
records are rearranged on diskette! Supports multiple sub records
per sector including optional sector spanning. Sorts on one or
more fields - ascending or descending. Sort fields within records
may be character, integer, and floating-point binary. Provides
optional output field deletion, rearrangement, and padding.
·Sort timings shown below are nominal times. Times will vary
based on sort and system configurations. Nominal times based
on Mod I 48K 4-drive configuration, 64 byte records, and 5 sort keys.

TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME
(Bylas) (Sac) ~ (Sac)
16K 33 SORT 340K 1081
32K 49 SORT 680K 2569
85K 173 SORT and 85K SORT + 1757
170K 445 MERGE 1275K Merge·

SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
DSM for Mod I(Minimum 32K, 2-drives) $75 On-Disk
DSM for Mod II (Minimum 64K, 1-drive) $150 On-Disk"
Mod II Development Package $100··
Machine Language SUPERZAP, plus Editor/Assembler and
Disassembler patches.

Mod II Generalized Subroutine Facility 'GSF' $50··
··For Mod II Programs, Include Mod" DOS diskette with order

For Development Package, also include copy of Apparat
NEWDOS + 51/, diskette.

CHECK, VISA, M/C, C_O.D.
Calif. Residents add 6%

Telephone Or~ers Accepted (714)637·5016
CIRCLE 185 ON READER SERVICE CARD

00 BASIC for Level II and Disk Systems $49.95
Full MATRIX Functions - 30 BASIC commands!!
Mathematical and common matrix functions. Change arrays In
mid-program. Complete array handling. Tape array read and write,
including strings. Common subroutine calls.
Over 50 more STRING Functions as BASIC commands]! String
manipulation, translation, compression, copying, search, screen
control, pointer manipulation and utility functions. Includes
multikey multivariable machine language sorts. Load only machine
language functions that you want! Where you want In memory!
Relocating linking loader! More than you ever expected!!
00 BUSIN ESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95
20 Business oriented functions Including:
Printer Automatic Pagination with headers and footers!
Packed Decimal Arithmetic (+ ,-, * ,I) 127digits!
Binary array searches and hash code generator!
COMPROC Command Processor for Disk Systems $19.95
Auto your disk to perform any sequence of DOS commands,
machine language loads, BASIC, memory size, run program,
respond to Input statements, etc. Single BASIC command file
defines execution! Includes auto key-debounce, screen print and
lower case software driver.
REMODEL + PRO lOAD SpecIfy 16,32, or 48K Memory $34.95
REnumber any portion or all of BASIC program. MOve any portion
of program from one location to another. DELete program linee
MERGE all or any portion from tape. Save and verify portion or
all of combined merged programs to tape.
GSF (Specify 16, 32, or 48K) $24.95
18 Machine language routines. Includes RACET sorts.

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE
ADVISE PUBLICATION SOURCE

TRS-80 IS A REGISTEREDTRADEMARKOFTANDY CORPORATIONE- RACEY COMPUTES ~
702 Palmdlle, Orln.e CA92_
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Strings, cont'd ...
For most of these. uses, you'll want

labels, which means you'll also need a
tractor-feed line printer, expansion
interface and labels, all of which Radio
Shack can supply; the 31J2-by-15/winch
labels are Cat. No. 26-1404.

After you load in the tape, you get
a menu:

(A)DD.NAMES TO THE MAILING LIST
(R)EAD MAILING LIST FROM TAPE
(S)EARCH/CHANGE THE MAILING
. LIST

(L)IST NAMES ON THE SCREEN
(P)RINT MAILING LIST
(W)RITE MAILING LIST ON TAPE

You select one of the six options
by typing the first letter of the com-
mand. If you select the first, you have
the choice of including a telephone
number or company name in the
address, but not both. You enter name,
company or telephone number, ad-
dress, city, state, zip and, if you've
opted to include it, a select code.

You may wish, as the manual says,
to use the select code to indicate
whether a person in your club-mem-
bership list has paid his dues. Using
this code, "the club could then print
labels for paid-up members to send
them activities notices, and later print
another set of labels for members-in-
bad-standing to send them payment
reminders."

Or you could print labels only for
people who live in a certain state or
city, or who have a zip code beginning
with certain digits.

You can type the name with the
family name first or last, but the
program sorts according to the first
name on the first line. So if you want
the names to be sorted according to
family name, you enter them in di-
rectory style,separating the iast name
from the first with a comma. When the
labels are printed, the program will
rearrange the name to print the first
name first and the last name last.

Pressing L causes the names in
memory to be listed on the screen, just
the names only, in alphabetical order.
Pressing S lets you locate a particular
name for reference or alteration. You
enter enough letters of the name to
identify it, and you get a new menu,
with six choices, along with the name
and accompanying information. You
can then display the name before or
after the one on view, delete the name
displayed, change part of the informa-
tion,' cancel the changes made, or
search for a new name.

To print mailing labels, press P.
The program asks if you want to print
labels for the whole list, and if not,
which field you would like to use for a
select code, and then requests that you

"type in a value for the select code." If
you want to print labels only for
members in Oshkosh, you type in
OSHKOSH as the select code. Or, as
the manual states, "This feature is
especially useful when applied to the
zip code field. By specifying the first 3
digits of the zip code, you can print
labels for 'sorted bundles' and take
advantage of reduced postal rates."

'The program asks if you want a
trial printing run, so you can align the
labels and adjust the character size (if
you're using a printer with that fea-
ture). If you reply Y instead of N, the
first label will be printed three times.
Once the lapels are aligned, reply N for
"no more trial runs" and press ENTER
to start printing.

When printing is completed, the
program asks if you want to read in any
more tapes, which allows you to load
additional names into memory and
continue printing with the same
selection criterion.

Cassette tapes are used to save
names and addresses, so there is no
limit to the number of cassette tapes
you can create with the system. There
is, however, a limit to the number of
names on each tape, and it's a function
of your TRS-80's memory size. If the
average list entry is 50 characters long,
you can put up to 150 names into 16K
of RAM memory, up to 450 with 32K,
and up to 750 with 48K.

The cassette program is packaged
in a ring binder with one program
cassette, one C-20 blank data cassette,
and a 12-page manual. The last five
pages contain a full listing of the
program in Basic. The binder has
space for six more cassettes, handy
storage if you have a long mailing list.

The disk version seems to be
exactly the same. It comes with one
program diskette and one blank
diskette in a bound manual. Each blank
diskette will hold about 600 names,
with the exact number depending on

. the length of the listings.
According to the software info

sheet on the Disk Mailing List System,
"If you don't need a mailing list, you
could use it [the program] to catalog
items of various types and print
selected lists for you ... with or without
program modification."

This is just the program for your
club or business if you have more than
a small number of labels to print
regularly.

G/21s GWTW

If you've been wondering what
happened to those fancy four-color
ads for the G/2 Program Library that
GRT Corp. was running in Creative
and elsewhere in 1978, it's because
G/2, GRT's Consumer Computer

Group, no longer exists. GRT, of
Sunnyvale, CA, filed Chapter XI of the
federal bankruptcy laws, after losing
over two miltion dollars up to the fall of
1978.

G/2 had several dozen cassette
tapes for the Apple, Southwest, Sol,
PET, Sorcerer and Level-II TRS-80.
The half-dozen for the TRS-80 in-
eluded Beat The House (blackjack,
craps, roulette, siot machine). Clinic
(biorhythms, dieting, longevity), Per-
sonal Finance (Checkbook, Best
Choice). That last program was for
decision-making.

All the principles of the G/2
division left GRT in late 1978, and the
software companies that had licensed
GRT to manufacture and market their
products, have taken back the pro-
grams. These programs will now, in
some cases, be marketed by the
companies that wrote them, such as
Level III by Microsoft.

GRT continues with their main
business, which is producing and
'marketing pre-recorded music tapes.
Music tapes can stand a lot of dropouts
and other problems before they really
get bad. But I couldn't even load the
copy of Clinic that G/2 sent.

Incidentally, I heard that to make
writing the G/2 tapes as easy as
possible, no graphics were used at all.

So G/2 is gone with the wind,
cancelling an ambitious assortment of
tapes that also included Oil Tycoon,
Adventure, The Market and a couple of
Extended Basics. .

Microtyping ,

Microtyping is the first of the
"Hayden Computer Program Tapes"
I've checked out, and it is one of the
most ingenious and useful programs
I've even come across, well worth the
$10.95 price.

Written for Level-II 16K machines
by Dr. C. William Engel, who wrote the
Simulating Simulations games pro-
grams (available now in book form
from Hayden Book Co. for $4.95), the
cassette comes in a plastic envelope
(with a hole near the top, for peg-board
or stand mounting) that's handy to
keep the cassette in.

Also in the envelope is an attrac-
tive four-page folder. The cover shows
a logo and title in black and white on
green, distinctive enough to be spotted
across the room in your local computer
store, which is where you can buy this
tape (or if not available, from the Sales
Dept., Hayden Book Co., Inc., 50 Essex
St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662.)

The folder's back cover, which you
can read through the plastic envelope
in the computer store, tells you that
Microtyping.teaches touch typing, and
gives some details.
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TRS-80 (I& II), PET,APPLE,KIM,ATARI

Quality software duplication is more
than copying cassettes. Microsette du-
plication uses a proprietary high speed
duplicator designed specifically for
computer program duplication. The fin-
ished products are of consistent quality,
guaranteed to load. Minimum order is
100 with discounts for higher quanti-
ties. Call (415) 968-1604 for details.
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MICROSETIE CO.
475 Ellis Street

Mt. View, CA 94043
CIRCLE 164 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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FEATURES 5 FANTASTIC PROGRAMS AT AN UNHEARD OF PRICE!

BACKGAMMON 5.0

The best backgammon program for the TRS·80. Plays standard
international rules, will not allow illegal moves. (Fast: 15 seconds or lessavg.
move). Usesdoubling die!' Features finest graphic display yet available!!!

SPEED READING (CAI.)

Increase your reading speed and comprehension with this educational
program. Computer adjusts your WPM (words per minute) according to
comprehension. Up to 5000 words per minute possible!! Simulates the
tachistoscope!

YAHTZEE

Up to four people may play against the computer. Excellent animated
graphic dice. Standard yahtzee rules apply. Bonus points, Yahtzee, Chance,
etc.

WALL STREET

You and opponents buy and sell computer generated stock in this exciting
simulation. Each player starts with 50,000. The first to make a million
dollars wins. FAST ACTION!'!

PT·l09

Quick co-ordination is required with this fast action arcade game. Drop'
depth charges on subs!!!

24 HOUR HOT LINE: VISA. MC • COD. 602-882·3948
Please send me _ Package _ 7 Tapes Name
@$12.95@Plus$2.50(Postage& Handling Per Order) Address
o Check 0 Money Order 0 Visa 0 Me 0 COD ($3.50 Extra) City
c.e. Account. Requires 16K LVII State Zip __
EKp. Dale Available on Diskette (32K) $5.00 hlfa

~!.n)J'JJ~:Jl:.l! w(JJn Sl~~~Q-!PQ U-lJJ<DQ(JJl\f~ Jl~ Q~'Cl.(lJ)
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memory, and· a program to give you number
conversion from decimal/ octal/hex/binary. In
assembly language, there is a complete listing
which allows you to selectivelyscroll anyportion of
the screen, while leaving the rest of it intact! Plus,
there are the regular features: A tutorial on the
Editor/ Assembler for beginners; New Products;
Reviewsand the Business Section. It isn't called
the "TRS·80 Users Journal" for nothing! It is
published regularly every two months, and costs
just $ 16.00 per year in the U.S. Get a sample
current issue (first class mail) for just.$ 3.00. Use
your VISA or Mastercharge and call (206) 475·
2219 today! Or, send check or Money Order to:
80·U.s. Journal 3838 South Warner Street,
Tacoma, Washington 98409

WHAT'S HAPPENING?
(with the "Original" TRS-80® Users Journal)

Our Mar·Apr 80 issue tells about how one person
improved the resolution on the '80 bya factor of 6!
The photo on the cover of that issue tells the story.
There is also a complete listing in BASIC of adisk·
based file system, using random files and hash
codes. Also in BASIC is a program that compares
dollar values between any years from 1881 to
1980, and it gives comparative cost figures for
housing, transportation, food, etc. (it is in L2
16K). In the "fun and games" department, there is
a complete BASIC listing of agamewhereyou play
nine games of tic-tee-toe at the same time . the
computer is your opponent. In the utilities
department there are two methods of creating
graphs, a program to give you a HEX dump of

Yes! We are the. people who developed "Android Nim"
and other fine animated graphics programs with sound!

TRS·80 is a trademark of Radio Shack, a Division of the Tandy Corporation
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/Strings, cont'd ...
The inside two pages comprise a

User's Guide, which tells how to load
and use the program. The program is
divided into four levels: 1-Ietters, 2-
numbers and symbols, 3-words, 4-text
and program listings. "In each level the
user receives immediate feedback
regarding speed and errors. In Level 1
and 2, response speed is graphically
represented by the distance between
the symbol presentation and the
student's response. If the response is
too low or in error, the word SLOW or
ERROR appears on the screen. In
Levels 3 and 4, the student's response
is not printed unless the correct key is
pressed."

The correct finger placement on
the "home keys" is shown, and "it is
recommended that the student begin
with the first level of difficulty in Level 1
and remain at that level until 50 wpm
can be typed with no errors before
proceeding to the next level of dif-
ficulty."

The guide ends with instructions
on How to Insert New Practice Material
in The Program, a very practical idea.
The program is in Basic, so you can
'easily change any of the DATA lines to
put in new symbols, words and sen-
tences.

In each of the four levels, the
instructions and all other material
shown on the screen is in double-width
characters for easy reading; the menus
are in standard-width characters.

In Level 1 - Letters, you select the
level of difficulty, 1 to 9, and you're
presented with one letter at a time,
from a group of three letters if you're at
level of difficulty 1, from a group of six
letters at level of difficulty 2, on up to
the whole alphabet at 9.

You're shown 20 individual letters
in each session, at each level of
difficulty in Level 1, and as you type in
the letter you're shown, it's repeated on
the screen, to the right of the letter
displayed by the computer, at a
distance proportional to the speed with
which you enter the letter after seeing
the original display.

If you're really slow, then SLOW is
displayed on the screen instead of the
letter. ERROR is displayed if you don't
match the letter displayed. .

At the end of the session, you find
out how you've done, in words per
minute and number of errors. You can
then continue at the same level of
difficulty, or move on to a more (or
less) difficult level, or move on to Level
2 ~ Numbers and Symbols.

In Level 2, you also get a session in
which you match 20 characters, one at
a time, at one of eight levels of
difficulty, starting with one character
chosen from a group of four char-
acters, and ending, at the top level of

difficulty, with a character chosen from
the 32 numbers and symbols on the
TRS-80 keyboard. This begins to get
difficult, and if you're tempted to look
at the keys, remember: you'll never
learn touch-typing if you look.

Level 3 - Words presents 20
three-letter words per session, at nine
levels of difficulty, from 45 words
stored in the program. You can easily
change any of these 45 to words of the
same length, or longer.

In Level 4 - Text and Program
Listings, the menu has nine selections.
You can practice six selected groups of
letters, or all letters, or numbers and
letters, or program listings. If you
select "numbers and letters," you type
a sentence or two that combines words
and numbers; the program selects
from a group of seven in DATA lines.
There's only one "program listing"
stored in a DATA line, and although it's
fairly complex, you can easily change
it, or any of the seven groups of
sentences, if you want more variety or
harder material.

At all four levels, you get your
words-per-minute and number-of-
errors ratings.

Microtyping is a real winner in the
category of useful programs. The
touch-typing skill learned with this
program is transferrable to a type-
writer, although the symbols will, of
course, be a little different.

CasseUe- Tape "Magazines"

By the time you read this, Radio
Shack may well have sold 300,000
TRS-80 Model I computers. Looking at
that number, you might think there's
plenty of room in the marketplace for
more than just one of any type of
TRS-80 product.

But just because there are many
thousands of TRS-80 owners, doesn't
always mean, as several entrepreneurs

. have found out, that money can be
made by generating a product similar
to something already on the market.

Take tape "magazines," for in-
stance. CLOAD was there first, with a
monthly tape that steadily improved,
and which, even with a $36 yearly
subscription price, is doing quite well.
They've issued a "Best of CLOAD," at
$10 (Box 1267, Goleta, CA 93017).

Several other TRS-80 tape maqa-
zines have been advertised. Two died
before publishing their first monthly
tape: LEVEL I (monthly, $40 a year,
Anaheim, CA); and Tape Talk (bi-
monthly, $?, San Jose, CA).

A fourth, Gaudeus (monthly, $30,
Ozone Park, NY), was to have been a
cassette magazine in several editions,
for PET, TRS-80, Apple II and Sor-
cerer, but nothing has been heard from
them for awhile.

TRS-80 Software Source

The Summer 1979 edition of
"TRS-80 Software Source," which is an
8%-by-11-inch paperback, has over
4,000 listings from 250 vendors. The six
main class divisions are business,
education, games, home, math and
utility.

The listings are given in 16 differ-
ent ways. Games are on only one list,
alphabetically by title. The other five
classes are each listed three ways:
alphabetically by title and by vendor,
and by Basic (Level-lor Level-II, 4K or
16K). The 17th list is of vendor names,
addresses and phone numbers.

For each listing, you get a title,
description (up to 27 characters), level,
price, media, class and vendor.

At this writing, the price of a single
issue is $6, from Computermat, Box
1664, Lake Havasu, AZ 86403. As the
size of the publication increases, due
to more and more available programs,
don't be surprised if the price also
increases.

The directory is published in the
spring, summer and fall. The Fall 1979
issue is expected to contain over 5,000
listings. When the directory was first
published, a subscription price of $12 a
year was set. However, according to a
note from Computermat, "We have
decided to discontinue the subscrip-
tions. Most of our orders are for a
single issue."

The directory is well worth the $6
for anybody interested in buying more
than just an occasional TRS-80 pro-
gram. But there's one problem with the
listings that may be unsolvable. Some
programs are listed more than once.
When there are three listings for
"Library 100," most of us know that's
The Bottom Shelf set of programs
available from TBS and two others.

But what about the seven listings
of Biorhythm, nine of Renumber, and
21 of Inventory? How many are
duplicates? How can you decide which
to order from the vendor? The cheap-
est one? Biorhythm ranges from $3 to
$9.95, and Renumber from $9.95 to $20
on cassette. So what do you do, pick a
price in the middle and hope for the
best?

The Summer 1979 directory in-
cludes a "software review" question-
naire asking for detailed information
from readers on programs. Computer-
mat intends to "compile the results and
print them in the next issue." That may
help, at least for those programs for
which reviews are received, but which
may be for only a small percentage of
the thousands of programs available.

Well, it's a start, and we can only
/ wish Computermat well, with what is a
very large undertaking: collating the
information in all those reviews. That
is, if altruistic readers send them in. 0
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Home control unit for the personal computer!
Interface ~our computer to the BSR X·I 0 or Sears Home Control 5)lstem and control appliances. lamps. and wall

switches.
Deslaned b~ Steve Clarcla. featured In JanuarY. 1980 BYTE.
Assembled and tested interface. In attractive 8.25 x 6 x 2.5 Inch plastic case. with cable and connector.forTR5-80·

ke)lboard or expansion Interface. power sUPpl~.and manual.lncludlna BASIC IIstlna for simPle control routine for 4K.
Level II minimum smem. SI 04.95.

Four ~ear control proaram. requires expansion Interface for real time clock. on BASIC cassette. S19.95.
Packaae PK 500: BSR X·I 0 Command Console. cordless controller. two lamp modules and one apPliance module.

SI24.99. .
Separate PrIces: UC 301 Command Console. $49.95: CC 401 Cordless Remote Controller. S24.99: LM 501 Lamp

•.••Yf'IUlc;. S16.99: AM 601 Appliance MOdule. S16.99: WS 10 I Wall Switch Module. S16.99.

I~••)Note: Your BUSY BOX will not wor1ll111t11tile ~Io ShIck HOlM Controller. I striPPed clown version of tile BSR X·IO.

~ Shlpplna costs are not Included In prices.
1~11Jt1) To order. call TOLL FREE 1·800-258·1190. (In NH call 673·5144)

- 6 SOUTH STREET. MILFORD. NH 03055 For more Information. calli (603)613·5144. ------_

TRS-SO· COMPUTERS: OUR PRICE PRINTERS: OUR PRICE
Levell. 4K $499.00 $449.00 Centronics 130 $999.00 $846.00
Level II. 4K $619.00 $559.00 Centronics 153·2 $3196.00 $2150.00
Level II. 16K. no keypad $669.00 Centronics 119r2 $1559.00 $1064.00
Level II. 16K. w/keypad $849.00 $169.00 RS Quick Printer II $219.00 $191.00

RS Line Printer III $1960.00 $1813.00
LRC1000+(20.,2 or 40 col.) $389 •... $369.00
LRC1000+(64 tolumn) $405.00 $389.00

PRINTER C~BLES:
QPII to Exp. Int~cable $19.00
LRCto TRS·80t' cable $20.00
130 to TRS·80'" cable $29.00
119 or 153 to ~RS·80· cable $35.00

PERIPHERALS:
Novation CAT Modem $199.95 $119.00
RS·232·C Interface Board $99.00 $89.00
TRS·232 Printer Interface $49.95
Data Dubber $49.95
16KMemorY UpS!radeKit. Keyboard $99.00
16KMemorY UpS!radeKit. E.I•......... $95.00
Percom ~Iectrlc Crayon $249.95
Busy Box $104.95

Ask for our. FREE cataloS!

EXPANSION INTERFACES:
Exp. Int••no RAM $299.00 $269.00
Exp. Int••16K RAM. (NEC) $448.00 $369.00
Exp. Int••32K RAM. (NEC) $591.00 $459.00

DISK DRIUES:
Percem, TFD·l 00: 40·tracks $399.00 $389.00
Percom. Dual TFD·l OO's $195.00 $115.00
Percom. TFD·200. 11·tracks $615.00 $625.00
Percom. Dual TFD·200·s $1350.00 .. _ $1250.00

DISK DRIUE ACESSORIES:
2·drlve cable for TRS·80· $29.95 $29.00
4·drlve cable for TRS·80· $39.95: $39.00
Percom Data Separator $29.95
Extender card $15.95 _ _.... $15.00

We Bu~ and Sell Used TRS-SO*
.:.,;CI..:..:..RC:..:L;,:.E.:..;22:...;,.1..:.;ON;.;..R:..;;;E:..;;;A.:..;DE:..;.;R...;.S.:..;ER.:...;.V...;.IC..:.;E=CA..:..:.;R;.:..D *TRS-80 Is a trademark of Radio Shack and Tandy CoI'P. __
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a-BIT MICROCOMPUTER
FOR SMALL BUSINESS

The Centurion 8-bit microcom-
puter is built around Intel's 8085A-2
microprocessor, which has a proces-
sing speed of 5MHz, but system speed
is 7MHz because a floating point
math chip is used to handle number-
crunching calculations.

Designed to be a complete, inte-
grated system, the Centurion features
16Kof internal PROM, 64KofRAM a
floppy disk controller, CP/M oper~t-
ing system, built on Artec's shielded
motherboard. It operates with a CRT
terminal and up to four single-sided
double-density, 8-inch floppy disk
drives, and is compatible with any
printer having an RS-232 interface.

The single-quantity price of the
Centurion I with a Hazeltine 1500
CRT terminal is $10,825.

Artec Electronics, 605 Old
County Rd., San Carlos, CA 90470.
(415) 592-2740.

CIRCLE 250 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CLUSTERSHARED
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

Nestar Systems announces a new
Clustershared personal computer
system with the introduction of the

Cluster/One, Model A for the Apple.
Now, up to BdApple II computers may
be tied together in a local network.

Users may communicate with
one another, share data, and access
the same files, while the individual
computer remains free to tackle
accoun ting or scientific problem
solving without being tied down by
other computers in the system.

Professional and business offices
as well as departments within large
firms can take advantage of a
Clustershared system, typically con-
sisting of multiple Apple II com-
puters, the Nestar Cluster/One
Model A, and shared resources such
as printers, data recorders, plotters or
graphics tablets.

The Nestar Cluster/One, Model
A will be priced at $6,000 for the basic
system with 1,260,000 bytes of stor-
age. The optional 16.5and 33Mb hard
disk systems will cost $8 000 and
$10,000 respectively. A CiusterBus
communication card, priced at $400,
ISrequired for each user station on the
network. The cost of the Apple II
personal computers are separate and
must be added into the total network
price.

Nestar Systems, Incorporated,
430 Sherman Ave., Palo Alto, CA
94306. (415) 327-0125.

CIRCLE 251 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MULTIVISION FAMILY
FROM ADDS

Applied Digital Data Systems
Inc., (ADDS), Hauppauge, N.Y. is the
world's largest supplier of display
terminals to original equipment
manufacturers. More than 25%of all
displays shipped to OEMs are made
by ADDS. The 'company also pro-
duces programmable terminals
clustered terminals and small
business computer systems.

ADDS has now introduced a
family of modular small business
computers including hard disk stor-
age and multi-user capability. The
ADDS Multivision 1 entry level

computer lists for $3785 and includes
a 5 MHz processor, 64K byte RAM,
and 700K bytes of dual mini-floppy
based storage.

ADDS has developed a CP/M*-
compatible, multi-user operating
system that supports the Microsoft
BASIC Interpreter and Compiler a
proprietary word processing pa~k-
age, five business application pack-
ages and a powerful ISAM capability.

For users requiring more data
storage, an 8-inch Winchester disk
drive is available. Option 1 provides
5M bytes of storage while Option 2
provides 10M bytes. The unit mea-
sures a compact 15" square by 6"
'high,

Multivision 3 permits the sirnul-
t~neous operation of as many as Jour
displ ay terminals. Multivision 2
systems can be field upgraded to
Multivision 3 with the addition of an
expansion box that supports a 4 port
adapter end up to three additional
64K byte RAM boards, yielding a
system total of256K bytes of memory.

A new file type has been added to
standard CP/M* file system to pro-:'
VIdeefficient access to the Winchester
disk. The software includes both a
BASIC Interpreter and a BASIC
Compiler. The· Interpreter permits
easy development of software; where-
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NEW PRODUCTS!
Super Color S-100 Video Kit $99.95 Elf II Adapter Kit $24.50
Expandable to 25.6 x t 92 high resolution color Plugs into Elf II providing Super Elf 44 and 50 pin
graphics. 6847 with all display modes computer bus plus S·100 bus expansion (With Super Ex-
controlled. Memory mapped. lK RAM expands- pansion). High and low address displays, state
ble to 6K. S·100 bus 1802, 8080, 8085, Z80 etc. and mode LEO's optional 518.00.
Gremlin Color Video Kit $59.95 1802 16K Dynamic RAM Kit $149.00
32 x 16 alpha/numerics and graphics; up to 8 1802/S·100 expandable to 32K, Hidden refresh
colors with 6847 chip; 1K RAM at EOOO.Plugs w/clocks up to 4 MHz wino wait states Addl. 16K
into Super Elf 44 pin bus. Not expandable to high RAM 579.00.
resolution Graphics.

Quest Super Basic
Quest, the leader in inexpensive 1802 systems
announces another first. Quest is the first com-
pany worldwide to ship a full size Basic for 1802
systems. A complete function Super Basic by
Ron Cenker including floating paint capability
with scientific notation (number range :t .17E38).
32 bit integer :t2 billion; Multi dim arrays; String
arrays; String manipulation; Cassette I/O, Save
and load, Basic, Data and machine language pro-
grams; and over 75 Statements, Functions and
Operators.
Easily adaptable on most 1802 systems. Re-
quires 12K RAM minimum for Basic and user

programs. Cassette version in stock now. ROM
versions coming soon with exchange privilege
allowing some credit for cassette version.
Super Basic on Cassette $40.00
Tom Pittman's 1802 Tiny Basic Source listing
now available. Find out how Tom Pittman wrote
Tiny Basic and how to get the most out of II.
Never oHered before. 519.00
S-100 4·Slot Expansion 5 9.95
Super Monitor VI.I Source Listing 515.00
Coming Soon: Assembler, Editor, Disassem·
bier, DA/AD, Super Sound/Music, EPROM
programmer, Stringy Disc

RCA Cosmac Super Elf Computer $1
Compare features before you decide to buy any A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys
other computer. There is no other computer on plus load, reset, run, wait, input, memory pro-
the market today that has all the desirable bene- teet, monitor select and Single step. Large, on
fits of the Super Ell for so little money. The Super board displays provide ounut and optional high
Elf is a small single board computer that does and low address. There is a 44 pin standard
many big things. It is an excellent computer for connector slot for PCcards and a 5.0pin connec-
training and for learning programming with its tor slot for the Quest Super Expansion Board.
machine language and yet it is easily expanded Power supply and sockets for all IC's are in-
with additional memory, Fuil Basic, ASCII eluded in the price plus adetailed 127 pg. instruc-
Keyboards, video character generation, etc. tion manual which now includes over 40 pgs. of
Before you buy another small computer, see if it software info. including a series of lessons to
includes the following features: ROM monitor; help get you started and a music program and
State and Mode displays; Single step; Optional graphics target game. Many schools and
address displays; Power Supply; Audio Amplifier universities are using the Super Elf as a course
and Speaker; Fully socketed for aIIIC'.s; Real cost of study. OEM's use it for training and R& D.
of in warranty repairs; Full documentation. Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf
The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for pro- features at additional cost or not at all. Compare
gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE before you buy. Super Ell Kit 5106.95, High
STEP for program debugging which is not in- address option 58.95, Low address option
cluded in others at the same price. With SINGLE $9.95. Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled
STEPyou can see the microprocessor chip opera- plexiglass front panel 524.95. Expansion Cabinet
ting with the unique Quest address and data bus with room for 4 S·100 boards $41.00. Niead
displays before, during and aher executing in- Battery Memory Saver Kit $6.95. All kits and
structions. Also, CPUmode and instruction cycle options also completely assembled and tested.
are decoded and displayed on 8 LED indicators. Questdata, a 12 page monthly software pub-
An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to lication for 1802 computer users is available by
connecltoyourown TV with an inexpensive video subscription for $12.00 per year. Issues 1·12
modulator to do graphics and games. There is a bound $16.5.0.
speaker system included for writing your own Tiny Basic Cassette S10.00, on ROM $38.00,
music or using many music programs already original Elf kit board 514.95. 1802 software;
written. The speaker amplifier may also be used Moews Video Graphics 53.50. Games and Music
to drive relays for control purposes. S3.00, Chip 8 Interpreter $5.50.
Super ExpanSion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95
This is truly an astounding value! This board has subroutines allowing users to take advantage of
been designed to allow you to decide how you monitor functions simply by calling them up.
want it optioned. The Super Expansion Board Improvements and revisions are easily done with
comes wilh 4K of low power RAM fully address- the monitor. If you have the Super Expansion
able anywhere in 64K with built-in memory pro- Board and Super Monitor the monitor is up and
tect and a cassette interface. Provisions have running at the push of a button.
been made for all other options on the same
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet
alongside the Super Ell. The board includes slots
for up to 6K of EPROM (270B, 2758, 2716 or TI
2716) and is fully socketed. EPROMcan be used
for the monitor and Tiny Basic or other purposes.
A IK Super ROM Monitor S19.95 is available as
an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has
been preprogrammed with a program loader/
editor and error checking multi file cassette
read/write software, (relocatible cassette file)
another exclusive from Quest. It includes register
save and readout, block move capability and
video graphics driver with blinking cursor. Break
points can be used with the register save feature
to isolate program bugs quickly, then follow with
Single step. The Super Monitor is written with

Other on board options include Parallel Input
and Output Ports with full handshake. They
allow easy connection of anASCII keyboard to the
input port. RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for
teletype or other device are on board and if you
need more memory there are two S·l 00 slots for
static RAM or video boards. Also a 1K Super
Monitor version 2 with video driver for full capa-
bility display with Tiny Basic and a video inteliace
board. Parallel I/O Ports S9.85, RS 232 54.50,
m 20 ma I/F Sl.95, S·100 S4.50. A 50 pin
connector set with ribbon cable is available at
$15.25. for easy connection between the Super
Ell and the Super Expansion Board.
Power Supply Kit for the complete system (see
Multi-volt Power Supply below).

P.O. Box 4430A, Santa Clara, CA 95054
Will calls: 2322 Walsh Ave.

Same day shipment. First line parts only. (408) 988-1640
Factory tested. Guaranteed money back.
Quality IC's and other components at tac-
tory prices.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
7400TTl lM323K·5 5.95 C04021 1.25
7400N .17 lM320K-12 1.50 CD4022 1.10
7402N ... lM320K-15 1.50 C04023 29 RESISTORS 1'. wan 5%7404N .is lM320T-5 1.60 C04024 15
7409N .23 LMJ20J.8 1.60 C04025 .29 10pertype.OJ 1000pertype.QI2
7410N ... LMJ20T·12 1.50 CD4026 2.00 3.75 25peft)1le.025 350 piece pack
7414N .10 lM320T-1S 1.60 C04027 .66 3.75 lOOpertype.015 5pe11Ylle6.75
7420N .ra LM324N US C04028 .85 3.75 Ylwatt S%pertype.05
1422N 39 lM339N 1.55 C04029 1.02 6,75 KEYBOARDS
74l0N .20 lM340K·5 1.35 C040JO .45 8.75 S6keyASClikeybOJrdkil S57.SO
7442N 50 lM340K·8 1.35 CD4035 1.02 2.90 Fully assembled 7750
7445N .69 LM34QK·12 1.35 C04040 1.02 2.90 53keyASCIlkeyboardkii 60.00
7447N .60 LM340K-15 1,35 CD4042 .85 240,00 Fully assembled 70,00
7448N 69 lM340K-24 1,35 CD4043 .85 Enclosure 14.95
7450N .18 lM340T-5 1.25 CD4044 .85

P0411D-3
CONNECTORS MelalEnclosure 29.95

7474N .35 lM340T-8 1.25 CD4046 1,67 30 pin eoge 2,50
7475N 49 lM340T-12 1,25 CD4049 .45 P0411D·4 44pinellllc 2.75 lEDS
74S5N 88 lM340T·15 1.25 CD4050 49 100 pin edlle 4.50 RedTD1S 15
746SN 1.65 lM340T-18 1.25 CD4051 1.13 100 pin edlle WW 5.25 Green. Yellow T018 20
7400N .43 LM340H4 1.25 CD4060 1.42 Jumbo Red 20
7492N .43 LM343H '50 CD4066 .71 IC SOCKETS Green. Orange. VeUowJumbo 25
1493N " LM350 1.50 CD4068 .40 Solder Tin Low Pmllte Cliplite LEO MauntJngClips 8fSl.25

1495N .69 lM310 1.15 C04069 .4' PIN lUP PIN lUP (spealyred,~mber.\lreen. yellow. cleM)
14100N 90 LM377 3.00 C04010 .50 , .15 22 .30

CONTIHENTAl SPECIALTIESIn slack74107N 35 LM379 5.00 CD4011 .28 14 .14 24 .35
14121N .3' LM380N 1.00 C04072 28 16 .16 28 42 CompleleWneotbreadboa(dleslequlp.
74123N .59 LM381 1.60 C04073 28 .. .21 36 58 MAX-lOll a digilFrsq. Clr. $128.95
74125N .45 lM382 1.60 CD4075 .28 20 .29 .0 51 OKWIREWRAP TOOLS In slock
74145N 69 lM703H 40 CD4076 1.45

CLOCKS
21e'1el14pinww ,20 Port!ble Multimeler Sl8.00

74150N 95 LM709H 28 CD407S '0
74151N 69 lM723H/N SO CD4061 .28 MM5311 5,50 WIRE WRAP LEVEl 3 SPECIALPRODUCTS
74154N 1.00 lM73JN .61 CD4OB2 .28 MM5312 3.90 PIN PIN MM5865 Siopwalcn Timer
74157N .69 lM741CH 35 CD4116 41 MM5314 3.90 14 32 24 86 wilh 10pg. spec 9,00
74161N 81 lM741N " CD4490 5.50 MM5369 2.10 16 .33 28 100 PCb02rd 7,50
74162N .81 lM747HJN .15 CD4507 1.00 MM5e41 14.45 " 51 '0 1.23 Switches Mom. Pusnbullon .2J
74163N .81 lM748N 3S CD4508 4.25 MM5865 1.95 3 pes. slide .25
74174N .96 LMlJ03N 1.75 CD4510 1.02 CT7001 5_80 CRYSTALS Encoder HDOI65-5 6.95
74115H .90 lM1304 1.10 C04511 .9' CT7010 8.95 1M", 4.50 Par!lroninHIOALo91C
74190N 1.15 LMI305 \.27 C04515 2.52 CT7015 B.95 1M", 4.$0 Analyzer Itil $224.00
74192N .81 lM1301 1.00 CD4516 1.10 MM5J7SAA1N 3.90 'M", 4.25 Model 10 Tnoger
74193N 85 LM1310 2.75 CD4518 1.02 MM5375AGiN 4.90 5M", 4.25 hpanderKiI S229.OO
74221N 1.00 lM1458 .41 C04520 1.02 11QS 16.50 10 MHl 4,25 Model 150 Bus
74298N 1.65 LMl800 1.75 CD4527 1.51 7207 1.SO 18 MHz 390 GrabberKil S369.00
74365N 66 lM1812 1.50 C04528 .19 1108 15.95 20 MHz 3.90 Sinclair3Yz Dlgll
74366N .66 LM1889 3DO C04553 3.50 1209 4,95 32 MHz 3.90 MuUimeler $59.95
74367N .66 lM2111 1.75 CD4566 2.25 OS0026CN 3.75 32768 Hz 4.00 CloctC!lendarltll '$23.95

lM2902 l.SO CD4583 4.50 DSQ056CN 3.75 1.8432 MHz 4,50 2.5 MHz Frequenc~
74LSOOlTL lM3900N .60 C04585 1.10 MM53104 2.50 3_5795 MH/ 1.20 Counterltit $37.50
74lS00N .35 lM3905 1.75 C040192 3.00 MICROPROCESSOR 2.0100 MHz 1.95 30 MHz Frequenc~
74lS02N .35 lM3909N 89 14COO 18

6502 12.50 2.097152 MHl 4.50 Counterltll $47.75
74lS04N .35 MC1458V .SO 74C04 .•0 55D4 16.50 24576 MHl 4.50 TRANSFORMERS
74lS05N .35 NES40H 3.75 74Cl0 .18

6522 13.60 3.276a MHz 4.50 6V 300 m~ 3.2574lS08N .35 NE550N 1.00 74C14 2.10 68DO 17_50 5_0688 MHz 4.50 12 Vall 300 ma nanstcrmee 1.25
74LSION .35 NE555V .39 74C20 18 6801 18_75 5_185 MHz 4.50 12_6VCT600mi 3.75
74LS13N .55 NE5S6A .85 14C30 18 6810 9_9S 5_7143 MHz 4.50 12V2SOma wan plug 2.9574LS14N 1.10 NES6SA 1.00 74C48 1.95

6851l 12.9S 6.5536 MHz 4.50 12VCT2S0 ma wall plug 3.SO74lS20N 35 NE566V 1.50 74C74 .15
'''''' 8.9S 14.31818 101Hz 4.2S 24VCT400ma 3.9574lS22N .35 NE561V 1.00 74C76 1.40
8085 27.00 18.432 MHz 4.50 10V 1 2 amp wall plug 4,85

74lS26N 41 NE570B 5.00 74C90 1.\5 22.1184 MHz '.SO
74lS30N .35 18LOS .60 74C93 1.40 8088 75.00 12V6amp 12.95
74lS3JN 15 78106 60 74C154 3.00 ZSO 14.75

KEYBOARDENCODERS
12V 500 ma wall plug 4.75

74lS38N 55 78MOS .85 74C160 1.44 ZaOA 19_75
AY5·231S $12.50

12V 1 amp wall plug s.sa
8212 2_90 12V 3 amp 8,SO74lS74N 1.25 75108 1.75 74C175 1.35
8214 8_00 AY5-3600 17.95 10/1S VAC8116 VAwall plug 9,7574lS75N 100 75491CN .50 74C192 1.65 AY5·9100 10.SO

74lS90N 85 75492CN 55 74C221 2.00 9216 2.90 AY5-9200 16.50 OISPLAYlEDS
74lS93N 10 75494CN 89 74C905 6.00 8224 1.90 74C922 5.50 MANl CA ,270 2,90
74lS9SN 1.10 74C906 .75 8226 5.35 74C923 5.SOMAN3 CC.125 39
74lSI07N 45 AloDCONVERTER74C914 1.95 8251 8.50 HOO165-5 6.95 MAN72J74 GAlCA.3001.00
74lS112N .45 8038e 4.50 74C922 5.50 8253 15.00 Ol704 CC.3001.25
74lS113N 3S a700CJ 13_95 74C923 5.50 8255 9.25 DCon.,ctorsRS232 Dl707/0l701R CA.3001.00
74LS132N .es 6701CN 22.00 74C925 6.95 8251 19.50

D625P 2.95 Dl7271728 GAlCC.500t.90
14lS1J6N 45 8750CJ 13.9574C926 6.95 8259 19.50

D825S 3.9S Dl7(7!750 GAlCC.6001.95
74lS151N .85· L0130 9.95 74C921 6.95 1802CPplas_13.9S Cover 1.50 Dl750 CC.6001.95
14lS155N .85 9400CJVlF 1.40 18020Pplu_17.95 RS232~m~leteSet6.5O CC.357 .10
74lS157N .85 ICl7103 9.50 INTERFACE 1861P 11,50 DE9S 1.95 CClCs .5001.35
74lS162N 1.15 ICL7107 14.25 8095 .65 COP1802CD 19.95 DA15P 2,10 CCICA.500 90
74lS163N 1.15 '096 65 COP1802D 25.00 OA15S 3,10 CCICA.8002.20
74lS174N 2.00 CMOS 8097 65 COPla61 12,95 .60
74lS190N 1.06 CD34oo1Fair..50 8098 .65 UART/FIFD Hlckok3V. Digil LED 4 digil Bubble SO
74lS221N 1.95 CD4000 .16 8T09 1.25 AV5·1013 5,50 multtmeter 69.95 nsa acorescent 1,75
74lS258N 61 C04001 18 8T10 4,50 ",V5·1014 7,50 Siopwaich Itlt 26.95 nutc rnorescent 1.75
74lS367N 1.35 C04002 28 8T13 3.00 3341 6.95 Aulo Clock Itll 11.95 5diOi114 pin display 1.00

CD4006 1.10 8T20 5.50
NOla Che.p Clock Itll

10 dl\lil display 1.25
LINEAR CD4007 28 8T23 3.10 PROM 752QClairupnOCoeelis .39CAJ()45 90 C04008 28 6T24 3.50 1702A 3_95 $14.95 . Tll311 Hu 9SO
CAJ046 1.10 C04oo9 4S 8T25 3.20

~~~~B upper case~:~ ~~~.dr;c~~~~~~~~5C~
MAN3640 CC30 1,10

CA3081 180 CD4010 .45 8T16 1.69 MAN4610 CA.40 1.20
"3081 1.90 C04011 .28 8T28 2.15 2716T1 24_50 lE~ Displays '5314 clock MAN4640 CC.40 1.20
00089 2.95 CD41l12 .28 8T97 1.69 27161nlci 34_95 chip. Iranslolmer .. all MAN4710 CA.40 OS
LM301AN/AH.3S CD4013 39 8T98 169 8127161nlel 240_00 comp~nenlS and fu11lA- MAN4740 CC.40 110
lM305H 81 CD4014 1.DO

MOS/MEMORY
2732 85_00 strucnens. ~range dls- MAN6640 CC,56 195

LM307N 3S CD401S 1.00 2758 22_50 plays also aVJl1.Simekif MAN6710 CA,60 1.35
lM306N .89 CD4Q16 45 ". 8741A 85.00 ez.ee- displays. Red MANS740 CC,60 1.35
lM30SK 1.50 CD4017 1.05 2101-1 3.95 8748 75.00only,SZI.95Case$11.75

MA101l2A 8.95lM311HIN .90 CD4018 .94 2102-1 .95 8746·8 70,00 BKI.16KEprom KII
lM31niK 3.75 C04019 4S 2102Al-4 1.25 8755A 65.00 (less PROMS) S69.00 MA1002E 8.95
lM316 1.35 CD4020 1.02 2102AN·2l1,60 N82S23 2.95 Malher~oard S39,00 M""0HA 8.95
lM320K-5 1.50 21l02-1 1.18 N82S123 3.50 EllenderBoard S8,99 102P3trlnslormer 2.25

ROCKWELL AIM 65 Computer
6502 based Single board with full ASCII keyboard
and 20 column thermal printer. 20 char. alphanu-
meric display, ROM monitor, fully expandable.
$375.00. 4K version $45.0.00. 4K Assembler
$85..00, 8K Basic Interpreter $100.00.

Special small power supply for AIM65.assem. in
frame $49.00. Complete AIM65. in thin briefcase
with power supply 5485.00. MQlded plastic
enclosure to frt AIM65 plus power supply $47.50.
Special Package Price: 4K AIM, 8K Basic, power
supply, cabinet S599.OO

AIM65(KIMNIM/Super Elf 44 pin expansion
board; 3 female and 1 male bus. Board plus 3
connectors $22.95. .

AIM65./KIMNIM I/OExpansion Kit; 4 parallel and
2 ssnal ports plus 2 internal timers $39.00. PROM

for 2716

LRC 7000+Printer S389.00
40/64 column dot matrix impact, std. paper.
Interface all personal computers.
Televideo Terminal $B45.00
102key, upper, lowercase, 10 Baud rates 24 x 80
char. microprocessor cant. edit. cap.
Intertube II Terminal $874.00
Super Brain
Floppy Disk Terminal $2895.00

S-100 Computer Boards
8K Static RAM Kit
16K Static RAM Kit
24K Static RAM Kit
32K Static RAM Kit
i6K Dynamic RAM Kit
32K Dynamic RAM Kit
64K i RAM Kit

Multi-volt Computer Power Supply
Bv 5 amp, c lBv .5. amp, 5v 1.5 amp, -5.v
.5. amp, 12v .5 amp, -12 option. :t5.v, :t12v
are regulated. Kit $29.95.. Kit with punched frame
$37.45., $4.00 shipping. Kit of hardware $14.00.
Woodgrain case $10.00, $1.5.0 shipping.

PROM Eraser Will erase 25 PROMs in
15. minutes. Ultraviolet, assembled 537.50
Safety switchfTimer version S69.50

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency
to crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy. Digital Temp. Meter

Indoor and outdoor. Switches back and forth.
Beautiful. 5.0" LED readouts. Nothing like it
available. Needs no additional parts for corn-
plete, full operation. Will measure -100' to
+200'F, tenths of a degree, air or liquid.
Beautiful woodgrain case wlbezel 511 75

NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit
Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge
and then charges them up, all in one kit w/full
parts and instructions. 57.25

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Califresidents add 6% tax.
BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted. FREE: Send for your copy of our NEW 19BO
Shipping charges will be added on charge cards. QUEST CATALOG. Include 28c stamp.
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as for running programs the Com-
piler is three to four times faster than
the Interpreter. Single key and multi
key ISAM provide quick access to
data stored on the Winchester disk.

Five accounting software pack-
ages are available: payroll, general
ledger, accounts receivable and pay-
able, and inventory. Multivision 3
measures 15 inches square by 18
inches.

The list price schedule of Multi-
vision is as follows:
Multivision 1 - $3785.00
Multivision 2 (5M byte option) -
$7995.00

Multivision 3 (256K bytes, 4 display
ports, 1 printer port) - $12,885.00.
, Applied Digital Data Systems, Inc.,

100 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, NY
11787.(516)231-5400.

CIRCLE 252 ON READER SERVICE CARD

64K MEMORY BOARD

The Model 460 64K Byte
Dynamic RAM Memory Board, a
high-speed low-power memory
system, available from Industrial
Micro Systems, provides 64K bytes of
memory organized into four blocks,
each of which is individually de-
selectable under program control for
memory mapping. .

The parity feature of Model 460
provides increased data security. In

the event of an error, a parity bit is set
which lights an LED on the board
and may be used to set a vectored
interrupt or halt the CPU. The Model
460 also supports 8080 or Z80 CPU's
and operates at 4 MHz with no wait
states.

Industrial Micro Systems, Inc.,
628 Eckhoff St., Orange, CA 92668.
(714) 978-6966. .

CIRCLE 253 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Terminals & 1/0
PASCAL TERMINAL

The ACI Pascal Video terminal is
a twelve-inch CRT (24 lines by 80
characters) for use with the UCSD
Pascal Operating System or other
applications requiring simular video
terminal capabilities.

It provides standard upper/lower
case 96 ASCII character set and it
accommodates several international

language character displays (USA,
UK, French, German, Spanish,
Danish/N orwegian and Swedishl
Finnish) by internal switch changes.

Associated Computer Industries,
Inc., 17751 Sky Park East, Suite G,
Irvine, CA 92714. (714) 557-0560.
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za-BASED CRT
Micro Application Systems an-

nounces miniM as 2, the second
member of its Z8-based CRT family
designed for large volume applica-
tions.

CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FOR MORE InFORMATiOn AnD ORDERS conTACT:
7216 BoonE AUE. nORTH
BROOKLyn PARK. mn 55428
PHonE: (612) 535-5330
mn Wals _/442-3006
nAT WalS 800/328-3072

lELE-1ERMINALS
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BLACK AND WHITE MONITOR
Leedex Corporation has an-

nounced a 12" black and white
monitor, the Video 100-80.

The removable face plate pro-
vides mounting space for a mini
floppy disk, and there is space inside
the cabinet for an 11" x 14" PC board
for custom designed controller elec-
tronics.

The 90° deflection picture tube
allows. an 80-character by 24-line
display, and the 12 MHz band width
provides crisp, well-defined char-
acters.

It features plug-in compatibility
with Apple, Atari, Radio Shack,
O.S.1., Microterm, and Exidy. $199.

Leedex Corporation, 2300 East
Higgins Rd., Elk Grove Village, IL
60007. (312) 364-1180.

CIRCLE 255 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SMART CRT TERMINALS
TeleVideo, Inc. has introduced

four smart, microprocessor-con-
trolled CRT terminals, the 912B and
912C and the 920B and 920C.

Included as standard in all
models are: upper and lower case, a
printer/extension port, an imbedded
numeric pad, remote computer con-
trol, selectable transmission rates
from 75-9600 baud, and a host of
editing and special functions. A serial
RS-232C communications interface
and 20 mA current loop are also
standard features.

The terminals' non-glare, 12-inch
diagonal CRT screens provide 12xlO
dot matrix resolution and dual in-
tensity for 1920 characters. A full 96-
character ASCII set is displayed, in a
24-line by 80-characters/line format.
Prices range from $875 to $1030.

TeleVideo, Inc., 3190 Coronado
Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95051. (408)246-
5428.

CIRCLE 256 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Standard hardware features in-
clude: 12" CRT, 7 x 9 dot matrix in a 9
x 13 field displaying all 128 ASCII
codes; and 24 lines of 39 or 80
characters. Numeric pad, cursor and
editing function keys, and reset key to
terminate undesired action are also
standard.

Standard software features in-
clude: page or scoll mode, transmit
line or page unprotected only or all
data with space suppression, new line
mode, remote keyboard lock/unlock,
erase from cursor to end of line or
screen, and protected field mode in
conjunction with any combination of
attributes. List price is $888 with one
page of memory and $959 with two
pages of memory.

Micro Application Systems, Inc.,
5575 North County Road 18, Minne-
apolis, MN 55442. (612) 559-0320.
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TRS·80 (Level II)

S PETSTOP PLAYING GAME APPLE
OTHERSICRO

BEEp™
ADDS SOUND

TO YOUR

TRS-80™!

• Calculate odds on HORSERACESwith ANY COMPUTER
using BASIC.

• SCIENTIFICALLY OERIVEOSYSTEM really works. This
system was written and used by computer experts and is
now being made available to home computer owners. This
method is based on storing data from a large number of
races on a high speed. large scale computer. 23 factors
taken from the "Oaily Racing Form" were then analyzed by the computer to see how they in-
fluenced race results. From these 23 factors. ten were found to be the most vital in determining
winners .. NUMERICAL PROBABILITIESof each of these 10 factors were then computed and this
forms the basis of this REVOLUTIONARYNEW PROGRAM.

• SIMPLE TO USE: Obtain "Daily Racing Form" the day before the races and answer the 10 ques-
tions about each horse. Run the program and your computer will print out the odds tor all horses in
each race. COMPUTERPOWERgives you the advantage'

• YOU GET: 1) TRS-SO (Level II) Cassone
2) Listing of BASIC program for use with any computer.
3) Instructions on how to get the needed data from the 'Oaily Racing Form"
4) Tips on using the odds generated by the program.
5) Sample form to simplify entering data for each race.

----------MAIL COUPONOR CALLTODAY----------
3GCOMPANY, INC. DEPT. (503)357·9889
RT. 3, BOX 28A, GASTON, OR 97119
Yes. I want to use my computer for FUN and PROFIT. Please send me programs
at $19.95 each. !3C

Enclosed is: 0 check or money order 0 Master Charge 0 Visa •MAKES GAMES MORE INTERESTING
BEEPS'ON ERRORS. AT END OF A SORT. AFTER PRINTING. WHENEVER YOU WANTI

Card No. Exp. date
NAME _

AOORESS _
24 HOUR HOTLINE. VISA OR MASTER CHARGE. COD. 602-882.3948

PLEASE SEND MICRO BEEPS

@$9.95 Ea. Plus $2.50 (Per Order) - Postage & Handling
Az. Residents add 6% Sales Tax

Name _
CITY STATE ZIP _

o Check 0 Money Order 0 VISA 0 Me 0 C.O.D. Address _

START USING YOUR COMPUTER FOR .
FUN and PROFIT!

($3.50 extra) City _
Account No.: _
Expiration Date: _

WORKS ON ANY MODEL ONE TRS·8()
State _ Zip __
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Applications
Software

RECREATIONAL, GAMES

Five Stones Software announces
a Gomoku program for North Star
Horizon DOS and CP/M based
systems. The program, written by the
current North American champion,
requires a minimum of 32K bytes of
RAM and is available on5%" diskette
for $29.95. Five Stones Software, P.O.
Box 1369, Station B, Ottawa, OT,
Canada KiP 5R4.
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Four-part music is available
for the Sorcerer with a combination
package which includes machine
language software to generate four
voice waveforms, a music editor and
hardware which plugs into the para-
llel port via an RS-232 connector. $40.
Howard Arrington, 9522 Linstock,
Boise, ID 83704. (208) 377-1938.
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Cyborg Wars for 16K TRS-80
Level II computers positions the
players as rulers of a country in-
habited by android subjects. $18.
Strategem Cybernetics, 2 Washing-
ton Square Village, New York, NY
10012.
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BasicCat
A Cat acoustic modem lets your
computer talk face to face with
any other compatible computer
or terminal within reach of your
phone. It takes the data you type
into your personal computer or
terminal and sends it out over
standard telephone lines.
It's that simple.
Talk to your office computer

from home. Send or receive data
from anywhere. Swap programs
in Basic, Pascal, Fortran, Cobol

or whatever-it doesn't matter
to Cat. It's the accurate, reliable,
affordable (only $189) modem
that talks your
language.

- cat by

.Novation
Tie your computer into the world.
Callfor details

(800) 423-5410
In California (213) 996-5060

Available at Hamilton!Avnet, Kierulff Electronics, Byte Shops, Computeriand,
and your local computer store.

Novation, Inc., 18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, California 91356
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International Data Services an-
nounces two graphics programs for
the TRS-80 Level II. Microsketch
III is a "graphics drawing/auto-
matic pattern drawing/graphic
string creation/big print/automatic
circle drawing program" which
creates graphic screens which may be
saved in memory, on tape, on disk or
incorporated into other programs.
$7.95. Freakout produces keyboard
generated "farout" graphics and
sound when the user presses the keys.
$3.95. International Data Services,
340 West 55th St., New York, NY
10019. (212) 765-8610.
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PERSONAL
Pro-Gress is a program which

enables the user to do multiple
regression analysis on Commo-
dore's PET/CBM machines. It is
written in Basic with special con-
sideration given to running time.
Cassette, $45; Diskette, $50. Cogni-
tive Products, P.O. Box 2592, Chapel
Hill, NC 27514.
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Stock Tracker is a program
which analyzes supply and demand
factors on individual securities -
stocks, options and commodities -
and advises the user when to buy and
sell. Disk Basic versions are available
for the TRS-80 and Apple II or Apple
II Plus and require 32K RAM. $150.
H & H Trading Company, P.O. Box
23546, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523. (415)
937-1030.
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Income Property Cashflow /
Leverage Analysis Program
analyzes the effects of insurance,
property taxes, utility expenses,
mterest payments, closing costs and
debt service on the total amount of
cash necessary for purchase of in-
come property, as well as the total
monthly payment. It also calculates
the return on investment and the
actual leverage achieved based on a
user estimated annual appreciation
rate. Cassette, $30; diskette, $35.
Realty Software Company, 2045
Manhattan Ave., Hermosa Beach,
CA 90254. (213) 372-9419.
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Sat Trak International an-
nounces three programs that enable a
TRS-80, Apple or Sorcerer user to find
the geographical location of a satel-
lite, locate it in space in relation to his
location anywhere on earth and
update its orbital parameters based
on a visual or radio observation.
Prices range from $20 to $65. Sat Trak
International, c/o Computerland of
Colorado Springs,. 4543 Templeton
Gap Rd., Colorado Springs, CO
80909.
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WORD PROCESSING
A new version of EasyWriter

enables the user to create, review, and
revise documents on an 80-column
upper and lower case Apple II video
display. Two additional modules are
available to complement the system:
EasyMailer is a form letter module
which automatically inserts infor-
mation from a name and address file
into an EasyWriter text file;
EasyMover transmits text across
common telephone lines to any other
Apl;>le computer. Information Un-
limited Software, 793 Vincente St.,
Berkeley, CA 94707. (415) 525-4046.
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WordMagic II is a word proc-
essor designed specifically for the
TRS-80 Model II. Features include
TRS file compatibility, full cursor
control and edit capability, paging,
printing and automatic page number
insertion. $100. CalData Systems,
P.O. Box 178446, San Diego, CA
92117.
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Computer Bugs announces a
Text Editor designed to allow the
TRS-80 Model II to be used as a word
processor. It requires a 64K system
with one disk drive. $39.00. Computer
Bugs, P.O. Box 789, Boynton Beach,
FL 33435. (305) 737-4738.
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Small Business Systems Group
announces the Deluxe Personal Fi-
nance Package for use on 32K TRS-
80 Level II computers with two disks.
Among other things, the program
will support up to 900 transactions
per year in 33 different budget
categories, maintain a checking
account balance, estimate average
monthly expenses and provide up to
ten savings account summaries.
Small Business Systems Group,
Corner Main .St, and Lowell Rd.,
Dunstable, MA 01827. (617)649-9595.
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Basic to Electric Pencil File
Conversion for the TRS-80 Level II
converts any Basic program or data
file to an Electric Pencil file auto-
matically. It will run under any
version of TRSDOS or NEWDOS.
$3.95. International Data Services,
340 West 55th St., New York, NY
10019. (215) 765-8610.
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EDUCATIONAL
An educator in San Diego has

developed reading, language arts
and math programs for the TRS-80.
The programs are designed for use by
students in grades one to six. $9.50
and up. Educational Programs, Dis-
ney Electronics, 6153 Fairmount
Ave., San Diego, CA 92120.
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AUTHOR'IZED

BUSINESS
An Inventory Program for48K

Apple II or Apple II Plus includes the
following inventory categories: stock
number, description, vendor ID,
class, location, reorder point, reorder
quantity, cost, selling price, number
on order, order date and quantity on
hand. All reports may be entered,
changed, updated, deleted or viewed.
The program is menu-driven and
requires two disk drives. $140. Soft-
ware Technology for Computers, P.O.
Box 428, Belmont, MA 02178.
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Systems
Software

LANGUAGES
Microsoft announces TRSDOS-

compatible versions of their Cobol
and Basic compilers for the TRS-80
Model II. Both compilers provide
.complete facilities for commercial or
in-house software development, in-
cluding Microsoft's standard macro
assembler and linking loader. Basic
compiler, $395; Cobol-80 compiler,
$750. Microsoft, 10800 NE Eighth,
Suite 819, Bellevue, WA 98004. (20()
455-8080.
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Itadle IIIaeIl DEALER A301

10%
DISCOUNT

Off
List

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

Popular 16K Level II System $
26-1145 RS-232 Board .
26-1140"0" K Interface .
26-1160 Mini Disk .
26-1171 Telephone Modem .
Fasl 100 CPS Centronics 730 Printer .
Highly Reliable Lobo 51/4" Drives .
Versatile Lobo interface, 8" Drives
and IMI Hard Drives,.,., Call For Prices

722.00
84.00

254.00
424.00
169.00
750.00
375.00

15%
DISCOUNT

Off
List

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

115 C SECOND AVE. S.W.
CAIRO, GEORGIA31728

912-377-7120

64K 1 Drive
$3499.00

No Taxes on Out Of
Stale Shipments

I run :ediate Shipment
From Stock.

APRIL 1980 141

4K level II
$527.00

Full Factory Warranty
on-All Items Sold.

V ISA, Master Charge
and COD's, Add 3%
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The'Nevada Cobol compiler for
CP/M based systems is designed
specifically for small businesses
using microprocessors. $99.95. Ellis
Computing, 14S0 17th Ave., San
Francisco, CA 94122. (415) 664-1534.
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A multi-user Cobol, designed
to run on Chieftain small business
systems, is available from Smoke
Signal Broadcasting. Running under
BOS (Business Operating System), it
controls all aspects of program
development, from. initial input of
source programs through compila-
tion and testing to the operation of a
complete business system. $1700.
Smoke Signal Broadcasting, 31336
Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA
9136l.
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A Model I TRS-BO Fort~an
software package makes it possible
for the experienced Fortran program-
mer to write, compile and execute
Fortran programs. The package
includes a Fortran user's manual,
compiler, Fortran-SO and Link-SO
reference manuals, Edit-SO user's

manual, and a Fortran subroutine
library. It requires a Level II TRS-SO
with 16K RAM, expansion interface
with 16K RAM, and at least one disk
drive. $99.95. Available from par-
ticipating Radio Shack Computer
Centers, stores and dealers.

Symbolic/Structured Basic
for S-32K PET computers is ajire-
compiler said to enhance the PET's
basic monitor with the addition of
extra control statements. S-Basic
includes an editor, translator/pre-
compiler and the S-Basic Loader.
$35.95. Softside Software, 305 River-
side Dr., New York, NY 10025.
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APLBO, an adaptation of APL to
the TRS-SO,is now available. The 32K
disk version includes four work-
spaces containing lessons on APL for
the beginner and the book APL: An
Interactive Approach. $49.95. A
16K Level II cassette version is
available without the lessons or the
book. $14.95. The Software Ex-
change, 6 South St., Box 6S, Milford,
NH 03055. (SOO)25S-1790.
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DATA BASE SYSTEMS
Analysis Pad from the Bottom

Shelf is a columnar calculator which
enables the user to create a 30 x 40
matrix for data entry. The program,
which allows the user to create
column and row labels, requires 4SK.
$49.50. The Bottom Shelf, Inc., P.O.
Box 49104, Atlanta, GA 30359. (404)
939-603l.
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The StringiBO Bit is a collection
of string and file handling routines
specifically designed to operate in the
ZSO/SOSOCP/M environment. The
relocatable routines, written 10
assembler language, utilize the
Microsoft Fortran convention of
register handling, and are available
on 5 or S-inch CP/M compatible soft
sectored floppy disk. $95. Key Bits,
Inc., P.O. Box 592293, Miami, FL
33159.
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FR E E I up 10 S 170 In merchandise
• With purchase 01 PET·CBM item f I I

, , I

Seve More Then 20%
NORTH STAII-INTERTUBE

THINKER TOv.-MICROTEK

THE SMARTEST COMPUTERS AT THE
SMARTEST PRICE

QUAD ••DOUBLE DENSITY
List Only

Horlzon-l-32K-D Kit 1999 1585
Horlzon-2-32K-D Kit 2389 1905

Assembled & Tested 2765 . 2195
Horlzon-2-32K Kit Qued 2799 2225
Assembled & Tested 3215 25M

Pascal for Norlh .Staron Disk 49
Powerful Norlh Star Basic Free
TEl PT212Computer 5 MHZ aooo 62!iO
Thinker Toys Dlscus/2D AU 1149 949
Dlscus/2+2 1.2MegsbytesA&T 1549 1299
Measurement System Memory A&T 4MHZ!I4K 640
Godbout Memory , Coli for Price
Intertube II Smart Terminal 995 745
Microtek Printer 750 675
Anadex Printer 995 675
Florida Dats Printer eoo CPS 4300Coli for Price
Maryellen Word Processor Your IIGst Buy .38
Textwrlter III 125
EZ-80TutOrial Learn Machine Language 25
PDSfor.North Star Better than CP/M 99
Complier for Horizon Sect.t Superfast Code 100

10%OIf SOftware Prices with Computers
Verbetlm the Best Diskettes Box of 10 29
Which COmputers Are Best? BrOChure Free
North Star Documentation Refundable

w/HRZ 20
AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
KIVm DR' JAMESTOWN NC 27212

111'}-8I3-1105
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MICRO COMPOSERrM
Designed by Hal Chamberlin

and Micro Technology Unlimited
for the folks at M.M.I. and Youl

Great Fun! The Micro Composer comes com-
plete with ;10 instruction manual. software disk
or cassette - in either Integer or Applesoft
ROM BASIC, and the MICRO MUSIC DAC
music card, Just plug the MICRO MUSIC DAC
into the APPLE extension slot and connect the
audio cable to a speaker. NO AMPLIFIER REEDED

:~~~:~~~I~:~~:~~W::M~~:~.$220.
WELL· TESTED CODIU ,SYSTEM.

• PIOSRAM THE PITCH. RHYTHM. AIIO TIMBRE OF THE
MUSIC. TEMPO IS VARIED BY THE APPLEPADOLE.

• COMPOSE. EDIT. DISPLAY AllIi PLAY MUSIC THROUSH
All IIITERACTIn. CO.MAIID.DRIIEIl LAIISUASE.

• SAVE YOUR MUSIC 011 DISK OR CASSETE.
EACH VOICE SOUIID CAli IE CHAIIBED TO REED.
IRASS.STRltlS OR ORBAIII

COMPUTER CORNER A:OA~rl: m:~\o::"'~f.3,u OF IlEW .IERSEY (201)835--7080
07444 'APPlE II is a r istel1!dtrademarkof AppleComputer,In~
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APPLE ANALOG INPUT
Analog to Digital Conversion System for the APPLE Computer

Give your APPLE computer the
ability to measure and control the
world around it with ~MAC SYSTEMS
modules. Just plug the APSeTI into
your APPLE to get 16 channels of
analog input. Screw terminals are
provided for each channel so YOU can
hook up pots. joysticks. thermometers.
liqht prObes. or whatever appropriate
sensors you have.

Each of the 16 analog inputs. in
the range of () to 5.12 volts. is
converted to a number between 0 and
255 (20 milli vol ts per count).

Software is included.

~
o APPlIUC!:S
OliGHS

° "HIS
·nUYISlOMS
oHEU(RS
orANS

APSETI
1-AIM16 - 16 ANALOG INPUTS· 8 BITS· 100MICROSEC

1-APMOD - APPLETO pMAC INTERFACE

l-CABLE A24 - 24 INCH INTERCONNECTCABLE

l-MANMOOl - ~~::~~b~s~~~~i~E~:.E~~~~~INALS

1- POWl - POWERMODULE

APSET10 for "0 VAC $; 295
APSET1e for 230 VAC $; 305

Ordtt dirtct Of contact you, local computer store.

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804
TEL: (203) 775-9659 TWX: 710-456-0052
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VISA AND M/C ACCEPTED-SEND ACCOUNT NUMBER, EXPIRATION DATE ANO SIGN ORDER.
ADD $3 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING a HANDLING-FOREIGN ORDERS ADO 10% FOR AIR POSTAGE.



reports. It has the ability to set aside'"
up to 16K of memory as buffer,
enabling the computer to printout as
a background task. $24.50. The
Bottom Shelf, Inc., P.O. Box 49104,
Atlanta, GA 30359. (404) 939-603l.
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Micro Data Base Systems an-
nounces a hierarchical (tree-
structure) data base management
system for Z-80, 6502 and 8080 based
'micro-computers. Written in machine
language, the system includes com-
mands to add, delete, update, search
and traverse the data base. Z-80
version, $250; 6502 and 8080 versions,
$325. Micro Data Base Systems, Inc.,
P.O. Box 248, Lafayette, IN 47902.
(317) 742-7388.
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developing, debugging and testing
machine language code on the Apple
II. It will also facilitate tracing the
logic of existing .machine language
programs such as the monitor, DOS
and Applesoft. $29.95 on diskette,
Microproducts, 2107 Artesia Blvd.
Redondo Beach, CA 90278. (213) 374-
1673.
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Microsoft Consumer Products

announces Editor/ Assembler-
Plus, an editing, assembling and
debugging package for the TRS-80.
Major new Assembler features in-
clude the ability to assemble directly
into memory, conditional assembly
and macro facility. $29.95 on cassette.
Microsoft Consumer Products, 10800
NE Eighth, Suite 819, Bellevue, WA
98004. (206) 454-1315.
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. .Apple Data-Graph is a hi-res
data-graphing program which plots
line graphs, dot graphs and scatter
plots. Up to three 40-point curve.s may
be plotted on the same co-ordinates
with X and Y axes dimensioned.
Curves may be saved to disk and
recalled for later use. The program
requires a 32K Apple with Applesoft
ROM and one disk drive. $35. Con-
necticut Information Systems, Co.,
218 Huntington Rd., Bridgeport, CT
06608. (203) 579-0472.
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IDM-M2, an interactive data
manager for the TRS-80 Model II,
features data base initialization, data
base manipulation, report writer and
report generator. Written inBasic, it
requires 64K of memory. $199. Micro
Architect, 96 Dothan St., Arlington,
MA 02174.
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AGENS, an assembly genera-
tion system, allows the .user to
assemble machine language pro-
grams for any ofthe popular 8 and 16-
bit microcomputers. The system is
available on 8-inch diskette for use on
CP/M Z-80 computer systems. $170.
RBB Software Products, P.O. Box
2111, Yorba Linda, CA 92686. (714)
637-5965.

UTIUTIES AND MISCELLANEOUS
Microproducts announces Ap-

plebug, a programming aid and soft-
ware debugging tool that assists in

Line Printer, which requires a
32K TRS-80 with disk and Centronics
printer, is designed to upgrade any
Basic program that generates printed

North Star Doc TR8-8O Model I and II quality software
DATABAS( MANAGERIOM·IV SIB
Y\II can US! it 10 maintain a data base & produce reports without any
programming. O!fine file parameters & report 100mats on·lilll. Features key
random arxtSS. last multr-key sort. f~ld alitb .. label generator. audit log.
DR mioll with 1IIlIe tm SO enhancements $liB.
MtOONTS RECEIVABLEACCT·'" S69
One 01 more drives. Order entlY calculates sales tax. shipping. a_t 101
1III1t", items. Credit d1er:king.aging. sales analysis. invoices. statements
lid leports. As0IIII0Sedto /OOStOIMIAIR.OaIStan be ISId bydoctOB. itore
managers. etc. MOO·IIversion S14~
l'«IRIl PROCESSOR 16K m 32K S4~ MOD-II S4~
firsl word processol ipetil~ally designed for.IM 1lIS·1II that IleS disk
stoIage lor tlllt Written in BASt. lID!pItialllardware and tllllimil Usefor
ilttert manuab & reports. 32K version leatules upperflower case without
hardware Change and multiple inpul lext files. .
1lAlL1tr; LIST advanced MAll·V • S.'i9.
fast sort by any field. r.rltiple labels and /Iports. ~digit s~ettion COife.new
zip code 1lIt. screen input live keyboard. powerlul repolt writer. MOO-II$99.
flMlTORY INV·V S99.
9-digit al9Umrmeric kiy fOl fast key landom arxtSS. Reports incivde order
info. DerlOfmancesummary. ~t. takulate f.O.Q I'owertulllflOll writer. MOO-
IIS1~
All programs are OII-lilll. interactive: 1:IIlIom.arxtSS. virtually bug fill.
docll1lilted and delivered 0\1dislls. MOtI-lllqliles 32ft DOS.Wi dIaIllfIIII all
sottware VIIIdors to offer low cost manuals so you can CDmfljlll:lid avoid
those higll·priced undocumented. bn-memory' proglams. Send S5101a MOO·I
manual and SID lor MOtJ.II.
Il00-11 programs are IlItensively mQd~ied. guaranteed to /VR with 1 year
neWsletter & uptfatl1 10\ off lor OIdering III)re than 1MOD-IIpfdVlams.

MICRO ARCHITECT
96 Dothan 51.. Arlington. MA 02174
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DOCUMENTATION. Priilta formatted program lilting. (Ulef
_lttWd lpacing, lilline. datin ••and autA).
matic pacin,) .

• Print. Croel reference table of all program
variablH

• Print. ero••reference table of all 'GOTO'
type atatm.nta

OPl'JMJZATION • Coneatena_ .hort tine. into multiple
.taternent linn of UHf Mlerted lenJth
(Max=255 chara/line)

SPEED • Fa,ter eKecution of 'G01'O' type etate-
mints (up to 75% reduction in the number
oflinHofcodinc allow. bui<: to loe.lethe
destination of a 'GOTO' type: ,lakment
(aater)

• Fait effedent aubroutine to implement.
'GOTO N' type: atatement

SIZE • Typically muCH propam aize by 35Iro
• Rftnovet.lI blank. not enclottedin quotH
• Optionally remov" .11REM .takmentl
u~pt lhaoe that aft lhe tarset cf a
'GOTO' type .takmenl.

• SaV" lhret byta (or every ltatemenl.
coneakn.1ed

CONFIDENTIALITY • Optionally inhib!tllhe correct. function·.
in, of the North Star Balie 'Ii.t' and 'edit'
command. if the UHr.peafied line length
exceeda 132eh••••/line

Modules-prepro-
gramm«!. plug-in modules
that give solutions loa
wide range of problems.

re~fi~~:~~t~~d~~d
funelion.any programs
you've written, Of pro-
grams proVided in lhe
Applicalion Modules -10
Iny keyboard location
you want. And of course
Hewlett-Packard backs
the HP41Cwith total soft·
wllresuppon including
an Owner', Manual and
thousands of programs
in the HPAIC AppliCli'

lions Pacs. Solutions Books. and Ihe
HPUsers' Libraf)'.

Experience this remarkable inslru·
meflt. The new HP41C from Hewlen·
Paekllrd. A calculator. A system. A··"iII

The new Hp·4IC from
Hewlen-Packardis a
powerful programmable
ealC'Ulatorlhatfeatul't.-s:
an LCDdispla.\·with
alphanumeric capability:
nJ n.ldstci's of data
srcrage cr up to 400lincs
ofprogrammcmory-
c:tpandabk 10Jlq registers
or up to 2.000 program
Hnes;uptonle\'Clsufsub-
routines: ln ccndi-
tionalsand 56 internal
nap: specific loop
('tInlroi: indirecl address-
ing; local and global
branehing:Conttnuous
Memory; RPN logic.
And when you need them: Memory

Modules-plug.in modules for
storing progrnms and data; an"C'Xlra
smart" Card Reader; a Printer that
prfrns upper and lower case alpha

••••

plus special char-
• acrers and docs high

~~~~la~~to

•
• ~:ru~~::sin

tavalleble early
"-..,, ..•••••_ 1980); Application•...~"-...•.--. Whit,PI.inl, N.Y.10101

(9i4)WHV·DATA.

DOCrin. on relea_ ••or 50f North Star &die, aln,le or double
denalt, drivea. Minimum of 32K memory requirecl.1I58.00 price
inch.d ••di.ket&e and lnatruclion ••manu.l. Order )'OUr eop,
'••M'"
"I~l Bualn'" S,atem.
P.O. Bo. 111687
SaIl lAke Clly. Utah 84116
PH: (801) 487·1671
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~Bllti~ TRS-80 ANALOG INPUT
Analog to Digital Conversion System for the TRS·80 Computer

TRS-SO SETl
- 16 ANALOG INPUTS· 8 BITS ·100 MICROSEC\ '1111100

GIve your TRS-SO computer the
abilit y to meas ure aM con t r o l the
wort d aro und It with uM,!,C .SYSTEMS
modules. Just plug the. IRS-SO SETI
into your keyboard 01--.7 expans Icn
interface to get 16 channels' of analog
input. Screw terminals are provided
tor each channel so you can hook up
pots. Joysticks. thermometers. light
probes. or whatever appropriate
sensors you have.

Each of the 16 ane Loq Inputs. In
the range of 0 to 5.12 volts. I.
converted to a number between 0 and
255 (20 mllll~olts per count).

Software Is Included.

1-TRS-80MOD - TRS.sOTO p.MAC INTERFACE

1-CABLE A24 - 24 INCH INTERCONNECT CABLE

_ MANIFOLD MODULE· SCREWTERMINALS
FOR INPUTS, REFERENCE, GROUND

- POWERMODULE

TRS-BO SETla for 110 VAC $ 295
TRS-BO SETle for 230 VAC $ 30~

t-MAHMODl

1-POW1

Ord.r direct or contact your local computer store.rl.:lt:.J CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804
TEL: (203) 775-9659 rWX: 710-456-0052

VISA AND M/C ACCEPTED - SEND ACCOUNT HUMBER, EXPIRATION DATE AND SIGN ORDER.
ADD $3 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING 8 HANDLING - FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 10% FOR AIR POSTAGE.

·1I~ns
etnl'l'lSIIHlS
eHU,UR$~9.

"I'lIINHIU"AtE

IEIIIDn
CnnOU(R
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More than a Catalog
Creative Publications' new full-color
catalog is more than a great catalog of
computer products selected for edu-
cation. It's a magazine featuring arti-
cles on educational computing and
classroom activities. We made it a
visually exciting introduction to the
world of computers in learning.
We're bringing it out twice a year to
keep up with this changing field.
And we'll send it to you if you drop
us a line.

Creative
Publications, Inc.
Computer Products
Dept. IA
P.O. Box 10328
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Introducing

Get Your
First Issue FREE!
COMPUTER SHOPPER, the new buy, sell, and trade
publication, is ready to help you with the latest informa-
tion on personal, small business and large-system com-
puters, accessories and software.

EACH MONtHLY ISSUE GIVES YOU:
• Ads from individuals nationwide
• Categorized ads so you can find them instantly
• Large 11 by 14 easy-to-read format
• Low classified ad rates - 10' a word
• Nationwide circulation-20,000 a month

SPECIAL Charter Subscription OFFER Save $5.00
Subscribe now for HALF-PRICE, $5_00and receive 13
issues/1 year (one free plus 12 regular issues). Money
back guarantee, Bank cards accepted,
BONUS: If you have something to advertise, send in an ad
with your subscription and we'll run it FREE!@ The Nationwide Marketplace for Computer Equipment

~ ;;:oO::Jt'.l!,!S;;~F~t!f!;;::;::;~
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More Basic Computer Games, edi.ed by David H.
Ah1.Creative Computing Press, Mor~stown, NJ. 195
pages, ..paperback- $7.50. 1979. •.. ..,

Fulfilling the promise made in themicrocomputel'
edition of "Basic Computer Games::, that a second
volume was coming, this game bOOKcontaias "84
Fabulous Games for Your Personal Computer,"
aecording to .the cover, which adds, "AU in Basic with.
program listing and sample run." .• ".-

As the introduction puts it, there are games here
that teach resource management (such as Camel), Jet
your children perfect their matching and memolWskills
(Concentration), navigate in a three.~imension~l
universe (Maneuvers,), start YOll;rwhole hfe ov~r agalll
(Millionaire), or let your kids "argue with the computer
- instead of you - if they want to stay. out late on
Saturday night" (Father).

If you read Creative
many of .tl1esegames

•..tpem first apl'~ared~~!~~~~r.]~~§~~i~~~~:;~~~~~iq':;'i'i:.lArtilIelW 3, Blble .'
Deepspace;,t}e~W~l', ..
Jump, Nomad, Roadrace,
Twonky, UFO and Wumpus. ...•.. .. .'

Eve.n if'you have all the back issues of Creati3'e,the
book stilI contains 51 programs you may netliave seen
before.•including Baccarat, Big 6 (carnival betting
wheel), Bombrun, Camel (hazardous' trek across the
desert),ChucK·A-LucK, Close Encounters (avQid the
UFO or destroy it), Concentra. tion, Convoy {naval war....
game), Corral (tame a' wild horse), Eli2a (the p§Ychia-
trist), Grand Prix, Joust (with a 'knight), Man-Eating
Rabbit, Millionaire, Minotaur, Pinball,· Shoot (last two
survivors of total atomic war), Smash (one.lap jalopy
race) Tennis and Wamsh (submarine game)... . ...•..

Although nearly all the programs here are ror
interactive games, a few are not; such as Inkblot
(randomly generated Rorschach designs), Lis.sajousj
Pas art (patterns based on Pascal's triangle), SC!lles
(generates 11 types .of musical scales starting at a
chosen note) and Ticker Tape.

The games are all in Microsoft' Basic.T\Vo pages on
Basic are provided, along with details on how to conv~rt
the games to other Basics. .. .,

Some of' the games in this . secon.d volume are
available on tape cassette and. floppy"disk from ..'
Cref;ltive, either from your local computer store or
direCtly from Creative Computing.. "
. The many illustrations by George Beker, mostly 6(
robots, are highly imaginative and fascinating in their
own right..
... The 84 games herewiH keep you busyandjntriguM
for marty, many months, as well as develop your
imagination, memory and reflexes.

What's missing from this volume is the "Contents
.by Game Category" that was in the first bOOK,which
listed the games. under categories such as educational,
matrix manipulation, logic, space, sports simulation,
combat, etc. Regardless, this .bookis an absolute. must
for anybody who calls himself Iicomputet gamesman.
And at 9¢ a game, the price is right! .



Z80 Assembly Language Programming, by Lance
A.Leventhal. Osborne&Associates Inc., Berkeley,CA.
642 pages, paperback $9.50.1979.

This is the fourth in Dr. Leventhal'sseries on
microcomputer assembly languages, written in his
usual detailed, expert style. .

The book includes features such as over 80
programming examples, all problem solutions in source
code ana object code, comparisons of Z8(}-8080A/8085
instruction sets, full explanation of each Z80 instruc-
tion, how to program the Z80interrupt system and Z80
input/output devices, and inte~6acingmethods.

After a shert introductory chapter, Leventhal
jumps right into a chapter on assemblers that has a
great deal ofwhat, but very little why for the neophyte.
A reader with experience in assemblers should have
.little ~r;no. trouble with this. book, but a beginner will
find it-tough going unless he's quite bright, highly
motivated and makes sure he understands every
sentence before going on to the next.

Subsequent phapters are on the Z80 Assembly-
Language Instruction Set, Simple Programs, Simple
Program Loops, Character-Coded Data, Code Conver-
sion! Arithmetic Problems, Tables and Lists, Sub-
routines, Input/Output, Interrupts, Problem Definition
and Program Design, Debugging and. Testing, Docu-
mentation and RedeSign,ana Sample Projects (digital
stopwatch, digital thermometer).

There may never be a better book on the Z80
ass~m~ler than this one, but. only a. fantastically
dedicated beginner, or a professional, will get beyond
the middle of the third chapter. This bookseparates the
men fromthe boys, the really serious programmers from
the tinkerers.

A Beginner's Guide to Computers & Mi~ro-
processors - with pt:ojects, by Charles K. Adams.
Tab books,'Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214:303 pages
paperback $6.95.1978. ' . '

Here's one more book explaining computers to
beginners. One pleasant difference from many of the
others is that Adams writes well, and makes many
complex things quite understandable, .

.On the.other hand, he doesn't write enough 'about
many things. For example a NANDgate is described in .
two short sentences, very dear but not enough to tell you
what a NAND gate does. So the 1/3-page drawing, and'
the two sentences, like many others in this book are
wasted .because they raise, more questions than they,
answer.

Chapter 4, on Microprocessor Architecture, uses
seven full pages on block diagrams ofCPUs such as the
8080, 4040 and 800$, mainly filler material because
these diagrams aren't discussed much in detail.

The book has two introductory chapters, four on
hardware, two on software; one on' systems and three
on Building a Simple System. These last three comprise
the."rrojects" in th~'book's title. Eighty pages are used
to tel you how to build an 8080A-basedsystem with 256
bytes ofRAM,512ofEPROM, a lfi-button keyboard for
data entry, a lO-button keyboard for program control,
etc. Is anybody really interested ih building such a
system from a, book? Especially one that has no
photographs or diagrams showing you how to layout
the boards or the front panel, other than onedrawing, of
the "CPU parts layout."

The book does have some good portions, but is
hampered by using only assembly language through-
out (the words" Basic. and Fortran don't appear'
anywhere), being too skimpy in too many places, and
spending 80pages on a system that not one reader in a
thousand will build.
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Why Is[~)So Good?

... _--------_ _---_._-_ .
o Sample issue of Cursor - $3.95 (CA Res. add 6% tax)
o 6 issues for $20.00 (U.S. & Canada)

Maybe it's because we've always had high standards.
Beginning with our first issue in July, 1978, we've published
some 80 programs in our first 16 issues. Plus 16 animated
graphic "Front Cover" programs. That's a lot of programs, a
lot of code. Each program has been extensively edited by
Glen Fisher, our Editorial Director. The result is obvious:
Cursor programs reflect professional standards. We're proud
of every program we publish

But there's something else, too.
It's imagination. Our subscribers continue to be delighted

with the new, fresh programming ideas that Cursor provides.
Some of the best graphic animations for the Pet have
appeared in Cursor. Teachers love us! They use Cursor as an
example of what can be done on a Pet, with some skill and
imagination ..

Finally, there's service. Orders for single issues are
almost always shipped within 24 hours. New subscriptions are
processed within five working days. Should you get one of our
rare defective tapes, just return it for an immediate
replacement. And of course you can cancel your subscription
at any time and we'll gladly refund all remaining issues.

Cursor: Quality. Imagination. Service.
For only $3.95 you can buy a sample issue and judge for

yourself. Or send $20 for a six-issue subscription. You'll get
six C-30 cassettes, each with five programs and a Front Cover
ready to LOAD and RUN. With each issue you also get our
Cursor NOTES, a lively commentary on the industry, as well
as documentation for the programs.

-_ _-_. __ .---- -_."---_._-_ .._-_._--_._-_._--_ _-

Published BY'ITh C d ~I B.'ox 550e o ..e ~oleta, CA 93017
\... Works Phone 805-967-0905 ~
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fQrTRS·80lLCompucolorlL EVERYTHING YOU NEED
& PET TO BRING YOUR BASIC

PROGRAMS TO LIFE WITH
SOUND!

SOUNDWARE isa complete package:
YOU GET A SPEAKER/AMPLI·
FlER UNIT complete with connectors.
NQwiriri9or soldering. Just plug inl
YOU GET A DEMO PROGRAM with
a variety of sample sound effects-
sirens. laser sounds, tunes!
YOU GET A COMPOSER PRO-
GRAM to help you create your own
original sound effects. Fun for all agesl

YOU GET AN INSTRUCTION
BOOKLET that tell you how to insert
sound into your programs. 1 year
warranty.

Complete
Package or

PETS&TRS·8011 $29.95
$39.95

Programs
& Booklet
$14.95
$19.95

SEND FOR FREE CATAlOG OF
GAMES FOR PET & COMPUCOLOR!!

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAYIOr order direct from CAP by phone or
mail. VISA & MasterCharge orders include expiration date. Add $1
postage & handling per order. $3 for air or COD. Arizona residents
add tax.
CAP Electronics R462 Hillwood Ln .. Suite 2. Tucson. AZ KS71:1 Ib021 29bA97K
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COMPUTERWARE
means

BUSINESS

Our 6800/6809 software is doing the job for:
-0 University Credit Union -0 Computer Manufacturer
-0 California Bookkeeping Seruice -0 Southern Church Administration
ean Electronics Manufacturing Firm -0 Florida Physician

and many, many more across the nation

Comptiterware software is in the business community
providing visibility, efficiency, and control to man-
agers for small businesses and commercial users.

Applications Include:
• Payroll
•·Mailing System
• Inventory Control
• Accounts Receivable

• Text Processing
• Accounts Payable
• Medical Office
• Ledger Accounting

• . . . and more!

And ... we have the hardware too! Yes, if you're looking for total support for your
business' data processing applications, you've found it at:

COMPUTERWARE
1512 Encinitas Blvd., Box 668

Encinitas, CA 92024
(714) 436-3512

Write, call, or come see us at work!
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PHYSICIANS TRs.:.O·

BOBWHITE MEDICAL SOFTWARE (C) IS offering a number of
programs designed to get your TRS-SO'started being useful in
your office right noW.
You do not have to spend the many hours Initializing patient
accounts to disc, or even finding the space to do this on discs.
You can start right out doing highly useful and important tasks
on your computer, In your office, with a minimum of prepara-
tion and start up time.
Programs. range from a "Business System" whicH handles all
of your dally financial figures each day and keeps track of all
totals, gives you up to the minute accounts receivables, dis-
plays trends, allows you to provide yourseif with daily printed
financial totals, and a month end report, to an Insurance form
writing capability which actually makes filling out insurance
forms "Fun".
The operation of the program(s) offers no difficulty to the
novice computer operator, provides full error trapping, allows
you to review and! or change entries even after the fact. And for
utter ease of correcting what has just been entered there Is a
display of what it was on the screen. For visual delight the pro-
gram gives you a hlstcqraphlc (computerese for a graph) repre-
sentation of your daily financial totals. All programs have been
debugged by virtue of many months of actual dally use in an
active office practice. .
Programs will run with either NEWOOS or TRSDOS but you
must specify which DOS you are using or prefer to have the
program run with (the NEWDOS - open "E" - makes the
programming more versatile).

Requires 48K RAM and two disc drives
At $350 for the whole package you can;t aHord to be without It.

WRiTE OR CALi. FOR A FREE CATALOG
For further Information write:

BOBWHITE MEDICAL SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 742, La Canada Flintridge, CA 91011. (213) 790·0383
'TR5-80 Is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp.
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Proble.$ For ComRuter Solution: StUdent Edi-
tion, bY-Stephen J.R~gow8ki. Creative C~mputing
Press, Box 789-M, Mornstown, NJ 07960. 109 pages,
paperback'$4.95.1979.

. If this title is familiar to you, ma>,be that's because
.at least thJ!'eebooks have been published using it, .the
best known being the one written by Gruenberger and
JaffraY·.8Qine years ago. Also, you may have seen the
Rogowski' book in !ts previous incarnation, J>~blishect
by Educomp Corp. 10 1975.Elducomp changed Its name
to Quodata, started marketing computer systems to
municipal 'governments instead of to schools, and got
out of publishing.

The book gives 90 .problems for you to solve with a
'computet ided into eleven categorje$: arithmetic,
algebra, etry, trig, number the()ry, probability,
statistics ulus,sciencEl,generat 8l1d"UnS61vl:ld.";'

SOJX?eof the problems are simple, such a!3.figuring
out the interest on the $24 the Indians are said to have
sold Manhattan to-the Dutch for. Or, generating y~ur
own log tables. Some are not so easy Isuch as converiihg
rational numbers to continued fractions, orfindiUlfself-
generating integers. A couple have never been solved .

This is a fine book, with clear and concise writing, if
you like the challenge of solving problems with
computer programs. Even if some of the problems may
not turn you on, the variety provided here should ·give
you enough others to keep' you busy ·£01' months, if not
years. Refer.elices are proVided if you need to learn more
about the problems'. . .

A Teacher's Edition is also available, at $9.95, with
problem solutions, a program that produces each
solution, an analysis of each program and, occasion-
ally, suggestions for further reading or research.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Ill, ••
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Best of Interface Age: Volume 1: Software in
Basic, edited by Carl D. Warren. Dilithium Press,
Portland, OR. 314 pages, paperback $12.95. 1979.

The title is misleadin¥. Although this book is about
four well-known Basic interpreters, they are all in
8ssemblyllinguage. So. tPis book is for hard-core
assembler fans, or for anYD(jdyintending to really dig
into what makes Basic tick, rather than for somebody
looking for a collection of programs written in Basic.

The entire book is taken up with the four
interpreters: Lawrence Livermore 8080 Basic; Li-Chen
Wang's Palo Alto TINY Basic; Nationa.l's TINY.Basic-
NIBL; an9.-"The GreatEx~eriment - Floppy ROM #1,"
Robert UiJ.tel1\'Yk's6800 4.KBasic. .

The.two appendices may well be unique in bookson
personal computing: the first is a "comprehensive index
of ge.n.era.l..-p.urp.086 ...so.ftwar..e. prin.ted ..l.n I.nterf..ace A.gesince January 1977," and the second is a "list of all the
nack issues that are stilla.vailable, and: hew, to obtain
them." .TClh4ch.

The pr.eface, by CatI Warren, who was editor-in-
chief of Interface Age at the time of publication,and
who, at this writing, is the West Coast editor for EDN
magazine, notes that more volumes of the "Best of
Interface A.ge" are forthcoming, ene on general-purpose
software, two for the "small businessman" (5'51' and
uuder'?)r and one that "contains those articles for the
futu.nsticthinkeJ1 a.nd gadgeteer." .

The preface also says that the four reprinted
articles in this book "provide the reader ..withsome of the
most useful software ever created." Useful now for
study, and for that pUlllose highly welcome by the small
:fl;aternity o(assemblerniks. But surely not intended for
direct use.on your computer or mine •..
146 C.REATIVE COMPUTING



Introduction to T-BUG, by Don Inman and Kurt
Inman. Dilithium Press, Portland, OR 97210.125 pages,
paperback $6.95. 1979.

The back cover says this is "the only book to
describe in detail the machine-language monitor
qperations of the popular Radio Shack TRS-80
computer." It also says that "Kurt Inman is Don's 15-
year-old son and an author in his own right."

As with every other publication involvin.g machine-
language monitors, this one doesn't say a word about
,Whya TRS-80 owner should be interested in T·BUG.The
authors apparently assume that if you buy the book,
you're interested.

The book is based on seven "problems," meaning
the authors tell you how, in detail, to perform seven
specific tasks with T-BUG. These tasks are: display
keyboarli input,q.isplaydu,ta from memory,sa:veand
run programs on cassette, write a number-guessing
game, create graphics with the 63 graphics ch8:racters~
use graphics to enhance a computer game (Nun) ana
debug with T-BUG.

This is obviously only for the really serious
pro~rammer with an interest in learning more about T-

~ BUG than available in the Radio Shack publications.
The major value of this book is that it shows, in

great .detail, how to do something, rather thah just tell
what T-BUG consists of and how to use it. If you go
through this book conscientiously, using it with your
TRS-80 rather than just reading it, :you'll probably learn
all you want to know about T-BUG.

Problems For Computer Solution, by Donald D.
Spencer, Hayden Book Company, Inc., Rochelle Park,
NJ. 122 pages, paperback $5.95. Second edition, 1979.
. This is Haygen's editi~m of'thesame booKoriginally
publishei:l in 1977 by the author's own Camelot
Pu blishing Company. . .

According to the back cover, this book is "intended
for teachers and students who want more diverse
problems than those offered in pragramming-langaage
textbooks." ,

Just like the Rogowski book of the same title, also
nsviewed in this Issue, Spencers book presents
problems in eleven categories: introductory problems
(75 ofthem); algebra (127); geometry (104); trigonometry
(34); probability and statistics (90); intermediate'
mathematics (118); number theory (86); science,
chemistry and physics (38); business (64); fun and
games with the computer (45); and '.'a smorgasbord of
problems" (40). . •

That's a total of 821 problems, which works out to
about seven-tenths of a penny per problem~ compared
with 5.5 cents a problem in Rogowski's bOOK.

The bI~ difference is that each problem is given a
full page In the Rogowski book, whereas Spencer
provides up to 10 or 12 problems per page, Most of
Spencer's problems are quite short, such as~'Find the
greatest common factor .of a given set of three
numbers," or "Convert Roman numerals to Arabic" or
''Write a :p,rogram that generates random four-word
sentences.' Several are a third to half a page long,
because they include details on such complex things as
a "wheel of fortune" game, or the "sailors and coconuts"
puzzle, or the drunk's random-walk problem. Within
each chapter, the problems are said to be arranged ill"
order of difficulty. .' .

All in all, this is quite a bargain for the problem-
. hungry, with a large number of problems that should
keep you in close contact with your computer for a very
long time. Even if you work on only one out of every tea
problems, you'HIearn a great deal about computers and
problem-solving if you can work them all out, or atleast
make a good try. .
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TEACHERS-STUDENTS
PARENTS

STUDY QUIZ FILES

Convert your APPLE into a TEACHING MACHINE!
This self-explanatory program allows you to create and

run study quizes, save them on the disc and retrieve them
at will. Many quizes can be stored on this one disc. Review
your items, revise them, add items, delete items without any
computer-programming knowledge.

Written by a licensed psychologist, the program includes
random question presentation, reinforcement of, correct
answers with a display of the student's name, immediate
right-answer feedback after incorrect responses, a color
congratulations display at the end, and a final score summary.

Guided instructions are easy to understand and follow,
even the first time around. Pupils can work independently,
selecting the appropriate quiz and running it with little or
no supervision.

Requires 32K APPLE II With Applesoft (Rom or Ram)

PRICE LIST

5" Floppy Disc .••••.••••..•..••. $39.95 ea.
Quantity of 2 to 9 (20% off) • . • . • • . • • • $31.95 ea.
Quantity of 10 or more (40% off) •.••••. $23.95 ea.

Postage and handling charge per order ..•..••• $1.00

Write:

VISA or Mastercharge

APPLE-CATIONS
21650 W. Eleven Mile Road a Suite 103

Southfield, Michigan 48076

OR Phone: (313) 354-2559
CARD

OSI OSI
SOFTWARE

FOR
OHIO SCIENTIFIC

Over 50 programs for C1, C2, C4 & Superboard, on lape and disk. All
come wilh Iisllngs and compele documenlallon.

GAMES • 4K • Tape UTILITIES
CHESS FOR OSI - C1P CURSOR CONTROL $9.95
specify syslem $19.95
STARFIGHTER 5.95
Real lime space war.
SEAWOLFE
Floallng mines, Ihree
largel ships, etc.
LUNAR LANDER 5.95
Wllh full graphics
TEN TANK BLITZ 9.95
A sophlstlcaled real lime
lank game.
SK GAMES
BACKGAMMON 9.95
BLACKJACK 6.95
Plays all Vegas rules
Add $1.00 each for Color/Sound

5.95

gives real backspace, one key
screen clear, and midline adlll",
RENUMBERER 5.95

Our $1.00 calalog has free game
and utlllly IIsllngs, programming
hlnls and a 101 of PEEKs and
POKEs and olher sluff Ihal OSI
forgol 10 mention - and a 101 more
programs for sale.

SUPERUTILITY
Has Renumberer, Variable tabla
maker and Search
BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS ANALYSIS 15.95
Does profit and loa., quick ratio,
breakeven analysis and more. 13
pages of documentation.
STOCK PORTFOLIO 8.95
Keeps Irack of your Inveatment.

DISKS 5" COLOR/SOUND $29.95
DISK 1. STARFIGHTER, ROB()'
TANK, SEA WOLFE. BOMBER,
TEN TANK BLITZ
DISK 2 BREAK'THROUGH, LUNAR
LANDER, ALIEN INVADER, KILL-
ERROBOTS, SLASHBALL

AARDVARK
1690 Bolton, Walled Lake, Michigan 48088 • (313) 624-8318
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for Radio Shack
computers

• SUPER DISC
- 70 PROGRAMS $13.95

• BUSINESS
• FINANCE
• MATH/STATISTICS
• GAMES
fRE~4 PAGE CATALOG
Write to Elliot Kielman
National Software Marketing
4701 McKinley Street
Hollywood, Florida 33021
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you are~r-tlia1J,~ilW~~clt"oar:und
tfuJrst .!JJtt:tT11lltWn,a[ Conformu on

ROBOTIC FUTURES:
Towarcfsa Crear£ve. Hu-man/
MWt.ine- ReUuionslUy-wit:h

ISAAC AS IMOV
Ayri,[Z6,1980 9:00am-5;OOym
&1j1sCarui Uni"Vers~ ---

BrooRJyn CAmpus
sJ'cmsortcl ~:
TH E WORLD NTURE

SOCIETY
slt-ciaL juesc-:
KLATU, ~ro6DC-
This conference brings together leading scientists. futurists.
humanists, future-oriented "think-tank" institutes and cor-
porations-ail to undertake a comprehensive view of the rela-
tionship now developing between man and machine.

Isaac Asimov is joined by other futurists. such as Andrew
Beer, author of Genesis Continued: Moshe Davidowitz.
former President. New York Chapter, World F'utures Society;
W.B. Gevarter. Chief of Robotics and Artificial Intelligence.
NASA; Leigh F. Wright. Conference Director-as well as
representatives from Bell Labs, IBM, New York Center for
World Games Studies, Robotics Futures Institute. Turtle Bay
Institute, among others.

Demonstrations (including robots), exhibitions. lectures and
workshops (including "The Domestic Robot": "Robots in AJt\~
Classrooms"; "Startrek's Robot's Revisted"; et. al.) All day r~.~
tuition $45; optional $5 luncheon. and special Young People's
Mini-Conference $20, or $10 for half a day. Make check
payable to "Long Island University" and indicate what por-
tions of the Proqrarn payment is 10 CO'/fH

The Institute for Continuing Education (212) 834-6020.
LlU Brooklyn Center
University Plaza, Brooklyn. N.Y, 11201

Introduction to Low-Resolution Gra~!iics, by Nat
Wadsworth. Scelbi Publications, 20 Hurlbut St.,
Elmwood, CT 06110. 80 pages, paperback $9.95. 1979.

Subtitled "How to draw lines, create shapes,
animate figures, prepare charts for business or
pleasure," this paJ?erback combines some introductory
material on graphics with advanced programs that are
presented without derivation or much of an exploration.

The first 28 pa~es are ~ood, with chapters on
Getting Started (the display gnd; turning points on with
the Apple II, PET and TRS-80), Math (determining
offsets In the three systemsj.Drawing Simple Shapes
(triangles) and Drawin~ Lines (and circles).

Chapter 5, A Graphics Library, includes over seven
pages of Apple II subroutines that draw pictures of

, playing cards, for a card game. This ia too much for a
beginner's book, which should be much simpler, unless

.."the readef' IS content with simply using subroutines
right out of the book. . .
. The same chapter presents a four-page Apple II
program that draws a clown figure, with a mouth that
opens and closes, an eye that winks, a hand that points
right or left. Clever, but very little is given to help you
understand how this program works. Also clever: how
to add sound to the clown display.

The last 17 pages of the book are devoted to an
animated game of football, with a listing for the Apple
II (the author offers a coupon good for a free listing of
the football game for theTRS-80 LeverIl or Commodore
PET). .'

The programs for playing cards.clown and football
-are indeed interesting, but the book would be of much
greater value if it stuck to the simpler side of graphics, -
and showed in detail, for instance, how to animate just
one football player, instead of a whole team.

This is..a book to buy once you've done some work in
graphics, and are interested in advancedteehniques. At
this writing, this is only the second book available on
personal computer graphics (see the review of Don
Inman's "Introduction to TRS·80 Graphics" in the July
1979 Creatiw, p 159).

Several more books on graphics are on the way; let's
hope they cover much more of the elements of graphics.,
instead of stopping at simple sinewaves, or getting too
fast into advanced animation. .

The Code Book, by Michael E. Marotta. Loompanics
Unlimited, P.O. Box 264, Mason, rMI 48854. 76 pages,
paperback, $6.95. 1979. .

This book is subtitled, "All About Unbreakable
Codes and How to Use Them." It is described by the
publi~her. as presen~ing "obscure secrets known o~ly to
international espionage agents and professional
cryptographers - now revealed for you to use." Well,
maybe. . .

The book is short (43 pages of text) and set in large
type so it's the equivalent length of a long magazine
article. Reading time is about a half hour. Appendix II
includes 10pages of random numbers, while Appendix I
contains four short computer pro~rams.to add plaintext
messages (A=l, B=2, etc.) to 5·diglt random numbers. If
you've read The Ultra Secret and, any of Dover's
cryptography books, you won't find anything new in
this one. On the other hand, if you'd like a short
summary of codes and cyphers with a dash of practical
advice ("Remember that coding, program writing,
verifying and obfuscating take up your own time") then
you may find this book worthwhile. I didn't. -DHA
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The Best of
300/0 to 680/0 Discounts!

During a recent move, we found
several skids of "The Best of Byte"
lurking in a corner. It won't be
reprinted, so this is your last chance
to get a copy of this valuable
book-and at a discount. The book
contains most of the material from
Byte Numbers 1 to 12. All of these
issues are out of print and this is the
only source of this vital material.

The normal price of this huge,
386-page book is $11.95 plus $1.00
shipping. Dealer discounts are
normally 40%. However, the close-
out prices give you big savings.

Quantity Postpaid Savings

Individual Copy $10.00
1 to 4 Cartons (26) $150.00/ctn
5 to 9 Cartons$140.00/ctn
10 plus Cartons $130.00/ctn
Full Skid $100.00/ctn
(48cartons-1248 books)

30%
52%
55%
58%
68%

Free Shipping!
Creative will pay the shipping on

all prepaid dealer orders. That's like
getting an extra 3% discount!

Order today! Send payment to
Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-
M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa,
MasterCard or American Express is
acceptable; send card number and
expiration date.
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We may have taken this keyboard
Simplification thing one step too far.

For over 100 computer and robot cartoons, get
the Colossal Computer Cartoon Book. only $5.70
postpaid from Creative Computing. P.O. Box
789·M, Morristown, N.]. 07960.
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"He's one of the greatest conductors
of electricity!"
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CALIFORNIA
D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply'-8315
Firestone Blvd, Downey 90241; (213)
923-936:1. 8AM-9PM 7 days. Complete
computer facility-Commodore Pet
?ealer-"$<;>lid Gold $oftware® special-
IStS.

PC Computers-10166 San Pablo Ave,
EICerrito 94530; (415) 527-6657. 9-5:30
Mon-Sat. Commodore Pet, Compucolor
and Atari.

CONNECTICUT
The Computer Store-63 S. Main St,
Windsor Locks 06096; (203) 627-0188.
10-6MTWF, 1(}8 Thu, 10-4 Sat.

Computerwords - 1439 Post Rd. East,
Westport 06880; (203) 255-9096. 12-6
Mon.-Sat., 12-9 Thurs.

GEORGIA
Atlanta Computer Mart-5091 Buford
Hwy, Atlanta 30340; (404)455-0647.
10-6 Mon-Sat.

ILLINOIS
ComputerLandl Downers Grove-136
Ogden Ave, Downers Plaza 60515; (312)
964-7762. 10-6 Mon-Sat, 10-8 Tue, Thu.

Data Domain of Schaumburg-1612 E.
Algonquin Rd, Schaumburg 60195;.
(312) 397-8700. 12-9 Tue-Fri, 11-5 Sat.
Largest book & magazine selection.

Farnsworth Computer Center-1891 N.
Farnsworth Ave, Aurora 60505; (312)
851-3888. 10-8 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat. Apple,
Hewlett-Packard, Cromemco, HP cal-
culators, IDS-44OG printers.
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KENTUCKY
ComputerLand of Louisville-10414
Shelbyville Rd, Louisville 40223; (502)
245-8288. 10-5:30.

MASSACHUSETTS
NEECO-679 Highland Ave, Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon-Fri.
Commodore, Apple, Superbrain, Tl99/4.

Science Fantasy Bookstore-18 Eliot St,
Harvard Sq, Cambridge 02138;(617)547-
5917. 11-5 Mon-Sat, 11-8 Thu. Apple
Games:Shuttle-Adventure Invader.

MICHIGAN
Computer Mart-560 West 14 Mile,
Clawson 48017; (313)288-D040. The
Midwest's largest computer store! (We
will not be undersold!!)

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Computer Mart of New Hampshire-
170 Main St, Nashua 03060; (603)
883-2386. 10-5. Dental-medical com-
puter specialists, Data General & Apple
systems.

NEW JERSEY

Computernook - Rt. 46, Pine Brook
Plaza, Pine Brook 07058; (201)575-9468.
10-6:30 MTWS, 10-8 Thurs., Fri. Apple/
Commodore Authorized dealer.

NEW YORK
The Computer Corner Inc-2oo Hamil-
ton Ave, White Plains 10601; (914)WHY
DATA. 10-6Men-Sat, 10-9 Thu.

OHIO
The Basic Computer Shop-2671 W.
Market St, Akron 44313; (216) 867-0808.
10-6Mon-Sat.

Micro Mini Computer World, Inc. -
74 Robinwood Ave., Columbus 43213;
(614) 235-6058, 5138. 11-7 Tue.-Sat.
Authorized commodore dealer - Sales/
Software/Service/Support.

PENNSYLVANIA
Personal Computer Corp.-24-26 W.
Lancaster Ave, Paoli 19301; (215)
647-8643. 10-6 Mon-Fri, 10-8 Wed, 10-5
Sat.

VIRGINIA
ComputerLand/ Tysons Corner-8411
Old Courthouse Rd, Vienna 22180;
(703) 893-0424. 10-6 MTWF, 10-9 Thu,
10-5 Sat.

Computers Plus, Inc-6120 Franconia
Rd, Alexandria 22301; (703) 971-1996.
10-9 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat. Micro special-
ists, books, classes, software, main-
tenance. "The PLUS makes thedif-
ference."

To include your store in Creative Computing's
Retail Roster, call the Advertising' Department at
(201) 540-9168.
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The townsfolk love the Lemon
Before the Lemon hit St. Peter, Brokenbranch

was a real terror. It wasn't safe for people to be on
the streets, even in the middle of the day. Homes
with girls' of any age kept all their doors locked
and shades drawn. Even cats and dogs didn't find
St. Peter a welcome home.

But that's all changed now. Brokenbranch is
hooked on computers for good. He remarked, "As
you can see, all my friends live inside my Lemon. I
wish I could tell you their names - they're on the
tip of my tongue - but I can't seem to remember."

"I've also added nifty music and speech
synthesis hardware. It's really amazing. Some-
times I can even hear it when the Lemon is turned
off."

"To date, I've logged over 31,000 hours on the
Lemon and it's been up almost 42minutes. I expect
to hit one full hour of operation before the end of
the year. I have other people trying to figure out
what I'm doing, but I'm not telling. This kind of
fun is something I just don't want to share."

Is Lemon for you?
"My Lemon wasn't exactly what I thought it

would be when we got it. I like to think of it, not as
the Cadillac, but as the DeSoto of personal
computers. It's done wonders for me." Now it's
your turn to see if you can get hooked on a Lemon
too. Call (212) 936-4444. In New York, call (212)
936-4444. Don't write us.

COMING SOON:

C~lnnE
The Complete
Do-It-Yourself

Computer Crime
System

Everything you need to use your microcomputer
to break into virtually any electronic funds
transfer network. Make big dollars with your
computer, a telephone and this software pack-
age. Work in the comfort of your own home.

Another get rich quick
solution from:

(UUVG]
Wolfgang Virtual Group
Men's Correctional Institution
Ossining, New York
(212) 936-6161
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LAWSOFCOMPUTERDOM
ACCORDING TO GOLUB:

I. Fuzzy project objectives are used to
avoid the embarrassment of esti-
mating the corresponding costs.

2. A carelessly planned project takes
three times longer to complete than
expected; a carefully planned pro-
ject takes onlytwice as long.

3. The effort required to correct a
course increases geometrically with
time.

4. Project teams detest weekly progress
reporting because it so vividly
manifests their lack of progress.

GILB'SLAWSOF
UNREI:.IABILITY :

1. Computers are unreliable, but
humans are even more unreliable.

2. Any system which depends on
human reliability is unreliable.

3. Undetectable errors are infinite in
variety, in contrast to detectable
errors, which by definition are
limited.

4. Investment in reliability will in-
crease until it exceeds the probable
cost of errors, or until someone
insists on getting some useful work
done.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~¢~~~~
WHOTOSUE

LUBARSKY'S LAW OF
CYBERNETIC ENTOMOLOGY:

There's always one more bug.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;"f';
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Lemon II 48

The author names on some of the
spoof articles, in some cases, have
been subtly and not-so-subtly dis-
guised. The following are the real
perpetrators of this outrageous parody.
Author Material on pages

David H. Ahl

Steve North
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31
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Steve Kimmel
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